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Preface

The international security studies community, to which this volume addresses itself,

is increasingly focused on questions roiling policy discourse: with China’s growing

power redrawing the security landscape, will Sino-US strategic competition lead to

conflict, or will the current hegemon/system-manager and its pre-eminent potential

rival non-violently manage systemic fluidity to a new power-equilibrium?

Strategists ponder Sino-US competition, how it affects and, is in turn, affected

by, transitional turbulence at a time of eroded clarity and definition. The literature

examines specific aspects of the dialectic dynamics shaping mutual threat

perceptions, doctrinal evolution, military force- and platform development and

deployment, and a steady sharpening of national security policies vis-à-vis each

other. Few titles adopt a holistic view of the binary relational duality giving

comparable weight to American and Chinese contributions to strategic complexity.

This work seeks to fill that gap by analysing these mutually reinforcing processes to

reveal the contours of contention linking America’s primacy, China’s growing

capacity to question it, America’s response and China’s countermoves.

‘Seeking truth from facts’, this is a forensic examination of the empirical

evidence tracing the evolution of Sino-US security-interactions since these were

defined by their tacit anti-Soviet alliance during the Cold War’s final decades, to

temporary marginalisation, subsequently unstated antagonism and ‘near-peer

rivalry’, to eventual strategic competition admixed with cooperative elements.

Using the ‘power-shift’ and ‘power-diffusion’ frameworks, it reviews America’s

‘unipolar era’ amidst incremental and incomplete multipolar trends, from both US

and Chinese perspectives. It examines the Obama Administration’s efforts to

manage China ‘rise’, initially as a cooperative subordinate-partner and, when

these failed, as a more competitive potential ‘peer-rival’ whose ascent called for

a sophisticated mix of incentives and disincentives. It examines four cases of

flashpoints carrying the potential, given Sino-US systemic pre-eminence, to esca-

late into triggers for wider conflict: maritime/territorial disputes between China and

its US-aligned neighbours across the East- and South China Seas, Sino-US disputes

triggered by mutually exclusive interpretations of the UN Convention on the Law of
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the Sea (UNCLOS), disputes over cyberspace operations, and Korean nuclear

challenges. The work finally examines efforts by the second Obama Administration

and China’s Xi Jinping-Li Keqiang leadership to fashion a new framework essential

to a pacific transition to a more complex, dynamic, but non-confrontational new

order.

The volume is organised in six chapters. Chapter 1 records the angry mutual

critique American and Chinese national security establishments and their acolytes

often trade. Heated rhetoric coloured America’s 2012 election campaign and

China’s semi-synchronous leadership changes. Given that America and China

were covert allies collaborating in clandestine campaigns to undermine the Soviet

Union during the Cold War’s final decades, this marked a dramatic reversal. The

chapter examines the evolution of post-1989 Sino-American mutual perceptions as

recorded in official and semi-official assessments: America focused on the

consequences of China’s ‘rise’ for the US-led international security system; the

Chinese debated post-Cold War power- diffusion into a multipolar order, and the

construction of the ‘comprehensive national power’ framework to capture that

process. The chapter identifies elemental divergences in strategic assessments of

the security ecology, and optimum approaches available for pursuing respective

interests therein. It establishes the two powers’ locus as each other’s potential

strategic nemesis in the eyes of key national security elite-groups despite growing

interdependence, and how mutual insecurity defines the current security milieu.

Chapter 2 assesses the theoretical/conceptual evolution focusing on post-Cold

War processes of power-shift and power-diffusion, and their cumulative impact on

the international security system. Primary documents and academic literature, both

American and Chinese, are reviewed to establish the major strands of trans-Pacific

scholarship on the drivers of change. The sudden advent and relative brevity of

America’s unipolar primacy, and incremental crystallisation of evolving multipo-

larity, are analysed from both US and Chinese perspectives. Contrasting objectives,

interests and preferences separating the two shores of the Pacific across a perceptual

gulf, generating strategic distrust, divergent responses to a dynamic rebalancing of

Sino-US power relations, China’s emphasis on historical models and templates for

modern-day policymaking, and America’s primary reliance on its military domi-

nance are examined to identify the key contradictions shaping the discourse against

the backdrop of systemic transitional fluidity. Together, these themes establish the

context in which the narrative paints a contemporary picture of Sino-American

strategic rivalry inherited by the Obama Administration.

Chapter 3 examines the Obama Administration’s diplomatic, national security-

and military policies directed towards the Asia-Pacific region generally, and China

in particular, during its first term. It analyses Obama’s ‘all-of-government

rebalancing’ towards the region, formalised in 2011–2012 and implemented around

the military kernel of the ‘AirSea Battle Concept’ (ASBC) of operations and the

‘Joint Operational Access Concept’ (JOAC) designed to neutralise the PLA’s

growing ‘area-control’ capabilities in the Western Pacific and, thereby, restore

and indefinitely extend America’s systemic primacy. It also assesses Beijing’s

responses to this robust refocusing of American interest and attention to China’s
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periphery, China’s efforts to effect credible deterrence in a dynamic security milieu

via rapid military modernisation resulting in a potential ‘break-out’, and thereby

deepen the adversarial dialectic defining the regional insecurity complex. The

chapter thus explores and outlines escalatory risks generated by Sino-US strategic

competition contextualised by systemic transitional fluidity.

Chapter 4 shines a light on several acute challenges to regional peace and

stability as China, the USA, and countries allied or aligned to America engage in

competitive claims over rights and territorial jurisdiction across East Asia’s extra-

territorial waters. It examines three interlinked strands to maritime/territorial

disputes—that between China and Japan in the East China Sea, those over

overlapping claims pressed in the South China Sea by China/Taiwan on the one

hand, and Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei on the other, and Sino-US

disputes triggered by mutually exclusive interpretations of the rights, jurisdictions

and responsibilities assigned to littoral, insular and peninsular states on the one

hand, and extra-regional ‘user states’ on the other, by the UN Convention on the

Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The chapter assesses the disputes’ historical roots,

contemporary complexities and mutually reinforcing attributes, and emergent

linkages between the China–Japan–US and China–ASEAN–US strategic triangles,

against the backdrop of Sino-US rivalry, rendering the East- and the South China

Seas two incandescently inflammable flashpoints.

Chapter 5 reviews efforts by the second Obama Administration and China’s Xi

Jinping-Li Keqiang leadership to fashion less adversarial and more collaborative

relations against the backdrop of deepening interdependence and the coalescence of

coalitions. Differentiated outcomes of the 2008–2010 economic crises, magnified

by globalised economic, financial and commercial linkages, forced US and Chinese

economies on divergent trajectories, sharpening perceived polarisation. Sino-US

competition did not comport with the Cold War-era ‘bipolar’ rivalry, but

underscored an erosion of strategic clarity and definition. The chapter examines

transitional uncertainties which encouraged major and minor actors to ‘hedge and

engage’ with a view to diplomatically shaping the security environment while

preparing to robustly defend respective interests if engagement failed. The chapter

analyses the ability of atypical challenges reflecting and reinforcing Sino-US

competition to upset East Asia’s subsystemic equilibrium, and threaten major

upheaval with potentially systemic reverberations. Cyber-threats and North Korean

behaviour early in the Obama–Xi diarchy are assessed to identify challenges facing

Sino-US efforts to manage a non-violent transition, and locate the contours of a still

amorphous security architecture struggling to emerge across this crucial and

troubled region.

The concluding chapter sums up the inquiry, updating the narrative to the end of

2014, and draws inferences on the competitive dynamics at the fluid systemic core

while limning the efforts being made on both shores of the Pacific to forge a

mutually acceptable equilibrium for a somewhat different, perhaps less clear and

more fuzzy, future facing the region, and the world.

Many individuals and organisations contributed variously to this project. Not all

can be named, but some must: Stephen Costello, Nong Hong, Ken Jimbo, Fay
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Johnson, Kalyan Kemburi, Tetsuo Kotani, Peter Mangold, Masayuki Masuda, Li

Mingjiang, Ambassadors Robert Blackwill and Verghese Mathews, Professors

Lawrence Freedman, Ryosei Kokubun, Yoichiro Sato, Dingli Shen and Arne

Westad, Lt. General Noboru Yamaguchi, Senior Colonels Fan Gaoyue and Wen

Bing; LSE IDEAS, and the Sasakawa Foundation (GBSF); the editorial and pro-

duction teams at Springer; and not least my long-suffering wife, Selina, who helped

to maintain sanity while we moved across continents to push the project to its

conclusion. I alone, however, am responsible for all sins of commission and

omission.

London, UK S. Mahmud Ali
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From Tacit Allies to Strategic Competitors:
Post-Cold War Transformation of Sino-US
Dynamics

1

A Security Dilemma Unfolds

A fortnight before Britain’s Queen Elizabeth, escorted by the fictional eponymous

hero of James Bond movies, was seen to dramatically parachute down from a

helicopter to declare the London 2012 Summer Olympic Games open, another

captivating histrionic outburst engulfed America’s Olympic team. Congressional

leaders, outraged to discover that the US Olympic Committee had the team’s Ralph

Lauren-designed uniforms ‘made in China’, questioned the Committee’s ‘sense’.

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid thundered, ‘I think they should take all the

uniforms, put them in a big pile and burn them and start all over again. If they have

to wear nothing but a singlet that says the USA on it, painted by hand, that is what

they should wear’ [1]. In a rare show of bipartisan unity, Speaker John Boehner and

Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi echoed Reid’s fulminations.

If Congressional hyperbole was forgiven as febrile election-year antics, Ameri-

can media’s description of Sino-US competition as a zero-sum duel reinforced an

impression that the two powers were engaging in war by another name. Journalists

reported a new Cold War rivalry: ‘Is China the new Soviet Union at the Olympics?

It sure is looking it today. At the center of this new Cold War is Ye Shiwen, a

16-year-old Chinese swimmer.’ ‘The gloves are off and any pretense of civility is

gone from the Olympic rivalry between the United States and China. The race to

win the medal count got ugly fast.’ ‘After years when Americans were lacking for

an archrival at the Olympics, we have definitely found one, venom and all’ [2].

Olympian rivalry was the pacific face of Sino-US competitive tendencies in the

context of parallel discourses on America’s alleged ‘decline’ and China’s ‘rise’ or,

‘revitalization’ [3]. With consensus forming around the end of America’s post-Cold

War ‘unipolar era’ and China taking some of the lost or ceded space while the USA

refashioned her primacy by reinvigorating alliances across the wider Asia-Pacific

region, signs of systemic transitional volatility were apparent [4]. Trends indicated

eroding US primacy, although the end-state of that process remained uncertain.

Fluidity was accelerated by differing impacts of the 2008–2010 global economic
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crises on the two powers [5]. Diplomacy, too, underscored tensions. On the day of

Congressional pyrotechnics against ‘Made in China’ Olympic uniforms, Secretary

of State Hillary Clinton met with select ASEAN counterparts in Phnom Penh. She

asserted America’s interests in the South China Sea (SCS), its waters frothy with

overlapping maritime/territorial claims advanced by China, and US allies and

‘strategic partners’ Taiwan, the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and Brunei [6].

Citing America’s ‘national interest in freedom of navigation, the maintenance of

peace and stability, respect for international law, and unimpeded lawful commerce’

in the SCS, Clinton targeted China: ‘the nations of the region should work collabo-

ratively and diplomatically to resolve disputes without coercion, without intimida-

tion, without threats, and without the use of force’ [7]. She urged disputants to

‘clarify and pursue their territorial and maritime claims in accordance with interna-

tional law’, encouraging claimants to explore ‘every diplomatic avenue for resolu-

tion, including the use of arbitration or other international legal mechanisms’

[8]. Since Beijing opposed this option and Clinton expressed support for Beijing’s

rivals, the object of her admonitions was clear. In response, her Chinese counterpart

Yang Jiechi urged America ‘to respect the interests and concerns of China and other

countries in the Asia-Pacific region’ [9]. His counter-suggestions reflected the gulf

separating the two powers: ‘The Asia-Pacific region is where the interests of China

and the United States are the most intertwined and where the two countries have the

most frequent interaction. China and the United States should put in place a sound

pattern of interaction in the Asia-Pacific that features win-win cooperation’

[10]. Cooperation was clearly absent.

Yang insisted Beijing stood ready to keep close communication with

Washington on Asia-Pacific affairs through such channels as the Strategic and

Economic Dialogue (S&ED) and the Consultations on Asia Pacific Affairs, push

forward regional cooperation, and ‘facilitate the sound growth of various regional

institutions for cooperation’ [11]. Clinton maintained diplomatic pressure. Her

‘International Religious Freedom Report for 2011’ to Congress stated, ‘There was

a marked deterioration during 2011 in the government’s respect for and protection

of religious freedom in China.’ In ‘Tibetan areas, this included increased

restrictions on religious practice, especially in Tibetan Buddhist monasteries and

nunneries. Official interference in the practice of these religious traditions

exacerbated grievances and contributed to at least 12 self-immolations by Tibetans

in 2011’ [12]. China questioned America’s right to ‘violate the fundamental

principle of international relations to respect each other’s sovereignties and territo-

rial integrities and to not interfere in each other’s internal affairs. . .the idea of

“religious freedom” is nothing but a stick that the United States uses to hit

others’ [13].

The pattern coloured Clinton’s African tour in August. Having been critical of

Beijing’s aid-and-trade policy there since China supplanted America as Africa’s

biggest trading partner in 2009, Washington contrasted Beijing’s ‘no-questions-

asked’ approach to extractive commerce with its own more ‘responsible’ stance. In

a keynote address, Clinton said, ‘Africa needs partnership, not patronage. . .a
sustainable partnership that adds value rather than extracts it. That’s America’s

2 1 From Tacit Allies to Strategic Competitors: Post-Cold War Transformation of. . .



commitment to Africa.’ In a veiled reference to China, she pledged, ‘America will

stand up for democracy and universal human rights even when it might be easier to

look the other way and keep the resources flowing’ [14]. Having reported that Sino-

African trade reached $166bn in 2011, and some 2,000 Chinese firms had invested

$14.7bn there—a 60 % growth in 2 years, Beijing complained, ‘Clinton’s speech

was meant to turn African countries against China so that the US can benefit

economically by driving a wedge between the traditional friends. . .Unfortunately,
Clinton’s move would possibly backfire’ [15].

Maritime Military Muscle-Flexing

Sports, diplomacy and trade painted a contextual backdrop for Sino-US strategic

rivalry. In January 2012, President Obama’s national defence guidelines, Sustain-
ing US Global Leadership, vowed to overcome recent difficulties and ‘emerge even

stronger in a manner that preserves American global leadership, maintains our

military superiority’ [16]. Obama asserted, ‘while the US military will continue

to contribute security globally, we will of necessity rebalance toward the Asia-
Pacific region,’ [17] reinforcing alliances and partnerships, boosting collective

security. Obama stressed the dynamic growth of India’s capacity and influence:

‘The United States is also investing in a long-term strategic partnership with India

to support its ability to serve as a regional economic anchor and provider of security

in the broader Indian Ocean region.’ The objective? ‘China’s emergence as a

regional power will have the potential to affect the US economy and our security

in a variety of ways. Our two countries have a strong stake in peace and stability in

East Asia. . .However, the growth of China’s military power must be accompanied

by greater clarity of its strategic intentions in order to avoid causing friction in the

region’ [18].

America would ‘continue to make the necessary investments to ensure that we

maintain regional access and the ability to operate freely.’ Working closely with

client-states, America ‘will continue to promote a rules-based international order

that ensures underlying stability and encourages the peaceful rise of new powers’

[19]. The US–Indian–Chinese strategic triangle gained prominence in efforts to

sustain the order fashioned around US primacy as the rivals wooed Delhi. India’s

economic, commercial and strategic interests had driven its two decade-old ‘Look

East’ policy of engagement with East Asia. Keen to exploit its resonance with US

objectives, Obama urged ‘India not only to “look East”, we want India to “engage

East”’ [20]. Noting that Indian power had already ‘emerged’, Obama sought a

stronger Indo-US strategic partnership for ‘global peace and prosperity’. For

Washington, this became a key goal.

Clinton’s Asian tour had been preceded by Secretary of Defence Leon Panetta’s,

who told Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in Delhi that ‘defense cooperation with

India is the linchpin’ [21] in America’s ‘pivot/rebalancing to Asia’ [22]. -

DoD-commissioned analyses urged Washington to help Delhi sharpen its competi-

tive capabilities vis-à-vis Beijing [23]. With fresh US forces being redeployed to
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the Pacific, rotational basing in Australia, Singapore and the Philippines announced,

growing Indian security and commercial ties to ASEAN states, and military-

diplomatic linkages among US clients Japan, South Korea, Australia, India,

Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei deepening,

India’s regional profile rose. Around then, China’s Vice Premier, and Premier-in-

waiting, Li Keqiang, told India’s Foreign Minister SM Krishna at a Shanghai

Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit that ‘Sino-Indian ties would be the most

important bilateral relationship in the 21st century’ [24]. Beijing invited Indian

Defence Minister AK Antony to meet China’s new leaders; China’s Defence

Minister Liang Guanglie asked to visit India in September 2012 [25]. During that

first such tour in 8 years, Liang and Antony agreed to resume Sino-Indian military

exercises, suspended in 2010 over territorial disputes [26]. Intractable differences

notwithstanding, both sides highlighted the benefits of peaceful and stable relations.

India, however, was secondary to Sino-US dialectics. Economic trends drove the

negative dynamic. In US estimate, Beijing could ‘become the most powerful

adversary’ America had ever faced. By early 2030s, China’s gross domestic product

(GDP) and defence spending could exceed America’s. ‘China could therefore

become a more capable opponent than either the Soviet Union or Nazi Germany

at their peak’ [27]. While strategic diplomacy widened and deepened America’s

Cold-War vintage ‘hub-and-spokes’ alliance network around China’s periphery,

Washington also worked to counteract Beijing’s growing military muscularity. It

approached the praxis of the ‘AirSea Battle’ operational concept (ASBC), secretly

initiated in September 2009 and formally launched in May 2010, with a view to

deterring and, should deterrence fail, defeating in battle the People’s Liberation

Army’s (PLA) ‘anti-access/area-denial’ (A2/AD) tactics in the Western Pacific

[28]. The concept synergized US naval and aerial capabilities against challenges

to US primacy.

ASBC’s authors, commissioned by Andrew Marshall’s Office of Net Assess-

ment (ONA), the Department of Defence’s (DoD) internal think-tank, pinpointed

the PLAs’ growing ability to threaten America’s military access to the Western

Pacific, deterring Washington from intervening in support of its hegemonic

interests, and regional clients, in China’s backyard. ASBC targeted China’s

challenges to US military invulnerability, i.e., its systemic primacy [29], a function

of its near-total combat-dominance and mastery of all battle-domains. The PLA’s

ability to threaten this invincibility eroded US primacy in this crucial region. If the

PLA’s A2/AD capabilities were neutered, America would restore its regional

supremacy, and ensure indefinite systemic hegemony. Washington, in this view,

confronted a ‘strategic choice: begin adapting the way it projects power’ into the

region, effecting corresponding changes in military capabilities and force structure,

‘or face the prospect of paying an ever-increasing and perhaps prohibitive price for

sustaining military access.’ Given the theatre’s geospatial attributes, the US Navy

and Air Force must ‘begin the process of exploring their power-projection options

by developing an AirSea Battle concept’ [30]. ASBC targeted the PLA’s area-

control kill-chain [31].
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Sino-US tensions over SCS disputes acquired salience in that context. For

decades, forward-deployed US Pacific Command (PACOM) naval and air forces

had exercised free passage throughout the Western Pacific beyond the littoral

states’ 12 nm territorial waters. However, since 2001, Chinese state organs repeat-

edly challenged US surveillance operations in China’s Exclusive Economic Zone

(EEZ). Notably on April 1, 2001, when a PLA Navy (PLAN) J8II fighter-jet

collided with a US EP3 electronic warfare aircraft near Hainan Island, within the

airspace above China’s EEZ. The Chinese pilot was killed in the collision; the EP3,

badly damaged, was forced to land without permission at the PLA’s Lingshui

airfield on Hainan. The 24-strong crew was held for several days while Beijing

and Washington coped with angry militaries and outraged nationalist sentiments

[32]. The collision tested the new George W. Bush Administration, colouring

mutual perceptions. Early in March 2009, less lethal incidents in the SCS, again

close to Hainan, set the limits of Sino-US collaboration in what China considered its

home waters. Following Chinese radio warnings and overflights, civilian coast-

guard and fisheries vessels accosted the USNS Impeccable, forcing it to stop and

then abandon its mission of monitoring PLAN submarine activities. A similar fate

befell theUSNS Victorious, operating within China’s EEZ in the Yellow Sea. These

incidents provided the newly-elected President Obama with his first taste of Sino-

US insecurity dynamics [33].

Strategic insecurity, distinct from the security dilemma paradigm [34], is trig-

gered by perceived threats posed to one’s core security interests by the ‘other’

[35]. Western attention largely focused on challenges posed by authoritarian China

growing rapidly in visible metrics of state-power, effectively eroding US primacy,

while America faced difficult political-economic circumstances. The Chinese per-

spective, in contrast, was largely defensive, even insecure, coloured by fears of

perceived existential threats from the hegemon’s ‘strategic ring of encirclement’

with America’s overwhelming military muscle underwriting all-encompassing

systemic dominance [36]. The asymmetric dialectics driving Sino-US insecurity

was rarely acknowledged.

The two powers adhered to mutually exclusive interpretations of clauses of the

1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) defining the rights and

privileges enjoyed by littoral and insular states, and external ‘user states’, in

non-territorial waters within littoral states’ EEZ. Complexity was convoluted by

the fact that China had ratified UNCLOS but America had not. In 2009–2015, the

SCS remained a contested focus between China and US-aligned disputants. In April

2012, China and the Philippines began a stand-off at Scarborough Shoal with

vessels facing each other for nearly 2 months and only withdrawing after inclement

weather hastened an agreement. Vietnam, for its part, advertised maritime blocks in

disputed waters for foreign-aided energy exploration, and enacted a ‘Law on

Vietnam’s Sea’, effective from January 2013, greatly extending Vietnam’s territo-

rial waters off its south-eastern coast, especially near Ho Chi Minh City, and

expanding its EEZ [37]. While Hanoi and Manila challenged Beijing’s claims,

and Malaysia and Brunei pursued discreet military-diplomacy and force-expansion,
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China insisted on ‘indisputable sovereignty’ over much of the SCS, based on

‘historical evidence’ [38].

Antagonism Gains a Locus

President Obama set out his Asia-Pacific vision in an address to the Australian

parliament, noting that ‘Asia will largely define whether the century ahead will be

marked by conflict or cooperation.’ He vowed:

the United States will play a larger and long-term role in shaping this region and its future,

by upholding core principles and in close partnership with our allies and friends. . .We stand

for an international order in which the rights and responsibilities of all nations and all

people are upheld. . . where emerging powers contribute to regional security, and where

disagreements are resolved peacefully [39].

While America reserved the right to apply massive force to maintain order, all

others must abjure violence. Obama pledged, defence cuts notwithstanding, to

honour commitments to allied security with expanded deployments. Washington

would rotate marines, combat aircraft, naval ships and submarines through

Australian, Singaporean and other allied bases, increasing flexibility and ‘con-

stantly’ boosting ‘our capabilities to meet the needs of the 21st century.’ He ordered

that America’s Asian presence and mission be ‘a top priority’. Insisting the ‘pivot’

did not target China, Obama sought ‘to promote understanding and avoid

miscalculations. We will do this, even as we continue to speak candidly to Beijing

about the importance of upholding international norms and respecting the universal

human rights of the Chinese people’ [40].

The offer to China was to accept the US-designed-and-managed strategic frame-

work; the alternative was clear. Obama stamped his personal imprimatur on

America’s Asian focus with its military core within an ‘all-of-government’ cara-

pace. He did not name China, but since the aim was to deter and defeat aggression

by an authoritarian power strong enough to threaten regional actors [41], little was

left to conjecture. The launch of ASBC with an established Headquarters, joint-

service exercises testing the framework’s operational details, proclamation of the

US ‘pivot’ to Asia, plans to deploy 60 % of US naval resources to the Pacific by

2020 [42], and the stationing of fresh US forces around China’s periphery in 2010–

2015 underscored the Sino-US dynamics’ military focus, drawing attention to the

SCS as a locus of immediate concerns. Panetta promised, ‘We will play an essential

role in promoting strong partnerships that strengthen the capabilities of the Pacific

nations to defend and secure themselves. All of the U.S. military services are

focused on implementing the president’s guidance to make the Asia-Pacific a top

priority’ [43]. America boosted existing alliances, built quasi-alliances with India,

Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei and Vietnam, and expanded facilities [44].

China, resenting the crystallisation of a US-led hostile coalition around its

periphery, proclaimed the city of Sansha, on Woody Island in the Paracels, as the

regional administrative headquarters for the Sprtalys, Paracels and Macclesfield
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Bank—contested SCS features. Shortly after the Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN) Foreign Ministers broke their 45-year-old tradition by failing to

issue a joint communiqué following an annual meeting embittered by profound

discord [45], Beijing established the Sansha garrison to defend its SCS assets

[46]. Washington, concerned by the ‘increase in tensions in the South China Sea’,

was ‘monitoring the situation closely’. Specifically, ‘China’s upgrading of the

administrative level of Sansha City and establishment of a new military garrison

there covering disputed areas’ of the SCS risked ‘further escalating tensions in the

region’ [47]. China insisted it had administered the Xisha (Paracels), Nansha
(Spratlys) and Zhongsha (Macclesfield Bank) Islands since 1959, and the ‘recent

establishment of the Sansha City is a necessary adjustment made by China to the

existing local administrative structure and is well within China’s sovereign rights’.

Beijing expressed ‘strong dissatisfaction of and firm opposition to’ US neglect of

Vietnamese and Filipino action:

Why has the United States chosen to turn a blind eye to the acts of some country marking

out a large number of oil and gas blocks in the South China Sea and making domestic

legislation claiming as its own China’s islands, reefs and waters? Why has the United States

chosen on the one hand not to mention the acts of some country using naval vessels to

threaten Chinese fishermen and laying groundless sovereignty claims over the islands and

reefs that indisputably belong to China, while on the other hand make unfounded

accusations against China’s reasonable and appropriate reaction to provocations? And

why has the United States chosen to speak out all of a sudden to stir up trouble at a time

when countries concerned in the region are stepping up dialogue and communication in an

effort to resolve disputes and calm the situation? [48]

Beijing insisted Washington’s ‘act of being selective in approaching facts and

making responses breaches the claimed US stance of not taking a position on or

getting involved in the disputes. It is not conducive to unity and cooperation among

countries in the region or to peace and stability in this part of the world’ [49]. The

exchange hinted at visceral antipathies colouring mutual perceptions of the world’s

two strongest powers. Curiously, only Vietnam questioned Taipei’s decision to

extend the runway on Taiping Island, the largest of the Spratlys, under Taiwanese

occupation since 1947 [50]. With Sino-US rhetoric heating up, PACOM announced

plans to redeploy materiel withdrawn from Afghanistan to Singapore and the

Philippines [51]. The dialectic pattern rendered prospects for maritime disputes

escalating from ‘regional hotspots’ to ‘systemic flashpoints’, and Sino-US strategic

rivalry triggering regional confrontations, realistic. This is the context in which this

study examines the transitional fluidity threatening to unhinge the international

security system’s core as the dominant power and its putative peer-rival sought to

re-establish their relative positions in a dynamic milieu.
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An Unusual Bipolarity

Remarkably, tensions over Taiwan, hitherto the most acute flashpoint central to the

security discourse, eased following Kuomintang leader Ma Ying-jou’s election as

president in 2008 [52]. Ma’s mantra of ‘three nos – no independence, no unification,

and no use of force’, calmed the waters. Discord over US arms sales to Taiwan [53]

notwithstanding, Beijing and Taipei forged cross-Strait economic, commercial and

socio-cultural linkages, some formalised [54]. Taiwanese investors had seeded

China’s reforming economy, catalysing the explosive growth in mainland industry,

especially in manufacturing. During 1991–2013, this investment exceeded $130bn,

while Chinese investment in Taiwan in 2009–2013 reached $720m [55]. According

to one account, over 200,000 of the million Taishang living in China returned home

in January 2012 to vote in presidential polls, possibly with Beijing’s help [56]. This

was the culmination of a process in which China and Taiwan had reached 18 accords

on economic, socio-cultural and functional cooperation by 2013 [57]. After taking

office as CPC General-Secretary, Xi Jinping wrote to Ma on the need to continue

promoting peaceful cross-Strait relations. The two security forces engaged in

low-level joint drills in 2012 [58]. Ministerial-level PRC-ROC talks held in

February 2014, the first since 1949, set another precedent. Taiwan was no longer

the most acute security flashpoint in Sino-US strategic calculations.

Stabilising progress did not, however, enable Taipei to engage Beijing in

sovereignty-related negotiations. Taiwan remained deeply divided over mainland

policy, shoring up defences [59], often with US help, despite Chinese protests

[60]. Beijing maintained its military deterrent and intelligence penetration targeting

Taiwanese moves towards de jure independence [61]. Diplomatic rivalry, too,

persisted [62]. However, both parties sought to reinforce the status quo [63]. Largely

at Ma’s behest, they fashioned a palimpsest of accords and understandings binding

the two societies in non-political linkages, tacitly laying the foundations of a

peacefully differentiated future [64]. Although Beijing formally opposed Taipei’s

overseas links, Ma’s ability to travel, including to America, suggested China was

acquiescing to Taiwan expanding its diplomatic space [65].

Ma enhanced Taiwan’s stature by announcing a peace initiative addressing Sino-

Japanese maritime disputes in August 2012 [66], offering a framework for future

Beijing–Tokyo negotiations. US intelligence assessments envisaged ‘gradual’

progress in Beijing–Taipei dialogue while ‘the cross-strait military and economic

balance will keep shifting in China’s favour’ [67]. For their first inter-governmental

talks since separation in 1949, in February 2014, Zhang Zhijun, head of Beijing’s

Taiwan Affairs Office, hosted his Taiwanese counterpart, Wang Yu-chi, in Nanjing,

for 4 days of unprecedented engagement [68]. Days later, Xi Jinping told the

KMT’s visiting honorary Chairman, Lien Chan, that China respected ‘the social

system and lifestyle’ Taiwanese compatriots had chosen for themselves. He offered

to negotiate future political relations ‘on an equal basis under the one-china

principle’ [69]. Zhang visited Taiwan in June 2014, following lengthy protests

there against a trade agreement, reflecting polarisation, highlighted by the KMT’s

defeat in 2014 local polls. Taiwan’s diminishing role as an urgent politico-military
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flashpoint, evidenced by its decision to slash forces by 20 % [70] did not, however,

mitigate Sino-US competitive tensions elsewhere. And if Ma’s pro-independence

opponents in the DPP won the 2016 elections and pressed ahead with their revi-

sionist agenda, all bets would be off.

Conflict is nonetheless not foreordained. In fact, for nearly two decades, Amer-

ica and China were tacit allies, covertly collaborating against an expansive Soviet

Union. In 1969, President Richard Nixon and his National Security Adviser Henry

Kissinger in Washington, and Chairman Mao Zedong and Premier Zhou Enlai in

Beijing, unbeknownst to each other, arrived at convergent conclusions: faced with

possibly existential threats from the Soviet Union, each needed to build bridges to

the other, support each other’s defences, and forge a balancing concert against the

Soviet behemoth [71]. During 1971–1989, often struggling against their own

establishments, in China’s case, leading to an abortive coup led by Mao’s anointed

heir, Marshal Lin Biao, the two powers co-ordinated policies against Soviet allies in

South Asia, Southeast Asia, Southern Africa, the Horn of Africa, Central America

and, most successfully, Afghanistan.

With America’s Indochinese exertions having depleted its economic substance

and moral authority, Washington transferred technology and materiel to help build

upChina’s ‘comprehensive national power’.What it could not transfer owing to legal

restrictions, it encouraged its NATO allies and Israel to do [72]. Without themselves

firing a shot in anger, the tacit allies haemorrhaged the Soviet Union to collapse. The

Cold War’s end transformed the global security landscape, granting America a

‘unipolar moment’ but also corroding the strategic bases of Sino-US collusion. As

the hegemon exercised global primacy, a combination of domestic and international

developments eclipsed post-Tiananmen Square China. Paramount leader Deng

Xiaoping reflected profound anxiety as the Soviet Union headed for fission: ‘The

problem now is not whether the banner of the Soviet Unionwill fall, there is bound to

be unrest there, but whether the banner of China will fall’ [73]. Deng and his

successors pursued steady accretion of national power with the focus on economic,

scientific-technological and industrial development. Military modernisation, whose

outcome eventually challenged the regional balance of power, followed. TheDengist

project was wildly successful, although possibly at exorbitant costs [74].

By the time America’s security establishment identified China as a ‘near-peer-

rival’, Sino-US economic, commercial and financial linkages had acquired unprec-

edented symbiosis [75]. Clinton acknowledged this dilemma when, despite her

anxiety over Beijing’s ‘assertive’ stance on disputes with US-aligned states, she

noted, ‘We recognize that a zero-sum approach in the Asia-Pacific will lead only to

negative-sum results, so we are committed to working with China within a frame-

work that fosters cooperation where interests align and manages differences where

they do not. That is part of what it means to achieve an effective regional order.’

Eschewing hints of compromise likely to be construed as conceding strategic

decline, she added, ‘So in every way we can, we are sending a clear message:

The United States is a resident Pacific power and we are committed to the future’

[76]. She strove to strike a complex balance: America must visibly sustain its

leadership, discourage revisionist challenges, and boost allies; it must, however,

avoid threatening China’s ‘core interests’, turning a ‘near-peer-competitor’ into a
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systemic adversary, and all this without eroding US credibility or breaking the

bank. Did this require partial accommodation while pressing Beijing to guide

Chinese behaviour in preferred directions? America’s leaders dared not answer,

or even ask, that question.

Aware of Washington’s deep indebtedness to Beijing, 2 months into office,

Clinton asked Australia’s Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, ‘How do you deal toughly

with your banker?’ Assuring Clinton that Canberra kept close tabs on Beijing, and

describing himself as a ‘brutal realist on China’, Rudd said the goal must be to

integrate China into the international community, ‘while also preparing to deploy

force if everything goes wrong’ [77]. Washington apparently took this advice

seriously. Despite a ‘frosty reception’ during Obama’s November 2009 visit to

China [78], intriguing hints that he urged collaborative management of global

affairs emerged. Premier Wen Jiabao, while welcoming cooperation, rejected any

notions of a ‘G-2’ condominium [79]. Relations went downhill from then on [80].

Still, China had replaced Japan as the largest holder of US Treasury Bills,

funding the US deficit and allowing America to finance tax-cuts and stimulus

packages through the recession [81]. Chinese purchases of US securities were

financed with surpluses from exports to US and EU markets. Recycled money

enabled America to continue consuming more than it generated, while China grew

its production, productivity and reserves, with modest marginal gains in value-

addition being transformed by scale. Even when US arms sales to Taiwan and

Obama’s meeting with the Dalai Lama chilled ties, in March 2010, Beijing bought

$17.7bn in T-Bills, taking its holdings to an all-time high of $895.2bn [82]. Over the

next 3 years, China further raised its T-Bills holdings. However, as its foreign

reserves exceeded $3tn, and the dollar’s devaluation eroded the worth of dollar-

denominated reserves, Beijing began diversifying to non-dollar assets. As Japan

was encouraged to increase its purchase of US T-Bills, the gap between the two

narrowed. Still, as Table 1.1 shows, America remained more indebted to China than

to its protectee, Japan.

Washington complained that since joining the World Trade Organisation

(WTO), China had enjoyed open access to the US market; its artificially devalued

currency gave it a competitive edge resulting in growing Chinese trade surpluses

which Beijing recycled by buying T-Bills and suppressed the Yuan’s value.

Americans accused Beijing of subsidising state-owned enterprises (SOEs) with

cheap credit, ‘thereby harming American economic interests’. A Congressional

commission reported, ‘Although Chinese leaders acknowledge the need to balance

their economy by increasing domestic consumption, China continues to maintain an

export-driven economy with policies that subsidize Chinese companies and under-

value the renminbi (RMB)’. While Beijing permitted foreign ownership in some

sectors, ‘huge swathes of the economy are reserved for Chinese firms’ [84].

Beijing posited that globalisation had woven a supply-chain network across the

Asia-Pacific with China often the final-assembly point; China’s global trade surplus

was modest and the RMB’s revaluation would not reduce US deficits; a large

proportion of ‘Chinese’ exports was, in fact, sold by US-owned operations. Apple’s

$499 iPad2 device offered an example—while Apple made $150 per device,
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Chinese workers collectively got $8; Korean workers doing the same work earned

$34. Beijing also asked Washington to lift embargoes on high-technology exports

imposed in 1989 and reduce America’s trade deficits [85]. Although many Ameri-

can economic-analysts endorsed the Chinese view [86] and some even described

China’s remarkable growth as ‘essential for the United States’ [87], US politicians

would not. The debate featured in every major Sino-US economic dialogue. Despite

mutual efforts, China’s trade surpluses grew while US manufacturing jobs, a crucial

electoral issue, were ‘off-shored’. Table 1.2 summarises 2009–2013 trade figures.

Beijing agreed that its surplus had been growing, but refuted the size and the rate

of its growth. For instance, Chinese accounts stated, China’s trade surplus in 2012

was $224.12bn, and not $315.05bn as shown in US figures. The discrepancy was

explained thus: America and China used different frameworks for calculating the

value of their exports and imports. China valued its exports on a ‘free on board’

(FOB) scale and its imports on a ‘cost, insurance and freight’ (CIF) measure;

America valued its exports on a ‘freight alongside’ (FAS) scale, and its imports

on a ‘customs value’ (CV) measure. Differences underpinning the gaps in the two

sets of calculations, summarised in Table 1.3, reinforced the dialogue-of-the-deaf

feature of interactions.

Investments, showing greater volatility than trade but still substantial, further

entwined Sino-US economic health. US firms invested far more in China than

Chinese corporations or SOEs did in America. U.S. foreign direct investment

(FDI) stock in China, led by the manufacturing, wholesale trade, banking and

finance/insurance sectors, was $51.4 billion in 2012 (latest data available), a

7.1 % decrease from 2011, compared to $60.5 billion in 2010, a 21.4 % increase

from 2009. Chinese FDI stock in America, led by the banking and wholesale trade

sectors, was $5.2 billion in 2012 (latest data available), 38.2 % higher than in 2011,

compared to $3.2 billion in 2010, up 171.6 % from 2009 [90]. The depth and

breadth of economic, financial and commercial interdependence led a senior

DoD-funded analyst to warn, ‘short of a nuclear exchange, the greatest damage

from any conflict with China is likely to come in the economic realm’. He posited

that ‘massive and mutual economic harm would result from any significant Sino-

American armed conflict, even if the two sides eschewed the use of economic

weapons’ [91]. Given their status as the world’s largest economies, and the increas-

ingly intense linkages between themselves and the rest of the world, severe damage

to either and, in the case of a conflict, to both, would likely trigger global

devastation.

Table 1.2 US trade in

goods with China: 2009–

2012 ($ million) [88]

Year Exports Imports Balance

2013 122,016.30 440,433.50 �318,417.20

2012 110,590.10 425,643.60 �315,053.50

2011 103,939.40 399,361.90 �295,422.50

2010 91,880.60 364,943.90 �273,063.20

2009 69,496.70 296,373.90 �226,877.20
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The rival national security establishments nonetheless appeared focused on

preparing for exactly this eventuality. As the post-Cold War international order

rearranged itself, the greatest challenge to global peace and stability emanated from

Sino-American mutual adjustments to the changes in their relative power-balance.

This study examines the dialogue-of-the deaf driving US–China strategic competi-

tion in the context of systemic transitional fluidity generated by the parallel but

distinct processes of power-shift and -diffusion. It explores the uncertainties

afflicting international security at both the systemic and East Asian sub-systemic

levels. Although most attention is focused on the two protagonists, the study also

assesses the impact of Sino-US dynamics on major regional actors, and how the

disputes roiling East Asian seas threaten to bring strategic competition to a boil.

Finally, on the bases of the evidence drawn largely from official sources, it presents

the choices facing the protagonists and their allies as their action-reaction dialectic

precipitates the outlines of an emergent order.

Tiananmen Square’s Shadows

Sino-US strategic collaboration preceded the establishment of diplomatic relations.

Once these were in place, America helped Beijing to lay the foundations of the

PLA’s modernisation, transferring materiel, technology, blueprints, scientific-

technical knowledge and managerial skills. In 1986, Secretary of Defence Casper

Weinberger told Congress, ‘Our developing defense relationship with China is

based on a commonality of security interests. A secure, modernizing China can

be a force for peace and stability in East Asia and the world.’ America played ‘a

positive role in China’s defense modernization’ to ‘enhance China’s ability to

defend itself’ [92]. He noted, ‘Work toward defense modernization of the People’s

Table 1.3 US and Chinese trade figures, 2001–2012 ($bn) [89]

Year

US trade figures Chinese trade figures

US

exports

US

imports US deficit

Chinese

exports

Chinese

imports

Chinese

surplus

2001 19.235 102.280 �83.045 54.277 26.204 28.073

2002 22.053 125.168 �103.115 69.959 27.228 42.731

2003 28.418 152.379 �123.961 92.510 33.883 58.627

2004 34.721 196.699 �161.978 124.973 44.653 80.320

2005 41.837 243.462 �201.625 162.939 48.735 114.204

2006 55.224 287.773 �232.549 203.516 59.222 144.294

2007 65.238 321.508 �256.270 232.761 69.861 162.900

2008 71.457 337.790 �266.333 252.327 81.486 170.841

2009 69.576 296.402 �226.826 220.706 77.433 143.273

2010 91.878 364.944 �273.066 283.184 101.310 181.873

2011 103.879 399.335 �295.457 324.300 118.121 206.180

2012 110.590 425.644 �315.053 351.884 127.755 224.129
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Republic of China in defense logistics and production infrastructure is maturing’

[93]. In return, Beijing helped Washington in its proxy wars with Moscow around

the world. China supplied large quantities of small arms, automatics, ammunition,

explosives and anti-tank and anti-aircraft missiles to US-proxies fighting

Soviet allies. It even let the US military examine Soviet-designed arms for training

and devising countermeasure. In 1988–1989, Beijing transferred two dozen PLAAF

fighter aircraft—six J-4 (MiG-17), six J-6 (MiG-19) and 12 J-7 (MiG-21)—to the

US Air Force (USAF) for detailed analyses [94]. However, as the US Defence

Intelligence Agency (DIA) listed Chinese agents among hostile spies stealing

protected scientific-technical data, tensions were already apparent [95].

In May 1989, protesting students and workers sealed off Beijing’s central square

in their campaign for a representative dispensation, forcing the government to

whisk in the visiting Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev into the Great Hall of

the People via a backdoor. Soon after Gorbachev’s departure, formally retired but

still paramount leader Deng Xiaoping ordered the PLA to clear the Square. The

resulting violence transformed China’s domestic dynamics and image abroad.

Cables from the US Embassy to Washington built up a graphic narrative. President

George Bush sought to maintain near-normal relations but, eventually, ended overt

military collaboration [96]. Still, Bush’s personal emissaries quietly meeting Deng

in July and December underscored his interest in strong ties. One reason was

continuing Chinese assistance in monitoring Soviet nuclear tests and related

activities using a secret network of US-built stations in Xinjiang, considered vital

to strategic verification processes [97]. However, popular outrage, burnished by the

volte face effected by a low-profile but influential analyst, helped to turn China into
a monstrosity in many American eyes. Michael Pillsbury, employed by Henry

Kissinger and paid by the DoD in 1973, had helped shape US security perspective

towards China. Having urged Washington to help the PLA to confront Soviet

forces, he now energised the ONA in establishing China as a likely threat to Pax
Americana [98]. Although successive administrations evinced cautious pragma-

tism, the foundation was laid by the ONA and its national security allies for

identifying the PLA as a future adversary [99].

As Taiwan headed for its first popular presidential polls in early 1996, the PLA

began an exercise, Express 60, moving air- and land formations towards the Fujian-

Guangdong coast in preparation for Strait 961, a joint-services show of force. Land

units from the Nanjing Military Region (MR), PLAAF aircraft from several MRs,

naval platforms from all three PLAN fleets, and units from the second Artillery and

air defence troops armed with SA-10B SAMs mounted a three-phased drill around

Taiwan. In March, Beijing announced ‘closures’ north and South of Taiwan,

commencing the launch of M-9 short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs). President

Clinton ordered a deterrent deployment of the Independence and Nimitz carrier

strike groups near Taiwan. Angered by this first US display of force directed at

China since the Korean Armistice, Premier Li Peng warned Washington not to send

any ships into the Taiwan Strait. Secretary of Defence William Perry replied that

while China was ‘a great military power, the premier – the strongest – military

power in the western Pacific is the United States’ [100].
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Although US vessels avoided entering the Strait during the drills, a line had been

crossed. America had acted to deter Chinese coercion of Taiwan with forces that the

PLA could not target or even detect, far less engage and defeat. Outrage triggered

an acceleration of the PLA’s modernisation plans, with a quest for capabilities to

strike US expeditionary forces’ vulnerable soft-spots. The PLA’s ‘counter-inter-

vention’ strategy, the ‘A2/AD’ concept in US parlance, was born [101]. While

military dialectics pushed Washington and Beijing in opposite directions, political

leaders patched things up. Bill Clinton’s 1998 visit to China in the wake of Indian

and Pakistani nuclear tests produced a collaborative communiqué.

Then, on May 7, 1999, a USAF B-2 bomber on a NATO mission over Belgrade

dropped five 2000lb precision-guided bombs on the Chinese embassy [102]. The

death of 3 Chinese journalists and injuries to 21 staff and the destruction of

sovereign Chinese chancery property lit a firebomb of protests around US diplo-

matic stations in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Chengdu. Popular passions and

political pressures wiped out much of the goodwill restored in 1997–1998. Secre-

tary of Defence William Cohen and Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) George

Tenet apologised for erroneous targeting; Clinton sent Ambassador Thomas

Pickering to Beijing with an inquiry report on the error.

Washington paid compensation for the lives and property lost, but as Chinese

suspicions of American intentions deepened, ambivalence towards Beijing began

colouring US security analyses. By 1997, former Assistant Secretary of Defence,

Joseph Nye, was warning, ‘while the situation is not yet alarming, tensions and

anxieties accompanying the rise of Chinese power are sufficient reminders of the

concerns raised by historical analogies’ [103]. Zalmay Khalilzad, an analyst at the

DoD-funded RAND Corporation, coined congage, indicating the need simulta-

neously to contain and engage China [104].

The China Threat Discourse

The ONA’s 1990s studies of a ‘revolution in military affairs’ (RMA) entailing the

electronic networking of kill-chain-links binding sensors identifying points of

threat, processors collating, analysing and disseminating target data, and shooters

engaging these in real-time [105] ‘dovetailed with. . .the China focus’

[106]. America’s identification of China as a strategic threat acquired a high profile

in national security thinking in 1999. The ONA’s Andrew Marshall co-chaired a

study of ‘fundamental issues’ relating to Asia’s future, concluding:

• Even as the sole superpower, America could face coalitions challenging its

primacy.

• The pace of events, strategic complexity and multiple theatres could grant lesser

powers advantage.

• Formal alliances were giving way to fluid alignments, including among

non-traditional partners.
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• As Middle-Eastern oil suppliers orientated towards Asia, Asian SLOCs would

drive naval activities.

• The main threats to US interests were in Asia, possibly from China.

• China could either grow steadily or become unstable, both equally troubling for

America.

• Hitherto central Russia would be marginalised, as peripheral actors like India

became central.

• Demographically, China faced major challenges while India’s prospects looked

brighter.

• Sino-Indian competition could affect, and be affected by, South- and Central

Asian dynamics.

• China could become a ‘constant competitor’.

• America needed new strategic partners, even at the cost of selective nuclear

proliferation—India would be an ideal partner; US–India collaboration was key

to fending off Sino-Indian collaboration [107].

An elaboration on China’s role in America’s security calculus noted that

although a military near-peer competitor was unlikely to emerge in 2001–2025,

that development was inevitable in the long run. The study envisaged a China able

to project sustained military power throughout Asia, or, ‘at the very least, prevent

the projection of US military power anywhere in Asia’ [108]. In that context, a

Sino-Russian or a Sino-Indian coalition would pose a serious challenge, meriting

pre-emption. China and Russia were powers with regional potential. ‘Just as the

expansion of Russian power could be checked by NATO, Chinese expansion could

be stymied by a loose alliance of strong Asian economies backed by the United

States’ [109].

This seminal study noted that while regional powers could not compete globally

with America, they ‘would seek to increase their chances of success by developing

the capabilities to conduct limited attacks on the US homeland and by excluding US

forces from their immediate region using anti-access and area-denial strategies and

systems.’ In peacetime, these powers would seek to create an impression that

America ‘would not have the means or will to prevail in a conflict in their region,

thus neutralizing potential allied support for US actions.’ In wartime, they would

seek ‘more to achieve a political settlement favourable to their objectives than to

inflict a decisive military defeat’ on US forces. The possession and likely use of

weapons of mass destruction (WMD) against forward-deployed US forces and

expeditionary deployments to the region, or supportive allied infrastructure,

would raise risks of high US casualties. Defending overseas land bases from mass

attacks would become ‘increasingly difficult’ [110].

Washington was advised to hedge against the emergence of ‘an eventual military

near-peer competitor’, a potential alliance of regional competitors, attempts by

these to ‘leapfrog into space warfare’, collapse of a key ally or regional support,

and a trend toward a ‘world of warriors’ [111]. China’s authoritarian system,

culture and procedures were seen in stark contrast to America’s [112]. That both
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China and America sought to expand or retain their power in the pursuit of

perceived interests was overlooked.

Congress now acted to restrain the growth of Chinese power. The House Armed

Services Committee (HASC), in assessing the defence budget for 2000, noted,

China’s ‘rapid modernization of its nuclear forces’ demanded reciprocity and

transparency in US–China military-to-military contacts so that the PLA did not

gain unilaterally from these, and barred contacts which could leak sensitive infor-

mation [113]. Congress urged the establishment of a ‘Center for the Study of

Chinese Military Affairs’ at the NDU, considered ‘an essential element for

assessing what will be a central strategic relationship for the United States in the

coming century’. China’s sustained economic growth, expanding security interests,

growing military power, and historical importance rendered it ‘a worthy subject’ of

constant DoD study; the ‘increasingly tense relations between the PRC and the US

in recent years seem to underscore the requirement for such a center’ [114].

The FY2000-01 budget funded a centre with the mission to ‘study and inform

policymakers in the DoD, Congress, and throughout the Government regarding the

national goals and strategic posture of the PRC, and the ability of that nation to

develop, field, and deploy an effective military instrument in support of its national

strategic objectives’ [115]. It prohibited contacts with the PLA to preclude inadver-

tent aid to its growth [116]. Congress also ordered an annual DoD report ‘on the

current and future military strategy of the PRC. The report shall address the current

and probable future course of military-technological development of the PLA and

the tenets and probable development of Chinese grand strategy, security strategy,

and military strategy, and of military organizations and operational concepts,

through the next 20 years’ [117]. The report, due on or by March 1, would analyse

and forecast-

• The goals of China’s grand strategy, security strategy, and military strategy.

• Trends in Chinese strategy designed to establish China as the leading political

power in the Asia-Pacific region and as a political and military presence in other

regions of the world.

• The security situation in the Taiwan Strait.

• Chinese strategy regarding Taiwan.

• The size, location, and capabilities of Chinese strategic, land, sea, and air forces,

including detailed analyses of those forces facing Taiwan.

• Developments in China’s military doctrine, focusing on (but not limited to)

efforts to exploit a transformation in military affairs or to conduct pre-emptive

strikes.

• Chinese efforts, including technology-transfers and espionage, to develop,

acquire, or gain access to information, communication, space and other

advanced technologies that would enhance military capabilities, and

• An assessment of any challenges during the preceding year to the deterrent

forces of Taiwan, consistent with US pledges made in the Taiwan Relations

Act (TRA) [118].
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Comparable to the 1980s-era annual DIA briefs on Soviet forces, these reports

were not enough. In October 2000, Congress established the US–China Economic

and Security Review Commission (USCC), with orders to ‘monitor, investigate,

and report to Congress on the national security implications of the bilateral trade

and economic relationship’ [119]. USCC annual reports would brief Congress

‘regarding the national security implications and impact of the bilateral trade and

economic relationship’, including ‘a full analysis, along with conclusions and

recommendations for legislative and administrative actions, if any, of the national

security implications’ of the trade and current balances with China in goods and

services, financial transactions, and technology transfers, focusing on

• The portion of trade that ‘China dedicates to military systems or systems of a

dual nature that could be used for military purposes.’

• China’s acquisition of advanced military or dual-use technologies and other

technology-transfers, especially those contributing to WMD proliferation or

their delivery systems, or that undermined international agreements or US

nonproliferation laws.

• Any transfers to the PLA made by American- and US-based firms.

• Analyses of official- and officially sanctioned statements and writings reflecting

Chinese intentions ‘regarding the pursuit of military competition with, and

leverage over, or cooperation with’ America and its allies.

• Chinese military actions during the preceding year affecting American national

security and the stability of America’s Asian allies.

• The effects on American national security of Chinese ‘financial transactions and

capital flow and currency manipulations.’

• Any Chinese action ‘in the context of the WTO that is adverse or favorable’ to

US national security interests.

• Patterns of trade and investment between China and its other major trading

partners that appeared to be substantively different from similar patterns with

America and whether the differences had any national security implications for

the USA.

• The extent to which China’s trade surplus with America enhanced China’s

‘military budget’, and

• An ‘overall assessment of the state of the security challenges’ posed by China

and whether these were increasing or decreasing from previous years [120].

While America’s national security and legislative establishments identified

China as a threat, some intelligence organs adopted a more nuanced perspective.

The National Intelligence Council (NIC), for instance, using global academic

analyses, concluded that ‘At no time since the formation of the Western alliance

system in 1949 have the shape and nature of international alignments been in such a

state of flux.’ Post-Cold War shifts of strategic tectonic plates were evident, but

their outcomes remained unclear. America’s role would ‘be an important variable

in how the world is shaped, influencing the path that states and nonstate actors

choose to follow’ [121]. The ‘likely emergence of China and India, as well as
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others, as new major global players-similar to the advent of a united Germany in the

19th century and a powerful United States in the early 20th century-will transform

the geopolitical landscape, with impacts potentially as dramatic as those in the

previous two centuries’ [122].

The economic prowess of China, India, Brazil, Indonesia and a unified Europe

portended major changes. Given its demographic challenges, Japan ‘may have to

choose between “balancing” against or “bandwagoning” with China’ [123]. While

‘the crisis over North Korea’ was likely to climax over the next 15 years, lingering

Asian ‘resentments and concerns over Korean unification and cross-Taiwan Strait

tensions’ indicated a ‘complicated process for achieving regional equilibrium’

[124]. Meanwhile, as globalisation and technological advances gathered pace,

China and India were ‘well positioned to become technology leaders.’ With their

economic expansion at the core of global dynamics, ‘sharper demand-driven

competition for resources, perhaps accompanied by a major disruption of oil

supplies’, was possible [125]. Still, in 2020, America would remain the ‘single

most powerful’ economic, technological and military actor. Great-power conflict

escalating into total war was unlikely but ‘whether rise of China/India occurs

smoothly’ was uncertain [126].

The September 2001 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington changed

America’s security perspectives. With insights into the 1980s anti-Soviet covert

operations in Afghanistan now a valued resource, Beijing became a partner in

Washington’s ‘Global War on Terrorism’ [127]. US military and intelligence

focus on Muslim lands generally, and Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq particularly,

diluted but did not end Sino-US competition. The US Pacific Command (PACOM),

largest among America’s combatant commands, asked that aside from those opera-

tional commitments, US forces concentrate their firepower in the Pacific for

meeting any future challenges. Admiral Thomas Fargo’s 2004 ‘Defense Policy

Review Initiative’ (DPRI) received DoD approval [128]. The new Global Defence

Posture stressed agility over force-quantum. Bases were consolidated, 70,000

troops would return home, but more naval, air and marine units were deployed to

Guam and other Pacific bases [129]. Demonstrating the Posture’s and the Navy’s

Sea Power21 strategy’s efficacy, DoD mounted Exercise Summer Pulse’04,
deploying seven carrier strike groups with 50 warships, 600 aircraft and 150,000

troops worldwide, with the largest concentrations in the Pacific. This segued into

month-long RIMPAC manoeuvres involving more than 40 ships, 7 submarines,

100-plus aircraft, and 18,000 personnel from 7 Pacific allies [130]. Assurances that

these efforts did not target China proved ineffective [131].

With Washington and Beijing devoting growing shares of national wealth to the

military as a key diplomatic tool, the insecurity dialectics crossed several

milestones in 2006–2008. Following revelations about China’s Type-093 SSNs

and Type-094 SSBNs, China launched the J-10 fighter, comparable to the US

F-16. It began 2007 with an ASAT strike on a defunct satellite using 1980s

technology long-mastered by Washington and Moscow but which, nonetheless,

caused alarm [132]. Secretary of Defence Robert Gates said he did not view China

as a ‘strategic adversary’, but as a ‘partner in some respects’ and a ‘competitor in
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other respects.’ He noted the need to engage China ‘on all facets of our relationship

as a way of building mutual confidence’ [133]. Nonetheless, US demand for

increasing ‘transparency’ of China’s strategic intentions underscored growing

unease. PACOM Commander, Admiral Timothy Keating, visiting Beijing, was

urged by the PLAN commander, Wu Shengli, to secure Eastern Pacific with US

forces while China managed theWest. Keating declined to cede any oceanic control

[134], but US anxiety deepened.

Coalescing blocs raised fears of future contention. US allies Japan and Australia

signed a defence accord in 2007 [135], 3 months after Japan and India had done so

[136]. In April, as Japan hosted US and Australian officials, agreeing to include

India in their BMD collaboration, American and Indian navies moved their annual

Malabar manoeuvres from the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea with Japanese

warships joining up in another strategic triangle abutting China. In May, building

on naval collaboration in the wake of the 2004 ‘Boxing-Day tsunami’ which

devastated Indian Ocean coastal communities, US, Japanese, Indian and

Australian ministers, meeting in Manila, launched the ‘Quadrilateral Initiative’,—

the Quad, on regional maritime security. Although the partners insisted the group-

ing targeted no one, Beijing, anxious over possible ganging up by the four, issued

diplomatic demarches to all. President Hu Jintao asked Manmohan Singh at a G-8

summit in Germany what the Quad’s strategic objectives were and remained

unconvinced despite assurances of pacific fraternity [137].

In July 2007, Australian Defence Minister Brendan Nelson, fresh from a trip to

Beijing where he assured his hosts of the Quad’s benign intent, arrived in Delhi to

formalise defence cooperation with counterpart, A.K. Antony. In August, Admiral

Russell Shalders, Commander of the Australian Navy, visited India to work out the

details of an expanded Malabar drill. Next, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe

and Defence Minister Yuriko Koike visited Delhi to consolidate Japanese engage-

ment. As the Quad’s diplomatic-strategic superstructure emerged, the endeavour’s

China focus was evidenced by the four Defence Ministries’ congruent commentar-

ies in their annual reports [138]. Chinese and other analysts dubbed the Quad an

‘Asian NATO’ targeting China [139].

Outgoing US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), General Peter Pace,

assured US forces in Japan that he constantly monitored the PLA: ‘If you look at

Chinese military power and you look at ours, you get pretty comfortable, pretty

quickly. Chinese capacity is increasing, our capacity is increasing, and the overall

delta between their capacity and ours remains huge in our favour’ [140]. His

successor, Admiral Michael Mullen, told Congress, China had ‘the greatest poten-

tial to compete militarily with the US and field disruptive technologies that could,

over time, offset traditional US military advantages.’ His recommendation? ‘We do

not want to overreact but at the same time, we must not under-react.’ Washington

must seek to ‘encourage China to make the right strategic choices for its people,

while we hedge against other possibilities’ [141].

Mullen did not specify the ‘right choices’, but the Quad, inviting Singapore to

join Malabar-07-2, the largest naval manoeuvres in the Indian Ocean’s history,

showed what ‘wrong choices’ could trigger. An Indian and two American aircraft
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carriers, two dozen other ships, a nuclear-powered attack submarine, over 150 air-

craft and 20,000 combatants conducted the spectrum of operations in northern

Indian Ocean for 6 days in September [142]. Fleet commanders insisted they had

no strategic designs and were forging interoperability against terrorists, pirates and

WMD proliferators, but the firepower and technology targeting imaginary enemies

belied their choreographed protestations [143]. As the Quad flexed its muscles,

John Howard hosted George Bush and Shinzo Abe at their first-ever trilateral

summit in Sydney, focusing on deepening strategic ties to India while dealing

‘constructively’ with China [144]. China’s Assistant Foreign Minister Cui Tiankai

noted, ‘such a meeting should be more transparent’ [145], but the portents could not

be clearer.

America’s belief in the inviolability of its overwhelming military prowess-based

global primacy, and emerging economic threats to the foundations of that power,

posed strategic dilemmas. With the campaigns in Iraq, Afghanistan and other

GWOT theatres imposing additional costs, one early 2008 estimate of US military

outlay approached $1 trillion, even excluding the costs of producing and servicing

nuclear weapons, veterans’ medical and other bills, foreign military assistance, or

the ‘actual defense of the republic’, which were funded by other Departments. ‘It all

adds up to an unbelievable amount that is, over time, unsustainable’ [146]. The

financial near-meltdown which spawned the global downturn, further darkened

America’s strategic prospects. Intelligence analyses acknowledged crystallising

trends:

• The rise of China, India and others was precipitating a ‘global multipolar system

in which non-state actors—businesses, tribes, religious organisations and crimi-

nal networks—too grew in power.’

• The ‘unprecedented shift in relative wealth and economic power roughly from

West to East’ would continue.

• America would remain the single most powerful country but would ‘be less

dominant’ [147].

US primacy notwithstanding, few countries were ‘poised to have more impact on

the world over the next 15–20 years than China’ [148]. By 2025, China would have

the second largest economy and ‘be a leading military power.’ If China became ‘a

peer competitor that is militarily strong as well as economically dynamic and

energy hungry’, America could face difficult challenges [149]. India, Russia,

Japan and Brazil, also capable of playing major roles, nonetheless faced many

uncertainties. Given the multitude of variables, analysts offered several scenarios

but cautioned against firm predictions [150]. This was the strategic backdrop

against which Barack Hussein Obama assumed the US presidency in January 2009.
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China’s ‘Multipolarity’ Debate

Massive power differentials and distinct objectives dividing America and China

meant their tacit alliance was unbalanced. The Cold War’s end robbed the strategic

adhesive bonding the coalition, and America’s dramatic defeat of Saddam

Hussein’s occupation army in Kuwait exposed tensions. By 1992, Washington

was aware of Beijing’s resentments over American policies. PLA officers insisted

US arms-control measures simply ‘aimed at protecting Washington’s dominant

position in the world arms market’, and China was not treated ‘on the same footing’

as older US allies [151]. Beijing’s growing collaboration with ‘states of interna-

tional concern’ e.g., Iran, Iraq and Libya, was rooted in ‘China’s concern about US

intentions to assert its will around the world following its victory in the Gulf War’

[152]. Although events in 1989–1991 transformed the global security system,

Chinese thinking had preceded these. Senior analysts discerned tectonic shifts in

the mid-1980s. The most influential among them, Huan Xiang, Deng Xiao Ping’s

strategic security adviser, published striking commentaries:

• The old world order had already disintegrated and a new order was taking shape,

but was not yet fully formed.

• US domination of the Asia-Pacific would end.

• Japan knew what role it should adopt, but it still hesitated. . .China must go

through a long period of hard work. . .30–50 years would make it truly

powerful [153].

• The two largest military powers were weakening and a trend to military

multipolarisation was apparent. . .if the ‘Star War’ plan matured,

multipolarisation could return to bipolarisation [154].

Presumed superpower decline and crystallising multipolarisation reduced risks

of global war, prompting Deng to proclaim ‘equidistance’, but Beijing continued

supporting Washington’s covert anti-Soviet campaigns. As China’s room for

manoeuvre expanded, it focused on building its economic power rather than mirror

US global strategy. Although the much-heralded multipolarisation suddenly gave

way unchallenged US primacy, Deng foresaw a future ‘when the world becomes

three-polar, four-polar or five-polar. In the so-called multipolar world, China, too,

will be a pole.’ He advised China’s leaders to work on ‘first, opposing hegemonism

and power-politics, and safeguarding world peace; and second, working to establish

a new international political. . . and economic order’ [155]. However,

‘hegemonism’ no longer indicated Soviet expansionism; Deng turned China’s

Cold War-rhetoric on its head to warn his acolytes of untrammelled US power.

While Beijing’s ‘one principle’ was to ‘build good relations with the Soviet Union,

with the United States, and also with Japan and the European countries’, China

would not allow others to interfere in its domestic affairs [156].

Deng, struggling on several fronts, pushed China in different directions: he had

established a new Politburo and Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC) under Jiang

Zemin, but felt the need to remain the ‘paramount leader’ in the wings. He urged the
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PBSC to pursue further ‘economic reforms and opening up’ but condemned the

resultant ‘bourgeois-liberal’ tendencies [157]. Deng sought a productive relation-

ship with America while expanding strategic autonomy, but had warned

Washington of the threats to China’s stability from US policies. He asked Jiang’s

team to reinforce systemic stability while telling them to ‘promote the establish-

ment of a new international political and economic order’ [158]. Iraq’s August 1990

invasion of Kuwait added to the complexity. Beijing condemned Baghdad’s

actions, and joined other UN Security Council (UNSC) members in demanding

the restoration of the status quo ante. However, it abstained from voting when the

UNSC passed Resolution 678, fixing January 15, 1991, as the deadline for Iraqi

withdrawal. China urged a ‘peaceful’ resolution, opposing US–UK plans for a

‘northern security zone’ and a ‘southern no-fly zone’ over Iraq [159]. Beijing

watched transfixed as US-led forces, applying elements of a ‘Revolution in Military

Affairs’ (RMA), decimated massive Iraqi formations, inflicting heavy casualties

while suffering few themselves.

PLA commanders and analysts studied the war, ascribing US forces’ strengths

and weaknesses to China’s future adversary. Transference made the hegemon

China’s potential enemy against which the PLA began planning. Months after the

Gulf War, the PLA Academy of Military Science (AMS) conducted the first

war-games since 1971 targeting US forces in Northeast Asia [160]. Although

analysts discerned steady multipolarisation creating a world in which ‘no single

power is able to impose its will on others’ [161] the PLA began preparing in 1992

for Taiwan-focused contingencies involving conflict with US forces. The second

Artillery was deemed capable of deterring a nuclear assault, but to prevent or defeat

America’s conventional intervention, the PLA identified vulnerabilities in US

logistics and deployment systems [162], designing cyber- and joint-services

operations against these.

In late 1993, after Sino-US ‘engagement’ resumed, senior Chinese officials met

at an 11-day symposium. Analysts from two dozen civilian and military organs

presented papers on China’s security challenges. The consensus was that America

posed the greatest threats to China. Formulations varied. Two-thirds of the

participants thought that by 2020, Japan, with US support, would pose the greatest

threat; a quarter felt that America, supported by Japan and South Korea, would be

the main challenge [163]. A watershed in Chinese post-ColdWar strategic thinking,

the conference paper was circulated by both the CPC Central Committee and the

CMC, triggering efforts to establish new security parameters. The AMS, NDU,

CMC, CPC and State Council organs focused on Deng’s writings as the foundation

on which to erect a new theoretical edifice. General Zhao Nanqi at AMS led the

charge [164]. Deng saw China’s quest for economic development, essentially

supportive of global peace, being challenged by powers favouring conflict:

If at the end of the new century China attains a ‘comparatively well off level’, then there

will be a major increase in the power restricting war. If China again goes through thirty to

fifty years of construction, and comes close to the level of developed countries, then at that

time it will be even harder for a war to be fought [165].
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The hagiographic nature of some analyses of Deng’s strategic vision notwith-

standing, a template for China’s security calculus emerged:

• A ‘superpower war’ was unlikely, and could be avoided ‘if we did a good job.’

• The two key global trends were peace and development; more countries includ-

ing China sought development than those seeking to wage war.

• As a Third World-state, China would neither seek a leading role, nor join an

alliance against another power.

• The world was moving towards multipolarity with China, Japan, Germany,

America and Russia comprising the poles [166].

• China would have relations with all countries and boost those with America and

the Soviet Union; irrespective of the latter’s fate, China would pursue ties on the

bases of the ‘five principles’ [167].

• National interest being ‘the highest criterion’, China would pursue an ‘indepen-

dent foreign policy’, eschew ‘power-politics’ and ‘oppose hegemony’.

• Hegemonism manifested itself both regionally and globally. ‘The contention for

hegemony is the cause of the current global intranquillity.’

• Sovereignty and national security were nonnegotiable first principles; domestic

stability and a peaceful international environment were China’s ‘first priority.’

• China’s ‘ultimate goal’ was to become ‘a prosperous, strong, democratic, and

civilized socialist modern state.’

• The goal of doubling China’s Gross National Product (GNP) in 1981–1990 had

been met; GNP must reach $1trn by 2000, with per capita income of $800–$

1,000; by 2050, China should approach ‘the level of developed countries.’

• With socialism ebbing globally, China should keep a low profile, ‘bide our time,

and build up our capacities,’ focusing on ‘the four modernizations’.

• Development goals could only be met if China’s productive resources, espe-

cially scientific-technological potential, were boosted with knowledge and skills

acquired abroad, and unleashed by encouraging local talent.

• Building ‘comprehensive national power’ (CNP), key to attaining developed

status by mid-twenty first century, demanded subordinating military construc-

tion to economic growth; military investments must remain the smallest compo-

nent of modernization costs until the end of the century.

• The military must operate under the Party’s absolute leadership.

• China must seek uninterrupted development by avoiding conflict, but also

‘uphold our independence and sovereignty, defend our socialist cause, and

guard the policy lines formalized since 1978.’

• China’s military stance must be defensive; however, defence must be an ‘active’

combination of offense and defence so that once battle is joined, ‘the enemy is

forced to leave our land.’

• China must defend itself by engaging the entire populace, taking full advantage

of scientific-technical advances; China must fight ‘people’s war under modern

circumstances’ [168].
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Chinese analysts initially rejected Western frameworks, e.g., Realism and Neo-

realism [169], seeking answers from national history instead. China’s Warring

States Era (475-221BCE), marked by imperial fission and princely efforts to unite

feuding feudatories under respective ‘hegemonic’ banners, offered templates for

studying statecraft. The PLA General Staff Department (GSD) published three

two-volume works on how this history could help address China’s modern security

challenges [170]. The AMS and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)

led the effort, although several independent scholars, too, participated [171]. While

applying variations of mathematical formulations devised by the CIA’s Ray Cline,

to enumerate and evaluate national power resources and capabilities, they followed

different analytical pathways. The key parameter for assessing a state’s ability to

favourably influence its strategic environment, CNP, or overall power, critical to a

state’s competitive prospects, emerged from and was refined by these 1980s–1990s

studies [172].

Using ancient works by Sun Zi, Wu Zi and Guan Zhong, strategists theorised on

the CNP’s components, when and how it should be deployed to advance state

interests in a competitive milieu, and when to avoid conflict. Some noted that

Deng’s emphasis on economic power as a force for peace that can counter military

power could be analysed to mean ‘economic power is the most important and most

essential factor in Comprehensive National Power’, but ‘military power is the basic

means for ensuring that economic power will rise, protecting the nation’s general

interests, and carrying out global strategic goals.’ Hence their recommendation to

build both economic and military power [173]. Since 1996, this broad line was

followed.

Consensus on CNP’s core economic and military dimensions notwithstanding,

detailed analyses by different organs charted differing courses. CASS, most influ-

ential among civilian elite-groups, defined CNP as ‘the organic sum of different

powers of a sovereign state during a period of time. . .it is the condensed sum of the

entire calculations of society’s various existence and development factors at a

certain time, space and under certain conditions’ [174]. CASS analysts identified

CNP’s eight major elements: natural resources, domestic and foreign economic

forces, science and technology, military affairs, governmental and diplomatic

capabilities, and social development. They saw both material (economic and

military strength) and intangible (diplomacy, politics, etc) elements as crucial

CNP components. Latent/potential elements, e.g., scientific research and under-

exploited natural resources merited attention. Given the changes wrought by mod-

ern communications, ‘information power’, too, demanded consideration [175].

CASS analysts used 64 indices for calculating CNP with direct indices (those

directly related to GDP per capita) and indirect indices (those inversely related to

GDP per capita) assessed separately. The data was processed with specialists

evaluating indices lacking hard quantitative measures. Standardised but

differentiated calculations generated CNP figures. As this basic calculation

generated distortions, weightages were devised for the eight CNP factors

[176]. With CNP calculated at 1, these were (Table 1.4):
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On this basis, the ten countries at the top of CASS’s 1990 CNP table were: the

USA, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, Britain, Canada, Australia, South Africa and

the Soviet Union. Russia was 11th and China, 12th. CASS forecasts for the post-

Soviet era marginally changed the table. CASS forecast that in 2010, China would

move to no. 8 on the CNP table, behind America, Japan, Germany, France, Italy,

Russia and Britain.

The AMS index differed. In a dynamic context of ‘interchange of energy flows,

material flows and information flows of science and technology, economics, and

foreign affairs, within the international environment,’ CNP aggregates evolved,

requiring a type of ‘motion equation’ to calculate these [178]. AMS analyst Colonel

Huang Shuofeng worked out detailed mathematical formulations: ‘The intercon-

nections, inter-restrictions and interactions between the numerous subsystems must

be analyzed to find the quantitative relations, and in order to arrange the entire

system’s evolution dynamic equation’; calculations must be made on different

bases, and then collated. Huang described ascertaining CNP as ‘the process of

taking a group of factors and converting them into output, under fixed domestic and

international circumstances, and natural conditions’ [179]. In a two-part study of

major-power CNP distribution, Huang ranked the top 12 actors in 1989, 1996 and

2000. America occupied the top slot throughout the period. Huang placed the Soviet

Union second in 1989, to be succeeded by Russia at fourth in 1996. Germany was

third throughout the period. Japan, in fourth place in 1989 and 2000, was second in

1996. China’s status rose from sixth in 1989 to fifth in 1996 and 2000. By 2000,

France and Britain were followed by India and Brazil in the intermediate rankings

above Canada and Australia at 10th and 11th respectively [180].

Another study, at the Ministry of State Security’s China Institute for Contempo-

rary International Research (CICIR), examined the distribution and aggregate

impact of manpower, natural resources, economics, politics, military affairs, history

and culture, using ‘a simple index average value method. . .to conduct quantitative

analysis’ [181]. Surveying the CNP status of America, Russia, Japan, Germany,

Britain, France and China, the authors concluded, ‘the CNP of China, Japan, and

Germany is relatively tending toward strengthening, and the United States, Russia,

Britain and France are moving toward decline.’ Although ‘China’s national power

growth is particularly outstanding, accelerating the speed of the changes in the

balance of strength,’ and ‘China already is one of the world’s great nations, but if a

national power comparison is carried out among the five major post-Cold War

Table 1.4 CASS CNP

factor weightages [177]
Economic activities capability 0.28

Scientific and technological capability 0.15

Foreign economic activity capability 0.13

Social development level 0.10

Military capability 0.10

Government regulatory and control capability 0.08

Foreign affairs capability 0.08

Natural resources: 0.08
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powers, then China still is only a regional power,’ as ‘there is a very large gap

between the indices of China, Russia, Japan, and Germany, and that of America’

[182]. The USA, topping the charts, served as the yardstick for assessing other

powers. The table read: America, Russia, China, Japan and Germany [183].

These studies suggested that following Deng Xiaoping’s advice, China’s

national security organs devoted significant intellectual capital, time and effort to

examining the post-Cold War strategic milieu, and reached somewhat different

conclusions. All three studies inferred that although America remained the most

powerful actor, trends endorsed Deng’s view of an emerging multipolarity. How-

ever, significant differences over the extent and speed of the process appeared.

AMS and CICIR concluded that starting from a low base, China was moving

rapidly towards becoming a pole in the new structure; CASS was more cautious

about both the degree of multipolarisation, and China’s locus in it. Judging by their

institutional provenance and subsequent policy stances, it appears the PLA and the

wider security establishment stressed the role of military power in a rapidly

changing strategic milieu, especially in the Sino-US diarchy, while political-

administrative elites emphasised economic-diplomatic elements in China’s

‘revitalisation.’

Following Deng’s succession by post-Revolutionary technocrats, that unstated

but substantial difference in perspectives may have widened. While events belied

Chinese hopes for an imminently multipolar world, and Beijing shared

Washington’s anxiety to avoid lethal confrontations, preferring a pragmatic

hedge-and-engage stance instead [184], trends towards a post-unipolar order

seemed clear. In the interregnum, both powers sought to consolidate and expand

their capacity to defend and advance their contrasting national goals and

aspirations. Months before the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, DoD announced a

policy framework for East Asia: A 100,000-strong force would remain forward-

deployed indefinitely, alliances would be reinforced, military-to-military contacts

and security assistance would be expanded, WMD proliferation would be halted,

and the ‘responsibility for maintaining regional and global security’ would be

shared with allies and partners [185]. The primacy of the US–Japan alliance was

restored after two decades and China became the subject of watchful

ambivalence [186].

As the PLA studied US strategy and tactics, and the DoD studied the PLA’s

theoretical and practical modernisation efforts for shaping its own doctrine and

operational concepts [187], a mutually-reinforcing circularity ensconced the two

militaries in an adversarial framework. Action taken by both powers cemented

these trends [188]. Since then, Sino-US relations have been characterised by a fluid

combination of cooperative-competitive elements. This was the strategic backdrop

against which the Obama Administration forged its China policy.
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Systemic Transitional Fluidity 2

Modelling Complexity

International Relations discourses bear rich seams of theoretical foundational

frameworks on which narrative edifices usually stand. During the Cold War,

when adversarial great-powers and their supporting blocs appeared to be perenni-

ally poised on the brink of catastrophic conflict, realism gained ground among

national security establishments ruling dominant states. Grounded in the postulate

that its practitioners perceived the world as it really was, an agglomeration of selfish

Westphalian state-actors pursuing narrow self-aggrandising interests, without a

central authority to moderate such Hobbesian tendencies, a world where the strong

did what they wished and the weak did what they could to defend themselves,

realist frameworks rationalised, if they did not breed, competitive policies.

Liberals, in contrast, rejected the view that the selfish pursuit of self-interest was

the epitome of human cognitive evolution. Pursuing a Kantian perspective of

collaborative approaches to shared challenges and opportunities, they pushed a

collegial line as an organising principle in both domestic politics and international

relations. For much of the period, liberalism was largely associated with scholastic

visionaries seeking to challenge practitioners with alternative concepts of the

possibilities of managing interstate relations. However, even many leaders of

post-colonial successor-states who refused openly to align themselves to either

bloc of realism-driven competitors, preferring instead to form a non-aligned coali-

tion, mixed liberal rhetoric with realist praxis.

The sum total of inter-state relations and relational dynamics, often summarised

as the international system, was visualised as a series of concentric circles, spread-

ing outward from a geopolitical power-centre, to cover the planet. At its heart

reposed the dominant system, a constellation of the world’s great powers, inheriting
their leading status from their victory in World War II. The dominant system itself

radiated outward from the systemic core, a bipolar-binary construct comprising two

adversarial superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union, located at the

peak of the global power-hierarchy. Their power, i.e., their capacity to promote
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favourable changes and prevent unwanted changes to the security environment,

alongside their expansive interests and ambitions, so surpassed those of all others

that they comprised a category unto themselves. This binary core was perceptibly

driven, defined and shaped by an existential, zero-sum, strategic competition for

global influence, if not control. As the superpowers threatened each other with

cataclysmic thermonuclear devastation, should respective core interests be

challenged, both were mutually deterred from initiating direct conflict.

Beyond the core, the system comprised subordinate systems aggregating

regional sub-systems, geopolitical contrivances devised by academics and

practitioners for ease of reference, policy-making and resource allocation within a

competitive milieu. These constructs simplified complexities of the global political

reality to the extent that formulaic application of these frameworks to policies

addressing specific objectives guaranteed only partial success. The subordinate-
and sub-systems, too, comprised competitive and cooperative elements, with some

actors gaining from patron-client networks fashioned by the rival superpowers
while others, at least formally, retained non-aligned independence of action.

Patron–client relations were usually formalised as alliances, generically described

as intrusive systems, linking the systemic core to the periphery. As many of the non-
aligned states were, in fact, tacit clients of either superpower, intrusive systems
divided most of the planetary polity into rival camps. Since the superpowers
desisted from direct conflict, their competition found expression in proxy-warfare

among peripheral rival clients, whose ability to manage their local/regional disputes

was eroded as systemic-subsystemic resonances deepened cleavages, raised stakes

and intensified violence.

Strategists, officials and hordes of analysts on both shores of the Atlantic devised

and perennially refined in exquisite detail conceptual paradigms, policy moves and

counter-moves to ensure their side of the contention secured whatever advantage

the dynamic competitive dialectic permitted the rivals to gain, consolidate and

advance. Since both parties pursued this goal continually, peace secured with

Mutual Assured Destruction, conceived after massive retaliation lost popularity,

was perpetually precarious. This only changed when Soviet leaders, acknowledging

after four decades the futility of unsustainable competition, changed course, before

being swept away as the eviscerated Soviet Union fissioned into 15 fragile

republics.

The end of the Cold War transformed the strategic landscape and shifted

paradigms. With its only peer-rival removed from contention, the United States

emerged as the sole superpower, the solitary core of a unipolar system. As no

challenger questioned America’s authority, this transition from a bipolar- to a

unipolar core was largely untroubled. For many secondary and tertiary actors, in

contrast, reorganising their domestic order and external relations simultaneously

proved more traumatic. Some descended into civil-war, attracting external inter-

vention with a view to restoring peace. But at the systemic core, unchallenged
success bred a belief in the new order’s indefinite immutability. For over a decade,

the system-manager exercised hegemonic power in pursuit of its national interests,

which were now seemingly reasonably conflated with global peace and stability.
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With fears of unpredictable but presumably semi-imminent and cataclysmic

nuclear exchanges lifted, governmental focus in both the dominant and subordinate
systems shifted to more urgent issues nearer home. This perceptual transformation

allowed a dissipation of the starkly competitive ardour hitherto colouring national

security policy-making in most dominant-system capitals.

The US-led liberal order’s pre-eminence following the Soviet empire’s dissolu-

tion, fragmentation and transmogrification, and consequences of parallel changes in

the periphery, unleashed forces which transformed the planetary political-

economic-commercial landscape. The direction of resource-flows changed from

the West to the East, and from the North to the South. This process, eroding the

systemic core’s visibly unipolar attributes, triggered a gradual, mostly non-violent

and possibly irreversible transition. However, by 2015, the core had not assumed

definable contours of either an adversarial bipolarity, or a binary condominium.
Nor had the system become definably multipolar, although aspects of all three

paradigms became discernible. The post-Cold War dispensation had eroded but no

new equilibrium had been established. The redistribution of resources, resultant

transfers of power-capabilities and consequent changes in the global power-

hierarchy precipitated systemic transitional fluidity noticeably since the late

1990s when the US national security establishment began identifying China as a

near-peer-rival meriting close scrutiny. China denied hostile intent but responded

in kind.

The defence of the US-led liberal order, ironically, was thought to demand

realist conduct of the starkest nature as great-powers increasingly urged restraint

on everyone else while themselves preparing for the application of massive force

when diplomacy was not, or no longer, considered useful. Nonetheless, reality

proved to be more complex than a monochromatic adherence to either school

would suggest. As actors began to again rely on coercive deterrence to cope with

the uncertainties triggered by systemic transitional fluidity, many of them, as

members of multilateral institutions, also ceded elements of individual sovereignty,

accepting instead institutionalised collective sovereignty, if only partially and

reluctantly. The evolution of the European Union offered a model for other histori-

cally disputatious subordinate systems, but the fallout from the 2008–2010 Great

Recession seemed to render wider acceptance and replication of this model

momentarily moot.

Power in the post-Cold War-era moved both horizontally and vertically,

complicating efforts to comprehend the complexity of this twin-pronged transfor-

mation, and confounding attempts to fashion effective responses. Power shifted

horizontally from developed members of the dominant system to emerging
economies within various subordinate systems, most prominently China, but also

Russia, India, Brazil, as well as several hitherto tertiary actors, e.g., Turkey,

Indonesia, Mexico and South Africa. Most of these states were either allied to or

aligned with America, or moving in that direction. So, in most cases, power-shift
did not appear threatening to members of the erstwhile dominant system. The latter,
after all, were almost equally concerned with the parallel process of vertical power-
diffusion from states to increasingly active non-state, sub-state and supra-state
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actors. Supra-state organisations e.g., the UN, especially the UNSC, other UN

organs, the World Bank, IMF, Asian Development Bank, the WTO, and similar

bodies, often backed with US resources, expanded their influence over developing
states seeking their help. Although sometimes considered unresponsive to acute

human needs in the pursuit of their liberalising missions, intrusions by these bodies

were not perceived as fundamentally threatening.

State authority, expressed in a palimpsest of sovereignty-based legal and regu-

latory regimes marking inter-state boundaries, was additionally and increasingly

eroded by more malign sub-state actors, e.g., international crime syndicates,

money-launderers, human-traffickers, arms-traders, WMD-proliferators and terror-

ist groups. Operating across state-boundaries with newly-acquired freedoms, they

challenged state-sovereignty in ways that could not meaningfully be countered with

either conventional might or nuclear-armed military forces. Rapidly developing

information-and-communication technology and ubiquitous devices armed with it

allowed myriad groups, ranging from separatist guerrillas and terrorist

organisations to socio-cultural networks and citizens’ collectives, to organise and

operate more cohesively than before. This enabled them to demand and often secure

autonomous space both within the states in which they were active, and beyond. In

short, in the post-Cold War world, the number and categories of actors with a

capacity to effect or prevent change multiplied dramatically.

An additional source of trouble for sovereign state-power resided in transna-
tional challenges, some natural and others man-made. Global economic interde-

pendence underscored the need for collaborative responses to the Great Recession.

Global warming/climate change, pandemics like Ebola and SARS, internal wars in

fragile states such as Syria, Libya, Congo and Sudan, the proliferation of weapons

of mass destruction, state-collapse and the spread of violent extremism exemplified

other challenges no one actor, however powerful, could address alone. Faced with

the combined consequences of these trends and processes, the state’s relative

autonomy, its monopoly of organised violence, and capacity to marshal a unifying

meta-narrative subordinating all local/parochial sub-narratives, declined. As the

nature and effect of power within the state changed, so did the nature and effect of

interstate power within the international system. The simultaneity of power-shift
and power-diffusion thus altered both the state-society interface and the inter-state
ecology in ways that are apparently still not entirely clear to those responsible for

managing change.

Systemic fluidity generated transitional uncertainties, pushing and pulling sec-

ondary and tertiary actors in contrary directions. Economic interests often urged

close ties to China, for instance, while strategic insecurity forged closer links to

America. In the post-Cold War period, as many component-states began asserting

their individual identities, most subordinate systems declined in significance in

strategic discourse. In contrast, regional subsystems acquired a higher profile as

potential hot-spots and fault-lines between contending interests pursued by the

status-quo oriented systemic primate, and its existentially and presumably revision-

ist ‘near-peer competitor’. Since the 1990s, the West-Pacific subordinate-system,
comprising North-Asian, East Asian and Southeast Asian sub-systems, as the focal
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point of Sino-US contention, attracted global attention. The competitive-

cooperative but otherwise unstated and still-evolving Sino-US diarchy, with its

competitive character only generally acknowledged in official commentary, either

precipitated numerous security complexes or profoundly affected incipient or

pre-existing ones. While America and China, powers at the core of the evolving

system, sought to avoid incidents between their armed forces escalating to

confrontations, their endorsement of, or support for, the actions of their clients

within Asia-Pacific security complexes and, occasionally, their own participation in
certain regional security complexes, lowered the bar for and raised the prospects of

such escalation, with potentially combustible consequences.

Security complexes are relational dynamics linking two or more actors whose

mutual antipathy or, in rare cases, mutual dependence, is so strong that this

mutuality trumps their separate relationships with other players. In a constellation

of five hypothetical actors named A, B, C, D and E, for instance, binary relations

link A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E, B-C, B-D, B-E, C-D, C-E, and D-E. If the A-B linkage

was more influential to both A and B in shaping both their mutual policies and

policies towards the constellation’s other components, then A-B could be described

as a binary security complex. Sino-US relations can, as this study will demonstrate,

reasonably be described as a binary security complex. While it has the most

incendiary potential from a global security perspective, US and Chinese leaders

have, until 2015, managed its evolution in a broadly non-violent fashion. The same

cannot be said of their handling of other West Pacific security complexes. In a way,
this trend recalls the Cold War era, when mutually deterred by the risk of cata-

strophic nuclear exchanges, rival superpowers transmitted their competitive

impulses to peripheral actors waging proxy-conflicts. Key binary security
complexes simmering across the wider Asia-Pacific region, aside from and around

the core Sino-US dynamic, are China–Japan, South Korea–North Korea, and

China–India.

Two adversarial powers struggling with their contradictions pose a difficult

enough challenge. When a third actor enters the fray, the binary complex

precipitates a strategic triangle which, owing to the added complexity of

permutations and combinations of antagonistic action and the increased probability

of misperception and miscalculation, further complicates the management of

mutual insecurity. While a handful of strategic triangles in the Asia-Pacific region

are congruent, meaning their component actors are closely cooperative in pursuit of

shared interests and consonant policies, most are competitive. The US–Japan–ROK,
US–Japan–India, US–Japan–Australia and Japan–Australia–India relational

dynamics exemplify congruent strategic triangles. In contrast, US–Japan–China,

US–ROK–DPRK, China–DPRK–ROK, China–DPRK–US, Japan–ROK–DPRK,

US–China–India, and US–China–Australia are instances of competitive strategic
triangles. With maritime/territorial disputes in the South China Sea (SCS) acquir-

ing a high profile, the China–Vietnam–US and China–Philippines–US relational

dynamics, too, instance competitive strategic triangles. The simultaneity of forma-

tion/activation, temporal–spatial proximity, and potentially inflammable

interactions, of competitive strategic triangles threaten regional peace by
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explosively detonating Sino-US competition. While this broadbrush generalisation

sidesteps such particularities as Japan–ROK tensions or China–DPRK differences,

the above outline illuminates the contours of the conflictual paradigms informing

this empirical examination of the region’s strategic reality.

The work recognises structural complexity generated by the multiplicity of

actors, their interactions and consequent growth in variables collectively shaping

intra- and interstate forces and processes, and the challenges confronting the grasp

and management of their line-crossing interactive dynamics. It acknowledges

cognitive and institutional frailties hindering efforts to predict second- and third-

order consequences of policy-action, and the moral ambiguity inherent in politics,

but takes no value-judgemental stance. Given the still imposing, but not exclusive,

locus of state-actors within the international system, the perspective informing this

study is realist. But for the reasons explained above, especially the increasing

import of state-non-state interactions, rising profile of multilateral institutions in

addressing trans-border issues, and instances of voluntary if partial cession of state-

sovereignty to pooled or collective sovereignty, as in alliances and coalitions, this

work views Sino-US strategic competition and its systemic backdrop of transitional
fluidity through a prism best described as pragmatic realism, an adaptation which,

while acknowledging changes reshaping the global political-economic landscape,

ascribes no normative attributes to the actors reviewed here.

What Transition?

The collapse of an eviscerated Soviet Union, which fissioned into 15 fragile

republics at the end of 1991, ended systemic bipolarity. In the absence of another

power able or willing to challenge the United States, now the ‘sole superpower’,

this development precipitated structural unipolarity. The George W.H. Bush

Administration’s 1992 Defense Planning Guidance aimed America’s grand strat-

egy at maintaining US hegemony by applying overwhelming military power to

prevent the rise of any rival player in Europe or Asia [1]. To sustain ‘the vital

political and economic relationship’ America had ‘along the Pacific rim, we must

maintain our status as a military power of the first magnitude,’ enabling America to

act as ‘a balancing force and prevent emergence of a vacuum or a regional

hegemon’ [2]. President Bush formalised the framework:

A world once divided into two armed camps now recognizes one sole and preeminent

superpower: the United States of America. And they regard this with no dread. For the

world trusts us with power—and the world is right. They trust us to be fair and restrained;

they trust us to be on the side of decency. They trust us to do what’s right [3].

President Bill Clinton toned down America’s hegemonic rhetoric without chang-

ing the policy [4]. President George W. Bush built on that legacy with a normative

veneer: ‘The U.S. national security strategy will be based on a distinctly American

internationalism that reflects the union of our values and our national interests.

The aim of this strategy is to help make the world not just safer but better’
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[5]. Improvement would be effected with America’s overwhelming economic,

scientific-technological and military dominance. America ‘must build and main-

tain’ its ‘defenses beyond challenge.’ To that end, it must ‘dissuade future compe-

tition; deter threats against US interests, allies, and friends; and decisively defeat

any adversary if deterrence fails’ [6]. America would ensure other states had ‘no

hope of surpassing, or equalling, the power of the United States,’ the first overt

policy-statement envisaging the indefinite extension of America’s primacy [7]. The

pursuit of this goal to its logical conclusion demanded attacking all perceived peer-

rivals or ‘near-peer-rivals’, threatening America, as happened with preceding

hegemons, with imperial overstretch [8]. Successive US administrations either

ignored this risk or rejected its validity on the ground that challenging US primacy

would impose prohibitive costs, America did not directly threaten other major

powers and, as a liberal-democracy, America’s benevolent hegemony produced

universal benefits [9].

Clinton and his successors pursued this grand-strategic objective of perpetuating

America’s ‘benevolent hegemony’ founded on its military-scientific-economic

supremacy. Each Administration focused on specific emphases shaped by its

ideological moorings and domestic-political priorities and preferences, and external

developments, but the fundamental drive to retain, indeed advance, America’s

power-preponderance coloured national security-related policy-prescriptions and

resource-allocation decisions. All administrations stressed America’s ‘global lead-

ership’, pledging to sustain and strengthen it using military force, economic

inducements and diplomacy, adapting it to suit changed circumstances; none

offered to reduce America’s systemic dominance. Although Republicans and

Democrats presented subtly nuanced visions of the world and the nature of

America’s role in it, even the most liberal of administrations noted the planetary

nature of America’s interests and, notwithstanding increasingly intense interdepen-

dence in a globalised world, emphasised an unquestioning assumption of the

immutability of America’s hegemony [10].

Concerns over systemic transitional fluidity did not originate in response to

China’s ‘rise’. America’s post-Cold War expansionist endeavours, in contrast, led

some scholars to predict possibly adverse long-term consequences. In the late-

1980s, with the Soviet Union ensnared in costly campaigns supporting local allies

against rivals receiving covert Sino-US assistance in Africa, Central America and

Asia, notably in Afghanistan, America’s systemic role and capacity gained signifi-

cantly. The Reagan Administration expanded America’s defence-technological

capabilities and reaped benefits from deepening clandestine Sino-US collaboration.

Although US forces were not deployed in open combat, the impression of a

weakening Soviet Union under the pragmatic reformist Mikhail Gorbachev, and

America’s relative ascendance within the bipolar framework, was widely acknowl-

edged. The Soviet Union’s subsequent fragmentation and the end of the Cold War

led to the eminence of the ‘American unipolarity era’ school.

And yet, a review of the cyclical rise, consolidation and decline of successive

great powers of hegemonic stature over the past five centuries suggested the United

States could face the same fate as had befallen preceding hegemons. The power of
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primacy transmuted economic strength into military force and America’s growing

dominance in both realms was long apparent. Still, a key challenge was ‘the sheer

variety of military contingencies that a global superpower’ like the United States

‘has to plan for, all of which, in their way, place differing demands upon the armed

forces and the weaponry they are likely to employ’ [11]. A self-reinforcing process

of ever-growing need for qualitative improvement and quantitative expansion in

response to any emerging, perceived, likely, potential, probable or possible chal-

lenge to hegemonic primacy would impose cumulative costs which might not,

ultimately, be justified by, or recouped from, the benefits.

Paul Kennedy’s prognostication of America’s decline proved premature and his

suggestion that with its intensity of technical innovation, such as in industrial

robotics, Japan could supplant its protector [12], inaccurate. A dozen years later,

another historian posited that America’s decline, seen from a cultural-intellectual,

as well as a military-political-economic perspective, had begun after its defeat in

Vietnam [13]. This, however, was a minority view on the margins of academic

discourses, far removed from policy debates animating the Washington Beltway.

Most US practitioners and academic observers apparently believed, if to differing

degrees, in the quasi-permanence of the strategic status quo. Shortly after al-
Qaeda’s aerial assaults on New York and Washington, Joseph Nye explained

America’s hitherto relaxed view of the world without. Post Soviet-fission, no

rival could assail America’s pre-eminence. The first Gulf War and NATO’s bomb-

ing campaign against Serbia demonstrated the historical incomparability of US

power. Consequently, ‘Americans who did pay attention to foreign policy became

arrogant about our power, arguing that we did not need to heed other nations. We

seemed both invincible and invulnerable’ [14].

Nye posited that ‘9/11’ revealed the fallacy of these assumptions, and while

America remained the dominant power in the system, the obscure, opaque and

varied nature of new threats required it to engage with friendly states, many of these

already allied to it. Having played a key role in shaping the Clinton

Administration’s 1990s East Asia policy framework focusing on the 1996 US–

Japan security accord, Nye stressed that although China’s economic and military

might was growing, it was decades away from any meaningful rivalry with Amer-

ica, and Washington was unlikely to sit quietly until then. He noted that America’s

allies, especially Japan, could significantly ballast US capabilities in Asia. With the

US–Japanese alliance re-invigorated, America could encourage China to move in

ways compatible with US interests [15]. Alliances and strategic partnerships with

friendly powers would solidify America’s dominance.

The George W. Bush Administration’s determination to pursue its goals unilat-

erally, if necessary, turned its ‘coalition of the willing’ into a select band of acolytes

which launched Operation Iraqi Freedom in early 2003. Shortly afterwards, Nye

described the swift occupation of Iraq and Saddam Hussein’s ouster as a ‘dazzling

display of America’s hard military power’, which was nonetheless costly in ‘soft

power’ terms [16]. Even before the Battles of Fallujah and other challenging points

of resistance and revelations about military misconduct and large-scale non-com-

batant Iraqi deaths tarnished the glory of tactical victory, Nye cautioned, ‘The
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United States may be more powerful than any other polity since the Roman Empire,

but like Rome, America is neither invincible nor invulnerable’ [17].

America’s defence-intelligence community had, by 2005, ascertained that

among possible challenges to US primacy, none looked more concerning than

those potentially posed by the rapidly evolving PLA. Beijing’s military

modernisation, the last of Dengist reforms’ four elements, had been spurred by

US-led Operation Desert Storm, Clinton’s 1996 deployments of carrier strike

groups near Taiwan, and Operation Allied Force against Serbia in 1999 [18]. Rec-

ognition of the RMA’s impact on American prowess, and the PLA’s backwardness,

triggered reviews by Chinese strategists of possible ‘leap-frogging’ into

‘mechanisation’ and ‘informatisation’. These would telescope development, induc-

tion and integration of lethally networked mobile weapon-systems, train the man-

power needed to deploy these in combat, and restructure the PLA organisationally

to assimilate this ‘new’ force into existing formations. The process progressed so

well that DoD told Congress, ‘Over the long term, if current trends persist, PLA

capabilities could pose a credible threat to other modern militaries operating in the

region’ [19]. Foremost among these were US forces asserting hegemonic domi-

nance as the key instrument of America’s unrivalled stature.

In 2007, DoD-funded analyses delineated threats from the PLA’s ‘antiaccess’

strategy ‘intended to interfere with the US military’s ability to deploy to or operate

within overseas theatres of operation’ [20]. The PLA was developing capabilities to

mount precision attacks on key nodes of America’s forward- and proximally-

deployed forces, installations, services and systems. Chinese conventional ballistic

missiles with submunition-warheads and improved guidance systems attaining

circular-error-probability of less than 50 m could strike US and allied airfields

and aircraft in Okinawa, elsewhere in Japan, and South Korea, eroding air-cover for

US operations [21]. This would lay other US assets open to Chinese air- or missile

attacks. PLA cruise missiles, aircraft carrying precision-guided munitions (PGMs),

or special operations forces (SOF) could destroy US command facilities and

satellite ground stations, severing terrestrial communications. High-energy lasers

and kinetic-energy anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons, both recently tested, could

disrupt US surveillance and reconnaissance satellites. PLA jammers could render

US early-warning (EW) radars ineffective while long-range surface-to-air or air-to-

air missiles attacked EW aircraft. China could thus degrade US C4ISR assets while

its electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) attacks wrought additional havoc [22].

Attacks on in-theatre American logistics, transportation and support units would

threaten deployment and sustained operations. Okinawa, a major US military hub,

would be especially vulnerable [23]. American analysts stressed the operational and

symbolic impact of Chinese attacks on US aircraft carriers moored at Japanese or

South Korean naval bases. Underway carriers would be more difficult to detect and

target, but with its growing ISR facilities and multiple missiles, aircraft, ships and

submarines gaining precision-attack capabilities, the PLA could successfully strike

these, too [24]. These conclusions were drawn long before Chen Bingde, Vice-

Chairman of China’s Central Military Commission (CMC), confirmed the develop-

ment of the DF-21D ‘carrier killer’ ballistic missiles [25]. The PLA’s induction of
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capabilities neutralising US military immunity in the Western Pacific challenged

American primacy.

By 2012, the US strategic analytical community shifted to the consensus that US

hegemonic power, foundation of the pax Americana-based international order

which had brought stability and prosperity for decades, had inadvertently engen-

dered a peer-rival, China. The latter’s economic ascent and military modernisation

challenged US primacy and attendant benefits. This threat must be countered by

revitalising America’s material strength, especially its military power, in the Asia-

Pacific region, even if this policy triggered Chinese responses by deepening

Beijing’s fears of encirclement [26]. Until that point, however, views had differed.

Some strategists noted the inadequacies of grand-strategies founded on the appli-

cation of lethal force.

Comparing the relative merits of hegemonic hubris and persuasive attraction in

pursuing strategic goals, Nye noted, ‘Attraction can turn to repulsion if we act in an

arrogant manner and destroy the real message of our deeper values’ [27]. US

military dominance had not, he pointed out, resolved strategic quandaries or

prevented either defeat in Vietnam or the 2001 al-Qaida attacks [28]. Nye posited,

military primacy only counted for so much in the currency of power. He visualised

international politics as a three-dimensional chess board: the top board reflected

military issues in which America reigned supreme as the sole superpower with

hegemonic global military pre-eminence; the middle board of interstate economic

relations distributed power among a multipolar constellation in which America

needed the help of the European Union (EU), Japan, China and others to manage

global economic affairs; the bottom board of transnational issues such as terrorism,

international crime, climate change and infectious diseases diffused power among

myriad non-state and sub-state actors whose ability to ignore political boundaries

enhanced by globalisation and the ‘Information Revolution’ eroded state-capacity

to take meaningful individual action [29].

In this globalised, interconnected and information-based world, Nye felt power-

diffusion among myriad non-state and sub-state agents might pose a greater threat

than power-transition to other states [30]. Primacy meant little against that complex

backdrop: ‘Many political leaders still focus almost entirely on military assets and

classic military solutions. . .They mistake the necessary for the sufficient. They are

one-dimensional players in a three dimensional game.’ Nye warned, ‘In the long

term, that is the way to lose’ [31]. These views were not popular with the Bush

Administration. However, by 2004, some American analysts had noted that ‘The

transfer of power from West to East is gathering pace and soon will dramatically

change the context for dealing with international challenges -- as well as the

challenges themselves. Many in the West are already aware of Asia’s growing

strength.’ However, recognition triggered few policy changes. Consequently, West-

ern countries would likely ‘repeat their past mistakes’ [32]. Three years later,

Robert Gates, succeeding Donald Rumsfeld as the Secretary of Defence at a time

of deepening despondency, offered a changed perspective:
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Looking around the world today, optimism and idealism would not seem to have much of a

place at the table. There is no shortage of anxiety about where our nation is headed and what

its role will be in the 21st century [33].

Although Gates presided over the world’s largest military forces, costing over

half-a-trillion dollars annually, he acknowledged that armed might was not the most

effective tool in securing most of America’s global objectives. He noted the role

diplomacy and aid could play in supplementing lethal coercion, by itself an inade-

quate instrument. Urging a significant growth of the Department of State’s $36bn

budget, Gates made ‘the case for strengthening our capacity to use “soft” power and

for better integrating it with “hard” power’ [34]. He managed a ‘soft landing’ by

reducing the rate of growth in America’s defence spending as the Obama Adminis-

tration confronted the whirlwind of the worst economic downturn since the Great

Depression. However, he was implementing President Obama’s wishes rather than

his own, and his successor, Leon Panetta, encountered even tougher budgetary

challenges than Gates did.

Investments in hard power, Nye showed, served only some purposes in the

pursuit of global interests. The cost-benefit calculations of great powers and

secondary actors, proportional to the capacity to pursue their interests, differed

significantly. Calculations varied even more depending on whether the system was

unipolar, bipolar, multipolar or in a state of transition between two orders, with

systemic equilibrium eroded. Power in a unipolar system is so overwhelmingly

concentrated in hegemonic hands that the distinction between secondary powers’

threat perceptions and the threat inherent in the power of primacy is often blurred.

Distance, the differences between offensive and defensive stances, and intentions

no longer moderate the threat’s existential nature from the percipient’s perspective

[35]. Dramatic power differentials separating the hegemon and other players mean

the latter ‘must worry primarily about the hegemon’s capabilities rather than its

intentions’ [36]. Even if hegemonic America was benign, the potency of its lethal

capabilities rendered its benevolent reassurances questionable. In a unipolar sys-

tem, ‘the burden of proof is on the hegemon to demonstrate to others that its power

is not threatening’ [37]. For a perennially fire-fighting system-manager, using hard-

power as the key tool of primacy to maintain order in an inherently disorderly

milieu driven by the ‘selfish in a self-help world’ [38], this was a constant, possibly

lost, struggle.

Another academic-practitioner, Zbignieu Brzezinski, too, examined structural

pitfalls confronting the primate. America’s unsurpassed military, economic and

scientific-technological dominance ensured that it ‘does not have, and will not soon

face, a global peer. There is thus no realistic alternative to the prevailing American

hegemony and the role of US power as the indispensable component of global

security.’ Still, as a peer-less power, America nonetheless was ‘increasingly

pre-occupied with threats from a variety of much weaker hostile sources’

[39]. America’s security paradox, like its many attributes, was unique: the world’s

first truly global superpower faced ‘real’ risks to its security. ‘Exclusive depen-

dence on multilateral cooperation could become a prescription for strategic
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lethargy’ in an increasingly threatening environment; yet reliance on ‘the unilateral

exercise of sovereign power, especially if accompanied by a self-serving definition

of the emerging threats,’ could isolate a paranoid America from a world infected

with a ‘spreading anti-American virus.’ Unmatched strength notwithstanding,

America’s homeland remained, possibly chronically, ‘uniquely insecure’

[40]. Brzezinski asked [41]:

• What are the main threats to America?

• As the hegemon, is America entitled to more security than other states?

• How should America cope with potentially lethal threats emanating not from

powerful rivals but from weak foes?

• What should America’s role be in the Far East, given Japan’s continued depen-

dence and its ‘quietly growing military might – and also given the rise of

Chinese power?’

• Is American democracy compatible with a hegemonic role, however carefully

camouflaged?

Brzezinski noted that history recorded change, offering ‘a reminder that nothing

endures indefinitely.’ History suggested ‘the current American global preponder-

ance’ was no exception. ‘It, too, will fade at some point, probably later than some

wish and earlier than many Americans take for granted’ [42]. This view did not

excite post-Cold War elites who had decided to [43]:

• manage, steer, and shape ‘central power relationships in a world of shifting

geopolitical balances’ and intensifying national aspirations so that a more

cooperative global system crystallised;

• contain or terminate conflicts, prevent terrorism and the proliferation of WMD,

and ‘advance collective peacemaking’ in strife-torn regions so that violence

receded rather than spread; and

• address ‘the increasingly intolerable inequalities in the human condition’, con-

sonant with an emerging ‘global conscience’, and promote collective responses

to climate-related and other ecological threats to planetary well-being.

These tasks, voluntarily adopted and refined by successive administrations,

offered a template for assessing pax Americana’s success or failure. However, the
steady evolution of post-Cold War trends and power-relations was shaken up by al-
Qaeda’s 2001 attacks which transformed the Bush Administration into a ‘messi-

anic, crusading global leader.’ President Bush, ‘supported by the Vice-President

and a group of highly motivated officials’ who ‘gained the President’s ear’, helped

‘redefine him as the commander-in-chief of a nation at war’ [44]. That episode

transformed America’s activist role in managing world affairs, often generating

responses. US primacy, visibly engaged in pursuing immediate national-security

goals, contributed significantly to a loss of international respect and admiration,

while eroding America’s national substance.
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Brzezinski noted, ‘Even the world’s paramount superpower can go badly astray

and endanger its own primacy if its strategy is misguided and its understanding of

the world is faulty’ [45]. The corrosive second- and third-order effects of the Bush

Administration’s security policies transmogrified the sole superpower’s global

persona. By mid-2008, as the US financial markets came under growing pressure

from the consequences of virtual autonomy within a deregulated milieu, the

dawning of a post-American ‘Age of Nonpolarity’ beckoned [46]. The global

downturn triggered by crises afflicting the US mortgage, banking and insurance

sectors in 2008–2009 accelerated the process of relative power shift away from

America [47].

A Matter of Mutual Mistrust

Few American strategists and policymakers acknowledged even the possible valid-

ity of the ‘hegemonic decline’ theory for their country. However, several thoughtful

observers noticed the remarkable growth of China’s economic and military

capabilities over the past two decades and how, in comparison with America’s

lack-lustre economic performance since 2008–2009, a ‘relative’ decline or erosion

of US primacy transformed the strategic equilibrium. According to one study, ‘the

fact that China’s global impact and ranking has been increasing rapidly in recent

years and that the U.S. is experiencing serious difficulties domestically is itself

producing particular sensitivities and uncertainty’ [48]. Uncertainty produced elite-

level strategic distrust of China comprising four constituent elements [49]:

• US leaders believed China thought it was ‘Number Two and assumes that the

US, as Number One, will perforce try to hold back China’s rise.’ US leaders

worried that China viewed bilateral relations in ‘fundamentally zero-sum terms’

and sought to displace the hegemon. These Americans thought it would be

prudent to interpret and respond to Chinese actions ‘in this light.’

• Chinese military acquisitions, writings and behaviour in proximate seas

challenged US military immunity in what Washington considered ‘a vital

region’, eroded US ability to support client-states, and pursue primacy-related

goals. The PLA’s ‘area-denial/anti-access’ capabilities must be countered with

appropriate strategic and procurement responses.

• US leaders, shocked by the impact of the global downturn, were sensitive ‘to

other countries’ potentially trying to take advantage’ of America’s difficulties.

China’s alleged cyber-thefts of US intellectual property, mercantilist practices

weakening US manufacturing, and currency policies constraining US exports

generated profound anger.

• China’s growing capabilities influenced regional actors to modify their

behaviour and adjust their policies while Chinese words and actions eroded

their confidence in US ability to maintain its position in the future, causing

‘serious concern’.
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US intelligence acquisitions of privileged internal Chinese leadership

communications suggested an underlying assumption within the CPC elite of a

zero-sum Sino-US dynamic, a perspective thought to reveal China’s ‘real’

objectives [50]. Chinese leaders, too, discerned in US word and action a determi-

nation indefinitely to extend America’s hegemonic primacy, partly and, increas-

ingly, by constraining China’s growth and influence. Dozens of bilateral fora for

negotiating a spectrum of Sino-US differences notwithstanding, mutual distrust

founded on and expressed in three related strands, persisted:

• Fundamentally different political traditions, value systems and cultures divided

the polities. Washington negatively viewed China’s authoritarian regime, its

human rights violations and political opacity; Beijing saw US stances and action

as consistently hostile and aimed at undermining its authority and legitimacy. In

that context, rival national security- and intelligence organs worked on the

premise that Sino-US relations were unfriendly, and their work deepened

distrust.

• Washington and Beijing also suffered from an inadequate understanding of each

other’s policy-making processes and systems, and the relations between respec-

tive governments and other entities. What may be uncoordinated action initiated

by disparate groups in one country was often seen by the other as well-planned

and deliberate stratagems designed to pursue zero-sum gains. Beijing particu-

larly identified actions of American NGOs and activists with Washington,

especially the CIA.

• The perceived narrowing US–China power gap, seen with concern in America

and optimistic anticipation in China- deepened strategic distrust. Americans

suspected China had ambitious plans to ‘beat’ the hegemon while Chinese feared

that America would do everything it could to prevent China’s ‘national revitali-

zation’ and restoration of its historical global status [51].

Beijing had harboured deep suspicions of US motives and actions since the

PRC’s establishment. America’s support for an independent ROC on Taiwan,

protracted efforts to undermine the CPC’s legitimacy, direct conflict during the

Korean War, covert assistance for Tibetan rebels in the 1950s and 1960s, and

clandestine assistance to India in opposition to China during this period combined

to create a zero-sum milieu of mutual mistrust [52]. While Sino-US covert collabo-

ration against the Soviet Union in 1971–1989 moderated this narrative, residual

Chinese anxiety ranged from ‘fears of American interference in China’s internal

politics to suspicions of American attempts to prevent China from becoming a great

global power’ [53]. Perceived threats emanating from American policies to China’s

territorial integrity, its economic well-being, and its global stature widely affected

the Chinese cognoscenti [54].

Developments since the 1997–1998 Asian financial crisis and 2008–2009 Great

Recession, from both of which China recovered in better shape and more quickly

than most other powers, reshaped Chinese views of the international system, the

system-manager, and China’s prospective role. Key inferences:
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• America’s political and economic systems betrayed ‘deep deficiencies’.

• China’s emergence as the second-largest economy coincided with its status as

the second political power.

• China’s space-programme and military modernisation added to confidence

gained from the successes of the 2008 Olympics and 2010 Shanghai Exposition.

• China did not credit the US-led order for these successes.

• Many Chinese believed that despite resilience, America faced long-term decline,

but aware of deep mutual interdependence, lacked collective confidence that

China could supplant America.

• Shifting Sino-US power balances were a component of a wider power-shift

comprising Brazil, India, Russia and South Africa, as well as China (BRICS),

reflected in the G20 supplanting the G8.

• America’s failings juxtaposed to Chinese ‘successes’ suggested the Washington

consensus was giving way to a Chinese political-economic model, a ‘Beijing

consensus’ [55].

Chinese elites, aware that their US counterparts held different views, believed

Washington’s aim to perpetuate American hegemony could only generate US

efforts to constrain China’s growth, depriving it of the status China would otherwise

acquire. They also believed American elites operated with a Hobbesian mindset and

US emphases on democracy and human rights were simply tools used to pursue

power-political goals. In this context, given China’s historical, political-economic

and cultural specificities and its sheer size, America must view China as the only

‘major challenge’ to its hegemonic status. They saw US statements and action with

regard to Taiwan, Tibet, Xinjiang and Chinese dissidents as efforts to ‘Westernize’

and ‘divide’ their country. Despite President Obama’s assurances that Washington

had no wish to contain China, America’s increasing military activities in China’s

periphery and growing ties to neighbourhood rivals were seen as evidence of

America’s strategic military pressure on China [56].

These factors precipitated a central issue in the Sino-US discourse—a ‘power

struggle’ and ‘power competition’ between an allegedly status quo-oriented pri-

mate and a reportedly revisionist rising rival [57]. Despite diplomatic efforts aimed

at attenuating the confrontational strands of mutual perceptions and behaviour over

the past two decades, this trend intensified in the early twenty first century [58]. One

Chinese scholar, unable even to understand what the rivals meant by trust, posited

that efforts to gain mutual trust between ‘fierce competitors like China and Amer-

ica’ were both misguided and destined to fail. He advised that, instead, they should

‘strive for. . .cooperation on shared interests and an open dialogue on conflicting

interests’ [59].

At the root of this dynamic had been China’s ‘astonishing’ economic transfor-

mation resulting from annual ‘growth-rates of about 8-12% over the last 30 years.’

By 2012, China’s GDP had exceeded half of the US figure and could ‘overtake the

United States within the next two decades’ [60]. This economic progress paralleled

China’s success ‘in building an impressive technological capacity as well as a

strong domestic innovation system.’ Together, these successes allowed Beijing to
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fund ‘an impressive military build-up, permitting the PLA to gain operational

abilities to likely prevail in a military encounter with US forces close to Chinese

borders.’ With the US military serving as the spearhead of America’s systemic

primacy buttressed with hub-and-spokes alliances spanning much of the globe, this

development raised the possibility of ending the ‘Vasco da Gama-period of West-

ern dominance in the Western Pacific’ [61].

This relatively sudden and virtually imminent end of five century-old Euro-

Atlantic domination of the Asia-Pacific region unsettled many of those who had

exercised power here, and those who have been subjected to it. How the resultant

fluidity in Sino-US power relations would evolve in coming decades, what its

regional and wider impact would be for America and its clients, how China might

use its growing power and what other countries needed to do to ensure any systemic

transition was managed so that their core interests were protected—in short, how

dominant-system fluidity could be addressed so as to restore a modicum of defini-

tion and clarity and establish structural equilibrium by non-destabilising means—

became a central focus for policy makers across the Pacific. Deepening anxiety

triggered much diplomatic and some military activity, but did not resolve the

elemental challenges of managing systemic transitional uncertainty.

Chinese calculations of power-accretion and power-shifts reflected tensions

between status quo-oriented actors, and those whose growing relative power

challenged the former’s status. In late twentieth century, Chinese analysts broadly

agreed that in power rankings, America remained the unassailable player while

China lurked around the sixth position behind Japan, Russia and others [62]. How-

ever, early in the twenty first century, although differences remained among

analysts calculating China’s relative power status, China’s CNP measures within

the perceived hierarchy rose significantly. In 2003, economic activity measured in

Gross Domestic Product (GDP), defining CNP calculations, placed China’s $6.4

trillion-GDP second behind America’s $10.9 trillion-GDP, well ahead of Japan’s

$3.6 trillion [63]. However, the World Bank’s purchasing-power parity (PPP)

calculations were too obscure to draw attention to the ongoing transformation of

the global economic and political-economic order.

According to one Chinese scholar, some analysts under-estimated China’s GDP

and CNP so as to avoid raising concerns or acknowledging growing international

responsibilities, but others over-estimated these with a view to airing China’s

revisionist potential, a ‘China threat’ theory [64]. Aware of the sensitivities

generated by China’s rapid economic growth, CPC leaders coined the phrase

‘peaceful rise’ in 2003 to reassure outsiders of China’s pacific progression. But

‘rise’ suggested a measure of systemic competition, with possibly unsettling

consequences and, in April 2004, Beijing adopted ‘peaceful development’ as the

essence of China’s ‘national rejuvenation’. This became the core of China’s grand

strategy [65]. Still, a lack of consensus on China’s relative power, and what Beijing

might do with it in the future, dogged security analyses at home and abroad.

Methodological differences in CNP calculations, too, ensured varied outcomes.

The PLA’s AMS used a seven-category system comprising 29 secondary indices

and over 100 tertiary indices; CASS applied eight categories and 64 indices; CICIR
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used a seven-category, 115-indices system, and analysts at Beijing’s Tsinghua

University developed eight categories and 23 indices [66]. One school posited

that however CNP was calculated, the power status of states was essentially relative

and reflected or shaped the order undergirding international politics. The growth in

a state’s power indicated an expansion of its autonomy within the international

system, causing the relative contraction of the autonomous space of other actors.

This was the zero-sum nature, in this view, of systemic power dynamics [67]. In the

post-Cold War era of a sole-superpower facing several secondary major-powers,

America was ‘destined to defend its status against any possible challenging states.’

As a major secondary power, ‘China automatically becomes an opponent of the

United States’ [68]. By 2005, Chinese and some non-Chinese commentators were

predicting China’s ascent to the status of a superpower within the first few decades

of the twenty first century [69].

In a competitive milieu in which all secondary powers other than China and

Russia were allied to the USA, and Russia was still struggling in its post-Soviet

reincarnation, these assessments reflected and reinforced an adversarial dynamic.

Against this backdrop, using a simplified calculus, one Chinese scholar posited in

2006 that although in military, political and economic realms, China would trail the

USA for sometime, China’s CNP ranking could rise to third behind that of America

and the EU, and the Sino-US CNP gap would be narrowed, by 2015. Despite

significant power disparity between the two, these were the two top actors on the

global stage, with China rapidly approaching the ‘superpower class’ [70].

Beijing’s responses to America’s conduct suggested CPC leaders were more

cautious in assessing Sino-US strategic dynamics. They expressed outrage when

Washington sold sophisticated weapons to Taipei, allegedly bolstering Taiwan’s

pro-independence tendencies or moderating pressures for acquiescing in Beijing’s

reunification demands, and when US leaders met the ‘chief splittist’ Dalai Lama,

the self-exiled Tibetan spiritual leader, but China restrained its responses within the

framework of managed diplomacy. US bombing of the Chinese chancery in

Belgrade in 1999, and the EP3-J8 collision near Hainan in 2001 triggered vocifer-

ous anger, but Beijing managed the aftermath of both incidents diplomatically.

Following al-Qaeda’s 2001 attacks on America, Beijing collaborated with its Cold

War-era partner against militant groups in Afghanistan. When North Korea’s

nuclear programme escalated tensions in 2002, China mounted ‘massive coordina-

tion efforts’ leading to tripartite talks in Beijing followed by six-party meetings.

In 2002, shortly after its accession to theWTO, China enacted statutes regulating

munitions trading, transforming its arms-control system from a bureaucratic one to

a legally-based one. These acts significantly boosted Sino-US relations [71]. How-

ever, the parallel erosion of America’s need for Chinese assistance, and the rapid

growth of China’s power capabilities within the US-led unipolar system, posed

structural challenges to sustained Sino-US amity. Each power employed strategic

coercion, usually but not always subtly, to push the other into acknowledging its

core interests and acting within the bounds of its rival’s comfort zone. Although

mutual deterrence prevented escalation beyond an unstated threshold, the PLA’s

conventional backwardness disadvantaged it. China could be confident of the
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efficacy of strategic coercion only when its survival was at stake [72]. Even in

economic intercourse, given China’s greater need for access to the US market than

America’s dependence on China trade, Beijing enjoyed only limited leverage

[73]. Proclaiming and ensuring the acceptance of China’s core interests, therefore,

acquired additional import but also added complexity vis-a-vis America.

The Prism of History

Chinese analysts used Western frameworks, e.g., Hobbesian anarchy, unmitigated

confrontation and conflict, Lockean competition and management of conflicting

interests, and Kantian liberalist cooperation, to examine China’s security

challenges and possible responses. But many of them also looked back to ancient

history to seek solutions to the challenges facing modern China [74]. Most focused

on the ‘Warring States Period’ (475-221BCE), when seven major kingdoms,

emerging from the ashes of the Zhou imperial order, engaged in almost continuous

struggle for survival, expansion, power and prestige. Warfare eventually led to

consolidation of a Qin-led unifying polity. President Xi Jinping’s emphasis on

China’s historical experience as a fountainhead of wisdom for managing China’s

evolution as a power, and its shifting relations with the world beyond, underscored

the import of historicity [75].

Chinese analysts particularly recalled the advice given to rulers by Sun Zi two

millennia ago. Although in his time, princes of the ‘Middle Kingdom’ little

appreciated the non-Sinic world, and their own familiar realms represented ‘all

under heaven’, Sun Zi’s pronouncements on the relationship among the king, the

state, society and the world were seen to offer guidance for managing international

affairs:

The state is the most powerful instrument for benefit in the world. The ruler of men is the

most influential position of authority for benefit in the world. If a ruler employs the ‘Way’

to maintain these two – the state and his position – then there will be the greatest peace and

security, the greater honour and prosperity, and the wellspring for accumulating what is

beautiful and fine. If a ruler does not employ the ‘Way’ to maintain them, then there will be

the greatest danger and peril and the greatest humiliation and adversity. It would be better

not to have these two than to have them [76].

Equally important were the ability and intelligence of the king and his ministers.

If the king was able and appointed an able prime minister, he would become a ‘true

king’. If an incapable king recognised his weaknesses and appointed men of ability,

he would gain power. If he was incapable but did not realise this and appointed

sycophants or relatives, then he would ‘be endangered and encroached upon, and, in

the extreme case, annihilated’ [77]. Whereas most societies had able persons ready

to serve the king as his prime minister, the ability to find, select and appoint them

depended on the king. Those who followed the ‘Way’, survived and rose to

greatness; those who did not were destroyed [78]. Sun Zi also noted that only a

sage could be a ‘true king’ and rule an empire [79]. This relationship between the

ruler and his domain also applied to wider—for instance, global—exercise of power
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[80]. Sun Zi classified rulers on the bases of two attributes—mores and ethics, and

power and strength. A ‘True King’ displayed strong mores and ethics and although

usually had strong power, it was possible for a True King to have some weaknesses

in power. Subjects voluntarily submitted to a true king. A hegemon displayed

fairness and honesty in mores and ethics, and exercised strong power. Subjects

accepted a hegemon’s authority primarily because of the coercive costs of chal-

lenging it. A mighty ruler who based his reign only on his strength had no moral or

ethical attributes [81].

Measured against this yardstick, world leadership depended on a combination of

moral and ethical principles, hard military power and engagement with the world

outside. At the end of World War I, President Woodrow Wilson’s ‘Fourteen-Point’

proposal on the establishment of the League of Nations underscored justice and

morality, but despite that and America’s strong military power, its isolationism

‘prevented the United States from achieving world leadership’ [82]. China’s

aspirations manifest in its ‘rise’ ought to be assessed in this context. Its status as

a superpower would not be questioned, but the nature of its power could be. If China

wanted to differentiate itself from the ‘contemporary leadership role enacted by the

United States’, it needed to present a better social-moral-ethical role model, one

closer to Sun Zi’s ‘true king’ paradigm than to the hegemonic one. If China became

‘a super-state grounded in high morals and ethics, it should bring about a world

order more peaceful and secure than that today’ [83].

Another ancient school, the Mohist doctrine, crystallising the teachings of Mo

Di, also known as Mozi, a minister in the state of Song who lived sometime

between 490BCE and 390BCE [84], included discussions of philosophy, econom-

ics and mathematics. Its main text, also called theMozi, classified the application of
force by states in monist terms. Mo Di’s followers, the Mohists, became a well-

organised order with influential networks across much of China. However, after the

fall of the Qin dynasty in 206BCE, Mohists lost their influence and organisational

cohesion, and whole chapters of theMozi texts were either lost or corrupted. Only in
modern times has most of the Mozi been rediscovered, collected, translated and

analysed. The Mozi distinguished between two kinds of warfare, Zhu- combat

against unjust aggressors, and Gong-war of expansion and aggression. Mo Di and

Mohists opposed Gong and supported those waging Zhu [85]. Mohists also

propagated an additional concept—jian’ai, or universal love, bereft of which

robbers robbed others, and kings invaded other kingdoms. Mo Di said, ‘. . .regard
the state of others as one’s own, the houses of others as one’s own, the persons of

others as one’s self. When feudal lords love one another there will be no more

war’ [86].

Critics such as Mencius found this notion as threatening to the organisation of

kingdoms under kings, and families under fathers. Whatever the merit of the

critique, Mohists appeared to have lost out to other schools of political philosophy.

Modern studies of the Mozi stressed the similarities of Mohist values of opposition

to aggression, support for the defenders, and mutual assistance among interdepen-

dent entities to liberal ideas of international relations [87]. This combination has
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been gaining prominence in Chinese analyses of China’s international security

milieu and Beijing’s responses to myriad challenges confronting a ‘rising’ China.

Military minds like Sun Zi’s and Mo Di’s were not the only sources of strategic

erudition shaping the evolution of Chinese political thought. In 81BCE, for

instance, Emperor Zhao of Han summoned more than 60 scholars from around

the land for a 2-day policy-review with cabinet ministers. Key economic decisions

on wartime taxation and monopolies as well as military and diplomatic policies

were debated. The record of these exchanges, Discourses on Salt and Iron, became

a key contribution to Chinese statecraft. While a senior minister urged the use of

superior force against weaker neighbouring powers to achieve inexpensive but

beneficial expansion, scholars argued that military expansion was often short-

sighted, cost a lot but brought little profit, increased domestic burdens and could

cause state-collapse. They advised that ‘Broad virtue will bring distant people to

come and follow’ [88]. By contrasting a powerful force capable of expanding

territory with ‘broad virtue’ which brought ‘distant countries to submit’, the

cognoscenti offered an alternative paradigm of ‘expansion by submission’

[89]. Han ministers and their scholarly interlocutors reached no consensus and

subsequent Chinese policy often combined both strands [90]. More recent Chinese

conduct displayed such duality and, future Chinese strategy and diplomacy, too,

could follow that ambivalent course.

China’s ‘domestic’ political history, a record of interactions among constituent

polities comprising the Han-Chinese ‘Middle Kingdom’, formed the core of the

historical evolution of Chinese political thought, but other elements, too,

contributed. China’s relations with proximate polities, the narrative of its Asian

‘foreign relations’, filled the traditional diplomatic space in Chinese statecraft,

offering templates for China’s current and future diplomacy. Early and

mid-twentieth century Western academic research, spearheaded by John Fairbank,

established the import of the ‘tributary system’ in ancient Chinese approaches to

non-Han polities [91].

Some Chinese scholars saw the tribute system as the fountainhead of a distinctly

Chinese school of international relations [92]. The system was fashioned around a

power hierarchy topped by the Chinese Emperor, the ‘son of heaven’, with

non-Chinese polities considered both weaker and inferior. Trade and tribute were

parallel instruments of hierarchical intercourse between a superordinate China and

subordinate non-Han actors. Chinese rulers initiated the tribute system as they

valued the prestige foreign tribute bestowed on their authority; foreign rulers

participated in the system because they valued trade with China. Chinese rulers

ascribed higher moral value to foreign tributes while ‘barbarians’ valued the

material gains from China trade [93]. Cultural processes manifest in Sinocentric

ritual observances were considered instruments of attracting ‘barbarians’ by the

Emperor’s ‘rule by virtue’ rather than coercive subordination.

Many Chinese scholars viewed the tributary system as China’s bureaucratic

management of relations with non-Sinic polities, using complex sets of principles,

rules and procedures. The elaborate rituals foreign emissaries were expected to

observe while visiting the Chinese capital, the detailed listing of tributes foreign
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envoys presented to the Emperor, and similar details of the Emperor’s reciprocal

gifts, the frequency of tributes, and the routes travelled by foreign envoys, were all

part of this bureaucratic management of foreign relations [94].

This Sino-centric perspective envisaged the tribute system as a Chinese diplo-

matic management system with no input from the non-Sinic end of the exchange. It

was, therefore, a limited instrument for assessing both China’s relationships with

neighbouring polities and the East Asian order within which those relationships

were formed, conducted and evolved. While useful for understanding the develop-

ment of China’s diplomatic praxis vis-à-vis proximate polities, it offered little help

to appreciating the political order or the comprehensive distribution of power across

China’s neighbourhood [95]. Other Chinese scholars described the tribute system as

the core institution formalising both assumptions and practices undergirding inter-

state relations across historical East Asia. In this view, the tribute system both

symbolised and manifested the embodiment of an order fashioned around Pax
Sinica [96].

Critics note that the Chinese Empire fluctuated enormously in territorial and

economic size, organisational cohesion, and capacity to shape its environment over

the millennia of recorded history. Considering the tributary system as a functional

tool of immutable utility through this long and variegated period would be inaccu-

rate. Besides, whether China’s rulers formulated foreign policy solely, or primarily,

on the basis of an assumed superiority of Sinic attributes throughout the two

millennia of dynastic rule remained uncertain. In this view, a distinction must be

made between a strong China and a weak China, a unified empire and a fragmented,

fractious agglomeration. Actual, fungible, power and the nature of the external

environment were likely to have shaped Chinese diplomacy as much as did a sense

of Chinese superiority. Power realities modified and moderated Sinocentricity and a

belief in the ‘barbarian’ inferiority” [97]. How non-Chinese rulers viewed China

and why some but not all of them voluntarily submitted to a tributary relationship

are not explained by either Western or Chinese scholarship. In fact, the system did

not even consider the reality of diminishing power over increasing distances from

the Chinese capital in ancient times.

Not all Chinese rulers exercised equally uniform control over areas beyond their

immediate suzerainty. They reigned over a spectrum of diminishing influence

stretching through an inner vassal area, an outer vassal area and a ‘temporary

non-vassal area’. Chinese rulers did not expect to exercise authority over the last,

and often treated them as equals. The Sui and Tang dynasties, for instance,

maintained ‘fraternal’ relations with Tibetan, Turkic and Uighur polities before

the Han finally subdued and subjugated these [98]. So, the tribute system might be

useful in describing and explaining China’s regional foreign relations in periods of

imperial cohesion and power, but it did not offer an immutable framework for

appreciating Chinese diplomacy at other times. While examinations of historical

experience enriched China’s intellectual capital, deepened understanding of the

complexity of the polity’s past, and perhaps helped China gain international respect

for the rich heritage bestowed by its antiquity, such exercises made limited

contributions to China’s ability to manage and respond to more contemporary
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issues and challenges. And the latter did prove increasingly complex, although

China’s ‘national rejuvenation’ catapulted it from the ranks of secondary actors to

close to the peak of the systemic hierarchy at the end of the first decade of the

twenty first century.

An Insecurity-Dialectic Crystallises

Although China’s anxiety vis-à-vis America was rooted in its inability to ‘reunite’

Taiwan in the face of US military deterrence, other factors acquired salience as

drivers. Concerns over North Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile programmes,

seen in periodic spurts in tension triggered by ‘incidents’ led the US and Japan to

begin consultations on ballistic missile defence (BMD) in December 1993. Collab-

oration was formalised in the 1996 renewal of the 1960 defence treaty. In August

1999, the allies signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the Japan–US

Cooperative Research Project. A 2002 meeting between Defence Ministers and a

summit between President Bush and Prime Minister Koizumi in 2003 accelerated

the pace of BMD co-operation. In December 2003, Tokyo decided to deploy an

operational BMD system to defend Japanese territorial expanse. A year later,

America and Japan signed a BMD Framework MoU, deepening and broadening

cooperation. In June 2006, the allies launched the ‘joint cooperative development’

of the Standard Missile (SM)-3Block IIA. In March 2007, Japan deployed

US-supplied PAC-3 Patriot ABM systems for local BMD operations at Iruma Air

Base, with additional deployments which followed.

Between 2008 and 2010, Japanese forces tested both PAC-3 and SM-3 BMD

systems, the latter being installed on two Atago-class cruisers, and four Kongou-
class destroyers, the JS Kongou, JS Chokai, JS Myoko, and the JS Kirishima, and
tested in collaboration with the US Missile Defence Agency (MDA) and US

PACOM [99]. By early 2011, the Japanese archipelago, its airspace and maritime

expanse were well protected by the two complementary systems. Close cooperation

between the two allies in designing, developing, testing, deploying and operating

the systems deepened mutual military interoperability, occasionally blurring

national distinctions.

Chinese concern over Japan’s development—with direct and substantial US

assistance—of BMD capabilities exceeded that over US acquisition of similar

assets, because of the consequences of physical proximity: ‘As Japan is a neighbour

of China, its development of missile defence merits China’s attention’ [100]. With a

modest arsenal of long-range ballistic missiles comprising its second-strike deter-

rent force, Beijing’s anxiety over potentially hostile BMD systems in its vicinity

was understandable. Effective BMD deployments in proximate areas could destroy

the PLA second Artillery’s ballistic missiles in their boost- and post-boost phases,

thereby neutering China’s deterrent capability, laying it open to strategic blackmail,

coercion, or decapitation [101]. Given the competitive nature of post-1945 Sino-

Japanese relations, an advanced Japanese BMD system developed and sustained

with US assistance posed significant strategic challenges to Beijing.
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Chinese analysts also underscored apparent inconsistencies between America’s

demand that all signatory states comply with the Missile Technology Control

Regime (MTCR), and America’s own adherence to it. Washington initiated and

pursued to conclusion the MTCR, limiting proliferation of missiles and related

technologies to systems carrying payloads of less than 500 kg to a distance of less

than 300 km. However, America granted itself exceptions: ‘The United States

intends to implement the MTCR in a manner that does not impede missile defense

cooperation with friends and allies’ [102].

US–Japanese BMD collaboration included efforts to secure a maximum flight

velocity of 4-4.5 km per second, expand the system’s defence radius from 100 to

1,000 km, and extend the interception range for targeting incoming missiles

[103]. DoD’s MDA confirmed in 2012 the details of the US–Japan SM-3 Coopera-

tive Development Programme designed to upgrade the system with the 21-in.

diameter SM-3 Block IIA missiles aiming ‘to defeat longer range ballistic missiles’

[104]. Although Japan’s BMD was ostensibly aimed at North Korean missiles, a

completed SM-3 Block IIA system would be effective against all long-range

missiles, including Chinese ICBMs and submarine-launched ballistic missiles

(SLBM) comprising Beijing’s strategic deterrent. Chinese commentary, describing

US missile-defence programmes as destabilising, reflected profound angst. In 2001,

shortly before Washington abrogated the ABM Treaty, Sha Zukang, head of

China’s Arms Control and Disarmament Department, said, the US National Missile

Defence (NMD) programme would

not only undermine global strategic balance and stability, but also disrupt efforts for

security in the Asia-Pacific region. Moreover, the US also intends to deploy Theatre Missile

Defense (TMD) in the region. Research and development of TMD per se may not neces-

sarily constitute a violation of the ABM Treaty. But, the crucial question is how large is the

scale and what are the nature and function of TMD that the U.S. is prepared to deploy in

Asia. If this TMD can be used as part of NMD and constitute the front deployment of NMD

in the region, then its adverse impact on regional security and stability will be no less than

the NMD itself [105].

China’s Foreign Minister, Tang Jiaxuan, offered a perceptual context in which

Beijing saw Washington’s drift towards unilateralist interpretations of security as

deepening Chinese, and indeed, non-American, insecurity:

Security is mutual and indivisible. No country can exist in isolation, nor can it resolve all

the security issues it faces single-handedly. True security is based on global security and on

the extensive cooperation of the international community. A military edge cannot guarantee

security. Unilateralism will only lead to greater insecurity. . .The United States possesses

the biggest nuclear arsenal and the most sophisticated conventional weapons in the world,

and it pursues a deterrence policy based on first use of nuclear weapons. A missile defense

will severely impede the nuclear disarmament process and render any U.S. initiative on the

reduction of offensive nuclear weapons meaningless. . .Is it really to defend against the

missile threat from the few so-called “problem states,” or for greater military advantage

over other big countries? [106]

Chinese concerns appeared to be straightforward: NMD/BMD systems, once

installed, would protect the entire United States from ballistic missile attacks such
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as a hypothetical Chinese second-strike. This would reduce the efficacy of China’s

nuclear deterrent to something approximating zero. Additionally, given the small

number of the PLA’s ICBMs, interceptors ‘deployed on a single site may be enough

to knock out all Chinese CSS-4’ ICBMs [107], laying China open to a decapitating

first-strike. Close links between US–Japanese BMD efforts and the MDA’s C4ISR

coordination in target-data acquisition, processing, and dissemination, and in

operations, meant Japanese BMD assets located in China’s neighbourhood

reinforced America’s NMD carapace, eroding the efficacy of China’s strategic

deterrent [108]. Comments by a Congressional specialist in ballistic missile-related

strategy, in the wake of a significant expansion of the US BMD network in Japan

and Southeast Asia, revealed by Secretary of Defence Panetta in 2012, confirmed

Chinese fears of US plans to neuter Beijing’s deterrent, hobbling China’s freedom

of action and exposing it to potentially existential threats: ‘The focus of our rhetoric

is North Korea. The reality is that we’re also looking longer term at the elephant in

the room, which is China’ [109].

Chinese analysts also concluded that a key goal of US BMD plans for Eastern

Europe ostensibly targeting Iranian ballistic missiles, denials notwithstanding, was

to boost missile defences against Russian ICBMs, thereby threatening Russian

deterrent capabilities [110]. This inference resonated with Russian concerns, also

reinforcing a general impression of American determination to perpetuate its

systemic primacy at the cost of core Chinese and Russian interests. As Sino-US

relations experienced growing pressure in the first decade of the twenty first

century, deepening anxiety over this crucial element of national security

precipitated Chinese responses. Beijing stressed the validity of its long-held belief

in ‘global multipolarization’ in official analyses of the strategic environment, but

also noted the systemic fluidity caused by efforts of established powers to retain

their status in the face of the growing clout of emerging powers:

The rise and decline of international strategic forces is quickening, major powers are

stepping up their efforts to cooperate with each other and draw on each other’s strengths.

They continue to compete with and hold each other in check, and groups of new emerging

developing powers are arising. Therefore, a profound readjustment is brewing in the

international system. . .Struggles for strategic resources, strategic locations and strategic

dominance have intensified. Meanwhile, hegemonism and power politics still exist,

regional turmoil keeps spilling over, hot-spot issues are increasing, and local conflicts

and wars keep emerging. The impact of the financial crisis triggered by the U.S. subprime

mortgage crisis is snowballing. . .Driven by competition in overall national strength and the

development of science and technology, international military competition is becoming

increasingly intense, and the worldwide revolution in military affairs (RMA) is reaching a

new stage of development. Some major powers are realigning their security and military

strategies, increasing their defense investment, speeding up the transformation of armed

forces, and developing advanced military technology, weapons and equipment [111].

Sino-US insecurity dialectics began changing in the 1990s. In 1993, President

Jiang Zemin issued strategic guidelines for ‘the New Period’, requiring the PLA to

defend China’s coastal centres of economic gravity and conduct sea-denial

operations beyond Taiwan to deter or delay US intervention by waging ‘active

defense’ to win a ‘local war under informatized conditions’ [112]. With increasing
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funding enabling C4ISR improvements and reform of the defence-industrial base

delivering improved platforms, Chinese armed forces, especially the PLAN,

acquired capabilities beyond those required for securing control over Taiwan.

Twelve years later, with large elements of the PLA transformed by the

modernisation drive, Jiang’s successor Hu Jintao issued a list of ‘historical missions

of the armed forces for the new stage in the new century.’ Although broadbrush and

general, the ambition and scope of the ‘new missions’ were clear [113]:

• Consolidate the ruling status of the Communist Party

• Help ensure China’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, and domestic security in

order to continue national development

• Safeguard China’s expanding national interests

• Help maintain world peace

With steady—often double-digit—growth in defence allocations since the late

1990s, the PLA, especially PLAN, PLAAF and the second Artillery, continued to

field progressively greater capacity to pursue China’s security interests in both

lethal combat and in military operations other than war (MOOTW). This visible

growth in combat power, although not tested in actual operations, nonetheless

drove much regional and American security analyses. DoD assessments noted in

2006 that ‘China has the greatest potential to compete militarily with the United

States and field disruptive military technologies that could over time offset tradi-

tional U.S. military advantages’ [114]. The PLA’s ability to operate beyond Taiwan

and the alleged opacity of its strategic intentions caused much official concern in

Washington: ‘The expanding military capabilities of China’s armed forces are a

major factor in changing East Asian military balances; improvements in China’s

strategic capabilities have ramifications far beyond the Asia Pacific region’ [115].

America repeatedly welcomed ‘the rise of a stable, peaceful, and prosperous

China,’ insisting that no other country had ‘done more to assist, facilitate, and

encourage China’s national development.’ Washington encouraged Beijing to

‘participate as a responsible international stakeholder by taking on a greater share

of responsibility for the stability, resilience and growth of the global system’

[116]. This welcome to the top-table was, however, conditional on Beijing’s

acceptance of the US-led order and actions consonant with the framework of

norms and practices in place.

Although Beijing had repeatedly stressed its non-revisionist stance, its reticence

in openly endorsing the US-led hierarchy led Washington to posit that ‘much

uncertainty surrounds China’s future course, in particular in the area of its

expanding military power and how that power might be used’ [117]. The PLA’s

increasingly sophisticated capacity to inflict lethal costs upon future challengers

deeply troubled Washington. Newly fielded DF-31 and DF-31A ICBMs boosted

China’s strategic deterrent; the PLA’s ‘continued development of advanced cruise

missiles, medium-range ballistic missiles, anti-ship ballistic missiles designed to

strike ships at sea, including aircraft carriers’, and the January 2007 successful test

of a direct-ascent anti-satellite weapon, made clear Beijing’s determination and
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ability to deny access to hostile forces and operate in space and cyber-space as well

as in the traditional domains of land, air and sea [118].

Although Chinese leaders had articulated military missions going beyond imme-

diate territorial concerns, they had ‘left unclear to the international community the

purposes and objectives of the PLA’s evolving doctrine and capabilities’ [119]. -

China’s publication of ‘incomplete defence expenditure figures’ and engagement

‘in actions that appear inconsistent with its declaratory policies’ were equally

concerning. China’s ‘limited transparency’ in military and security affairs posed

‘risks to stability by creating uncertainty and increasing the potential for misunder-

standing and miscalculation’ [120]. The hegemon, concerned over eroding pri-

macy, continued to ‘work with our allies and friends in the region to monitor these

developments and adjust our policies accordingly’ [121].

Chinese leaders from Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping to Jiang Zemin and Hu

Jintao, very different men in terms of their background, experience and exposure,

heroic exploits and charismatic aura, intellectual gifts and administrative ability,

nonetheless displayed comparable strategic caution. Although China’s absolute and

relative power-positions changed dramatically over the past six decades, especially

since the 1980s, Beijing’s behaviour—actual conduct as opposed to official and

semi-official rhetoric—has been generally moderate and reactive in terms of the

application of lethal coercion in international relations. Mao exhibited greater belief

in the conflictual nature of the political world than his successors; Deng’s under-

standing of the world was equally coloured by trends to conflict and cooperation;

Jiang and Hu trended towards collaborative approaches to international

relations [122].

Mao and Deng were strongly driven by their ideological beliefs and both were

strong leaders with military support behind them. However, Deng was much more

pragmatic, able and willing to adapt policies to changed circumstances and revised

goals. Whereas Mao believed a future world war was unavoidable if deferrable,

Deng believed it would be possible to avoid one and maintain sustained global

peace. This enabled Deng to direct resources and energies towards national eco-

nomic development [123]. Still, even Mao, under pressure from the Soviet Union,

was able to accept pragmatic advice on the need for engaging in strategic collabo-

ration with the ‘far enemy’, America, so as to counterbalance threats from the

Soviet ‘near enemy’ [124]. Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, post-revolutionary bureau-

cratic manager-leaders, less ideologically driven than their predecessors, did not

preside over revisionist edifices [125]. Given the leaders’ pre-eminence within the

CPC party-state, China under them was not a revisionist power striving to over-

throw the US-led order.

Their stress on a revitalised China’s status-quo orientation notwithstanding,

Chinese analysts did examine ways by which a relatively weaker China could

fight stronger adversaries and win a competitive struggle. Asymmetric conflicts in

which weaker powers overcame stronger opponents, or the stronger belligerent

failed to defeat the weaker party, were studied in detail for lessons [126]. A weaker

power with fewer material or intangible resources needed to employ asymmetric

strategies and tactics. The spread of technology, reducing marginal costs of
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replication, innovation and adaptation, enabled weaker powers to pursue this path.

An underdog could concentrate forces locally to establish relative advantage in a

limited theatre over a certain period over a more potent enemy. A lesser power

could, for instance, visit deadly blows on stronger adversaries with WMDs.

The integration of societies and economies around modern communication

networks multiplied the effects of such attacks. If the weaker power failed to secure

decisive victory in focused operations, it could prolong the engagement and force

the stronger adversary to continue bearing bigger burdens in blood and treasure.

Weaker powers could, therefore, while devoting much smaller resources to asym-

metric stratagems than their stronger adversaries, wear down the latter by imposing

much greater costs. One lesson was, ‘when weak powers consistently develop new

asymmetries, the scope of war hugely expands’ [127]. Once again, concepts and

experiences from ancient Chinese history offered a practical way forward.

Mao Zedong stressed the need for enabling the inferior to overcome the superior

(yilieshengyou) by avoiding one’s own shortcomings and focusing on the superior

adversary’s vulnerabilities [128], but Tang dynasty (618–907 AD) strategists had

refined this approach. They introduced the term Shashoujian (assassin’s mace) to

describe ‘magic weapons’ or surprising stratagems with which to befuddle and

overwhelm an unsuspecting enemy. As the RMA transformed the nature of combat

in the 1990s by telescoping the processes of identifying, locating and engaging

hostile targets in a networked battlespace, PLA strategists adapted Shashoujian to

represent contemporary innovations in armaments, tactics and strategy. In 1997,

AMS General Wang Baocun analysed information age warfare, identifying ten

defining features [129]:

• Limited goals in conflict

• Short-duration combat

• Limited damage

• Larger battlespaces with lower force densities

• Battlefield transparency

• Intense struggle for information superiority

• Unprecedented force-integration

• Increased pressures for command-and-control

• Strategic objectives gained using precision, not volume, of fire, and

• Attacks on the enemy’s weaknesses, not strong-points.

Jiang Zemin, Chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC), endorsed

Wang’s analysis, and adopted a science-and-technology based approach to devel-

oping the PLA’s warfighting potential so as to address its deficiencies in this era of

high-technology combat. In 1998, he launched the secret 998 State Security Project,

aimed at developing Shashoujian concepts and weapons [130]. Led by a powerful

CPC Leading Group and managed by the PLA’s General Staff commanders, Project

998 comprised the 122 and 126 programmes. The first aimed at improving the

PLA’s combat efficacy, counter-attack capabilities and readiness, and developing a

new generation of high-technology ordnance. The second, rooted in Deng
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Xiaoping’s 863 Programme launched in 1986, would develop six major areas of

armaments over 12–15 years [131]:

• Aerospace technology

• Electronic/information technology

• Strategic defence

• Deep-level counter-attacks

• Optical lasers, and

• Special materials

Shashoujian, however, referred to both weapon systems and the strategic or

tactical frameworks in which these were employed. One likely instance of the latter

was afforded by Beijing’s non-diplomatic approach to its ‘core interest’ in

Taiwan’s ‘reunification’. Given the convergence of historical Sino-American

focus on the question of Taiwan’s future—whether Taiwan will seek de jure
independence and be able to count on American interventionist support and deter

a Chinese military response, or acquiesce in re-unification under duress, much of

the PLA’s efforts prior to Hu Jintao’s 2004 proclamation of ‘New Historic

Missions’ beyond Taiwan had indeed focused on Taiwan. Given Taiwan’s insular

geography, a sea-borne invasion across the Taiwan Strait had been part of the

conventional wisdom on the PLA’s contingency planning.

In the face of robust Taiwanese defensive preparations and the presence of

formidable forward-positioned US forces ready to mount massive intervention in

Taipei’s behalf, the PLA may have abandoned any invasion plans it may have

harboured, changing its coercive tactics to threatening to bombard Taiwan with its

large arsenal of short- and medium-range ballistic missiles, and/or imposing and

enforcing a blockade with its fleet of submarines. Taken alongside informational,

political and economic measures, such an approach could prove insuperable [132].

China could, thus, take heart from the inference that as a power with a defensive

strategy, in the face of threats from a stronger adversary, it had gained room for

manoeuvre. The resultant boost to confidence among nationalist Chinese segments

was reinforced by two parallel trends in global opinion as measured in the

mid-2000s. Opinion polls recorded around the world demonstrated a substantial

decline of US popularity. Virtually in parallel, a general endorsement of China and

its policies became noticeable. Official and semi-official Chinese commentary

aimed at both domestic and overseas audiences stressed traditional emphases,

such as in Sun Zi’s writings, on non-lethal diplomatic efforts to undermine the

hostility of adversarial powers. CPC leaders took up President Hu Jintao’s refrains

of ‘peaceful rise’, later revised to ‘peaceful development’, and a ‘harmonious

society’ at home and internationally as the leit motif of China’s national

revitalisation, while Premier Wen Jiabao described China as a ‘friendly

elephant’ [133].

Resources being poured into humanitarian relief of the victims of disasters

abroad, assistance to developing countries, and UN-led peacekeeping operations

in turbulent regions contributed to China’s ‘soft power approach’ to diplomacy.
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However, the rise in China’s ‘soft power’ attractions could not be correlated to the

decline of America’s pull [134]. China could not, therefore, count on its endoge-

nous growth generating growing clout to countermand America’s still formidable

influence and authority.

Fundamental disjunctures between America’s globalist self-image as a unique

nation embodying man’s highest aspirations, leading humanity towards its better

self and the actualisation of its greatest potential, and China’s more introspective,

non-interventionist if extractive approach to the non-Sinic world was not much

discussed. However, that was the philosophical context in which the two powers—

one with the most continuous and largely homogeneous, certainly at the elite-level,

civilisational polity rooted in millennia-long traditions of self-cognition, the other

relatively young and more heterogeneous but driven by messianic aspirations to

planetary leadership dedicated to improving the human condition—rubbed up

against each other.

Scholars of American history pointed to the core beliefs underpinning the

Declaration of Independence as the driver of US foreign policy. In short, the belief

that all men are created equal and, therefore, have equal rights which can be neither

given up nor taken away, and that people form governments to protect their

fundamental rights to life, liberty and property (restated by Jefferson as ‘the pursuit

of happiness’) [135], stated formally in the Union’s founding document, both

reflected and reinforced an elite mind-set which conflated the national into the

universal, creating the impetus for a perpetual quest for revolutionary, if informal,

expansion. As one scholar noted, ‘When bipolarity gave way to unipolarity there

was little for the United States to learn: a preference for superiority comes naturally

to Americans as a kind of divine entitlement that empowers the nation to act on

behalf of and for the good of others’ [136]. China’s growing capacity to assert its

interests was erecting obstacles.

However, America’s ability to shape, far less determine, global events was

eroding for reasons other than Sino-US strategic competition although the latter

resonated with, and possibly reinforced, that trend. A study by 125 scholars

conducted for the US military discovered that the twenty first century world was

much more complex and dangerous than its predecessors. America’s role in coping

with this complexity was ‘vital yet limited.’ In a rapidly evolving milieu, America’s

security-related ‘prescription, policies, and strategies tend to lag woefully behind’

the times [137]. The environment was characterised by a combination of new

power-centres rising among states and the diffusion of power among increasing

numbers and varieties of non-state actors. This dynamic landscape was generating

strategic uncertainties over which the mechanism and efficacy of exerting Ameri-

can influence was unclear [138]. Protecting and advancing US interests in this

security environment would grow even more challenging in the future. The study

identified trends transforming the global political backdrop:

• Global economic power being redistributed from the West to the ‘Rest’

• The partial emergence of a multipolar world

• An information revolution leaving modern societies vulnerable
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• The acceleration of an energy and environmental security ‘tipping point’

• Challenges originating in many fragile states and ungoverned spaces

• Terrorism’s increasingly transnational dimensions

• The character of conflict changing from conventional to irregular and ‘hybrid’

warfare, and

• The potential further proliferation of nuclear and biological weapons [139]

The 2008 ‘Wall Street meltdown’ and the consequent global recession reminded

everyone that economic power was ‘the bedrock of sustainable military and politi-

cal power’ [140]. After five centuries of Western domination, power was now

flowing to other parts of the planet, especially Asia. Countries hitherto on the

fringes of the global economic/financial core, especially China, had become central

to its productive patterns, and resources from these centres were flowing outwards

to recapitalise developed countries’ financial sectors. The replacement of the G7/8

by the G20 as the premier global governance forum reflected and reinforced this

trend. ‘While America will remain the single most important actor, especially

militarily, its relative power has declined together with its political and moral

influence’ [141]. However, if America was no longer the centre of a unipolar

order, neither were Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) able or

willing to act as power-centres responsible for maintaining a stable multipolar

system.

The world was, thus, in the cusp of transition between orders, experiencing

political flux in a ‘nonpolar’ milieu, with fluidity inflicting uncertainty on a system

bereft of the definition and clarity of preceding decades. The international security

system was rapidly evolving, but ‘toward what’ remained unclear [142]. Profound

uncertainties over the future notwithstanding, the study identified Sino-US relations

as an area of ‘critical foreign policy challenge’. The difficulty resided in a China

which generally acted in a restrained and reassuring manner while developing

advanced military capabilities and expanding its regional and global influence.

Having defied Western predictions of political-economic collapse or substantial

change in the 1990s following the Soviet fission, China had reformed itself eco-

nomically to generate sustained growth without political reforms.

Smart diplomacy combined with military modernisation had raised China’s

profile as a major power. A more powerful China would heavily impact on regional

and systemic security. Instead of formally identifying China as either a partner or an

adversary, America had hitherto sought to take advantage of China’s growing

economy and influence while hedging against its ‘emergence as a future threat’

[143]. Washington would have to develop a more nuanced approach while building

on the ‘hedging while engaging’ strategy [144]. The study’s authors urged America

to welcome ‘restrained and responsible Chinese behaviour’, while noting that

Washington ‘must also recognize and prepare for the more complex policy

challenges a strong China will pose’ [145].

China, however, was not the only issue in an environment being transformed by

the convergence of diverse dynamics. Constant global engagement using ‘smart

power’ was needed to restore and maintain American leadership [146]. The way
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ahead was charted by an influential group of analysts including senior officials in

the outgoing Bush Administration and others being inducted into its successor

[147]. They pointed out that

Ongoing shifts in geopolitical power from west to east make the Asia-Pacific region more

important to the United States today than ever before. The region is already an engine of the

global economy, and major Asian countries are becoming global economic and political

actors. Yet, as Asia’s importance has grown over the last decades, Washington has often

been focused elsewhere. The Obama administration needs a more active approach to the

Asia-Pacific region that recognizes the new geopolitical realities and positions the United

States to deal effectively with the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. Such a strategy

must build upon America’s long-standing positive engagement in Asia and articulate a

vision that can advance US interests and attract support from countries in the region [148].

To this end, America must

• Reassert strategic presence

• Maintain strong bilateral ties

• Articulate a realistic and pragmatic China policy and support a stable peace in

the Taiwan Strait

• Sustain military engagement and forward presence

• Engage more actively in regional and multilateral fora

• Prevent nuclear proliferation and promote nuclear stability and disarmament

• Counter radical Islam

• Broaden the agenda/strengthen American soft power

• Cooperate on non-traditional security challenges, and

• Promote open and free trade [149]

As the Obama Administration took office, these objectives established the

framework for America’s approach to East Asia, and to China specifically.
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The Asian Pivot and a New Bipolarity 3

Between Hope and Despair

Barack Hussein Obama’s election to the US presidency in November 2008 and

accession in January 2009, given America’s ethno-political history, were epochal

events. This symbol of America’s transformation into a more equal and liberal

polity during an economic crisis [1] and global anxiety raised hopes for national

rejuvenation. Near-desperation triggered by the financial meltdown meant Obama’s

first concern was to arrest that rot, holding fire on other challenges. Obama

promptly secured Congressional approval of a substantial stimulus package, but

the crisis generated additional demands. Securing authorisation for a second

stimulus-package by late spring, stopping ‘the epidemic of home foreclosures’,

and reviving America’s banking system [2] demanded the new administration’s

attention.

A key topical question was how to address systemic volatility generated by

changing Sino-US power-relations, subsequently summed up by a DoD-employed

analyst as: ‘China and the United States are inescapably engaged in a power

transition process, which is, on top of all other issues, about the future of interna-

tional relations’ [3]. Beijing, too, saw economic dynamics reshaping power-

politics:

Economic globalization and world multi-polarization are gaining momentum. . . leading to

increasing economic interdependence, inter-connectivity and interactivity among

countries. The rise and decline of international strategic forces is quickening, major powers

are stepping up their efforts to cooperate with each other and draw on each other’s

strengths. They continue to compete with and hold each other in check, and groups of

new emerging developing powers are arising. Therefore, a profound readjustment is

brewing in the international system [4].

A week after Obama took office, addressing a gathering of statesmen, bankers,

businessmen and academics, Premier Wen Jiabao said the ‘Great Recession’ had

‘fully exposed the deficiencies in the existing international financial system and its

governance structure.’ To mitigate the failings of the US-led Bretton Woods
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institutional structure, Wen urged ‘the establishment of a new world economic

order that is just, equitable, sound and stable’ [5]. Washington could not counte-

nance notions of America’s systemic decline implicit in power transitions. This

most liberal of administrations insisted on the perpetuation of America’s hege-

monic status [6]. In practice, though, desperation counselled pragmatism.

Weeks after taking office, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton headed for four

Asian capitals including Beijing, insisting human rights, a traditional bugbear of

Sino-US exchanges, would not detract from coordinating efforts on combating the

financial crisis, energy use, climate change and national defence [7]. She stressed

US desire ‘to deepen and broaden’ Sino-US relations [8]. Her hosts assured her they

would continue buying US Treasury Bills, discuss human rights, and revive defence

consultations suspended after Washington announced a $6.5bn arms-deal with

Taiwan in October.

Beijing received Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defence, David Sedney, for the

first Defence Policy Coordination Talks (DPCT) in February, confirming President

Hu Jintao would meet Obama at the London G20 summit in April [9]. Sedney

assured Beijing that America harboured no ill-intent, would not constrain China’s

progress, and merely sought clarity on China’s military modernisation. He

described the talks as ‘intense, very productive and very useful’, the best he had

held in 18 years [10]. His hosts, angered by arms sales to Taiwan, were less

effusive. Still, exchanges on North Korea, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Central Asia

and Somalia, especially the Gulf of Aden anti-piracy missions conducted by both

navies, indicated broad consensus. Sedney posited that China’s military power did

not threaten America and could, in fact, be a stabilising force:

As China emerges as a power with global ambitions, it is natural, indeed expected that its

military and security activities abroad will expand consistent with its capacities and

strategic aims. . .The United States welcomes the rise of a stable, peaceful, and prosperous

China, and continues to encourage China to participate responsibly in the international

system by supporting, strengthening the global security architecture that it has benefited

from during its economic rise [11].

America thus accepted China’s growing capabilities and presumed ambitions so

long as Beijing operated within the US-led systemic framework. A template for

cooperation across a range of shared interests was fashioned, but forging a carapace

of praxis around it proved challenging. On the day Sedney made this statement,

Chinese sailors and airmen engaged US surveillance ships monitoring PLA naval

activities in the Yellow- and the South China Seas. For several days, Chinese

vessels persisted in ‘aggressive conduct’ around the USNS Impeccable, then moni-

toring Chinese submarine operations from 75 miles south of Hainan Island, and its

sister-ship, the USNS Victorious, busy surveilling PLAN activities from about

125 miles off China’s Yellow Sea coast. On March 4, 2009, a Chinese Fisheries

Patrol vessel illuminated the Victorious several times, then crossed its bow in the

dark without giving notice. The following day, a Chinese Y-12 surveillance aircraft

made 12 passes over the Victorious at an altitude of about 400 feet.
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On March 5, a Chinese frigate approached the Impeccable, and crossed its bow

without warning, at a distance of 100 yards. Next, a Y-12 conducted 11 fly-bys over

the Impeccable at 600 feet. The PLAN frigate again crossed the Impeccable’s bow
at 400–500 yards without warning. Two days later, a Chinese intelligence vessel

warned the Impeccable to stop her ‘illegal’ activities and leave, or ‘suffer the

consequences’ [12]. On March 8, five Chinese vessels ‘shadowed and aggressively

manoeuvred in dangerously close proximity’ to the Impeccable, within China’s

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) but far beyond its 12 nm territorial waters. US

officials complained that two of the vessels closed to within 50 feet of the Impec-
cable, with their crew waving flags and demanding the ship leave the area. US

sailors sprayed water-jets at their tormentors [13]. Washington ordered a destroyer

to escort the vessel [14], while US diplomats protested.

These were the most serious incidents between the two sides since the April

2001 collision between an American EP-3 ISR aircraft and a PLAN J-8 fighter in

which the Chinese pilot was killed, his aircraft was lost at sea, and the damaged

EP-3 and its crew were detained after landing at the PLA’s Lingshui airfield on

Hainan [15]. Then, the George W. Bush Administration accused China of violating

international maritime law; now, its successor described Chinese action as ‘reck-

less, unprofessional, and unlawful’ [16]. Beijing insisted the Impeccable’s presence
in its EEZ had breached Chinese and international laws [17].

Chinese interpretation of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

posited that littoral-states enjoyed control over foreign military activities in their

EEZ in defence of national security interests, resource/environmental protection,

and jurisdiction over marine scientific research (MSR). Accordingly, US naval

activities in China’s EEZ fell within UNCLOS’s MSR provisions. America, in

contrast, insisted that UNCLOS permitted foreign militaries to conduct ‘task-force

maneuvering, flight-operations, military exercises, weapons testing and firing,

surveillance and reconnaissance operations (and other intelligence-gathering

activities), and military marine data collection (military surveys)’ beyond littoral-

state territorial waters [18].

Differing interpretations were convoluted by the intent and purposes driving the

missions of the Impeccable, the Victorious, and the Bowditch, another US vessel

frequently deployed on surveillance stations near China. These ships used ‘passive

and active low-frequency sonar arrays to enable detections and tracking of undersea

threats, including submarines. Tracking is prelude to targeting’ [19]. Beijing argued

the collection of such data, far away from one’s own shores and close to another’s,

was tantamount to ‘preparation of the battlefield’, and thus a threat to use force—

not a peaceful use of the sea as indicated by UNCLOS, and a violation of the UN

Charter [20]. China sought to enforce its 2002 law proscribing such activities within

its EEZ, while noting that Brazil, India, Malaysia and Vietnam, too, similarly

restricted foreign military activities in their EEZs. Besides, not having ratified the

UNCLOS, America lacked credibility in interpreting its clauses to its own advan-

tage. Washington insisted it had navigational and operational rights and, its naval

vessels enjoyed sovereign immunity, in ‘international waters’, a term UNCLOS did

not record.
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Beneath these legalistic arguments lay the structural disjuncture inherent in the

hegemon’s assertion of its systemic authority outside the territorial waters of all

other states, juxtaposed to the efforts of a ‘rising power’ to expand its autonomous

space within the security system. No amount of diplomacy over legal

interpretations could finesse that. Beijing’s global activism since 2000, particularly

‘the implications that China’s growing international engagement could have for its

“soft power” projection around the world, and consequently what this means for US

economic and strategic interests’, too, concerned Washington [21]. This was the

challenge confronting Sino-US relations in 2009, an issue in which Washington

invested significant energy.

The DoD’s annual report to Congress focused on China’s defence budget

outpacing economic growth, strengthened deterrent- and enhanced strategic

strike systems, improving A2/AD capabilities, regional strike assets, compet-

ing for dominance in the electromagnetic spectrum, and despite limitations,

the shifting dynamics in the Taiwan Strait, garnering Beijing ‘a range of

limited military options to attempt to coerce Taipei’ [22]. Reflecting anxiety

afflicting China’s erstwhile tacit ally by its rapid economic growth underpin-

ning military modernisation, the DoD noted, ‘The United States has done

much over the last 30 years to encourage and facilitate China’s national

development and its integration into the international system.’ However,

uncertainty surrounded ‘China’s future course, particularly regarding how

its expanding military power might be used’ [23]. More pressing matters

intervened, though.

North Korea’s launch of a Taepo-Dong2 ballistic missile under cover of a

satellite-launch forced Washington to seek Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and

South Korean cooperation. US-allied Tokyo and Seoul, equally troubled by

Pyongyang’s activities, were eager partners. Beijing and Moscow, North

Korea’s longstanding patrons, needed persuasion. Clinton told counterparts

that despite the test’s failure—the first stage landed in the Sea of Japan while

the rest, having overflown Japan, landed in the Pacific—it violated UNSC

Resolution 1718. Additionally, ‘North Korea’s development, deployment,

and proliferation of ballistic missiles, missile-related materials, equipment,

and technologies pose a serious threat to the region and to the international

community’ [24]. Chinese assistance was essential to a meaningful

response [25].

The London G20 summit [26] refocused attention on ‘the greatest challenge to

the world economy in modern times’ [27], reflecting a recognition among the G7

‘rich nations’ [28] that resolving a crisis of this magnitude required concerted

efforts by all the major economies, especially ‘emerging’ ones like China. G7

leaders agreed that emerging powers needed to contribute more to global financial

institutions, and have a greater voice in decision-making processes [29]. The
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summit changed the G7–G20 relational dynamics to a more collaborative, collegial

metric. For Hu Jintao, the summit’s purpose had been ‘as much about nudging into

place a new alignment of global power as it was about solving the world’s economic

problems’ [30].

A Hu–Obama meeting on the summit’s sidelines stressed agreement ‘to work

together to build a positive, cooperative, and comprehensive US-China relationship

for the 21st century’, pledging to ‘maintain and strengthen exchanges at all levels’

[31]. The leaders merged and upgraded Bush Administration mechanisms for

regular discussions, the Strategic Economic Dialogue and the Senior Dialogue,

into the Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED), headed by Clinton and State

Councilor Dai Bingguo, and Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and Vice Pre-

mier Wang Qishan, respectively. The S&ED joined a long list of regular Sino-US

fora [32]:

• Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade

• Joint Economic Committee

• Joint Commission on Science and Technology

• Economic Development and Reform Dialogue

• Energy Policy Dialogue

• Global Issues Forum

• Healthcare Forum

Sino-US efforts focused on hastening economic and financial recovery, although

discussions ranged from North Korean and Iranian nuclear programmes through

Sudanese violence to South Asian tensions. The leaders revived high-level military

exchanges, agreeing to collaborate on clean energy and climate-change. Obama

accepted Hu’s invitation to visit China ‘with pleasure’ [33]. Hu noted, ‘Good

relations with the US is not only in the interests of the two peoples, but also

beneficial to peace, stability and prosperity of the Asia-Pacific region, and the

world at large’ [34]. Chinese media quoted Obama as saying, ‘The relation between

the United States and China has become extremely constructive. China is a great

power and has a long and extraordinary history. Our economic relation is very

strong’ [35]. Abjuring public mentions of the maritime tiff, the leaders initiated a

pattern of positive interactions.

Still, US–China amity amidst severe economic turbulence inflicting

differentiated outcomes faced major tests. Differences over Taiwan, China’s IPR

protection failings and trade policies, concerns over the quality of PRC exports, and

increasingly ‘assertive foreign policy and continued military developments’, posed

‘significant long-term implications for US global power and influence,’ raising

doubts about Beijing’s future role [36]. The debate pit those who thought America

should accommodate and manage China’s inevitable ‘rise’ so that Beijing accorded

with the US-led system, strengthening rather than challenging the order, against

those who insisted America must deepen and widen alliances and partnerships,

expand investments, sharpen competitiveness, and maintain ‘a robust military
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presence in Asia and elsewhere as a counterweight’ to growing Chinese power and

influence [37].

Washington pursued twin-pronged engagement alongside strategic-military

countermeasures. The economic-diplomatic prong began with Geithner calling on

China’s leaders in June. Hu assured him of Beijing’s support for Obama’s collabo-

rative approach to global economic recovery, praising their ‘very good’ summitry

in April, and pledging to boost domestic demand. Hu underscored Beijing’s view

that China and America were equal partners in managing global affairs:

Both China and the US exert great influence on the world and share extensive common

interests as well as heavy responsibilities, including the global financial crisis, economic

recovery, international and regional disputes, and global peace. China is willing to work

with the US, taking a strategic and long-term approach to advance cooperation in various

areas [38].

Days later, a PLAN submarine, conducting ‘normal exercises’ in the South

China Sea, ‘accidentally collided’ with the sonar array towed by the destroyer

USS John McCain. Although none was hurt, the potential for the two forces active

in the same geospatial domain rubbing up against each other remained high

[39]. Both sides played down the incident. The defence-diplomatic prong, began

when Secretary Robert Gates met PLA Deputy Chief of General Staff, Lt General

Ma Xiaotian, at the Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore in early June. Gates told Ma

the two presidents had reached ‘an important political consensus on improving the

military-to-military relationship’, and military leaders had to implement it.

Undersecretary of Defence for Policy, Michele Fluornoy, met Ma in Beijing at

the DCT a fortnight later. Exchanging views on Asia-Pacific security,

non-proliferation, counterterrorism, and counter-piracy, she focused on

Pyongyang’s nuclear-and-missile programmes. Ma noted Chinese concerns: arms

sales to Taiwan that affected ‘China’s most sensitive core interest (and) damage

China’s sovereignty and security interests’; close-in US reconnaissance operations

along China’s coasts; and Section 1201 of NDAA 2000 limiting DoD interactions

with the PLA in 12 specific areas.

Taiwan arms sales were ‘the root cause of the problem’, which ‘created a vicious

cycle. Additional arms-sales will cross a red-line for China, and China will issue a

strong reaction. . .You are not sincere in cooperating with China; the US cares only

about its own interests and concerns and tries to dominate the military-to-military

relationship’ [40]. The message was repeated at the first S&ED in July, the key

bilateral forum [41]. The 150-plus-strong Chinese delegation included 28 minister-

level officials, virtually the State Council less the Premier, raising hopes of a

putative G2 [42]. Over 2 days, ‘the largest gathering ever of top leaders’ discussed

an ‘unparalleled’ range of issues, laying ‘the foundations for a positive, cooperative

and comprehensive relationship for the 21st century’ [43].

Clinton noted ‘candid’ exchanges on ‘the world’s most difficult challenges’:

economic recovery [44], North-East Asia and the suspended Six-Party Talks,

violent extremism, nuclear proliferation, Iran, Afghanistan–Pakistan, and the Mid-

dle East. Differences over trade, energy and human rights were aired in ‘candid and
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respectful exchanges’ [45]. Obama accepted Hu’s invitation to visit China in

November; Hu agreed to attend Obama’s global nuclear security summit. Beijing

would join counter-terrorism discussions, expand military-to-military talks, and

boost educational, cultural, scientific, and people-to-people diplomacy. Wang,

describing the session as a ‘full success’, noted that to redress trade imbalances

and erode post-1989 sanctions, ‘The US pledged to facilitate exports of high-

technology products from the US to China’ [46]. Dai, however, limned profound

tensions:

To ensure that our bilateral relationship will move forward on the track of long-term and

sound development, a very important thing is that we need to support, respect, and

understand each other, and to maintain our core interests. And for China, our concern is

we must uphold our basic systems, our national security; and secondly, the sovereignty and

territorial integrity; and thirdly, economic and social sustained development [47].

Dai’s comments illustrated Sino-US national security discordance, ‘the aspect of

the relationship that is most marked by lack of communications and mistrust of each

other’s motive’ [48]. Violence in China’s Xinjiang-Uighur Autonomous Region

just weeks preceding the S&ED reinforced tensions. On July 5, protesters in

provincial capital Urumqi, agitating against the murder of two Uighur workers in

Guangdong Province, turned violent. Clashes among them, the police and Han

residents led to 156 deaths and 1,000 injuries, mostly among the Han [49]. Hu

cancelled plans to attend a G8 summit, and returned home. Chinese media alleged

that the violence had been instigated by the US-based World Uighur Congress and

its President, Rebiya Kadeer; she had fled there in 2005 on a medical bail. Beijing

accused the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and the CIA of funding

Kadeer [50]. The fact that President Bush had met her ‘twice in 2007 and 2008 prior

to the Beijing Olympics, calling her a freedom warrior’, several ‘anti-China US

Congressmen’ engaged with her, and under-cover CIA personnel occasionally

briefed her, was presented as evidence of threats to China’s territorial integrity [51].

While Japan and Australia welcomed Kadeer, Taiwan rejected her visa applica-

tion. US refusal to repatriate four recently freed Uighur detainees from Guantanamo

Bay to China deepened Chinese anxiety [52]. Against that backdrop, the internet

giant Google reported Beijing was blocking links to its global search-engine,

preventing Chinese users from accessing presumably sensitive content. China’s

response, as with the earlier controversy over its ‘Green Dam’ firewall, was to assert

its right to protect citizens from ‘illicit content’. Google executives claimed the real

reason was their refusal to delink Google’s global search facilities from its Chinese

search-engine. Beijing’s blocks lost Google 20 % of its daily traffic [53]. Chinese

hackers were also accused of infiltrating Google’s software codes and stealing data

from human rights activists’ e-mail accounts. Taking up Chinese Netizens’ right to

information, Washington made this a cause celebre’.
Emotion-laden trans-Pacific accusatory exchanges precipitated an undercurrent

of antipathy heightening tensions, seeing formal expression in early 2010. The two

sides nonetheless boosted cooperation at the Pittsburgh G20 summit in September,

acknowledging the enhanced role of emerging economies, proclaiming the G20 as
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the leading global-governance forum, formally replacing the G8 amidst intense

economic stress [54]. China and its fellow-emerging powers thus expanded their

autonomous space within the political-economic system, modifying the order.

Nonetheless, the transition would be less smooth than the summit was.

Protectionist tendencies resurfaced, especially as America’s trade deficit grew.

Following a series of complaints filed with the WTO by his predecessor, Obama

imposed a 35 % tariff on Chinese car- and light-truck tyres, accusing Beijing of

dumping these. Beijing requested consultations under the WTO’s Dispute Settle-

ment Understanding. However, despite pressure from various groups, Washington

refused to term China a ‘currency manipulator’, precluding extensive punitive

sanctions. China opened up its film, publishing, entertainment, online games and

multi-media sectors to foreign investment, a longstanding US demand.

Mutual Muscularity

Moderation was marginal at the military parades marking the PRC’s 60th anniver-

sary on October 1. Reviewing a massive march-past by phalanxes of soldiers and

hardware, Hu expressed collective confidence in ‘the bright prospects of the great

rejuvenation of the nation’ [55]. Although the celebrations were long-planned

displays of military modernisation strides, they caused a stir. The PLA showcased

myriad missiles, armoured vehicles, combat- and support aircraft, and ancillary

equipment. Among the 108 missiles were DF-11A, DF-15B, DF-21C, (‘carrier-

killer’) DF-21D, and DF-31A ballistic missiles, and the CJ-10 cruise missile

[56]. American analyses of China’s military challenges to US primacy grew

shriller [57].

A strategic-analytical dialectic already underway approached coincidental cul-

mination. Andrew Marshall, the ONA’s founder-director, and pioneer of the US

theory and practice of the RMA, convened three workshops over March–December

2009 to review the progress made by US armed forces in modernising their doctrine

and combat-practices since the 1993 launch of the RMA process. Addressing the

possible impact of precision-strike systems on warfare around 2050, Marshall’s

inquiry asked [58]:

• In what ways, and to what extent, might the proliferation of long- and short-

range precision-strike systems alter warfare?

• What states/groups besides America might exploit these capabilities to erode

America’s leadership?

• What will likely be the key warfare areas in which it would be vital for America

to preserve or create dominance in a maturing precision-strike regime?

On an ONA contract, the Centre for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments

(CSBA) began fashioning a synergistic framework synergising naval and air

force collaboration against PLA targets. The convergence of perceived erosion of

military primacy caused by China’s growing power, and doctrinal evolution
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informed by experiences of the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), Operation

Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), crystallised into

the Air-Sea Battle operational concept (ASBC). In September 2009, instructed by

Secretary Gates, the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), Admiral Gary Roughead,

and General Norton Schwartz, Commander USAF, secretly ordered their two

services to integrate operations for future combat with the PLA in the Western

Pacific [59].

A small group of naval and USAF officers, working with CSBA analysts for

several months, generated operational templates for integrating bi-service

capabilities to overcome the PLA’s ‘counterintervention’ advances. Theoretical

concepts required testing before America could be confident of victory in a US–-

China war, but Washington had taken the first crucial steps to formally identify

Beijing as its principal adversary, and initiated significant doctrinal and operational

innovation to defeat it in battle. And this despite secret Sino-US discussions of

‘every aspect’ of contingencies affecting North Korea, including its possible col-

lapse, notwithstanding Beijing’s taboos on the theme [60].

The DoD was responding to anxiety besetting America’s national security elite,

with China-focused concerns providing rare consensus uniting a polarised polity

across fragmented party-political alignments. Strong input came from the USCC’s

annual report [61]:

• China’s ‘expanded claim over freedom of navigation’ in its EEZ ‘could lead to

further incidents’ involving US forces.

• The PLA’s ‘more international orientation combined with its improved military

capacity’ could harm US security depending on whether ‘a militarily confident

China will take a more confrontational stance towards’ America or its allies.

• A key component of deterring Taiwanese independence, the PLA’s near-term

goal, was the necessity of impeding America and others ‘from intervening on

Taiwan’s behalf.’

• China’s ‘antiaccess strategy hinges upon deploying a powerful navy on, above,

and below the surface, supported by its air and missile forces.’ Naval

modernisation would enable China to ‘interfere with US access to the region.’

• China’s neighbours, including ‘close US allies’, had questioned the PLAN’s

modernisation efforts, which were ‘beginning to fuel a maritime arms race.’

• ‘China is the most aggressive country conducting espionage’ against America,

acquiring ‘information and technologies beneficial to China’s military

modernization.’

• Difficulties of identifying the sources of computer-network attacks notwith-

standing, ‘a significant and increasing body of circumstantial and forensic

evidence strongly indicates the involvement of Chinese state or state-supported

entities’ in such attacks [62].

• America’s ‘critical infrastructure’ was ‘vulnerable to malicious cyber activity.

Chinese military doctrine calls for exploiting these vulnerabilities in the case of a

conflict.’
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The USCC recommended adequately funded countermeasures [63]

• to limit China’s anti-access capabilities, especially for anti-submarine warfare

(ASW) and BMD systems, and for PACOM, operationally responsible for

combating Chinese forces,

• for US intelligence, counter-intelligence, and export-control enforcement

programmes, to meet the rising challenge of Chinese espionage, and

• for law enforcement, defence and intelligence community initiatives aimed at

developing reliable attribution techniques for computer exploitation and

-attacks, and responding to such assaults, and

• encouraging China to reduce its deployments opposite Taiwan, to demonstrate

the sincerity of its stated desire for improved cross-Strait relations.

USCC also recommended countering China’s economic ‘challenges’, and

Beijing’s authoritarian domestic dispensation [64]. China’s view of the security

milieu differed. Although the ‘Asia-Pacific security situation is stable on the

whole’, the region faced many uncertainties. Ethnic and religious discord, and

conflicting claims of territorial and maritime rights and interests remained serious,

and regional hotspots, complex. Non-traditional threats from terrorist, separatist,

and extremist forces, and natural disasters, too, were growing. Additionally, ‘the

US has increased its strategic attention to and input in the Asia-Pacific region,

further consolidating its military alliances, adjusting its military deployment and

enhancing its military capabilities’ [65].

US focus on China deepened Beijing’s strategic anxieties, not allayed by

Obama’s address to Japanese elites. Obama acknowledged China’s contributions

to managing myriad crises, assuring, ‘the United States does not seek to contain

China, nor does a deeper relationship with China mean a weakness of our bilateral

alliances. On the contrary, the rise of a strong, prosperous China can be a source of

strength for the community of nations’ [66]. However:

The United States will never waver in speaking up for the fundamental values that we hold

dear, and that includes respect for the religion and culture of all people, because support for

human rights and human dignity is ingrained in America. . .there are certain aspirations that
human beings hold in common: the freedom to speak your mind, confidence in the rule of

law, and the equal administration of justice. These are not impediments to stability, they are

the cornerstone of stability. And we will always stand by those who seek these rights [67].

In China, Obama told Shanghai’s youths how America was driven by an

endeavour to improve the human condition, having first struggled with the chal-

lenge at home, and sought to spread its values of equality, freedom, opportunity and

self-fulfilment. He described this reach for the world as ‘a common American

impulse, the desire to reach new horizons, and to forge new partnerships that are

mutually beneficial’ [68]. Whatever the Chinese view, Obama represented a long

tradition of US thinking.

Notwithstanding differences over Taiwan, military affairs, currency exchange-

rates, IPR protection and human rights [69], and the ‘frosty reception’ in Beijing
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[70], the trip was described as a success [71]. Accepting Obama’s invitation to visit

America in 2010, Hu focused on ‘profound and complex changes’ and growing

interdependence, and how the two powers shared ‘extensive common interests and

broad prospect for cooperation on a series of major issues important to mankind’s

peace and stability and development.’ The leaders pushed the boundaries of the

S&ED agreements. Hu noted accord ‘on the basis of mutual benefit and reciprocity

to deepen our cooperation on counterterrorism, law enforcement, science, technol-

ogy, outer space, civil aviation, and engage in cooperation in space exploration,

high-speed railway infrastructure, in agriculture, health, and other fields.’ The

leaders also agreed to ‘work together to continue to promote even greater progress

in the growth of military-to-military ties’ [72]. Obama said, Sino-US relations had

‘never been more important to our collective future’:

The major challenges of the 21st century, from climate change to nuclear proliferation to

economic recovery, are challenges that touch both our nations, and challenges that neither

of our nations can solve by acting alone. That’s why the United States welcomes China’s

efforts in playing a greater role on the world stage -- a role in which a growing economy is

joined by growing responsibilities. And that’s why President Hu and I talked about

continuing to build a positive, cooperative, and comprehensive relationship between our

nations [73].

US officials put flesh on the leaders’ comments. Ambassador Jon Huntsman

noted, ‘there are really only two countries in the world that together can solve

certain issues, whether they are clean energy, climate change, regional security, or

those dealing with the global economy. . .I sense for the first time ever that we’re

actually getting a little bit of traction on cooperation between the United States and

China as it relates to reviewing a lot of issues that really do matter’ [74]. The leaders

revived military-to-military contacts, underscoring the ‘equal and mutually benefi-

cial basis’ of consultative cooperation. While Hu pledged to maintain China’s

peaceful development and opening to the world, Obama welcomed ‘a strong,

prosperous and successful China that plays a greater role in world affairs’ [75].

Their agreement that nurturing and deepening ‘bilateral strategic trust’ were

essential acknowledged the deficit in that crucial attribute. Wen Jiabo’s refusal to

join a G2 diarchy with America, reported by Chinese but not US media, offered an

intriguing glimpse into the discussions. Wen told Obama, as a developing country

with a huge population, China had ‘a long way to go’ before ‘it becomes

modernized.’ Besides, ‘China pursues the independent foreign policy of peace

and will not align with any country or bloc. Global issues should be decided by

all nations in the world, rather than one or two countries.’ So, China rejected the

formation of a G2 condominium with America [76]. This rebuff turned the bilateral

trajectory. A series of events over the next few months deepened mutual distrust.

When Wen met Obama at the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference in

December, a gulf separated them. Obama led the OECD bloc seeking mandatory

emission cuts for both developed and major developing powers; Wen and his

BASIC (with Brazil, South Africa and India) colleagues opposed him. Discussions

among Obama, Wen, Presidents Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and Jacob Zuma, and

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, reached compromise which produced the
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Copenhagen Accord, precluding binding emission cuts [77]. Obama and his allies,

outraged by this display of raw resistance, blamed China for the conference’s

failings [78]. Others joined Beijing in rebutting that accusation [79]. French Presi-

dent Nicholas Sarkozy pointed to both America and China in his address [80]. The

divisive proceedings and their modest outcome set the scene for the New Year.

On January 11, 2010, the PLA launched a CSS-X-11 MRBM from its

Shuangchengzi Space and Missile Centre, and almost simultaneously an SC-19

missile from the Korla Missile Test Centre. The latter intercepted and destroyed the

former, left no space debris, and showcased China’s expanding BMD capabilities.

Responding to a US demarche, Beijing noted, the test ‘was defensive in nature and

not aimed at any country. China’s pursuit of a peaceful development path was in

accordance with its right to preserve its territorial integrity’ [81]. China had

employed an SC-19 for a direct-ascent anti-satellite mission to destroy a defunct

FY-1C weather satellite in January 2007 [82]. Having demonstrated its military

capabilities in space, Beijing moved on to the cyber realm.

Google revealed details of attacks on its Chinese servers, primarily to access ‘the

Gmail accounts of Chinese human rights activists’ [83]. Following consultations

with US officials, Google warned that unless such attacks and censorship ended, it

could terminate its Chinese operations, directing Chinese users to uncensored

servers. Beijing accused Google of being ‘totally wrong’ and having ‘violated its

written promise’ underpinning its Chinese license [84]. Clinton’s intervention in the

debate touched nerves on both shores of the Pacific:

The internet has already been a source of tremendous progress in China, and it is

fabulous. . .But countries that restrict free access to information or violate the basic rights

of internet users risk walling themselves off from the progress of the next century. Now, the

United States and China have different views on this issue, and we intend to address those

differences candidly and consistently [85].

Beijing urged Washington ‘to respect facts and stop using the so-called freedom

of the Internet to make unjustified accusations against China.’ Chinese state-media

accused Clinton of ‘information imperialism’ [86]. Almost immediately, America

announced the sale of Patriot anti-missile batteries, minesweepers, helicopters and

communication-gear worth over $6bn to Taiwan, challenging a Chinese ‘core

interest’ [87]. Vice-Foreign Minister He Yafei, describing the sale as ‘a gross

intervention into China’s internal affairs, (which) seriously endangers China’s

national security and harms China’s peaceful reunification efforts,’ lodged ‘a

solemn representation’ with Huntsman. He warned, the decision would ‘definitely

undermine China-U.S. relations and bring about serious negative impact on

exchanges and cooperation in major areas’ [88].

Days later, Obama received the Dalai Lama at the White House, endorsing the

pontiff’s peaceful efforts to preserve Tibetan identity, religion, culture and rights

[89]. Chinese anger was fierce and, and in light of recent developments, predictable

[90]. Vice-Foreign Minister Cui Tiankai told Huntsman the meeting ‘seriously

interfered in China’s internal affairs, seriously hurt the national feelings of the

Chinese people, and seriously undermined China-US relations’ [91]. Chinese
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analysts echoed official fulminations [92]. Against that backdrop, PACOM warned

Congress:

China’s rapid and comprehensive transformation of its armed forces is affecting regional

military balances and holds implications beyond the Asia-Pacific region. Of particular

concern is that elements of China’s military modernization appear designed to challenge

our freedom of action in the region [93].

CJCS Mullen ‘moved from being curious to being genuinely concerned’

[94]. USAF ‘spy planes’ intensively monitored PLA activities from Kadena and

Diego Garcia throughout 2010 [95]. When Deputy Secretary of State James

Steinberg and NSC Director Jefferey Bader arrived in Beijing on a diplomatic

fire-fighting mission, they learnt China would not tolerate any interference in the

South China Sea, now a ‘core interest’, presumably comparable to Tibet, Taiwan

and Xinjiang [96]. Days later, the sinking of the South Korean corvette, ROKS
Cheonan, killing 46 sailors, allegedly by North Korea, in disputed waters, and

China’s refusal to blame Pyongyang, triggered another crisis. While most Western

commentary blamed North Korea, some in the South questioned the conclusions of

a Seoul-sponsored international investigation [97].

The imbroglio eased in early April when Obama obtained telephonic confirma-

tion that Hu would attend the nuclear safety summit Obama would soon host.

Obama stressed the importance of cooperation on meeting nuclear security threats

while Hu focused on economic issues [98]. Pledging Chinese help, Hu urged

Obama to ‘properly handle’ Taiwan and Tibet issues, ‘which concern China’s

sovereignty and territorial integrity and represent China’s core interest’

[99]. Shortly before Hu arrived at the summit, Obama imposed sanctions on a

billion-dollar-worth of imported Chinese steel-pipes [100]. Besides pledging to

secure Chinese nuclear material and cooperate with others in the global efforts,

Hu presented a five-point proposal to Obama [101]:

• The two states should ‘persistently stick to the right direction’ of bilateral ties,

and establish a concrete partnership ‘to jointly deal with common challenges’.

• They should ‘respect each other’s core interests and major concerns. This is key’

to healthy and stable ties.

• They should conduct ‘exchanges at different levels’; Hu offered to ‘keep close

contact’ with Obama.

• They should deepen practical cooperation in ‘economics and trade, counter-

terrorism, energy, environment, and law enforcement.’

• They should boost ‘communication and coordination on major international and

regional issues.’

Sino-US dynamics displayed a see-saw pattern with apparent amity alternating

with momentary stress [102]. The challenge resided in preventing deteriorations

from spiralling uncontrollably. High-level interventions proved effective, but sta-

bility demanded institutional focus while experience betrayed structural risks for

crisis-management. A series of US national-security reports published in 2010
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stressed how Washington planned to manage the volatility triggered by changing

Sino-US power relations.

The first, the Quadrennial Defence Review Report (QDR), noted, ‘The rise of

China, the world’s most populous country, and India, the world’s largest democ-

racy, will continue to shape an international system that is no longer easily defined’,

a system in which America would remain ‘the most powerful actor but must

increasingly work with key allies’ to sustain stability. ‘Whether and how rising

powers fully integrate into the global system will be among this century’s defining

questions, and are thus central to America’s interests’ [103]. As India was a

strategic partner with quasi-allied military links, China clearly triggered concern.

US interests were ‘inextricably linked to the integrity and resilience of the interna-

tional system.’ A conflation of US and universal goals meant, ‘America’s interests

and role in the world require armed forces with unmatched capabilities and a

willingness. . .to employ them in defence of our interests and the common good’

[104]. The argument’s circularity was lost on the authors. Focusing on China, the

QDR stressed America’s determination to defeat ‘aggression by adversary states,

including states armed with advanced anti-access capabilities and/or nuclear

weapons’ [105].

China is developing and fielding large numbers of advanced medium-range ballistic and

cruise missiles, new attack submarines equipped with advanced weapons, increasingly

capable long-range air defense systems, electronic warfare and computer network attack

capabilities, advanced fighter aircraft, and counter-space systems. China has shared only

limited information about the pace, scope, and ultimate aims of its military modernization

programs, raising a number of legitimate questions regarding its longterm intentions [106].

In response, Washington developed a joint air-sea battle concept, expanded

long-range strike capabilities, exploited advantages in submarine operations,

enhanced the resilience of forward posture and bases, assured access to and use

of space-based assets, improved robust C4ISR capabilities to defeat enemy sensors

and attack systems, and refined the responsiveness of deployed US forces [107].

China, placed alongside Russia, North Korea and Iran, received prominence in a

parallel paper—the Ballistic Missile Defence Review Report (BMDR). Chinese

deployments opposite Taiwan, upgrading of C4ISR ‘and other related force

capabilities’, and continuing development of new missiles, especially anti-ship

ballistic missile (ASBM) systems, ‘particularly concerns’ America [108]. The

report noted Beijing’s anxiety over the impact of US BMD programmes on the

credibility of China’s deterrent, reiterating that US effort targeted Iranian and North

Korean missiles, with no effect on China or Russia [109].

The Nuclear Posture Review Report (NPR) stated America remained ‘concerned

about China’s current military modernization efforts, including its qualitative and

quantitative modernization of its nuclear arsenal.’ The latter was ‘much smaller’

than American and Russian stockpiles, ‘but the lack of transparency surrounding its

nuclear programs. . .raises questions about China’s future strategic intentions’

[110]. As ‘Russia and the United States are no longer adversaries’ [111], China

was the key concern.
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Obama previewed his space policy in an address at NASA’s Kennedy Space

Centre, pointing out that in fulfilling his vision, ‘we will not only extend humanity’s

reach in space, we will strengthen America’s leadership here on Earth’ [112]. His

policy stated that all states had the right to explore space for ‘peaceful purposes’

which included ‘national and homeland security activities.’ In that context, ‘Pur-

poseful interference with space systems, including supporting infrastructure, will be

considered an infringement of a nation’s rights’ [113]. He instructed all agencies to

[114]

• Strengthen US leadership in space-related science, technology, and industrial

bases

• Enhance capabilities for assured access to space

• Strengthen US space leadership

• Develop transparency and confidence-building measures

Obama, vowing to robustly meet challenges, and ensure US primacy in space,

assigned national-security-in-space related responsibilities to the Secretary of

Defence and the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) [115]. Against that back-

drop, the DoD’s annual report on the PLA limned the adversarial prism through

which Washington viewed Beijing: ‘many uncertainties remain regarding how

China will use its expanding military capabilities. The limited transparency in

China’s military and security affairs enhances uncertainty and increases the poten-

tial for misunderstanding and miscalculation.’ DoD would encourage Beijing ‘to

play a constructive role in addressing common security challenges’, but it had ‘a

special responsibility to monitor China’s military and to deter conflict’ [116]. This

shaped ‘force posture, presence, capability developments, and actions to strengthen

alliances and partnerships’ [117].

Obama’s national security guidance, while acknowledging ‘no nation, no matter

how powerful, can meet global challenges alone’ asserted, ‘there should be no

doubt: the United States of America will continue to underwrite global security.’

America’s national security strategy was ‘focused on renewing American leader-

ship so that we can more effectively advance our interests in the 21st century’

[118]. American interests and leadership were thus conflated with ‘global security’,

challenges to either being equated, axiomatically and without irony, to the other. In

that context, China repeating its ‘core interest’ in the SCS at the S&ED in Beijing

generated heat [119]. Clinton rejected this formulation [120].

Diplomatic approaches to differences were backstopped with both conceptual

development and operational force-deployments. On May 27, 2010, the CNO and

Chief of Staff, USAF, rolled out the AirSea Battle framework of integrated

operations [121]. Over the next 3 years, Washington fashioned a palimpsest of

China-focused strategy designed to roll-back Beijing’s growing capacity to assert

its interests and, if deterrence failed, decisively defeat the PLA [122]. The QDR had

embedded some of the thinking. In October 2010, the US Navy adopted ASBC,

underscoring its doctrinal status [123]. In 2011, the DoD established a Joint Navy-

Air Force AirSea Battle Office to coordinate implementation via force-integration.
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In January 2012, DoD published Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC),

transforming ASBC’s ‘cross-domain synergy’ into CJCS’s guidance on force

development and deployment [124]. In a dramatic shift from Obama’s China policy

in his first year in office, America was now ready to battle China.

This trajectory hit a high with tensions mounting in the wake of the Cheonan’s
sinking. In June 2010, Seoul announced that a US flotilla including the carrier USS
George Washington, a nuclear submarine and an Aegis-equipped destroyer, would

soon drill in the Yellow Sea. Defence Secretary Gates indicated ignorance of the

plans but the DoD confirmed these while insisting no decision had been taken on

deploying the carrier. The exercises were postponed by a fortnight while senior

PLA and MoFAPRC officials rejected US assurances that the drills were to deter

DPRK provocations, bolster Seoul’s defenses and boost the US–ROK alliance. A

PLA General explained Beijing’s anxiety [125]. Striking a balance between wors-

ening relations and conceding to Chinese pressure, Washington deployed the carrier

to the Sea of Japan while vowing to send it to the Yellow Sea later. Messages that

these manoeuvres deterred North Korea and did not threaten China failed to

reassure Beijing. Unhappy exchanges continued while tensions flared elsewhere.

At the annual ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in Hanoi, China sought to keep

the SCS disputes off the agenda, but host Vietnam and its allies pushed back.

Clinton led a group of 12 foreign ministers, from the total of 27, in raising the issue,

urging all parties to proceed ‘in accordance with the rule of law’ [126]. Aware of

Beijing’s rejection of the disputes’ ‘internationalisation’, she offered to ‘facilitate

initiatives and confidence-building measures’ among claimants [127]. Clinton and

Yang Jiechi ‘butted heads’ at their bilateral session over both the SCS disputes and

naval drills in the Yellow Sea [128]. Clinton signed up America to attend the East

Asia Summit (EAS), representing Obama in 2010, and promising the President

would attend in 2011 and 2012.

She and Gates made an unprecedented joint visit to the Korean DMZ,

underscoring the difference between the two Koreas in their progress, and offering

Pyongyang ‘another way’ [129]. In August, Washington announced a $100m sale

of upgrades for Taiwan’s air-defence radars and radars on F-CK1 fighters

[130]. Beijing’s muted response urged America ‘to avoid causing new harm’ to

relations [131].

Against the backdrop of Chinese anxiety over a coalescent adversarial coalition,

in September, Japanese coastguards detained the crew of a Chinese fishing boat in

disputed waters off the Diaoyutai/Senkaku Islands, after they rammed two Japanese

vessels chasing them. The crew were released but the Captain faced trial under

Japanese law. As anti-Japanese protests flared across China, Beijing demanded the

Captain’s repatriation, imposed tacit restrictions on exports of rare-earth minerals,

and detained four Japanese nationals for photographing PLA installations

[132]. Under pressure, Japan released the Captain, but the episode deepened

polarisation as China’s neighbours boosted security ties to America [133]. An

adversarial dialectic dynamic divided the region.

In October, Vietnam hosted the inaugural ASEAN Defence Ministerial+8

(ADMM-plus) meeting at which ASEAN defence ministers were joined by
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counterparts from Australia, China, India, Japan, South Korea, New Zealand,

Russia and America. Formal documents did not mention the SCS, but Gates and

Liang Guanglie aired contrary views. Gates, pledging that the US Navy would

maintain its robust presence and activities across the Western Pacific, sought a

‘multilateral-institutional’ approach to dispute resolution; Liang insisted that Sino-

US relations be built on ‘respect and care for each other’s core interests and major

concerns’ [134]. At their bilateral meeting, Gates stressed the need for restoring

military-to-military relations, especially at a time of deepening anxiety, accepting

Liang’s invitation to visit China [135].

The East Asia Summit (EAS) in November saw new members America and

Russia represented by their foreign ministers, diluting China’s dominant presence.

Participants ‘stressed the importance of peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula

and the region’, but excluded other ‘regional hotspots’ from formal records

[136]. As if to underscore regional volatility, 3 weeks later, DPRK artillery shelled

Yeonpyeong Island, 2 miles south of the US/UN-imposed Northern Limit Line

which Pyongyang never recognised as a maritime boundary, killing two ROK

soldiers and two civilians, after exercising ROK troops fired ‘test shots.’ As the

crisis built, Seoul threatened retaliation; its allies condemned Pyongyang’s ‘bellig-

erent action’, and Beijing urged calm on all sides [137].

A ‘Capabilities Breakout’?

In January 2011, Gates flew to Beijing before travelling to Tokyo and Seoul. North

Korea was a focus of his exchanges throughout the trip. In Beijing, Gates

commended his hosts’ ‘constructive and helpful role’ in managing Pyongyang’s

disruptive activities [138]. His talks in China, including ‘very candid’ exchanges

with General Jing Zhiyuan, Commander of the second Artillery Corps, at his

headquarters, were ‘part of the step-by-step process of building this relationship.’

With Beijing willing to restore military exchanges, Gates noted his hosts’ determi-

nation to ‘carry this relationship further and build upon it’ [139]. That positive note

was overshadowed by the maiden test-flight of China’s J-20 stealth fighter shortly

after his arrival. Gates asked Hu if the timing was significant; Hu, apparently

unaware of the test-flight, consulted aides before assuring him it was pre-planned.

Media reports nonetheless discerned a signal that Beijing would not bow to US

military pressure [140].

In Japan, praising Tokyo’s increased international activism, Gates focused on

Pyongyang’s disruptive role, resolving which required China’s help, but questions

had ‘arisen about that nation’s intentions and the opaque nature of its military

buildup’ [141]. In Seoul, he endorsed reviving the Six-Party Talks, provided

Pyongyang demonstrated ‘negotiations can be productive and conducted in good

faith’ [142]. Diplomatic circumspection aside, US and Chinese national security

establishments increasingly saw each other as the principal source of challenges to

their own interests. In its annual report on China, DoD welcomed Beijing’s

‘contributions that support a safe and secure global environment. China’s steady
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integration into the global economy creates new incentives for partnership and

cooperation, particularly in the maritime domain.’ However, ‘Although China’s

expanding military capabilities can facilitate cooperation in pursuit of shared

objectives, they can also increase the risk of misunderstanding and

miscalculation’ [143].

Beijing, for its part, noted ‘profound and complex changes’ wrought by eco-

nomic globalisation forcing the ‘irreversible’ emergence of ‘a multi-polar world’.

International ‘strategic competition centering on international order, comprehen-

sive national strength and geopolitics’ heightened tensions between developed and

developing countries, and traditional and emerging powers. ‘International military

competition remains fierce’, as major powers realigned security and military

strategies, accelerated military reform, while ‘vigorously developing new and

more sophisticated military technologies.’ Around China, major powers were

‘increasing their strategic investment.’ Specifically, ‘The United States is

reinforcing its regional military alliances and increasing its involvement in regional

security affairs’ [144], rendering peace elusive. Against this backdrop, the PLA was

to:

• Safeguard national sovereignty, security and interests of national development.

• Maintain social harmony and stability.

• Accelerate the modernisation of national defence and armed forces, particularly

to ‘attain major progress in informationization by 2020’, and

• Maintain world peace and stability.

Differences notwithstanding, in May, General Chen Bingde, PLA Chief of

General Staff, visited America, touring military installations, meeting leaders,

and addressing the NDU. Agreement was reached [145] on:

• Cooperation within the framework set by Presidents Obama and Hu.

• Establishment of direct telephone lines between the MND and DoD.

• Joint naval exercises in the Gulf of Aden as part of antipiracy efforts.

• Joint humanitarian disaster rescue and relief exercise to be held in 2012.

• Exchange of medical information and joint medical rescue exercises, and

• Invitation for the US Army Band and shooting team to visit China.

High-level visits and military exchanges suggested security relations had

returned to the pre-2010 level, but Chen criticised US arms sales to Taiwan,

close-in US aerial and naval surveillance, and continuing restrictions on high-

technological exports to China [146]. PLA officers questioned the ASBC’s aims.

One Senior Colonel, comparing it to the 1980s anti-Soviet AirLand Battle concept,

insisted that America, the sole superpower, did not need to but seemed determined

to enforce its primacy, while China’s military modernisation was defensive.

He noted, while America had described China as its potential adversary, China

had not reciprocated; China’s legislature had never barred PLA interactions with

US forces; China had never conducted close-in military reconnaissance of US
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territory; and that trust had to be mutually nurtured. He posited that if Washington

‘abandoned’ Taiwan, Beijing ‘would cease development of A2/AD capabilities,

and other difficult issues could be solved.’ While pledging ‘the PLA will never

target the US military except if it intervenes in a Taiwan conflict or launches a

preemptive strike against China,’ he warned, ‘if the US military develops AirSea

Battle to deal with the PLA, the PLA will be forced to develop anti-AirSea Battle

doctrine and capabilities. This cycle is not beneficial to China or the US’ [147].

Unresolved problems notwithstanding, Chen hosted Admiral Mullen’s

39-member delegation which visited installations of all four PLA services in July,

and met senior leaders, including Vice-President and likely-future President and

CPC General-Secretary, Xi Jinping. Mullen inspected PLA hardware including the

Su-27 fighter and a Yuan-class submarine [148]. He and Chen agreed on holding

joint exercises and operational safety talks [149]. Chen criticised US–Japanese–-

Australian naval drills in the South China Sea, the attitudes of some US politicians

towards China, and the Dalai Lama’s American visits; Mullen expressed concerns

over Pyongyang’s provocations, urging Beijing to help maintain Peninsular stabil-

ity [150]. Chen also confirmed the existence of the PLA’s long-suspected aircraft

carrier programme and the ‘carrier-killer’ DF-21D ballistic missile, but refuted US

reports that the latter had attained Initial Operational Capability (IOC) by the end of

2010 [151].

Chen said the DF-21D was being tested but could strike moving targets includ-

ing carriers at up to 2,700 km, far exceeding DoD estimates of 1,500 km

[152]. Whatever its range, when deployed, the DF-21D would threaten the core

of America’s expeditionary forces, carrier strike groups, within the seas bound by

the first Island Chain, and large swathes up to the second Island Chain [153]. With

it, the PLA could exercise area-control in the Western Pacific, denying PACOM the

ability to enforce Washington’s writ across China’s periphery. Combined with

elements such as formative carrier-units, this could be a game-changer.

However, China was at this stage commissioning the refurbished ex-Soviet

Kuznetsov-class Varyag, renamed Liaoning, a test-bed for an indigenous carrier-

building programme including two similar units [154]. Photographs of a carrier-

based fighter, the J-15, appeared in April 2011. Carrier-pilots trained at two land-

based centres equipped with ski-jump platforms similar to the Liaoning’s, which
began sea-trials in August [155]. This symbolic first step towards building a blue-

water fleet around carrier strike groups posed no threats to America’s Nimitz- or
Ford-class carriers; still, anxiety was apparent [156]. As the Liaoning concluded

initial sea-trials, Washington deployed the USS George Washington to waters off

Vietnam, hosting Vietnamese leaders aboard, and sent the USS Ronald Reagan to

Hong Kong, inviting locals to inspect this gleaming shrine to US power [157].

Diplomacy shone a more positive light. A fortnight after Mullen’s China visit, at

an ARF meeting in Bali, Beijing agreed on ASEAN-proposed guidelines to imple-

ment the 2002 DOC. While the stalemated disputes simmered, the parties appeared

ready to let diplomacy address their differences. Clinton reiterated US interests in

the SCS, urging claimants to back their claims with UNCLOS-based evidence;

Yang Jiechi affirmed Beijing’s support for freedom of navigation across the Sea,
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and his protests were mild [158]. While doubts about China’s intentions still

troubled some ASEAN-members, Clinton described the accord as ‘an important

first step toward achieving a Code of Conduct’ [159]. Although Manila was more

sceptical about the Sino-ASEAN accord than ASEAN’s Secretary-General, the deal

lowered tensions. Beijing reiterated its pacific perspective in a whitepaper,

explaining its ‘peaceful development’ path and diplomatic goals [160]. Dai

Bingguo drove home the point in a media commentary [161]. Peace, however,

failed to break out.

Strategic competition roiled the 40th annual Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) in

Auckland in September. Sixteen Pacific heads of government were joined by

14 high-level delegations for the Post-Forum Dialogue. The largest of these was

American. Deputy Secretary of State Thomas Nides and Assistant Secretary Kurt

Campbell stressed US intention to boost pan-Pacific engagement, offering substan-

tial aid and climate change-mitigation support. Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister Cui

Tiankai, eschewing the Australian-led multilateral ‘Cairns Compact’, emphasised

Beijing’s equally strong bilateral ‘South-South’ approach to helping Pacific

islanders. With high-level attention from Washington and Beijing, hitherto somno-

lent Pacific Island states suddenly became a cockpit of systemic rivalries [162].

America’s determination to decisively win this competition drove its military,

especially naval, responses, among these the development and deployment of the

Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) platform. One variant, LCS2, was specifically designed

to support combat against China [163]. Competitive dynamics came to the fore in

November when President Obama, before reinforcing America’s engagement with

Asia-Pacific allies and partners at the EAS in Bali, visited Australia, stamping his

personal authority on what was initially called America’s ‘Asian pivot’. Obama

proclaimed his vision before the Australian parliament, after visiting Darwin,

announcing a force build-up to 2,500 Marines, and rotational deployments of

warships and aircraft to Australian bases and Singapore. He noted that America

and Australia were marking the 60th anniversary of their ‘unbreakable alliance’

with ‘efforts to advance security, prosperity and human dignity across the Asia-

Pacific’ [164].

As the Iraq War wound down and an Afghan draw-down approached, Obama

had ‘made a deliberate and strategic decision – as a Pacific nation, the United States

will play a larger and long-term role in shaping this region and its future.’ Notwith-

standing financial strains, Washington would focus substantial additional forces on

the Pacific; it would boost alliances and partnerships; Australia and Southeast Asia

would receive particular attention. Obama pledged to continue efforts ‘to build a

cooperative relationship with China’, while speaking ‘candidly to Beijing about the

importance of upholding international norms and respecting the universal human

rights of the Chinese people’ [165].

The admonition made clear the object of America’s reinvigorated Asia-Pacific

focus [166]. Beijing’s official response was muted. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs

asked ‘whether strengthening and expanding military alliance is appropriate and

consistent with the common aspirations of regional countries and the whole inter-

national community’ [167]. China’s Defence spokesman called the shift a
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‘reflection of Cold War thinking’ [168]. Commentary in the state-controlled media

ranged from introspective to outraged [169]. At the EAS in Bali, Obama and his

fellow leaders issued a Declaration designed to secure and maintain peace and

stability, with some clauses tacitly targeting China [170]:

• Enhancement of mutual respect for independence, sovereignty, equality, territo-

rial integrity and national identity.

• Respect for International law.

• Enhancement of mutual understanding, mutual trust and friendship.

• Promotion of good neighbourliness, partnership and community building.

• Promotion and maintenance of peace, stability, security and prosperity.

• Non-interference in the internal affairs of another country.

• Renunciation of the threat of use of force or use of force against another state,

consistent with the UN Charter.

• Recognition and respect for the diversity of ethnic, religious, cultural traditions

and values, as well as diversity of views and positions, including by promoting

the voices of moderation.

• Enhancement of regional resilience, including in the face of economic shocks

and natural disasters.

• Respect for fundamental freedoms, the promotion and protection of human

rights, and the promotion of social justice.

• Settlement of differences and disputes by peaceful means.

At the Beijing DCT in December, General Ma sought an explanation of the

deployment of 2,500 Marines to Darwin; Under-Secretary of Defence Michele

Flournoy told him, ‘the US does not seek to contain China; we do not view China

as an adversary’ [171]. Chinese unease deepened nonetheless [172]. Following a

review of America’s global interests, Washington formalised its ‘Asian pivot’ in a

Strategic Guidance. Obama prefaced the document by stressing his determination

to preserve ‘American global leadership’ with military superiority, pledging to

focus on ‘a broad range of challenges and opportunities, including the security

and prosperity of the Asia-Pacific’ [173]. Although America would ‘continue to

contribute to security globally, we will of necessity rebalance toward the Asia-
Pacific region’ [174]. This included reinvigorating patron–client networks,

‘investing in a long-term strategic partnership with India,’ and working with others

to maintain peace. China’s growing power challenged American leadership; this

guidance was designed to manage the tension:

The maintenance of peace, stability, the free flow of commerce, and of U.S. influence in this

dynamic region will depend in part on an underlying balance of military capability and

presence. Over the long term, China’s emergence as a regional power will have the

potential to affect the U.S. economy and our security in a variety of ways. Our two countries

have a strong stake in peace and stability in East Asia and an interest in building a

cooperative bilateral relationship. However, the growth of China’s military power must

be accompanied by greater clarity of its strategic intentions in order to avoid causing

friction in the region. The United States will continue to make the necessary investments
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to ensure that we maintain regional access and the ability to operate freely in keeping with

our treaty obligations and with international law [175].

To counter China’s asymmetric challenges to US power-projection capabilities,

the US military will invest as required to ensure its ability to operate effectively in
anti-access and area denial (A2/AD) environments [176]. The Guidance set out key
measures, especially the Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC). The latter

outlined America’s military ‘response to emerging antiaccess and area-denial

security challenges.’ By securing ‘cross-domain synergy’ across armed forces at

progressively lower levels, the JOAC promised an operational ‘tempo that is often

critical to exploiting fleeting local opportunities for disrupting the enemy system’

[177]. The JOAC integrated ASBC into an all-service, all-domain, collaborative

framework presenting the most effective joint-effects instrument for neutralising

A2/AD threats to America’s primacy. Identification of PLA capabilities as key

A2/AD challenges and mapping China as ‘adversary Territory’ marked JOAC as an

anti-PLA construct [178]. The framework presumed Chinese operational/force-

posture objectives:

• Long-term pre-conflict shaping operations, including information operations,

designed to increase influence, build up A2/AD capabilities, and to encourage

regional actors to deny America the political conditions facilitating access.

• Imposing a steeper cost than America is willing to bear, either through a

catastrophic attack or an attrition-based defeat mechanism designed to inflict

substantial casualties.

• Creating the maximum possible strategic and operational depth within which to

inflict casualties, even interdicting deploying US forces by sabotage at their

points of origin or ports of embarkation.

• Attacking US forward bases with missiles, special operations units, or irregular

forces, and possible use of WMD.

• Attacking America’s command, control and communications, especially long-

range capabilities, to include space and cyber assets.

• Attacking US distribution operations at either fixed points or vulnerable choke-

points in the lines of communications or through cyber attacks disrupting

logistics command and control.

• Employing A2/AD capabilities in combination to contest local air- and maritime

superiority and land freedom of manoeuvre [179].

Effecting joint-forces synergy, PACOM would secure cross-domain-superiority

over hostile forces, to create and exploit asymmetrical advantages. The document

outlined how joint-synergy would open up denied areas, destroy enemy forces and

capabilities, and secure national objectives. While most manoeuvre-options were

standard military practice, instructions to ‘Attack enemy A2/AD defences in depth

rather than rolling back those defences from the perimeter’ were provocative. US

forces would penetrate deep into Chinese territory ‘to disrupt the integrity of the

enemy defensive system. . .by striking at critical hostile elements, such as logistics
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and command and control nodes, long-range firing units, and strategic and opera-

tional reserves’ [180]. The escalatory potential of such aggressive attacks deep

inside China [181] did not preclude the approach. The JOAC thus underscored US

determination to defeat its key competitor in combat.

Vice-President and heir-presumptive Xi Jinping visited America in February,

bearing Hu’s missive, and vowing to ‘build consensus, deepen friendship and

communicate with people from various walks of life.’ Obama, Vice-President

Biden and Defence Secretary Leon Panetta met separately with Xi who stressed

the need to ‘promote strategic trust by respecting each other’s core interests and

accommodating each other’s major concerns’ [182]. Publicly friendly, Obama

privately demanded that China play by the same rules of trade as other major

powers, and respect the rights of China’s dissidents [183].

The message was repeated in May, when Liang Guanglie visited America, the

first by a Chinese Defence Minister in 9 years. Touring several US military

facilities, and proposing ‘a new type of China-US military relationship’ based on

the oft-repeated Chinese refrain of ‘equality, cooperation and mutual benefit’,

Liang questioned ‘the stereotype that the two major powers are predestined to

engage into confrontation or conflict’ [184]. After discussing ‘maritime areas,

cyberspace, nuclear-proliferation and missile-defense’ [185], Panetta, describing

the talks as ‘very productive’ and ‘critical to ensuring that we avoid dangerous

misunderstandings and misperceptions that could lead to crisis’ [186], accepted an

invitation to visit China. Washington also proclaimed gains from the S&ED

process [187].

In June, Commander PACOM, Admiral Samuel Locklear, met PLA counterparts

in Beijing, Guangzhou and Guilin. Addressing the Academy of Military Sciences,

he explained the US ‘rebalancing’ to Asia, assuring his hosts that America did not

‘intend to contain China’ [188]. However, on the SCS disputes, he insisted,

‘whatever happens in that part of the world has to be resolved peacefully and

without coercion’ [189]. Panetta repeated that warning at a regional conference in

Singapore, stressing ‘principles of open and free commerce, a just international

order that emphasizes rights and responsibilities of all nations and a fidelity to the

rule of law, open access by all to their shared domains of sea, air, space and

cyberspace; and resolving disputes without coercion or force’ [190]. Panetta

pledged that US forces would achieve these goals in partnership with Japan,

South Korea, Australia, the Philippines, Thailand, India, Singapore, Indonesia,

‘and other nations,’ while ‘working hard to develop and build stronger relations

with China’ [191]. He reassured allies that despite fiscal challenges, DoD was

implementing a five-year regional plan. By 2020, the Navy would deploy 60 % of

its platforms, including 6 of its 11 carrier strike groups, and ‘a majority of our

cruisers, destroyers, Littoral Combat Ships, and submarines’, to the Pacific [192].

America’s military focus on the Pacific and Sino-US strategic insecurity laid the

backdrop against which the PLA showed its colours. In February 2012, the

PLAAF’s presumed counterpoint to the USAF F-22, the J-20, completed its 70th

test-flight [193]. With a combat-radius of 2,000 km, the stealth aircraft would focus

on SCS contingencies [194]. DoD estimated the J-20 would be operational in 2018
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[195]. In May, a modified second J-20 prototype conducted its maiden flight. In

June, photographs of the J-20 cockpit, revealing similarities to the F-22’s, stirred

afresh espionage controversies [196]. But it was not just new weapon systems

which worried Washington.

The PLA already operated an arsenal including the DF-31 road-mobile ICBM,

the JL-2 SLBM, Type-094 SSBNs, Type 052 destroyers, Type 056 corvettes, and

several types of diesel-electric and nuclear-powered submarines, J-10, J-11 and

Su-30MKK fighters, and HQ-2JK, HQ-9 and HQ-19 SAMs [197]. Washington

assessed PLA modernisation to be shaped by the need to ‘deter Taiwan from

declaring independence; to deter, delay, and deny effective US intervention in a

potential cross-Strait conflict; and to defeat Taiwan forces in the event of hostilities’

[198]. As China’s military prowess grew, America would ‘continue to monitor

China’s evolving military strategy, doctrine and force development’, working to

‘maintain a stable and secure Asia-Pacific security environment’ [199]. Anxiety

was real [200]. Sino-US competition underpinned most strategic analyses.

American and Chinese efforts to develop spaceplanes—hypersonic cruise

vehicles that took off and flew like aircraft while cruising in the atmosphere, but

used rocket propulsion in space to fly and manoeuvre at Mach5 (3840+mph) and

land on runways—provided one instance. Such aircraft could hypothetically

expand operations into space, dramatically displaying the advantages of dominating

the ‘high ground’ and making space combat a reality. The USA tested at least three

models: Boeing’s X-51 Waverider, Lockheed Martin’s HTV-2 Falcon, and

Boeing’s X-37B Orbital Test Vehicle, in 2010–2014. The X-37B performed the

most successful sustained highly-classified low-earth-orbit operations [201].

Given America’s space-dominance and proclaimed determination to retain it,

this was not surprising; the rapid development of China’s Shenlong (divine dragon)
spaceplane was. Days before the J-20’s maiden flight, Shenlong made its then-

secret debut [202]. Much smaller than the X-37B, Shenlong was carried aloft by a

H-6 bomber and launched at about 10 km. Its first-stage motor took it to 490 km; a

second-stage burn raised it to 600 km; a third-stage motor accelerated the

spaceplane before it dispensed a satellite and returned to earth, landing on a runway

[203]. While Chinese space technology might not match Western space-farers’

sophistication, relative advances mattered. ‘Given asymmetries in reliance on space

systems, even relative increases in Chinese space capabilities could present

challenges’ [204].

Space was not the only realm for rivalry. In late 2012, images of a black, dual-

engine prototype aircraft with apparently stealthy features making its maiden flight

emerged. Beijing’s silence triggered speculations while outsiders variously dubbed

it the J-31, J-21 and F-60. It was smaller and lighter than the J-20, and its

similarities to the US F-22 and F-35 reignited espionage concerns, despite a general

convergence of fifth-generation fighter designs [205]. US analysts took the J-31’s

lighter frame and double front-wheels to indicate it would equip China’s emerging

carrier-aviation wings. China’s first carrier-borne aircraft was demonstrated shortly

afterwards when state-media published video-reports of the J-15 fighters landing on

and taking off from the Liaoning. ‘Designed by and made in China, the J-15 is able
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to carry multi-type anti-ship, air-to-air and air-to-ground missiles, as well as

precision-guided bombs’ [206].

These developments underscored China’s will and ability to forge significant

military power in defence of its interests. So, while high-level visits and occasional

joint exercises continued, the dialectics of military developments, deployments and

doctrinal evolution reflected and reinforced Sino-US core competitive dynamics.

Transitional Diplomacy

At the fourth S&ED, Dai Bingguo posited that instead of pursuing a G2, China was

willing to coordinate policies with America in a cooperative ‘C2’ [207]. For

America, the ‘meta-question’ was whether, as China’s economic and military

abilities grew, the two powers could ‘manage their relationship in such a way as

to avoid the debilitating rivalry and conflict that have accompanied the rise of new

powers in previous eras’ [208]. Against that backdrop, Panetta’s deputy, Ashton

Carter, visited US and allied military commanders in Hawaii, Guam, Japan, South

Korea, Thailand and India, reiterating America’s determination to lead in Asia,

with partners. Carter and other US officials insisted that fiscal challenges notwith-

standing, the ‘rebalance to Asia’ would continue with a leaner, more agile and

effective joint force [209]. Panetta visited Japan, China and New Zealand in

September, detailing America’s ‘rebalance’. In Tokyo, he announced the deploy-

ment of a second AN-TPY-2 ABM radar to Japan, to counter North Korean threats,

rather than to weaken China’s nuclear deterrent [210].

In China, he met Xi Jinping and other leaders, toured PLA installations, and

addressed officers and cadets. Panetta told Xi America and China were ‘two great

Pacific nations’ with shared concerns. ‘We want to begin what you have called a

new-model relationship, and we can begin with better military-to-military

relations.’ He was impressed with how Xi was ‘very engaged’ during their talks

[211]. At every stop, Panetta assured his hosts that the ‘rebalance’ was ‘not an

attempt to contain China’ [212]. To illustrate that emphasis, he invited the PLAN to

participate in the 2014 Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) exercises.

While Americans voted in presidential and legislative elections and the CPC’s

18th National Congress proclaimed its new leadership, the two national security

establishments continued their focus on each other, building capacity to engage in

both cooperative and combative interactions, and assuring each other of their

pacific intent. With Obama’s re-election, Xi Jinping’s ascent as CPC General-

Secretary and Chairman, CMC, and Shinzo Abe’s return as Japan’s prime minister

in December, opportunities for crafting a new security architecture around the

Beijing–Tokyo–Washington strategic triangle appeared [213].

The US view, explained by the Administration around Obama’s trip to Thailand,

Myanmar and the EAS in Cambodia, focused on restoring, strengthening and

perpetuating America’s leadership. The ‘imbalance in the projection and focus of

American power’ was now being resolved [214]. Trade, diplomacy and alliance-

boosting efforts backstopped the hard-edge of force-posturing across the PACOM
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AoR. Obama ‘reaffirmed US national interests in the maintenance’ of the status quo

in East Asian waters, and ‘encouraged the parties to make progress on a binding

Code of Conduct in the South China Sea’ [215]. Disputed maritime claims roiled

the summit when host Cambodia stated its fellow-ASEAN members had agreed not

to raise the issue at the summit, eliciting an angry rebuttal from the Filipino

President, Benigno Aquino. Chinese officials denied having pressed Cambodia to

ignore Filipino and Vietnamese pleas to include the disputes in the summit agenda

[216]. The tacit, highly unequal, fracturing of the ASEAN leadership along Sino-

US bipolarity reflected an intensifying ‘power-game’ of strategic competition

enveloping East Asia [217].

While American and Chinese defence and security establishments sharpened

their capabilities against each other, their economic, commercial and financial

entwinement deepened. By the end of Obama’s first term, China had replaced the

United Kingdom as the source of foreign investment meriting most scrutiny by

Washington’s cross-agency Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States

(CFIUS). Assigned to examine national security implications of any proposed

foreign investment, CFIUS auditors analysed 23 Chinese and 17 British proposals

in 2012. In 2011, the figures had been 10 and 25 respectively; in 2010, 6 and

26 [218].

The year also saw record Chinese FDI flows into the US, with Chinese firms

completing deals worth $6.5bn, a 12 % rise, despite difficulties, over the previous

record of $5.8bn in 2010 [219]. Chinese investors showed keen interest in

America’s energy, advanced manufacturing, utilities, real estate and hospitality

sectors. As 2012 ended, several large FDI proposals awaited clearance. Although

Chinese FDI was a small percentage of the $175bn flowing into the US economy, it

was more than 10 % of China’s total outward FDI of $62.2bn [220]. US FDI into

China, at $3.1bn, was a smaller percentage of the $111.7bn flowing into China in

2012, but marked a 4.5 % rise from 2011 [221]. Growing two-way investment

indicated shared interests in collaborative prosperity, but did not attenuate compet-

itive impulses.

America and China maintained the momentum of military developments with

strategic consequences. The US Congress enacted the 2013 National Defense

AuthorisationAct, providing for sales of F-16-C/D jets andApache attack helicopters

to Taiwan, and reiterating the inclusion of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands within the

US–Japan Security Treaty’s remit. China’s anger was immediately evident

[222]. The two powers faced differing challenges: America, with fiscal constraints

limiting choices, nonetheless pursued global interests appropriate to the systemic

primate; China, emerging as the most substantial secondary power, sought to expand

its strategic autonomy without recourse to lethal confrontation. Notwithstanding

divergences, their trajectories intersected across East Asia and, at the leading edge

of that potential confrontation, their military establishments prepared for the worst

while their political masters worked to avoid that possibly fatal outcome.

Panetta set out the DoD’s new strategy of coping with evolving security

challenges with limited resources while sustaining US primacy [223]. In Beijing,

Xi told compatriots that ‘Realising the great renewal of the Chinese nation is the
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greatest dream for the Chinese nation in modern history.’ Although Beijing

interpreted this to indicate peaceful reform [224], as the PLA’s supreme com-

mander, Xi urged China’s military to hone its ‘real combat awareness’ [225]. Inter-

active duality projected gloom, but long-term assessments went beyond the

dialectics. America’s NIC predicted systemic transformation:

By 2030, no country- whether the US, China, or any other large country- will be a

hegemonic power. The empowerment of individuals and diffusion of power among states

and from states to informal networks will have a dramatic impact, largely reversing the

historic rise of the West since 1750, restoring Asia’s weight in the global economy, and

ushering in a new era of ‘democratization’ at the international and domestic level [226].

Envisaging policies designed to manage that transition, strategists noted, ‘as the

gap between US and Chinese power has narrowed, competition has become more

prominent. In both Washington and Beijing, strategic distrust and mutual recrimi-

nation has (sic) grown to troubling proportions’ [227]. Given the lethality of any

Sino-US conflict and its global ramifications, they advised, ‘US strategy will need

to accommodate legitimate, essential Chinese interests. At the same time, China

will need to make reciprocal adjustments in regard to US essential interests’

[228]. The subjectivity inherent in interpreting legitimate and essential interests,

given the profundity of mutual distrust, would be a critical challenge, as Barack

Obama and Xi Jinping embarked on their shared voyages of discovery.
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Maritime Disputes: Regional Hotspots or
Systemic Flashpoints? 4

An Ultimatum of Sorts

Beijing’s maritime activism has caused much regional and American angst, espe-

cially across the South China Sea (SCS) [1]. However, Sino-Japanese disputes in

the East China Sea (ECS) could pose greater dangers. In mid-April 2013, three

China Marine Surveillance (CMS) ships patrolling waters around the disputed

Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, a remote, windswept, and uninhabited cluster of five islets

and three rocks, warned nearby Japan Coast Guard (JCG) vessels that ‘the Diaoyu

Islands are part of Chinese territory’, urging them to leave [2]. A week later, an

80-odd-strong band of Japanese nationalists sailed towards the islets which, lying

170 km north of Japan’s Ishigaki Island, 170 km north-east of Taiwan, and 330 km

south-east of China’s shores, had become the bone of Sino-Japanese contention

[3]. Earlier voyages by activists, who usually landed on craggy shores, planted

Japanese flags on rocky beaches, shouted slogans and left, had elicited angry

Chinese protests. This time around, eight patrol vessels manifested Beijing’s

outrage. By late 2013, discord enveloped the skies as Chinese drones, ISR aircraft,

and combat jets approached Japanese airspace, and Tokyo scrambled fighters,

issuing warnings [4]. After Beijing proclaimed an air-defence identification zone

(ADIZ), clashing with Japanese and South Korean ADIZ’s, in November 2013,

Sino-Japanese surveillance-and-interception operations intensified, threatening to

trigger escalating spirals [5].

Sino-Japanese tensions had risen since Tokyo bought three of the islands from

their private owner in September 2012, so as to prevent Tokyo’s nationalist

Governor, Shintaro Ishihara, from buying and building on these [6], to widespread

Chinese protests. President Hu Jintao had told Prime Minister Noda at the

Vladivostok APEC summit, that ‘any attempt to buy the islands by Japan will be

viewed as illegal and invalid’ [7]. Now, the largest-ever flotilla of Chinese patrol-

craft entered Japanese-claimed waters, in the 40th such sortie since the islands’

‘nationalisation’ [8]. Noda’s successor Shinzo Abe told Diet-members that his

government would expel any Chinese invasion with ‘force’, vowing, ‘we would
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take decisive action against any attempt to enter territorial waters and to land’,

noting, ‘it would be natural for us to expel by force the Chinese if they were to make

a landing’ [9]. Chinese personnel did not disembark, but given the action-reaction

dialectic afflicting relations, Abe had drawn a red line.

China’s envoy to America, Cui Tiankai, responded, ‘Japan’s decision will lead

to very serious consequences under international law, even more serious than

whatever the Governor of Tokyo tried to do’ [10]. An incendiary combination

rendered Sino-Japanese tensions particularly volatile: China’s challenge to Japan’s

administrative control over the islands by frequent deployment of mainly

non-military patrol-vessels and aircraft to spaces frequented by Japanese craft,

the numbers and combat-capability of contending platforms, and the depth of

elite- and popular emotions on both sides on the issue [11].

The danger of miscalculation resided in the antagonists locating respective

interests in mutually exclusive narratives. Japan denied there were any disputes

over the Senkakus, which it occupied as terra nullius in January 1895, concluding

the 1894–1895 Sino-Japanese War, when it found ‘no evidence’ of Chinese control

[12]. Beijing insisted the islands were discovered, named and used by ancient

Chinese, with the first reference in a 1403 Ming Dynasty (1368–1644) navigational

account. China and Taiwan claimed the Qing Dynasty (1644–1912) administered

the islands as part of Taiwan [13]. Some evidence supports this claim [14]. ‘Japan’s

occupation of Diaoyu Dao during the Sino-Japanese War in 1895 is illegal and

invalid. After World War II, Diaoyu Dao was returned to China in accordance with

such international legal documents as the Cairo Declaration and the Potsdam

Proclamation’ [15]. China, renouncing the ‘unequal’ Treaty of Shimonoseki/

Maguan, which formalised the fruits of Japan’s victory, would not countenance

Tokyo’s assertions of ownership [16]. Japan focused on another treaty: ‘The

Senkaku Islands were not included in the territory that Japan renounced under

Article II of the San Francisco Peace Treaty’ [17]. Beijing rejected the latter as it

was signed without any Chinese representation [18].

Beijing described Japan’s imperial exactions as ‘invasions’. Tokyo insisted the

Sino-Japanese conflicts of 1894–1895 and the 1930s–1940s were simply ‘wars’,

from which their outcomes flowed. In Japanese view, China’s use of the term

‘invasion’ was inappropriate and irrelevant [19]. Tokyo and Beijing thus

interpreted their intensely shared and often-violent history through differing prisms

to the past, speaking past each other while paramilitary units asserted overlapping

sovereignty claims to contested spaces. Premier Li Keqiang’s statement that China

had an ‘unshakeable determination’ to safeguard its sovereignty and territorial

integrity [20], and Prime Minister Abe’s vow to use force [21] underscored equal

determination, risks notwithstanding, to press conflicting claims.

In April 2013, the Japanese Foreign Office issued ‘firm protests’ to China’s

envoy: ‘it is extremely deplorable and unacceptable that Chinese government ships

are repeatedly entering Japanese territorial waters’ [22]. JCG and Chinese vessels

had engaged in close-in adversarial patrols around the islands since Tokyo’s

acquisition, and now, with muscular prime ministerial pledges to act, the potential

for escalation rose. Anxieties were exacerbated, owing to their resonance with
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Sino-US tensions, as the triangular Sino-US–Japanese dynamics subsumed bilateral

interactions. Beijing ignored Abe’s warning [23], which was reinforced by CJCS

General Martin Dempsey during his coincidental trip to China.

Dempsey discussed North Korea’s nuclear programme, growing tensions over

allegedly China-based cyber-attacks, and America’s ‘re-balance’ to the Asia-

Pacific, with China’s leaders. But his most urgent message was on Sino-Japanese

maritime/territorial confrontations. Washington maintained that following the 1971

Okinawa Reversion Treaty, all the islands formerly under US administration, now

returned to Japanese control, fell under the provisions of the 1960 ‘Treaty of Mutual

Cooperation and Security Between Japan and the United States’ [24]. Ambivalent

on the islands’ ownership, America described Japanese control as ‘administration’,

not ‘sovereignty’ [25]. It took no ‘sides in such disputes’ and urged peaceful

resolution. Dempsey and his hosts were ‘very candid’ about their differences.

Dempsey was ‘careful to remind them that we do have certain treaty obligations

with Japan that we would honour. And therefore, it was in everyone’s best interest

that this be resolved peacefully, without coercion’ [26]. His hosts insisted the

Islands comprised a Chinese ‘core interest’ [27], while publicly downplaying

differences.

Dempsey’s first visit to China was designed to lower tensions and build mutual

understanding. General Fan Changlong, CMC Vice-Chairman, urged Dempsey to

‘enhance strategic trust through dialogue and consultation and deepen pragmatic

cooperation.’ Fan said both powers ‘should respect each other’s core interests and

major concerns and gradually eliminate the barriers to bilateral ties’ [28]. This

underscored the limited trust, modest respect for core interests, and persistent

hurdles afflicting relations. For the first time, Beijing had included its ECS claims

in China’s ‘core interests’ [29]. Dempsey’s warning on Sino-Japanese disputes [30]

deepened Chinese concerns over perceived US efforts to constrain China’s

‘national rejuvenation’ and the revival of its historical regional pre-eminence.

Specifically, Beijing pointed to US close-in naval and aerial surveillance, and

arms sales to Taiwan, as inimical policies [31], but Dempsey could change little.

His regional deputy, Commander PACOM, Admiral Samuel Locklear, had already

drawn up operational plans with General Shigeru Iwasaki, Chief of Japan’s Joint

Staff, to evict any Chinese forces that might occupy the disputed islands [32].

In Tokyo, Dempsey reaffirmed America’s treaty commitments to Japan [33],

while Beijing insisted ‘the only way out’ of the situation resided in Japanese efforts

to ‘face up to history and reality.’ As regards US–Japanese military preparations,

China ‘firmly opposes any attempt that may aggravate or complicate the situation’

[34]. With joint operational-plans crafted against China, and deployments

highlighting adversarial stances, protestations of Sino-US harmony sounded hol-

low. Days later, Secretary of Defence Chuck Hagel and his Japanese counterpart

Itsunori Onodera examined North Korea’s nuclear challenges and Chinese activism

around the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, finalising US–Japanese plans against possible

threats. They reaffirmed that Article 5 of the US–Japan security treaty applied to the

islands: ‘we are opposed to any unilateral action that aims to change the status quo
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by force.’ Hagel noted that General Dempsey had ‘delivered that message to

Chinese officials’, reiterating Washington’s pledges to defend Japan’s control:

The United States does not take a position on the ultimate sovereignty of the islands, but we

do recognize they are under the administration of Japan and fall under our security treaty

obligations. Any actions that could raise tensions or lead to miscalculations affect the

stability of the entire region. Therefore, the United States opposes any unilateral or coercive

action that seeks to undermine Japan’s administrative control [35].

Tokyo denied a dispute existed, confident the post-1972 Japanese administration

would be perpetuated with US military support. Washington saw no inconsistency

between its avowed neutrality, and its military defence of one claimant, and threats

against the other. While the argument served America’s strategic interests, it

undermined any reasoned acceptance of Washington’s stated non-partisan

approach to Beijing’s belief in the righteousness of its historically-based cause. A

dialogue of the deaf became apparent when China’s ambassador in Washington,

Cui Tiankai, warned his hosts not to ‘pick up the stone made by Japan and drop on

their feet’ by meddling in the dispute: ‘other countries should not cause long-term

consequences just because of their short-term needs’ [36]. In September 2013, after

detecting a PLA drone over the islands, Tokyo scrambled fighters, warning it would

shoot Chinese UAVs down [37]. Beijing declared such action would constitute ‘an

act of war’ [38]. China’s proclamation of an ADIZ covering the islands in

November [39], US expressions of ‘deep concern’ [40], and Japanese warnings of

‘unpredictable events’ [41], followed by the flight of two Guam-based B-52

bombers through the zone ‘in a direct challenge to China’ [42], exposed volatile

Sino-Japanese–US flammability at the core of East Asia’s evolving security

architecture.

Japan’s ability to ‘face up to history’, a component of the region’s psycho-

political landscape [43], appeared limited. While Dempsey delivered America’s

warning to China, Tokyo displayed its deepening nationalist alignment. Deputy

Prime Minister Taro Aso, 3 cabinet colleagues and 164 other politicians paid

homage to slain Japanese soldiers, including 13 war criminals, at Tokyo’s Yasukuni

Shrine. Given Japan’s brutal imperial exactions in China and Korea in the early

twentieth century, and its partial acknowledgement of that sanguinary reign since,

leadership visits to the shrine outraged many Chinese and Koreans. To maintain

regional harmony, most Japanese leaders had eschewed visiting Yasukuni while in

office. Abe did not visit the shrine, but sent symbolic offerings during traditional

Shinto ceremonies, repeating this pattern in August and October 2013, while

comparing Yasukuni to America’s Arlington National Cemetery [44]. His endorse-

ment of Aso’s visit, his appearance in a military uniform and helmet riding an army

tank, and in the cockpit of a fighter-jet, and his record of defending Japan’s wartime

conduct, made this a sensitive issue [45]. Days after ministerial homage at

Yasukuni, the PLAN’s Deputy Chief announced plans to build larger aircraft

carriers than the Liaoning, along with carrier aviation wings and strike-group

escorts [46].
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Beijing decried US–Japanese collaboration in opposing its claims. The US

military had controlled the islands following Japan’s surrender in 1945, until

returning these to Tokyo in 1972 under the 1971 Okinawa Reversion Treaty. At

the time, both China and Taiwan contested Japanese sovereignty [47]. A 1969 UN

geological survey discerning potential energy reserves added economic fuel to a

territorial dispute. Natural obstacles to China’s access to the Pacific created by the

‘First’- and ‘Second island chains’, Beijing’s determination to extend its authority

over these maritime swathes, and efforts to secure sea lines of communication

(SLOC) to and from the Pacific Ocean, confronting challenges from substantial

Japanese, US, and Taiwanese forces, shaped some of the dynamics [48]. Beijing’s

increasing ability to pursue these goals generated reactive strains.

In 2004, a Han-class submarine, detected in Japanese waters, was chased back

towards Chinese shores. In September 2005, five PLAN vessels circled Japan’s

Chunxiao/Kashi gas field in the ECS in a ‘demonstration of their naval capabilities

of acquiring, maintaining and protecting maritime rights and interests’ [49]. In

November 2006, a Song-class submarine surfaced undetected within torpedo range

of the USS Kitty Hawk strike group drilling near Okinawa [50]. In December 2008,

a small group of Chinese ships surprised JCG vessels by suddenly appearing near

the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands [51]. PLAN vessels periodically passed near Japanese

waters on their way to and from Pacific patrols, angering Tokyo. In April 2010,

when a flotilla of eight PLAN ships and two submarines transited Japanese waters, a

PLAN helicopter briefly approached a Japanese destroyer near Okinawa [52]. None-

theless, until a Chinese fishery captain’s detention, abortive trial and repatriation in

2010, the islands had been a manageable irritant in Sino-Japanese relations.

Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama’s focus on bilateral relations, at some cost to

US–Japanese intimacy [53], briefly eased tensions. Since then, however, China’s

growing power and suspected ambitions, historically-derived Japanese insecurity,

especially since China overtook Japan as the world’s second-largest economy in

2010, burgeoning nationalism in both societies, and uncertainty over US commit-

ment to Japan’s defence, transformed the dispute into a neuralgic flashpoint. Insular

tensions reflected and reinforced deeper insecurities as China overshadowed Japan

as Asia’s top actor. Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda noted,

China’s rapid military build-up and expansion of the range of its military activities, coupled

with a lack of transparency of its strategic intentions, are a cause of concern for Japan and

the whole region. China’s high-handed attitude toward other countries, when seen against

the backdrop of its military capabilities and recent behaviour in the South China Sea and

elsewhere, may destabilise the international order within the region [54].

JCG personnel repeatedly forced back Chinese activists trying to disembark on

the islands, although in August 2012, a group from Hong Kong managed briefly to

land. With nationalist temperatures rising, Ishihara, Tokyo’s flamboyant Governor,

attracted popular contributions to finance the purchase of three of the Senkakus

from their private owner, a project he announced at a conservative Washington

think-tank. To neutralise possible Chinese reactions, Noda ordered the islands’

nationalisation, triggering violent protests against Japanese businesses across
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China. Both governments issued white papers explicating their mutually exclusive

positions. Beijing ended the agitation but declared its intent to assert administrative

authority over, and territorial baselines around, the islands. CMS and Bureau of

Fisheries patrol vessels engaged in risky games of chicken with JCG ships. Beijing

and Tokyo held official-level talks. Directors-General from the foreign ministries

met, and vice-foreign minister Zhang Zhijun received his Japanese counterpart,

Chikao Kawai, in October 2012. Former Japanese Prime Ministers Tomiichi

Murayama and Yasuo Fukuda, and former Chinese State Councillor and Foreign

Minister Tang Jiaxuan led track-1.5 diplomacy [55]. These exchanges proved

ineffective.

Secretary of Defence Leon Panetta, visiting Tokyo in August 2012, reassured

Japan of US security commitments. Plans to install another X-Band BMD radar in

southern Japan and a third in the Philippines suggested joint efforts to erode China’s

nuclear deterrent [56]. Maritime tensions rose against that backdrop. While not

directly engaged, PLAN- and Japanese naval ships steaming in close proximity,

especially when the former transited Japanese waters, as in October 2012, raised

fears of escalation [57]. Chinese air patrols and Japanese responses added another

dimension to the confrontation. Profound distrust rooted in searing Chinese experi-

ence of violent Japanese occupation, an absence of crisis-avoidance and—manage-

ment mechanisms and practice, growing interest in energy and other resources in

contested spaces, and a lack of authoritative communications underscored the

dynamic’s inflammatory potential when, in mid-December 2012, a Chinese recon-

naissance aircraft approached within 20 km of Senkaku airspace. Alerted by the

JCG, the Japanese Air Force scrambled fighter-jets from Okinawa. However, the

Chinese aircraft had left when these arrived. In January 2013, a Chinese reconnais-

sance plane, under fighter escort, approached but did not enter Japanese airspace.

Weeks later, Tokyo accused a Chinese frigate of locking its fire-control radar on a

Japanese naval helicopter while another PLAN frigate did the same to a Japanese

destroyer [58], charges Beijing denied.

In July 2013, for the first time, a Chinese early-warning aircraft crossed interna-

tional airspace between Okinawa and Miyakojima to the Pacific, and then back

again. Tokyo scrambled interceptors, although no engagements followed

[59]. Days later, in another first, a PLAN flotilla circumnavigated the Japanese

archipelago. Two guided-missile destroyers, two frigates and an oiler from the

North Sea Fleet had joined Joint Sea-2013 drills with two South Sea Fleet DDGs

and Russian ships off Vladivostok, in the first Sino-Russian manoeuvre in the Sea of

Japan. The PLAN ships then traversed the Soya Strait between Hokkaido and

Sakhalin, into the Pacific. Japanese analysts described this as ‘clearly intended to

demonstrate Chinese naval might to Japan and the United States and show Russia it

means business in the region’ [60]. In September, Japan scrambled fighters when a

PLAN drone approached the disputed islands, and again when two PLAAF H-6

bombers flew between Okinawa and Miyakojima towards the Pacific [61]. In

November, Tokyo deployed anti-ship missiles to Miyakojima, demonstrating its

‘ability to defend remote Japanese islands’ [62].
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Beijing and Tokyo avoided deploying naval platforms directly into manoeuvres,

preferring a lower rung of the escalatory ladder using Coast Guard and comparable

paramilitaries instead. China’s ‘Five Dragons’, i.e., China Maritime Surveillance

(CMS-State Oceanic Administration), Border Control Department (BCD-Ministry

of Public Security), Fishery Law Enforcement Command (FLEC-Ministry of Agri-

culture), China Customs Anti-Smuggling Bureau (CSAB-General Administration

of Customs), and Maritime Safety Administration (MSA-Ministry of Transport),

together employed 4 large cutters (3,500 tons+), 6 medium cutters (1,500-tons+),

30 small cutters (500-tons+) and 95 small boats (100-tons+) in ECS patrols [63]. In

mid-2013, Beijing consolidated maritime paramilitaries excluding the MSA and

China Rescue & Salvage into an expanded Coast Guard, with plans to induct

30 new ocean-going, and 100 smaller, platforms by 2015 [64].

The JCG’s 389+ patrol- and coastal combatants [65] mustered greater

capabilities than many Asian navies. Chinese paramilitary ‘Dragons’, operating

47 1,000-ton vessels in 2013 [66], were smaller and only deployed some assets to

the ECS. The JCG boasted 51 such platforms, but only used seven to patrol the

Senkakus. Tokyo’s concern was that the Dragons planned to add at least 20 such

ships by late 2015. The newly-consolidated China Coast Guard operated 370+

patrol- and coastal combatants in 2014; the MSA commanded another 214+

[67]. If Beijing boosted its deployments, the JCG would face severe pressure

[68]. Understandably, Tokyo approved a 19.8bn yen supplementary budget in

October 2012, funding 12 new 1,000-ton vessels and a helicopter for the Senkakus

patrol. The JCG upgraded older vessels while military budgets grew.

The Japanese navy was one of Asia’s largest, best-equipped and best-trained.

Forging a ‘dynamic defence force’ since 2010, Tokyo inducted platforms ranging

from helicopter-carriers [69] to amphibious vehicles, and ordered the US-designed

F-35 combat aircraft. The Japanese navy operated 45 other principal surface

combatants including two Aegis cruisers, 32 destroyers, 11 frigates, and

18 submarines in 2014 [70]. Although varied qualitative parameters and

specifications, divergent security aspirations, goals and priorities, and alliance

attributes rendered one-on-one Sino-Japanese order-of-battle comparisons merely

indicative, the PLAN operated 70 principal surface combatants including the carrier

Liaoning, 15 destroyers, 54 frigates, and 66 tactical submarines, in addition to four

SSBN boats [71]. The Japanese Air Force devoted E-767 and E-2C Airborne

Warning and Control Systems (AWACS) and upgraded F-15s to the Senkakus

[72]. Reversing practice, Abe increased defence budgets, established a National

Security Council to coordinate strategic affairs, lifted arms-exports bans and

boosted security ties to Manila, Hanoi, Washington, Canberra and New Delhi.

Against this backdrop, close encounters between Chinese and Japanese aircraft

over the East China Sea and Tokyo’s decision to name 158 uninhabited islets,

including five Senkaku ones, heralded grim brinkmanship [73].
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A Maturing Dynamic

Chinese and Japanese leaders conducted competitive diplomacy with ASEAN

states in 2013, each issuing fresh warnings to the other [74]. Tokyo’s strategic

evolution had, however, acquired a China focus well before the Senkakus’

‘nationalisation’. Systemic fluidity reinforced sub-systemic tensions. Japan’s

December 2010 National Defence Programme Guideline identified North Korea

and China, rather than Russia, as the sources of its deepest concerns. Expanding its

substantial, sophisticated forces [75], Tokyo shifted its strategic focus from Russia

to China [76]. Defence of disputed ‘off-shore islands’ now shaped force

redeployments. Tokyo noted ‘the global shift in the balance of power’ reconfiguring

its neighbourhood:

China is steadily increasing its defense expenditure. China is widely and rapidly

modernizing its military force as well as navy and air force, and is strengthening its

capability for extended-range power projection. In addition, China has been expanding

and intensifying its maritime activities in the surrounding waters. These trends, together

with insufficient transparency over China’s military forces and its security policy, are of

concern for the regional and global community [77].

Anxiety [78] and the rapidity of Beijing’s defence-spending growth, fast-paced

naval modernisation, and increasingly assertive deployment of naval and coast-

guard assets, pushed Japan to respond [79]. The PLAN’s asymmetric capabilities

manifest in its submarines, anti-ship missiles and small attack craft presumably

targeting PACOM’s immunity triggered Washington’s AirSea battle concept

[80]. In that context, Sino-Japanese territorial disputes both reflected and reinforced

strategic competition for regional pre-eminence.

Japan’s status as America’s principal Asian ally, and its growing ties with

Australia, India, Vietnam and the Philippines, underscored a polarisation pitting

Beijing against a US-led tacit coalition coalescing around China’s periphery

[81]. That dynamic had matured over a decade of efforts triggered by deepening

insecurity over China’s ‘rise’. Polarisation became apparent in 2002 when,

addressing the Diet, President George W. Bush urged Japan to forge an Asia-

Pacific ‘democratic front’. Four years later, future Prime Minister Shinzo Abe

published a book around the theme, driving the formation of the ‘value-based’

Quadrilateral Initiative, uniting Japan, India, Australia and America, presumably

against non-democratic rivals. The ‘Quad’ was forged on bilateral ties between

America and the other three, with newly-fashioned security linkages among the

latter weaving a carapace. In December 2006, Abe and Indian Prime Minister

Manmohan Singh formalised a ‘strategic and global partnership’, specifying strong

‘political, defence and security cooperation’ [82]. Three months later, Abe and

Australia’s John Howard signed a defence pact [83].

In April 2007, India and America moved their annual Malabar naval drills from
the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea, inviting Japan to participate in the hitherto

bilateral exercises, in a dramatic display of naval collaboration close to China’s

shores. Next, the ‘allies’ decided to expand it by inviting other partners in an
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encore. Simultaneously, Tokyo hosted US and Australian officials at ballistic

missile defence (BMD) collaboration talks, a particularly sensitive topic for

Beijing, given the modest size of China’s strategic deterrent and the potential

erosion of its credibility in the face of substantial BMD deployments [84]. The

three partners agreed to jointly develop and deploy Aegis-equipped and SM-3 anti-

ballistic missile (ABM)-armed platforms across the Western Pacific. In May,

ministers from Japan, India, Australia and America formally launched the Quad

in Manila. With the four navies having collaborated after the 2004 Boxing-Day

tsunami, the Quad focused on maritime cooperation around shared interests in East

Asian waters.

The Quad gelled rapidly. Australia’s Defence Minister, Brendan Nelson, having

reassured Beijing that the group merely sought regional peace and friendship,

formalised defence cooperation with his Indian counterpart, A.K. Antony, in

Delhi. Next, Prime Minister Abe and Defence Minister Yuriko Koike visited

India to reinforce Abe’s vision of an ‘expanded Asia’ of security collaboration:

‘By Japan and India coming together in this way, the broader Asia will evolve into

an immense network spanning the entirety of the Pacific Ocean, incorporating the

USA and Australia’ [85]. A fine-mesh of bilateral and multilateral strategic-military

linkages undergirded the Quad’s diplomatic-political superstructure. Ideological

unity matched shared security concerns vis-à-vis China:

• China, a regional power with tremendous political and economic influence, has
been continuously boosting its defense spending and modernizing its military
forces. . .There are also concerns about the lack of transparency regarding
China’s military capabilities [86]. Japanese MoD

• China’s leaders have yet to explain adequately the purpose or desired end-states
of the PLA’s expanding military capabilities. China’s actions in certain areas
increasingly appear inconsistent with its declaratory policies. Actual Chinese
defense expenditures remain far above officially disclosed figures. This lack of
transparency in China’s military affairs will naturally and understandably
prompt international responses that hedge against the unknown [87]. US DoD

• China’s military modernisation, with sustained double-digit growth in its
defence budget for over a decade and continued upgradation of its nuclear
and missile assets, development of infrastructure in the India–China border
areas and its growing defence links with some of India’s neighbours continue
to be monitored closely. . .We have also taken note of the recent destruction by
China of its own satellites [88]. Indian MoD

• The pace and scope of (China’s) military modernisation, particularly the devel-
opment of new and disruptive capabilities. . .could create misunderstanding and
instability. . .Trilateral cooperation between Australia, Japan and the US will be
increasingly important in this context [89].. Australian DoD

China-focused strategic convergence intensified intra-Quad military collabora-

tion and outreach to China’s anxious neighbours. In mid-2007, Australia and

America dramatically expanded their Talisman Sabre exercises, deploying 27,000
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troops in interoperability drills. India widened defence cooperation with Singapore,

Malaysia and Vietnam [90]. Singh signed a strategic partnership with Vietnamese

premier Nguyen Tan Dung, and India built new militarily-significant roads, bridges

and airstrips along its disputed border with China. US and Indian troops trained in

sub-Himalayan forests amidst reported offers of F-35 fighters to India, later denied.

While Abe toured India, CJCS General Peter Pace, visiting Japan, reassured allied

combatants: ‘If you look at Chinese military power and you look at ours, you get

pretty comfortable, pretty quickly. Chinese capacity is increasing, and the overall

delta between their capacity and ours remains huge in our favour’ [91].

Intense engagement culminated in the Quad’s five-power naval-air drill,

Malabar 07-2, with Singapore, in September 2007. With 20,000 sailors and airmen

operating 27 vessels including 3 aircraft carriers with 200 aircraft, conventional and

nuclear-powered submarines, destroyers and frigates, this was the largest drill in the

Indian Ocean’s history [92]. Some Chinese and other observers dubbed the Quad

the ‘Asian NATO’ [93]. Beijing issued demarches to Quad capitals, asking what the

group’s aims were; emollient responses failed to reassure China. At a G-8 summit

in Germany, Hu Jintao asked Manmohan Singh what the Quad’s security

parameters were; Singh said none! [94] In April 2009, following 4-day events

marking the PLAN’s 60th anniversary, at which US, Indian and Japanese naval

chiefs led delegations, the three navies, in a repeat of 2007, conducted trilateral

Malabar-09 drills near China with around a dozen warships. The Commander, US

7th Fleet, explained, ‘Malabar gives us the chance to build greater interoperability

with two of our most important regional partners’ [95]. Trilateral naval interopera-

bility so close to Chinese shores did not inspire Beijing’s confidence.

Since then, regular US–Indian–Japanese strategic talks institutionalised collab-

oration against unstated threats, especially from China [96]. Japan again joined the

Malabar drills near disputed waters in July 2014, while PLAN vessels participated

in the US-led RIMPAC manoeuvres further east for the first time [97]. Early in

Abe’s second term [98], security ties among Tokyo, Washington and Canberra were

reinforced with deeper engagement with Delhi, aiming at Beijing [99]. Tokyo’s

‘nationalization of 25 remote islands and islets’, stronger military presence near

islands close to China, and US–Japan joint military drills including amphibious

operations in the ECS reflected deepening Japanese anxiety precipitated by China’s

maritime power. For Beijing, the September 7, 2010, incident deepened fears of

Tokyo transforming its de facto administration of disputed territories into de jure
sovereignty. Few Chinese believed Japanese claims that the captain of the 56-ton

fishing vessel deliberately rammed a 250-ton patrolcraft [100]. Tokyo’s decision to

apply Japan’s ‘domestic jurisdiction’ laws confirmed Chinese fears. Beijing

demanded the captain’s swift repatriation, restricting the export of rare-earth

minerals, partially threatening Japan’s manufacturing prowess. Tokyo promptly

devalued the Yen, presaging a destructive currency- and trade war. Eschewing that

outcome, both stepped back from the brink, but bitterness persisted.

Since then, Tokyo pursued internal balancing against China while aiding the

coalescence of a tacit coalition around China’s periphery [101], reinvigorating ties

with America and its fellow-clients. At the October 2013 EAS, Abe urged ASEAN
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claimants to present a united front to China [102]. Against that backdrop, Sino-

Japanese maritime tensions acquired dimensions not explained by purely binary

assessments. After Tokyo’s purchase of the Senkaku islets, Beijing issued a white

paper, Diaoyu Dao, an ‘Inherent Territory’ of China, and began using baseline

claims around the islands. Beijing also submitted claims to the UNCLOS regarding

China’s extended continental shelf in the ECS, including the disputed islands.

Washington described these as ‘improperly drawn’ and ‘inconsistent with interna-

tional law’ [103].

Operational realities, too, mattered. Beijing’s efforts to extend its defence

perimeter into the Western Pacific required moving naval platforms through the

Ryukyus chain, but Okinawa-based Japanese and US assets patrolled to detect,

deter and, if necessary, prevent such movement [104]. The PLAN and PLANAF

had been mapping the seafloor and testing the capabilities and reaction times of

their Japanese and US counterparts. In response, Japan built facilities on

Miyakojima to monitor and collect electronic intelligence on foreign aircraft flying

over ECS waters [105]. Beijing stationed its ships and submarines in the area to

guard against encroachments and protect its assets; Tokyo responded by

despatching its Aegis-armed warships, P-3 patrol aircraft and F-15 fighters.

Amidst the naval stand-off, Beijing confirmed plans to build a second, larger,

aircraft-carrier capable of embarking more aircraft than the Liaoning [106], along-

side carrier strike groups with escort platforms. Illustrating volatility, Beijing

accused Tokyo of ‘dangerous interference’ in PLAN naval drills [107]. In May

2013, Chinese state-media, pointing to the ancient Ryukyu kingdom’s tributary

status before Japan’s nineteenth century annexation, published commentaries

questioning the legitimacy of Japan’s possession of Okinawa, the single largest

concentration of US military facilities in Japan [108]. Beijing did not endorse this

argument but Tokyo promptly rejected any suggestions of a Chinese claim to

Okinawa [109]. While Sino-Japanese rivalry and naval modernisation had

longstanding antecedents, competitive dialectics now became combustible.

Of Face, Fish, Oil and Gas

Japanese ambiguity over past culpability embittering an adversarial history, with

fluidity afflicting systemic- and sub-systemic power-relations, other issues convo-

luted ECS disputes. Notwithstanding a ‘lost decade’ of economic stagnation, Japan

remained a major power with ‘absolute economic and strategic reliance on the sea

lines of communications’ across the East Asian waters [110]. Tokyo experienced

China’s 2009 displacement of America as its largest trading partner, and being

overtaken as the world’s second largest economy in 2010, as the ‘China shock’,

translating into ‘the dawn of a full-scale encounter with the rise of China’

[111]. Japan proved sensitive to China’s growing capacity to disrupt its commercial

and energy lifelines. Tokyo’s traditional links to Taipei and perceived impact of

cross-Strait changes, and events surrounding the Spratlys and Paracels, deepened its

concerns. These trends forced a refocusing of Japanese strategic attention from the
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north to the southwest, with realignments of paramilitary, military and intelligence,

surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) resources towards areas of Chinese interest

and activities. Against that backdrop, disputes acquired additional complexity.

Differing bases of claims, permitted under UNCLOS Articles 15 and 76, which

China and Japan ratified in 1996, confounded resolution [112]. Although UNCLOS

was designed primarily to supplant history with geography as the basis of a new

maritime jurisdictional order, interpretations varied. Beijing claimed EEZ jurisdic-

tion, including exclusive rights to explore and extract resources, based on the

natural prolongation of China’s continental shelf, said to extend to the Xihu/

Okinawa Trough. Tokyo claimed an EEZ extending to the median line bisecting

ECS waters. The claims, encompassing the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands, overlapped

40,000 km2 east of the median line and west of the Okinawa Trough [113]. China

having opted out of third-party mediation and arbitration procedures, only bilateral

approaches to dispute-resolution looked feasible.

As Japan denied any dispute existed, seemingly zero-sum security dynamics,

even under the ‘moderate’ Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), obscured pathways to

resolution. Sino-Japanese status as the world’s second and third-largest economies,

and the biggest and third-biggest consumers of imported energy respectively,

further intensified passions aroused by claims on this hydrocarbon-rich sea.

China’s energy demands were expected to rise; following the 2011 Fukushima

disasters, Japan, too, was increasingly reliant on hydrocarbons. The ECS’s locus

astride key SLOCs, and its potential bounty of oil and gas reserves, partly explained

the intensifying contest for control.

With territorial disputes hampering surveys and exploitation, the area was

underexplored. Estimates of reserves varied. Washington estimated the ECS held

60–100 million barrels (mmbbl) of oil in proven- and probable reserves. Beijing

maintained that undiscovered resources could total 70–160 billion barrels. The

China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) listed its ECS proven reserves

at 18 mmbbl in 2011, but other Chinese firms provided no data [114]. China’s

Pinghu oilfield, discovered in 1983 and activated with Japanese aid, produced only

400 barrels per day in 2011–2012 [115]. China had been drilling and pumping oil at

the Chunxiao field just west of the median line, despite Japanese protests. Natural

gas reserves added to the competitive dynamics. Chinese reports claimed total

reserves of 250 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of ECS gas reserves, although US estimates

of proven and probable reserves ranged around 1–2tcf [116], mostly in the Xihu/

Okinawa trough. China’s Pinghu field began producing gas in 1998, peaking at 40–

60 mmcf/d in the mid-2000s, before declining. In 2001, CNOOC listed its proven

ECS gas reserves at 300 billion cubic feet (bcf). In 2006, China began producing

gas at the contested Kashi field. In 2012, CNOOC and British partners began

developing a field near Taiwan with probable reserves of 119 bcf

[117]. Chunxiao/Shirakaba remained the ECS’s largest oil-and-gas field.

China and Japan did try collaboration. Sidestepping sovereignty issues, Beijing

offered to jointly develop fields north of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands; Tokyo

similarly proposed joint development of the Chunxiao gas field. Neither proposal

materialised. In 2008, the neighbours agreed to jointly explore four ECS gas fields,
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investing equally in joint surveys in waters between the Longjing/Kashi gas field in

the north and Chunxiao/Shirakaba gas field in the south, and halt work elsewhere in

contested areas. However, in January 2009, China began developing the Kashi/

Tianwaitian gas field, to Japanese outrage. In early 2010, Tokyo threatened to

complain to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) if China

pumped gas from the Chunxiao/Shirakaba field. That ended collaboration. Partly in

response to Japanese inaction, state-run Chinese firms expanded operations in 2013.

CNOOC submitted plans for opening seven new fields in the Huangyan phase II and

Pingbei areas, adding to two active fields. The development included 11 production

platforms and cost $4.9bn [118]. Since the project promised only modest gas

output, the decision was considered primarily political.

Energy was not the only problem. Chinese, Japanese and Korean fishermen had

historically collected the sea’s bounty and some overlapping claims were rooted in

records of fishing expeditions and related practices. The ECS and proximate waters

provided significant shares of the littoral, insular and peninsular societies’ protein

intake. Since claimants neither shared information nor coordinated fisheries,

resources- and landings data remained scarce. Anecdotal reports suggested all

maritime states invested in exploiting the ECS’s organic resources. The

Shanghai-based East China Sea Fisheries Research Institute (ECSFRI) investigated

fish-stocks in the West-southern Japan Sea during 1983–1987, discovering substan-

tial shoals, triggering organised fishing there. In 1987–1990, Shanghai’s Marine

Fishing Company caught 45,509 metric tons worth RMB 40.93m from the field.

The total catch by Chinese vessels there in that period was 270,000 mt worth RMB

150m [119].

In 1997–2000, annual average Chinese catch of small pelagic fish in the East

China- and Yellow Seas was 6 million tons, of which Japanese anchovy comprised

1.2m tons [120]. Japanese and South Korean catches were smaller but have grown

since. These trends indicated the ECS’s capacity to meet protein needs of growing

populaces. Rising demand and overfishing reduced marine fisheries resources since

the 1960s [121], raising pressures on the industry and governments, and

intensifying competitive tensions. The September 2010 detention of a Chinese

fisheries captain near the Diaoyutai/Senkakus, precipitating bitter antagonism,

was symptomatic of these, convoluting the complexity of sovereignty claims.

Partly to alleviate these pressures, Tokyo agreed, in April 2013, to allow

Taiwanese trawlers to operate in part of Japan’s EEZ beyond the 12 nm territorial

waters around the Senkakus, designating the jointly-managed waters a ‘special

cooperation zone’ [122]. The accord undermined Chinese claims. Expressing

‘serious concern’, Beijing reminded Tokyo that the 1972 Sino-Japanese accord

on diplomatic relations was based on withdrawal of Japanese recognition of Taiwan

as a state, and urged Tokyo to ‘honor its commitment on the Taiwan issue and

handle the situation properly’ [123]. Even marginal stocks of pelagic fish thus cast a

shadow on the ECS’s strategic milieu. However, Tokyo maintained rigorous

controls outside the ‘special zone’, seizing a Taiwanese trawler and holding its

captain in Okinawan waters in May [124].
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Strategic Implications

The disputes reflected geostrategic consequences of economic shifts. One Japanese

study posited that China’s GDP in nominal 2010 dollars would surpass America’s

in 2026, and reach $34.7 trillion to America’s $28.4 trillion, compared to Japan’s

$8.4 trillion, in 2030 [125]. Using fixed GDP ratios for defence spending, the study

postulated that by 2030, China’s high-end defence-spending potential would

exceed America’s low-end estimate, reversing their locus on the defence-spending

hierarchy. For Japan, the future looked grimmer: Chinese spending would be

between 4.8 and 6.5 times higher in 2020, rising to between 9.1 and 12.7 times in

2030. ‘The power transition is a reality of the Japan-China relationship’ [126]. The

authors urged a combination of engagement, balancing and deterrence to manage

an assertive China: Japan must boost internal balancing capabilities, and help

China’s other neighbours build capacity to collectively deter aggression. Tokyo

was particularly concerned that notwithstanding the CPC leadership’s stated control

over the PLA, the latter could be acquiring greater autonomy, and potentially

troubling unpredictability [127].

Anxiety over possible military clashes dominated the discourse but energy

provided an additional concern. In July 2013, a Chinese drilling rig began operating

in disputed waters 16 miles west of the Sino-Japanese median line dividing the

ECS. Tokyo described this as ‘unacceptable’ [128]. Beijing, insisting the median

line division had been unilaterally imposed by Japan, and never accepted by China,

urged ‘resolving the issue through negotiations according to the principles of equity

and the natural extension of the continental shelf. China’s stance on the delimitation

of the East China Sea has not changed’ [129]. Tokyo then announced plans to

launch nine satellites to monitor the sea [130]. As Japan identified China as the

source of its insecurity in its defence white paper, Beijing accused Tokyo of moving

towards ‘strategic hostility’ [131].

The neighbours nonetheless pursued three accident-prevention and crisis-

management strands: Japan–China Maritime Communications Mechanism, Mari-

time Search and Rescue Cooperation Agreement, and High-Level Consultation on

Maritime Affairs [132]. Military and civilian officials, occasionally prompted by

respective ministers, discussed problem-solving mechanisms. However, events

underscored the inability of operational procedures to address fundamentally geo-

political and strategic discord dividing Asia’s two greatest powers.

The Senkaku/Diayutai Island disputes reflected and reinforced subliminal

subjectivities colouring Sino-Japanese dynamics. Japanese opinion split between

profound unease over China’s sudden displacement of Japan as the top Asian

power, at least since the Meiji Restoration, and confidence that Japan, with its

sophisticated and well-developed socio-political culture, and much higher

per-capita income, need not feel overawed by China [133]. Although many

mid-ranking military officers and their sympathisers in the nationalist political-

bureaucratic elites feared that unless current trends were arrested, Japan could

become ‘an autonomous Chinese province’, senior personnel felt confident in
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Japan’s defensive capabilities, and thought China’s forces were not disproportion-

ate to its territory and population [134].

Key challenges resided in ancient animosities interpreted differently, and in

efforts by contemporary elites to exploit history and nationalist tendencies for

power-political purposes. Asked what worried him most about the prospects of

Sino-Japanese relations striking a new equilibrium, one Tokyo analyst answered,

‘the Japanese mind’, noting the profound difficulty many compatriots felt in

reconciling themselves to the virtual inevitability of Japan’s subordination to

China in Asian- and global status [135]. A senior practitioner noted that Japanese

and Chinese societies suffered from parallel collective schizophrenia, viewing each

other simultaneously as both inferior and superior to themselves, a source of

profound anxiety and subject of deep loathing [136].

Seen from Tokyo, Beijing had ‘been rapidly expanding and intensifying its

maritime activities. In particular, in the waters and airspace around Japan, it has

engaged in dangerous acts that could give rise to a contingency situation, such as

Chinese naval vessel’s direction of its fire-control radar at a JMSDF destroyer.’

Chinese activities, ‘coupled with a lack of transparency in its military and security

affairs’, were ‘a matter of concern for Japan and other countries in the region and

the international community. Therefore, Japan needs to pay utmost attention to

China’s movements’ [137]. Beijing argued: ‘The Japanese side has been advocating

the “China threat” and deliberately creating tensions in recent years.’ While China

posed no threat to anyone, ‘We hope the Japanese side could follow the historical

trend, seriously re-examine itself, take a deep look at its history of aggression and

do more to facilitate the preservation of regional peace and stability’ [138]. Beijing

acknowledged that Sino-Japanese tensions ‘were due to a large extent to face’

[139]. In short, Asia’s two top powers were stuck in a debate neither could win, nor

afford to lose.

The dilemma for Japan’s protector was, it must reassure its key Asian ally that

America remained the anchor of global stability and defender of client-states; but

while anxious to restrain China’s assertive behaviour threatening the regional

equilibrium, Washington was unenthusiastic to launch a Cold War, far less a hot

one, with Beijing. Deterrent-coexistence appeared to be a more attractive approach

than coercive confrontation. Mediating these forks in the strategic road proved

challenging. How far America would involve itself militarily should China and

Japan go to war over the Senkakus would signal America’s commitment to uphold

its primacy, honour its treaty commitments and pay the price of hegemony,

although the potential for escalation could impose catastrophic costs on all sides.

Could Washington watch from the sidelines if the world’s second- and third-largest

economies fought each other? Given its reiteration of treaty commitments to Tokyo

covering the islands [140], inaction would deal a death-blow to its systemic

credibility, perhaps irretrievably undermining its primacy [141]. That would be

unacceptable.
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Southern Discomfort

If the ECS posed systemic dilemmas for Washington, Beijing and Tokyo, disputes

roiling the SCS seemed even more complex. Stretching from Singapore and the

Malacca Strait in the southwest to the Taiwan Strait in the northeast, the SCS was a

vital trade route, and repository of considerable fisheries and hydrocarbon

resources. Dotted with hundreds of islets, reefs, cays and semi-submerged shoals,

especially in the Paracel and Spratly archipelagos, the Sea emerged as the cockpit

of multiple regional rivalries. Overlapping claims advanced by China, Taiwan,

Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei, and uncertainty over whether

Indonesia’s Natuna offshore gas fields were disputed with China, raised the

SCS’s strategic profile as the 2009 deadline for the submission of continental

shelf claims approached. Against that backdrop, deepened Indo-Japanese engage-

ment with ASEAN states disputing Chinese claims added a new dimension to the

discourse.

After Japanese ministers visited the Yasukuni Shrine in early 2013, Chinese and

South Korean finance ministers cancelled their annual meeting with their Japanese

counterpart, and the ASEAN+3 ministerial meeting. India then hosted the first

ASEAN–Japanese finance ministers’ meeting, when Japan formalised its economic

engagement with ASEAN and India, announcing plans to synergise growth-policies

by buying dollar-denominated Pan-Asia Bonds issued by Indonesia, Malaysia,

Philippines, Singapore and Thailand [142]. Tokyo’s 2014 gifts of naval assets to

Hanoi and Manila reinforced strategic-economic convergences.

The turn of the century saw deep ASEAN–Japan economic-commercial ties. By

2012, they were institutionalised through regular ministerial engagements. In 2011,

trade reached $273.3bn, a 32.3 % increase from $206.6bn in 2010. Japanese

investment in ASEAN economies, at $15.3bn in 2011, marked a 39.0 % rise from

$11.0bn in 2010, making Tokyo the second-largest source of FDI [143]. The 2011

Bali Declaration forged equally strong ASEAN–Japan strategic collaboration

[144]. Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong later told Japanese leaders

that while China’s rapid economic and military ‘rise’ was causing unease across the

region and Beijing needed to act with restraint in asserting its disputed maritime/

territorial claims, all parties needed to ‘act wisely’. He also stressed the rapidly

intensifying strategic coordination between Japan and ASEAN states, urging Tokyo

to build on the strong foundations already laid [145].

The December 2013 Japan–ASEAN summit, held following China’s proclama-

tion of an East China Sea Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) overlapping with

a Japanese ADIZ, reinforced that trend. Tokyo offered $20bn in loans and grant to

ASEAN while sharpening strategic convergence over China. Nonetheless,

Indonesia’s President Susilo Yudhoyono, ASEAN’s most influential leader,

noted, ‘good relations between Japan and China are critical to the future of our

region’ [146]. What he and Lee said openly, other ASEAN figures stated privately.

Japanese and ASEAN leaders did not formally strategise over their differences with

Beijing, but a subliminal underpinning of collaboration resided in shared anxiety

over China’s growing capacity and willingness to press its contested claims [147].
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Brunei Claim limited to EEZ extending to the Louisa Reef on the Spratly Islands’

southern fringe. While delimiting its EEZ in 1984, Brunei did not claim the reef, or

any other archipelagic land feature. It held no features but claimed a submerged reef

and a submerged bank [148].

Indonesia Claims limited to EEZ and continental shelf, including the Natuna

Island gas fields. Chinese/Taiwanese claims extended into Indonesia’s EEZ and

the Natuna fields. After China submitted a note verbale protesting against a joint

Malaysian–Vietnamese continental-shelf claim in 2009, Jakarta addressed a com-

plaint to the UN Secretary-General, questioning the validity of Beijing’s ‘nine-

dotted-lines-map’, and insisting that China’s claims ‘as contained in the above

circular note Number:CML/17/2009 dated 7th May 2009, clearly lacks international

legal basis and is tantamount to upset the UNCLOS 1982 (sic)’ [149].

Malaysia Claims limited to EEZ and continental shelf running into the South

China Sea and Gulf of Thailand. Malaysia occupied three Spratlys features, most

significantly Layang Layang/Swallow Reef, where it built a naval station and a

diving resort. Raising the level of another reef with mainland earth, it also claimed

four nearby rock groups. In 1992, Malaysia signed a joint development accord with

Vietnam for the area covered by their overlapping claims. In May 2009, Malaysia

and Vietnam jointly submitted their claims to the Commission on the Limits of the

Continental Shelf (CLCS), implicitly positing that Spratly and Paracel land-features

did not qualify as islands and so, did not generate their own EEZs or continental

shelves [150].

Philippines Claims included nine Spratly Islands, including Pagasa/Thitu Island,

the group’s second largest, with a military and civilian presence, based on adven-

turer Tomas Cloma’s 1956 expedition to the area. In 1972, Manila designated the

‘Kalyan’ group as part of its Palawan Province. Based on the EEZ and continental

shelf principles, it claimed another 50-odd rocks and shoals. In January 1995, the

detention of Filipino fishermen by Chinese personnel led to the discovery of

Chinese occupation of Mischief Reef. After negotiations failed, Manila arrested

Chinese fishermen and destroyed Chinese survey markers on nearby reefs,

precipitating a crisis over overlapping claims [151]. A 2-month-long Sino-Filipino

stand-off at Scarborough Shoal in 2012 led to Manila and Washington negotiating

rotational deployments of US ships, submarines and personnel at America’s former

base at Subic Bay, and elsewhere, in 2013–2014 [152]. When Manila sought to

replenish a small contingent guarding the Renai Reef/Ayungin Shoal in the Spratlys

from a naval vessel grounded there in 1999, China Coast Guard ships turned back

the resupply vessels. Manila air-dropped supplies amidst Chinese complaints,

denied by the Philippines, that the ships carried building materials to shore up

Filipino presence [153]. A later shipment of supplies, aboard a vessel carrying

journalists, caused bitter exchanges, followed by Manila submitting nearly 4,000

pages of ‘evidence’ against Chinese claims to the Permanent Court of Arbitration in
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the Hague [154]. Beijing rejected the move. These developments and the new US–

Filipino basing agreement underscored the dispute’s incendiary potential.

Vietnam Claims most extensive among ASEAN states, based on historical- and

continental-shelf arguments. In the 1930s, France occupied both the Spratlys and

Paracels (Truong Sa and Hoang Sa) on its colony’s behalf; post-colonial Hanoi

maintained these claims. China’s 1974 eviction of Saigon’s forces from the

Paracels prevented Vietnamese restoration after reunification. Hanoi formally

incorporated the Spratlys into its Khanh Hoa Province, occupying 25 islets and

reefs, more than any other claimant [155]. The March 1988 Sino-Vietnamese naval

clash at Johnson South Reef, in which Vietnam lost 64 killed and many wounded to

China’s one injured, deepened antipathy [156]. Parallel intensification of Sino-

Vietnamese strains and Hanoi’s expanding security engagement with Tokyo, Delhi

andWashington rendered it a fulcrum of volatility. Chinese pressure on Vietnamese

fishermen around the Paracels paralleled high-level consultations in 2012–2013.

Deputy Prime-ministerial talks in May 2013 preceded an incident in the Paracels.

Vietnamese President Truong Tan Sang visited China in June amid pomp and

ceremony that produced little accord. US–Vietnamese relations, in contrast,

blossomed as the two sides launched their Political, Security, and Defence Dialogue

in 2008, and a high-level Defence Policy Dialogue in 2010. The two navies

conducted joint exercises in the Gulf of Tonkin and the SCS. In June 2012, Panetta

made the first post-war visit to Hanoi by a US Secretary of Defence, inspecting a US

naval ship being repaired at Cam Ranh Bay. Obama received Truong at the White

House in July 2013, culminating a process begun by Bill Clinton, the first US

President to visit Vietnam since the War. China’s deployment of a deep-water rig in

Vietnamese-claimed waters in mid-2014 triggered maritime clashes and terrestrial

riots, while Vietnam built diplomatic-military defences.

China/Taiwan The PRC inherited the ROC’s maritime/territorial claims in the

SCS and elsewhere. Beijing adapted the KMT’s 1947-vintage ‘eleven-dashed-line-

map’ claiming much of the SCS, publishing its ‘nine-dashed-line-map’ in 1949.

Beijing and Taipei made similar proclamations about Chinese sovereignty.

Beijing’s ‘historical’ claims, often unacknowledged by Western academics [157],

have driven its disputes with neighbours and their patrons. The 2002 ASEAN–-

China Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DOC)

prohibited occupation of hitherto unoccupied features, but did not prevent rein-

forcement of existing garrisons and intensified patrols. In 2007, Beijing threatened

foreign firms with exclusion from China if they worked with Vietnam in disputed

waters [158]. In its protest note to the UN against the 2009 Malaysian–Vietnamese

joint submission, Beijing posited that several of the SCS’s land features qualified as

islands, meriting their own territorial sea, EEZ and continental shelf, reinforced this

postulate with the nine-dashed-line map [159], and has asserted its claims since. In

May 2011, Chinese vessels severed the seismic survey cables of a Vietnamese ship

within Vietnam’s EEZ [160]. In June 2012, CNOOC offered nine offshore blocks

within Vietnam’s EEZ for exploration to international bidders [161]. In March
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2013, a Chinese vessel allegedly chased and shot at a Vietnamese trawler

[162]. Serious violence ensued when China deployed a deep-sea hydrocarbon

exploration rig, the Haiyang Shiyou-981, in contested waters near the Paracels in

2014, triggering clashes among numerous Chinese and Vietnamese vessels. Several

Chinese nationals were killed, many injured and thousands forced to flee, when

Vietnamese rioters torched Chinese and other foreign factories in protest

[163]. Tensions remained high until Beijing pulled the rig out in mid-July, a

month ahead of schedule.

Sino-Filipino problems were almost as volatile. The April–June 2012 stand-off

at Scarborough Shoal reinforced the pattern [164]. Beijing warned its rivals of

‘more trouble’ if they persisted [165]. In response, Manila and Hanoi pursued

hedging and balancing policies [166]. Taiwan, too, robustly pursued its claims. In

May 2013, Taipei issued an ultimatum to Manila demanding apologies and com-

pensation after Filipino Coast Guards shot dead a Taiwanese trawler-captain in

disputed waters [167]. Rejecting expressions of regret, Taipei deployed a frigate

and three coast guard cutters to the overlapping EEZs, later adding two more

frigates in a show of force, and promising to mount drills with naval and Coast

Guard vessels and Air Force jets near the Bashi Strait, where the fisherman had been

shot [168].

This followed a pattern. In March 1995, for instance, Taiwan’s navy opened fire

from Taiping/Itu Aba, the largest of the Spratlys, on a Vietnamese fishing boat 2.5

miles from Taiwan’s ‘combat-ready’ sites. Weeks later, Hanoi protested against

Taipei building up an ‘unclaimed reef’ between Vietnam-controlled Son Ca Island,

and Taiping, thereby ‘upsetting the balance of power’ [169]. In 2008, outgoing

President Chen Shui-bian visited the Taiping garrison and inaugurated its airfield,

angering other disputants [170]. ASEAN-claimants’ anxiety, however, was focused

over Chinese action [171]. As noted, China occupied the entire Paracels in 1974;

since 1995, it controlled seven islets/reefs in the Spratlys while Taiwan owned

Taiping/Itu Aba, with a garrison manning an airfield capable of handling

C-130s [172].

All contenders built on their holdings, constructing small garrisons, although

China and Taiwan established significant facilities. China’s seven encampments in

the Spratlys, especially on Fiery Cross- and Subi Reefs, and more recent reclama-

tion on Johnson South Reef, Gaven Reef, Cuateron Reef and Johnson North Reef,

extended its ability to enforce its claims. Vietnam’s Southwest Cay harbour,

Malaysia’s naval station on Swallow Reef, and Filipino plans to build an airport

and pier on Thitu Island underscored the mutually reinforcing dynamic intensifying

rivalry and anxiety [173].
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The UNCLOS, and the 2009 deadline for the submission of claims to continental

shelves, triggered competitive outbursts [174]. Legal-administrative action taken

by contestants heightened passions. In June 2012, Vietnam enacted laws

proclaiming jurisdiction over the entire Paracels and Spratlys. Protesting noisily,

China announced the establishment of Sansha City on Yongxing Island in the

Paracels, later raising a garrison there, to administer Beijing’s SCS domain. How-

ever, long before these developments, Chinese vessels had seized Vietnamese

trawlers, arrested their crew, confiscated their hauls and imposed fines, especially

around the Paracels, during Beijing-imposed fishing bans. Incidents centred on

differing interpretations of fisheries jurisdiction. The SCS accounted for a tenth

of the global catch, making it a crucial source of protein and livelihood for insular,

peninsular and littoral states [175]. Growing population and nutritional demand,

and a lack of alternative job-openings had, for decades, intensified competitive

fishing across East Asian waters. A build-up of overcapacity in fishing fleets and

overexploitation of resources [176], forcing fishermen beyond national EEZs,

resulted. Disputed maritime boundaries, deepening nationalist sentiments and

sovereignty-related insecurity, politicised the fallout from fishermen’s detention

by rival claimants’ paramilitary organs.

Energy resources enhanced the sea’s significance in a region recording rapid

growth. The US EIA estimated that oil consumption in non-OECD Asian

economies would grow from 20 % of global consumption in 2008 to over 30 %

by 2035; natural gas consumption would rise from 10 to 19 %; China would account

for 43 % of this growth [177]. EIA estimates of proven/probable hydrocarbon

reserves totalled 11bbl of oil and 190tcf of gas, mostly in undisputed territory

[178]. Other estimates varied. In November 2012, CNOOC announced the

estimates of its SCS assets at possibly 17 billion tons of oil and 498tcf of gas,

although only a fraction of it could be economically extracted (Table 4.1)

[179]. With modest onshore reserves, Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei and China

invested heavily in offshore exploration and development in SCS waters. Foreign

collaborators added capital, technology and expertise to the mix. While ASEAN

states operated closer to land, Chinese firms moved deep offshore. Their 2006

discovery of the Liwan 3-1 gas field heightened expectations. Malaysia and Brunei,

and Thailand and Vietnam, jointly explored and developed neighbouring fields,

offering possible templates for wider collaboration. The EIA’s 2013 estimates of

proven and probable reserves:

Owing to challenges facing thorough surveys in contested territories, the

Paracels and Spratlys indicated limited hydrocarbon reserves. The Paracels lacked

significant proven oil and gas stocks; geological evidence promised little more.

Industry studies indicated the Spratlys held less than 100 bcf in currently economi-

cally recoverable gas. However, the EIA estimated that the Spratlys and

surrounding waters could contain 2.5 bbl of oil and 25.5 tcf of gas [181]. Claimant

states met varying success in exploiting the SCS’s energy resources (Table 4.2):
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Growing populations, economic development raising demand for resources and

markets, assertive nationalist tendencies, Beijing’s quest for national restoration

and regional reaction to Chinese activism, unresolved historical grievances and

modern alliance dynamics, and a coincidental confluence of systemic transitional

fluidity, together, rendered the SCS a hotspot with profound ramifications. Interest

among ASEAN-members varied. In 2010, as the rotating chair of the group, hosting

various ASEAN-centred meetings, i.e., the ARF, ASEAN Defence Ministers

Meeting-plus (ADMM+) and the EAS, Vietnam pushed maritime disputes to the

top of the agenda, to considerable Chinese ire. In July 2011 in Bali, ASEAN and

China signed a set of Guidelines for the Implementation of the Declaration on the

Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea. This document and the 2002 DOC

effectively froze the status quo. However, ‘some parties’ were seen to have failed to

Table 4.1 South China Sea offshore hydrocarbon reserves [180]

Country

Crude oil & liquid reserves (billion

barrels)

Natural gas reserves (trillion cubic

feet)

Brunei 1.5 15

China 1.3 15

Indonesia 0.3 55

Malaysia 5.0 80

Philippines 0.2 4

Taiwan – –

Thailand – 1

Vietnam 3.0 20

Table 4.2 South China Sea daily hydrocarbon production estimates (2011) [182]

Country

Oil

1000

bpd

Gas

bcf Main fields

National

firm Major foreign partners

Brunei 120 400 Baram Delta PetroBrunei BHP, ConocoPhillips,

Mitsubishi, Petronas

China 250 600 Pearl River

Mouth,

Qiongdongnan

Basin

CNOOC,

CNPC,

Sinopec

BP, Chevron, Shell,

ExxonMobil, Total

Indonesia 60 200 Natuna Basin Pertamina PetroChina, CNPC,

Chevron, Husky, Santos,

Statoil, Total

Malaysia 500 1,800 Sabah,

Sarawak, Malay

Basin

Petronas Lundin, BHP,

ConocoPhillips,

ExxonMobil, Nippon, Roc,

Shell

Philippines 25 100 Palawan Basin PNOC ExxonMobil, Shell

Vietnam 300 300 Cuu Long

Basin, Nam

Con Son Basin

Petro

Vietnam

KNOC, ConocoPhillips,

Premier, PTTEP, Santcs,

SK Corps, Total
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‘exercise self-restraint’, triggering a chain of events bearing the potential for

conflict [183]. Heightened tensions precipitated intense diplomacy. In 2012,

Cambodia, chairing ASEAN, avoided discussions of the disputes where possible

[184], and claimed consensus where none existed [185]. Foreign ministers failed,

for the first time in ASEAN’s 45-year history, to issue a joint statement following

the meeting.

On April 8, 2012, a Filipino naval aircraft spotted eight Chinese fishing-boats

anchored in the Scarborough Shoal. Manila deployed its only frigate, an ex-USCG

cutter, Gregorio del Pilar, to search the boats. After discovering coral, giant clams

and live sharks onboard, Filipino sailors attempted to arrest the Chinese fishermen,

when two CMS vessels interposed themselves between the boats and the frigate.

The stand-off continued for 2 months while Beijing and Manila asserted conflicting

sovereignty claims. Diplomacy leavened nationalistic rhetoric, but on April 30, at

the inaugural US–Filipino Foreign- and Defence Ministers’ meeting, Washington

stressed its opposition to ‘the threat or use of force by any party to advance its

claims’, and ‘strong national interest in freedom of navigation’, signalling support

for Manila. America strengthened the US–Filipino Mutual Defence Treaty, boosted

Manila’s intelligence-gathering capacity, expanded joint exercises and transferred a

second cutter/frigate to the Filipino Navy [186]. Chinese vessels, having chained-

off its entrance to prevent non-Chinese entry, maintained a periodic presence at the

Shoal since then.

At the next ASEAN gathering, Vietnam and the Philippines failed to carry the

chair in highlighting collective interest in pushing their disputes with China and

Taiwan. Disunity triggered agitated commentary recommending organisational

revitalisation [187]. Bitterness flowing from the stand-off at Scarborough/Panatag

Shoal, heightened by Manila’s deployment of its flagship frigate preceding the

meetings, threatened ASEAN cohesion [188]. Inclement weather, anxiety over

miscalculated escalation, and Beijing’s commercial pressure eventually eased

patrol-boat diplomacy, but China’s decision to fence off the Shoal’s entry

demonstrated its determination to establish control where none had existed. Beijing

refuted President Aquino’s characterisation of Cambodian Premier Hun Sen’s

conduct as the summit’s chair, and rejected Manila’s efforts to ‘internationalise’

the dispute [189]. US military aid to Manila began including intelligence on

Chinese ship movements in disputed waters [190]. Beijing’s inclusion of a map

bearing the nine-dash line in Chinese passports reinforced the dialectics.

Indonesia’s foreign minister patched together a statement collectively committing

ASEAN to:

1. The full implementation of the 2002 DOC;

2. Implementation of the Guidelines for the Implementation of the Declaration on

the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (2011);

3. The early conclusion of a Regional Code of Conduct in the South China Sea;

4. Full respect of the universally recognised principles of international law, includ-

ing the 1982 UNCLOS;

5. Continued exercise of self-restraint and non-violence by all parties; and
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6. The peaceful resolution of disputes, in accordance with ‘universally recognized

principles of International Law, including the UNCLOS’ [191].

2013 began with Manila petitioning the UN to bring China’s SCS claims before

an UNCLOS-stipulated International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea (ITLOS).

Beijing, having exempted itself from mandatory dispute settlement under Article

298 in 2006, reiterated its ‘indisputable sovereignty’ over the islands and adjacent

waters. Manila did not seek arbitration over maritime boundaries. Its 13-point

submission focused on two definitional issues: it posited that the UNCLOS only

validated claims to territorial seas, EEZs and continental shelves adjacent to

coastlines and islands. On this basis, China’s ‘nine-dashed-line’ lacked legitimacy.

Secondly, Manila sought a ruling on whether Chinese-occupied low-tide features

such as Mischief Reef, McKennan Reef, Gaven Reef and Subi Reef were islands

with their own 12 nm territorial sea. Manila also asked whether high-tide features

such as Scarborough Shoal, Johnson South Reef, Cuarteron Reef, and Fiery Cross

Reef, where China ‘reclaimed’ dredged-islets, were islands capable of supporting

human habitation and economic activity, and thereby generated EEZs and conti-

nental shelves [192]. China refused to nominate one of the five ITLOS arbitrators,

as it was entitled to. In April 2013, the ITLOS president appointed the final

arbitrator, completing preparations for considering Manila’s case [193].

If the Tribunal accepted Manila’s submission as falling within its jurisdiction, it

could take several years to process the case [194]. Given Beijing’s abstention, the

tribunal’s determination remained moot. However, the outcome would be signifi-

cant. If the ITLOS announced in Manila’s favour, Beijing could fully accept the

award, neutralising much regional antipathy but having to abandon claims of

‘indisputable sovereignty’, standing to lose much of what it claimed, and having

its determination to pursue its claims questioned. The domestic consequences of

such a decision would be unpredictable, possibly turbulent. China could totally

reject the award, undermining the credibility of its assertions of a benign path to

greatness and responsible great-power conduct. Similar consequences could flow

from the arbitration process Manila began at the Hague in 2014. The tacit coalition

coalescing around China’s periphery would then likely solidify, with America

taking a more openly competitive stance than hitherto. Beijing could partly accept

the award, selectively honouring the verdict. Depending on the relative merits of

the elements which it accepted and those it rejected, such action could defuse some

of the tensions. However, such a decision would sap the credibility of China’s

rejection of the ITLOS and arbitration processes and question its motives.

Whatever China did, the outcome could be mixed for the prospects of the

disputes’ peaceful management, let alone resolution. The award and Beijing’s

response would establish precedents that would shape both domestic and interna-

tional views of China’s stature and locus within the regional- and international

systems, and either deepen the already apparent polarisation, or mitigate the

crystallisation of an adversarial coalition. Either way, Manila’s legal initiatives

would generate significant consequences. Not waiting until then, after Hainan

province imposed new fisheries restrictions, Filipino President Benigno Aquino
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compared Chinese action to Hitler’s 1938 demands for Czechoslovak lands to

international pusillanimity [195]. Beijing’s outrage was predictable [196].

Then, there was Vietnam. In March 2013, Hanoi accused the PLAN of ‘very

seriously’ damaging a Vietnamese fishing trawler with incendiary flares in the

South China Sea. Beijing claimed four Vietnamese vessels were illegally fishing

in waters near the Paracel Islands and refused to respond to shouted, whistled and

semaphored warnings from a PLAN patrol-craft. PLAN crew then fired flares but

both of these burned out in the air, and the Vietnamese suffered no damage. Beijing

insisted, ‘It is completely legitimate for Chinese vessels to expel boats that illegally

enter China’s territorial waters to safeguard the country’s territorial sovereignty and

marine interests’ [197]. Sino-Vietnamese maritime disputes evolved in a historical

context of ancient animosities tempered by the Hanoi–Beijing alliance during the

Vietnam War, subsequent mutual disillusionment followed by bloody conflict, and

uneasy coexistence with intermittently bitter recrimination.

In early 1974, with Beijing Washington’s tacit ally against Moscow, and South

Vietnam under intense northern pressure, PLAN vessels attacked Saigon’s forces

on the Paracels, killing 53, and occupying the archipelago [198]. Reunified Vietnam

did not formally protest, but as relations soured, the neighbours jostled over claims

covering the Spratlys further south. Naval engagement peaked in March 1988 when

PLAN frigates sank two Vietnamese vessels, killing 64 sailors at Johnson South

Reef [199], taking over six reefs and shoals. Bitterness born of and symbolised by

that clash continued to colour perceptions. UNCLOS and Beijing’s 1992 Law on

the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone triggered a race to occupy Spratlys

features. Vietnam secured 25 fortified holdings, more than any other claimant. The

2009 continental-shelf submission deadline triggered fresh bouts of claims. Given

mutual history, prospects of Sino-Vietnamese conflict looked more serious than

others.

Hanoi balanced robust emphases on sovereignty with the maintenance of a

pacific environment and peaceful resolution of disputes. While Hanoi deepened

security ties to Washington, Moscow, Tokyo and Delhi, boosting deterrence with

Russian hardware and military diplomacy involving the others, ‘it would not be

feasible for Vietnam. . .to balance against China’s expanding power’ [200]. Vietnam
and its non-ASEAN patrons fashioned a palimpsest of strategic convergences.

Russia built submarine servicing facilities for Vietnam’s six Kilo-class boats and

trained personnel operating 20 Su-30Mk2 fighters [201]; America conducted naval

drills, and had its ships repaired at Vietnamese dockyards; Japan sent its destroyers

to train the Vietnam’s navy; India supplied spares and upgrades for Soviet-era naval

platforms, and trained personnel [202]. All held periodic China-centric defence

consultations. Vietnam thus emerged as a leading second-tier member of the tacit

coalition being forged in response to threats perceived from a reinvigorated China.

Hanoi pursued diplomacy, too. In January 2013, Ho Chi Minh City hosted the

PLAN’s 12th Escort Task Group comprising two frigates and a replenishment ship,

returning from the Somali coast. The vessels spent 5 days on a ‘good-will visit’

[203] although Vietnam’s state-media downplayed their presence. At the April

2013 ASEAN summit, Hanoi helped forge consensus on ASEAN approaching
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Beijing collectively to discuss implementation of the 2002 DOC and the drafting of

a Code of Conduct, while negotiating bilaterally on specific disputes [204]. These

efforts, headed by the host, the Sultan of Brunei, lowered temperatures and

expanded the diplomatic space. At the 7th ASEAN Defence Ministerial Meeting

(ADMM) in Brunei in May, Vietnam’s General Phung Quang Thanh proposed

ASEAN-wide naval collaboration, establishing a hotline linking navies, organising

joint sea-patrols and regular military exchanges [205]. He also commended

Thailand’s efforts to boost Sino-ASEAN engagement, especially in fashioning a

maritime code of conduct.

ASEAN ministers met their Chinese counterpart, General Chang Wanquan,

when reports of an agreement between CNOOC and Petroleum Brunei on joint

development in their disputed waters suggested the two governments had resolved

their particular rivalry [206]. China’s new Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, too, toured

several ASEAN capitals, avoiding Hanoi or Manila. In mid-2013, Obama hosted

President Truong Tan Sang, elevating bilateral relations to a ‘Comprehensive

Partnership’ and endorsed joint energy exploration in disputed waters

[207]. While Beijing stressed improving Sino-Vietnamese relations [208],

specialists analysed teamwork among J-16 naval fighters, KJ-2000 and KJ-200

AEW aircraft, and PLAN ships and submarines in defence of Beijing’s SCS

claims [209].

China put pressure on even Malaysia, the most moderate of claimants. Amidst

Sino-Vietnamese recriminations, a four-vessel PLAN taskforce led by a landing

ship carrying hovercraft, helicopters, landing-boats and a battalion of marines,

visited Zengmu Ansha/James Shoal, at the southern tip of China’s ‘nine-dashed

line’. The group appeared 80 km from Malaysia, less than 200 km from Brunei, and

1,800 km from China’s shores. The task group visited all Chinese holdings in the

Spratlys, with marines landing on several reefs in amphibious drills, images of

which circulated on mainland websites. Missile-armed vessels ‘tested their

capabilities, including emergency docking and undocking, over-the-horizon missile

attack, joint air defense, and combined assault against enemy warships’ [210]. At

Zengmu Reef, ‘the Southernmost part of China’s territory’, the flotilla held an oath-

taking ceremony with all the sailors vowing ‘to safeguard China’s

sovereignty’ [211].

The signal these drills sent built on PLAN’s SCS patrols mounted since 2009,

building patterns of periodic presence [212]. A Malaysian analyst, noting that his

country had counselled a moderate approach to these disputes, asked, ‘Why would

Beijing want to antagonize one of its best friends in the region?’ He thought the

drills were ‘a grave strategic mistake’ [213]. In that context, Hagel’s trips to

Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and the Philippines in August 2013 [214], around the

ADMM+ conclave, and Beijing’s immobility on its claims at high-level gatherings

[215], recorded progressive polarisation. The Liaoning’s maiden deployment to the

SCS, with two Type-051C destroyers and two Type-054A frigates, in late 2013

reinforced the trends [216]. In January 2014, PLAN despatched a landing ship and

two destroyers on another patrol near James Shoal where sailors again vowed to

defend Zengmu Ansha. Malaysia noted the breach and began building a new naval
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base where marines would be stationed close to disputed waters, deepening its

concert with Washington [217].

The risks of ‘incidents’ escalating became clear in 2014 when, after Manila put

on trial Chinese fishermen detained on charges of poaching in disputed waters,

CNOOC deployed a deep-water rig to explore hydrocarbon reserves in Paracels

waters disputed with Vietnam. Both sides deployed dozens of vessels, some of

which rammed each other, sparking mutual allegations. Amidst protests in Manila,

Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, rioters attacked Chinese and other foreign factories

across Vietnam. Several Chinese citizens were killed while thousands fled or were

evacuated [218]. Hanoi, like Manila, engaged the UN; surprisingly, eschewing its

bilateralist tradition, so did Beijing, filing a complaint with Secretary-General Ban

[219]. Only after China withdrew the rig a month early, in mid-July, was calm

restored. However, PLAN commander Wu Shengli’s inspection-visit of five dis-

puted and reclaimed islets underscored Beijing’s determination to press its

claims [220].

With claimants increasing military and paramilitary presence on occupied

features, the disputes’ incendiary potential grew. The small size of the features

notwithstanding, their impact on the security and stability of 3m square kilometre-

South China Sea was significant. The SCS linked the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and

its shipping lanes connected East Asia with the Gulf, Africa and Europe. Over a

third of the world’s seaborne commerce transited it [221]. In late 2014, Hanoi and

Beijing exchanged senior political-military delegations, defusing immediate

tensions and restoring calm, but the disputes festered unresolved. As Hanoi, Manila

and Beijing robustly proclaimed their jurisdictions, while others took a more

understated stance, reinforcing partially militarised presence in and control over

uninhabited areas, clashes between fishermen and paramilitaries occasionally

flared. Seeking to establish the legitimacy of conflicting claims, disputants com-

bined hedging, engaging and balancing acts. Irrespective of the sophistication of

ASEAN’s diplomacy, however, Beijing’s actions and Washington’s response

would shape final outcomes.

Sleepwalking into Maritime Conflict?

China and America not only pursued contrary interests in East Asian waters, they

also interpreted UNCLOS, the legal framework undergirding many of their mari-

time activities, differently. Both noted the risks of miscalculation and accidents,

and acted to avoid catastrophic confrontations, but their competitive oceanic pas de
deux, especially in the SCS, bore the germs of possible violence. The PLA’s

growing ‘counter-intervention’/A2AD capabilities designed to challenge

PACOM’s operational immunity across the western Pacific, and the latter’s AirSea

Battle/JOAC response, revealed action-reaction dialectics reinforcing the security

dilemma inherent in an insecurity complex. CJCS Dempsey stressed America’s

determination to ‘gain entry and maintain access anywhere and in any domain:

land, air, space, sea, and cyber’ [222]. Since Beijing claimed ‘sovereign power over
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the East China Sea and South China Sea’ [223], and Washington strongly negated

such assertions, their competitive interactions threatened a zero-sum dynamic.

Against the backdrop of systemic transitional fluidity, such dialectics could acquire

profound adversarial potency.

Differing interpretations of the UNCLOS manifested fundamental Sino-US

discord. India, Malaysia, Vietnam, Brazil and several other countries, too, differed

with America over what rights, jurisdictions and responsibilities UNCLOS gave to

littoral/insular/peninsular states, and external user-states. However, that did not

prevent these states from developing close military/naval ties with America. In

Sino-US disputes over rights and jurisdiction, UNCLOS provisions were both a

shield and a spear with which they engaged each other in waters close to China’s

shores. Jurisprudential and structural tensions came to the fore in March 2009 after

the Impeccable incident. Washington’s accusation that five Chinese vessels

harassed and ‘aggressively maneuvered in dangerously close proximity to USNS
Impeccable’. . .in ‘international waters’, was questioned on legal and semantic

grounds. UNCLOS defined maritime stretches as internal waters, territorial waters,

the EEZ and the high seas, each with specific freedom-of-navigation regimes; it did

not specify ‘international waters’. UNCLOS stipulated that marine scientific

research (MSR), permissible only for peaceful purposes, if that is what USNS
Impeccable, Victory and Bowditch were conducting in foreign EEZ, required the

coastal state’s consent [224].

Beijing held that its vessels were not harassing the Impeccable but trying to

make it stop violating both Chinese and international maritime law, and leave the

area. America argued China must pay ‘due regard’ to its UNCLOS-permitted

navigational and operational rights, and ‘harassing’ its vessels, especially naval

platforms enjoying sovereign immunity, violated that principle. Beijing insisted US

action fell within the MSR rubric and Washington had not sought permission for

it. America insisted its vessels were conducting hydrographic and military surveys

requiring no consent, and these were an exercise of the freedom of navigation and

‘other internationally lawful uses of the sea’ defended by UNCLOS [225]. The

Impeccable and its sister-vessels trailed passive and low-frequency sonar arrays to

detect and track submarines, necessary preludes to targeting and attacking them.

China argued that collecting such data so close to its shores entailed a ‘preparation

of the battlefield’ tantamount to a threat to use force, violating the UN Charter and

breaching the peaceful use of the sea underpinning UNCLOS. Washington posited

that gathering data was purely defensive and not tantamount to a threatened use of

force. Americans noted that UNCLOS restricted military activities only when ships

engaged in innocent passage, transit passage, and archipelagic-sea-lanes passage,

and that UNCLOS barred no military activities by any state in the EEZ of any

other [226].

Beijing had enacted a law proscribing data-collecting activities by foreign navies

within its EEZ in 2002, stressing China’s jurisdictional rights there. Some of these

related to environmental issues. A US naval-legal expert wrote, ‘although foreign-

sovereign-immune vessels do not have to comply with coastal nations’ domestic

environmental regulations, US Navy vessels operate with due regard for the marine
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environment’ [227]. This assertion was undermined when, in April 2013, the USS
Guardian damaged parts of Philippines’ protected Tubbataha Reef where it ran

aground, was fined $1.5m by Manila and had to be removed in sections [228]. -

China’s 2002 law also prohibited foreign intelligence-collection in its EEZ, a

provision Washington ignored. US commentary pointed to UNCLOS Article

236 which gave coastal states environmental jurisdiction in their EEZ, but limited

‘controls on foreign warships, naval auxiliaries (like Impeccable and Bowditch),
and other government-owned or –operated non-commercial vessels and aircraft

operating in the EEZ’ [229]. Washington pointed to Articles 19, 20, 39, 40, 52 and

54 which limited military activities, including the use or threat of force, use of arms,

landing troops, intelligence gathering, hydrographic- and military surveys,

launching and landing of aircraft, propaganda actions, passage of submarines and

surface vessels in territorial- and archipelagic waters, but not in the EEZ [230].

Beijing noted ‘peaceful purposes’ provisions in Articles 19, 88, 141, and 301, to

regulate military activities in the EEZ. Articles 19.2 (a) and 301, for instance,

prohibited ‘any threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political

independence of any state.’ American commentary stated, ‘State practice since the

adoption of UNCLOS confirms that the “peaceful purposes” provisions do not

create new rights or obligations, nor do they impose restraints on traditional

military operations at sea’ [231]. On that basis, ‘the PRC has no right under

international law to force training restrictions or mitigation measures on foreign

sovereign immune vessels operating in its EEZ’ [232]. Others posited that while the

PLAN was no match for the US Navy, it could one day pose a significant threat and

Washington ‘is taking no chances.’ America was particularly troubled by the

growth in numbers and sophistication of Chinese submarine operations conducted

by Russian-built Kilo-class boats, and Chinese-built Shang-class SSNs and

Jin-class SSBNs [233]. These submarines threatened US operational immunity in

the western Pacific, and underpinned China’s strategic deterrent. China’s new Yulin

base on Hainan with 11 submerged tunnel openings explained US interest in

activities there, and in Chinese efforts to prevent surveillance. The Impeccable
may have been tracking for future targeting of PLAN submarines operating out of

Yulin, and bottling them up. For Beijing, this was a very ‘unfriendly’ act [234].

While China and America parried each other’s legal arguments, neither spoke of

the profound strategic mistrust born of the rising power’s efforts to secure its

circumscribed periphery from the not-so-friendly hegemon’s overwhelming domi-

nance, and the latter’s suspicions of the former’s supposedly secret intent to

displace it from significant maritime domains. Whereas Washington stressed its

determination to perpetuate its post-Soviet systemic primacy, Beijing, too, stated its

strategic objectives:

China pursues a three-step development strategy in modernizing its national defense and

armed forces, in accordance with the state’s overall plan to realize modernization. The first

step is to lay a solid foundation by 2010, the second is to make major progress around 2020,

and the third is to basically reach the strategic goal of building informationized armed

forces and being capable of winning informationized wars by the mid-21st century [235].
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Diplomacy usually calmed troubled waters, but the essentially zero-sum nature

of the dispute could not be concealed. The fact that Washington despatched a

destroyer to escort the Impeccable in China’s EEZ directly after the March 2009

incident [236], and Beijing merely issued an angry protest, demonstrated the still-

imbalanced dynamics. Conscious of its weaknesses precluding more forceful

confrontations with America’s ISR platforms in proximate domains, and in

response to expanding national interests and ‘revolutionary changes in warfare’

wrought by long-range precision weapons, China built capacity in crucial areas

[237]:

• Anti-surface warfare: The PLAN more than quadrupled the number of

submarines capable of firing anti-ship cruise missiles (ASCM), armed surface

combatants with missiles with longer ranges and sophisticated guidance

systems, commissioned over 50 ASCM-armed high-speed patrol craft, and

developed the world’s only known anti-ship ballistic missile.

• Naval air defence: PLAN’s newest combatants carried medium- and long-range

surface-to-air-missiles (SAM), eliminating a longstanding lacuna; the Luyang II
guided-missile destroyers sported sophisticated phased-array radars comparable

to America’s AEGIS system.

• Force projection: The PLAN significantly expanded its underway replenish-

ment capabilities, raising distant operational sustainability. Ships like the

Yuzhao LPD and Anwei AH (hospital ship) could both assist humanitarian

missions and amphibious operations. Commissioning of the Liaoning and the

construction of domestically-built carriers would significantly boost force pro-

jection capacity.

While America’s primacy was manifest in diplomatic, commercial-financial,

and scientific-technological, as well as military, prowess, ‘American power in the

Western Pacific has been, is, and will remain largely defined by sea power’

[238]. Beijing viewed this proximate sea power as ‘a menacing presence, a coun-

terweight to its regional interests, and a potential barrier to its access to the world’s

oceans, resources, and markets’ [239]. China’s naval modernisation challenged

America’s persistent primacy, and America ‘can be expected to react to this

challenge’ [240]. The dialectic nature of this dynamic was evident in US and

Chinese national security analyses. US military intelligence community treated

China, Iran and North Korea as sources of potential threat. The DIA reported that

in 2012, Beijing actually spent $215bn on ‘military-related goods and services’ in

contrast to the official budget of $107bn [241]. Among the conventionally-armed

systems being deployed were ‘carrier-killer’ DF-21D ASBMs [242], described as

potential game-changers.

With one carrier commissioned and others planned, Beijing’s growing ability to

shape the Western Pacific’s maritime/air milieu crystallised. China’s BMD, space-

and cyber capabilities caused additional anxiety [243]. PLAN’s Jin-class SSBNs,
each carrying 12 JuLong-2 SLBMs, with a range of 7,400 km, would provide its

‘first credible sea-based nuclear’ deterrent [244]. Their presumed stationing at
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Yulin on Hainan added to Beijing’s interest in securing dominant influence over the

South China Sea, consequently deepening the prospect for competitive tensions

with America and its clients. US analysts, projecting Sino-US growth trajectories

into the future, asked whether China would accept a weaker power to dominate

proximate waters, and if America could avoid either fighting to retain its naval

primacy or ceding it to China. Their answer was to transform US naval forces

technologically to counteract the PLA’s growing prowess [245]. In response,

Washington refocused combat capabilities to, and within, the Pacific. The evolution

of the ASBC/JOAC provided the conceptual-doctrinal framework around which

operational flesh was fashioned with deployments.

Four Los Angeles-class SSNs were moved to Guam. All three Seawolf-class
SSNs, America’s largest and most heavily-armed, were stationed at Kitsap-

Bremerton in Washington State. Two of the Navy’s four converted Trident
SSGNs were based at Bangor, Washington. Most BMD-capable Aegis-equipped
cruisers and destroyers were moved to the Pacific, many homeported at Yokusuka

and Pearl Harbour. Four LCS were rotationally-based at Singapore. A 2,500-strong

Marine formation was rotationally stationed in Darwin. Naval basing in the

Philippines was restored. Of the 283-ship fleet in 2013, ‘101 were deployed and

52 were in Pacific waters’ [246]. Washington had announced plans to move 60 % of

its platforms to the Pacific by 2020, adding 62 vessels and increasing the number of

forward-deployed warships from about 50–60 [247]. While PACOM Commander

Locklear insisted US–China military relations, especially PACOM–PLAN

exchanges, had deepened in a ‘quite commendable’ manner [248], both forces

remained focused on each other as their most likely adversary [249].

CNO Admiral Greenert confirmed that by 2020, Washington would increase

platforms deployed to the Pacific by 10 to 60, basing 60 % of ships and aircraft on

the West Coast and the Pacific, adding a submarine in Guam, and maintaining a

carrier strike group (CSG) and an amphibious ready group (ARG) in Japan. The

Navy would focus on ‘deterring and defeating aggression and assuring access by

implementing the Air-Sea Battle (ASB) concept’ [250]. In mid-2013, the PLA

indicated, and PACOM confirmed, that PLAN vessels were patrolling within

America’s EEZ around Guam and Hawaii, in a move suggesting changes in

Beijing’s calculus [251]. Aware that China could not prevent American ISR

operations in its EEZ without triggering escalation, Beijing reciprocated

Washington’s moves in a balancing act. These patrols, unchallenged by America,

could also reflect a Chinese decision to act like the USA, thereby acknowledging

the legitimacy of US patrols. Irrespective of the motivation driving this shift, PLAN

patrols in America’s EEZ raised China’s maritime profile, validated US ISR

operations, raising the threshold for adversarial confrontations, and lowering

tensions. In mid-2014, when a four-ship PLAN flotilla joined the US-led RIMPAC
exercises near Hawaii, Beijing’s despatch of an Auxiliary General Intelligence

(AGI) vessel to American EEZ both puzzled and pleased US commanders. Moni-

toring drills involving PLAN ships was intriguing, but China’s snooping

legitimised US action in China’s EEZ [252].
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However, persistent ‘fundamental divergences’ [253] kept the strategic back-

drop fluid. What could go wrong as the two navies operated in increasingly close

proximity became apparent in December 2013 when the Liaoning, on its maiden

South China Sea sortie, encountered surveillance by the missile-cruiser USS
Cowpens. A PLAN escort hailed the Cowpens to stop. When the cruiser refused,

a Chinese Landing Ship Tank (LST) steamed in front of it and halted, forcing the

Cowpens to abruptly change course in ‘a dangerous manoeuvre’. Protesting via

both diplomatic and military channels, Washington complained that the ‘incident

underscores the need to ensure the highest standards of professional seamanship,

including communications between vessels, to mitigate the risk of an unintended

incident or mishap’ [254].

After serious incidents between Chinese and Vietnamese vessels near the

Paracels, and between Chinese and Filipino ships in Spratlys waters in early

2014, diplomacy gained some momentum as Beijing began exploring

non-assertive responses to what it saw as provocations by other actors. Risks of

an escalatory dynamic linking the regional with the systemic became apparent

when John Kerry’s suggestion at the August 2014 ARF that all claimants, notably

China, desist from action which could trigger a spiralling of tensions, was rebuffed

by his Chinese counterpart, Wang Yi [255]. Wang insisted the general situation

across the South China Sea was stable, that China and its neighbours were capable

of peacefully addressing their differences, there was never any challenge to the

freedom of navigation in those waters, and that Beijing would not compromise on

its sovereignty claims [256]. In short, the meeting came no closer to resolving the

imbroglio [257]. Kerry was then joined by Hagel and their Australian counterparts

at a meeting of defence- and foreign ministers, agreeing to expand US military

presence in Australia and coordinate responses to developments across East Asia

[258]. As Washington lifted its arms-embargo on Vietnam, underscoring dialectic

dynamics, the PLA held flag-raising ceremonies on nine Paracels and Spratlys islets

and reefs to mark the PRC’s 65th anniversary [259].

With China sheathed in a carapace of territorial disputes with America’s client-

states, the maritime domain being the most volatile, China’s ‘national

revitalisation’ took on ominous contours for fellow-claimants. Overlain layers of

great-power competition between the system-manager and its presumed peer-rival

deepened the resonance between systemic and sub-systemic dissonance [260]. -

China’s domestic consolidation generated demands and heightened expectations,

boosting its need to define and defend externally-shaped interests in domains

hitherto dominated by the ‘sole- superpower’. As China’s ability to pursue its

interests approached the nearly-insurmountable barrier of America’s hegemonic

presence, maritime competition threatened to assume systemic dimensions. China’s

deepening disputes with US clients in the ECS and SCS, given an edge by the return

of a muscularly nationalist Japanese leadership, and a competitive blend of mutu-

ally exclusive assertions, pride, frustration and outrage, in the context of a fluid

power-balance, raised the spectre of incidents spiralling out of control across what

had become potentially the world’s hottest systemic flashpoints. The need for
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statesmanlike leadership across the Asia-Pacific assumed even greater urgency than

before.
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Strategic Competition in a Globalised
World 5

Threats and Scares

In October 2013, China’s state-media launched several documentaries and reports

on the effectiveness of the PLA Navy’s (PLAN) deterrent force of SLBM-armed

SSBNs. Graphics of continental United States highlighted targeted West Coast

cities. One report specified how many million US nationals faced death from a

hypothetical Chinese nuclear attack. CNO Admiral Jonathan Greenert questioned

the credibility of such threats, given uncertain precision, efficacy and reliability of

Chinese strategic ballistic missiles [1]. Observers noted rivalry even colouring

Sino-US responses to Typhoon Haiyan’s battering of the Philippines [2]. The two

powers worked closely in Geneva where their foreign ministers, with colleagues

from other permanent UNSC members and Germany, persuaded Iran to suspend

key elements of its nuclear programme in return for partial suspension of sanctions.

But that collaboration coincided with Beijing’s proclamation of an East China Sea

ADIZ incorporating airspace above the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands [3], prompting

John Kerry’s warning of ‘risks of an incident’, while Chuck Hagel reaffirmed US

defence of Japan’s control over the islands [4].

The flight of two Guam-based B-52 bombers followed by Japanese and South

Korean aircraft through the ADIZ flouting Beijing’s instructions, and Seoul’s

proclamation of a countervailing ADIZ, challenged China. Beijing later scrambled

fighters to monitor foreign aircraft [5]. The B-52s underscored America’s determi-

nation to deploy a diverse panoply of combat- and support platforms at hubs close

to China such as Guam, enabling PACOM to threaten Beijing with F-22 stealth

fighters, B-1B, B-2 and B-52 strategic bombers, KC-135 tankers and RQ-170

stealth drones [6]. Few Western analysts noted the Japanese triggers to China’s

ADIZ proclamation, Tokyo’s sophisticated media projection skewing the narrative

of ‘increased Chinese assertiveness’ over Japanese-claimed airspace, and Beijing’s

hamfisted responses which, incidentally, broke no rules and threatened no aggres-

sion [7]. Mistrust and incomprehension lowered the threshold for potentially

escalatory incidents.
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The security milieu deteriorated after US–Japan foreign ministerial talks in early

2013 reasserted America’s treaty commitment to Japan’s defence incorporating the

disputed Islands. Beijing condemned these assurances, describing the US–Japan

alliance as ‘Japan’s strategic foundation of “nationalizing” the Diaoyu Islands and

the driving force of strategic objective of sea-power’ [8]. In its view, the alliance,

reinforced with America’s westward strategic shift, by opposing any ‘unilateral act’

infringing on Tokyo’s administrative jurisdiction over the disputed rocks, enabled

Japanese nationalists to sustain the islands’ ‘seizure’. So, instead of improving the

region’s security ambience, as the allies claimed, their alliance raised US–Sino-

Japanese tensions, compounding the challenges confronting regional peace and

security. US–Japanese plans for joint military operations, including over the dis-

puted islands, in Chinese view, betrayed the hollowness of America’s avowed

neutrality [9], especially as Tokyo denied a dispute existed. Beijing raised this

issue at myriad Sino-US fora, but to no avail.

So, a key question festered unresolved, embittering relations. That unlanced boil

on the side of Washington’s determination to sustain its systemic leadership with a

view to ‘making a better life for all people’ [10] not only posed philosophical

challenges, but also carried real-world urgency across East Asia. America’s intelli-

gence community acknowledged that Beijing’s assertive approach to territorial

disputes was, partly, ‘a response to the US strategic rebalance towards Asia-Pacific,

which Chinese leaders believe is aimed at undermining China’s position in the

region’ [11].

Tensions challenged the broad sweep of Sino-American opinion. When then-

Vice President Xi Jinping visited Washington in 2012, meeting President Obama on

Valentine’s Day, they knew bilateral relations mattered, and not just structurally.

Seventy-one percent of American respondents thought Sino-US relations were

important or very important; 85 % of US opinion leaders thought so, with 57 %

of them describing these as ‘very important’. In China, 90 % of respondents

believed Sino-US relations were important, or very important. However, both

America’s general population and opinion leaders shared concerns. At 76 % and

78 % respectively, they identified a lack of trust as the biggest threat. China’s trade

surpluses, at 66 % and 78 % respectively, increasing demand for natural resources

(at 66 and 69 %) and different political systems (at 59 and 62 %) posed additional

challenges.

Seen from China, America’s most potent strength lay in its ‘high-tech products’

[12]. A majority of Americans sought better relations in economic, energy, educa-

tional, scientific, political and diplomatic arenas. However, DoD’s use of Chinese

assets in pursuing strategic goals, demonstrating collaborative potential, raised

hackles. Some legislators, outraged by US Africa Command’s (AFRICOM) lease

of China’s Apstar-7 communications satellite, complained this exposed ‘our mili-

tary to the risk that China may seek to turn off our “eyes and ears” at the time of

their choosing’ [13]. Washington and Beijing stood atop perceptual monuments to

Sino-US cooperation, but the reality looked starker.

Strategic competition so troubled a staunch ally, former Australian Prime Min-

ister, Kevin Rudd, that he urged Washington to reconsider the military core of its
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‘Asian pivot’. Having advised Washington in 2009 to prepare for possible war, he

now thought Xi Jinping could ‘take China in a new direction’, focusing on national

transformation, with painful attendant consequences. While differences over

Beijing’s offshore territorial claims would occasionally ruffle feathers, ‘China

will prefer to resolve the conflicts rather than have them derail that stability.’

Rudd believed Xi was a leader America ‘could seek to do business with, not just

on the management of the tactical issues of the day but also on broader, longer-term

strategic questions’ [14]. Describing Chinese leaders as realists who respected

firmness, confidence and predictability, Rudd suggested that with the ‘Pivot’ in

place, Washington explore collaborative possibilities with Beijing. Given his stat-

ure among statesmen commanding Beltway attention, Rudd’s recommendation that

given ‘a unique window of opportunity’ at the advent of the Xi-Li leadership’s

decade-long term, Washington focus on diplomacy, and not just muscularity,

resonated among those galvanised by America’s myriad challenges.

The import of linkages between the world’s two largest economies brought US

Treasury Secretary, Jacob Lew, to Beijing in the first high-level encounter, days

after Xi’s ascent to the presidency. Lew was followed weeks later by Secretary of

State Kerry and CJCS General Dempsey. The 45-min Xi-Lew exchange covered

the relative values of the two currencies, state of the European- and global

economies, intellectual-property rights (IPR) protection, cybersecurity and North

Korea. These issues, dividing the two powers, were considered amenable to solu-

tion only if Washington and Beijing cooperated [15]. Lew was ‘candid and direct’

in conveying US concerns. Xi noted, ‘we have a seamless connection. In the China-

US relationship we have enormous shared interests, but of course unavoidably we

have some differences’ [16]. While leadership-level talks absorbed elites, netizens

were excited by Lew’s post-meeting lunch at a cheap Beijing bistro [17].

Kerry’s meeting with Xi and senior aides focused on North Korea’s threats to

mount nuclear strikes on South Korea and America, as well as Iran’s nuclear

programme, the Syrian conflict, other Middle-Eastern challenges, and global eco-

nomic difficulties. Xi recalled his telephone-conversation with Obama shortly after

Xi’s ascent to the presidency, reaffirming their commitment to ‘developing the

cooperative partnership and building a new type of major-country relations.’ He

stressed the ‘strategic nature’ of China–US relations [18] as their discussions ‘ran

over by quite a lot.’ Kerry sought Chinese help in calming DPRK-rooted tensions,

underscoring ‘our joint commitment to the denuclearization of the Korean penin-

sula in a peaceful manner.’ Beijing maintained the Korean crisis ‘should be handled

and resolved peacefully through dialogue and consultation’, pledging to cooperate

[19]. Kerry reported, the talks ‘couldn’t have been more constructive, and more

forward-leaning’ [20].

Dempsey held talks with PLA counterpart General Fang Fenghui, addressed

officers at the NDU, and visited PLA installations. They agreed on joint exercises

and other exchanges aimed at building mutual trust. Fang stressed China’s interests

vis-à-vis Taiwan, Diaoyu/Senkaku islands, and North Korea: ‘It is important for our

two sides to play a constructive role in regional affairs and to work to have real
cooperation and maintain peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region’
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[21]. Dempsey discussed cybersecurity, Chinese concerns over US arms sales to

Taiwan and close-in ISR operations, discriminatory laws against China, and

perceptions that the US ‘pivot’ targeted China [22]. He insisted US forward-

presence was stabilising and its absence would be destabilising. Acknowledging

‘a very candid conversation about the perceptions to be overcome’, he vowed, ‘we

are committed to overcoming them’ [23].

Events reinforced structurally competitive dynamics. Early on, Xi articulated his

vision for the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’, the China Dream. This
entailed building a ‘moderately prosperous society’ by 2021, and a ‘modern

socialist society that is strong, democratic, cultured, and harmonious’, by 2049

[24]. Pledging the pursuit of ‘peaceful development’ in a stable regional milieu, the

CMC’s new Chairman also stressed boosting the PLA’s combat capabilities

[25]. His emphasis on realistic training-based ‘combat readiness’ sharpened the

dispensation’s military edge [26]. At the 3rd Plenary of the 18th CPC Central

Committee in November 2013, Xi added ‘army-building’ to the session’s economic

focus, instructing the CMC to ‘optimise the size and structure of the army, reform

the leadership system, and reduce noncombat institutions and personnel’

[27]. Although a civilian technocrat like Hu Jintao and Jiang Zemin, Xi’s revolu-

tionary princeling lineage, 1979–1982 service as an aide to Defence Minister Geng

Biao, and close ties to senior PLA commanders, set him apart. His immediate

elevation to CMC chairmanship broke with tradition, swiftly consolidating author-

ity over party, state and military institutions, enabling him to pursue strategic

objectives early on with greater confidence than his predecessors.

Xi’s pledges to continue peaceful development [28] notwithstanding, regional

dynamics encouraged muscularity. Washington’s deepening anxiety over ‘China’s

continued rise in regional and global influence, coupled with its military moderni-

zation and growth (and) pursuit of capabilities that extend the reach of its military’

explained tensions [29]. Legislators fulminated over ‘China’s growing defensive

capabilities and aggression’ [30]. Diplomatic emphases on cooperation masked

mutual insecurity reflected in military planning and action. US commanders

expected that ‘access and freedom of action in the shared domains of sea, air,

space, and cyber will become increasingly challenged’ [31], threatening America’s

writ, and demanding action. China continued modernising and expanding its forces

with planned construction of more capable aircraft-carriers, carrier-borne air wings

and strike-group escorts, while cautioning Japan, Vietnam and the Philippines

against ganging up with America [32]. When China’s defence white paper failed

to reaffirm its ‘no-first-use’ nuclear policy, US analysts wondered if Beijing was

changing its strategic stance [33]. As Washington responded to Beijing’s ‘counter-

intervention’ stratagems [34], dialectic dynamics became difficult to deny [35].

Around China’s periphery, America wove a fine-mesh of economic and military

patron–client networks, with officials from Obama on down visiting the region,

stressing ‘a commitment to free and open commerce; a just international order’ that

emphasised rights and responsibilities of states and, ‘fidelity to the rule of law; open

access, by all to the shared domains of sea, air, space, and now, cyberspace; and the

principle of resolving conflict without the use of force’ [36]. America itself,
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however, injected fresh forces into the Pacific, including ground-combatants: the

Army’s 1st Corps and 25th Infantry Division, and the first and third Marine

Expeditionary Forces. US Navy and Air Force began moving 60 % of their

deployed combat platforms, space and cyber capabilities, to the theatre [37]. The

USS Freedom, first of four LCS, docked at Singapore as Washington boosted

military collaboration with allies and India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and

Myanmar [38].

A naval historian noted, ‘the LCS deployment, sitting atop the Strait of Malacca

as it does, might be considered an implicit message from the US that it would be

able selectively to disrupt Chinese shipping if required’ [39]. Washington later

confirmed that Freedom conducted operational sorties, not just training drills,

during its 10-month sojourn [40]. Hagel’s parallel emphases on US support for

China’s pacific rise and the continuation of its Asian rebalance failed to reassure

Beijing [41]. While the ‘balance of international forces’ shifted ‘in favor of

maintaining world peace’, Beijing worried over ‘signs of increasing hegemonism,

power-politics and neo-interventionism.’ Local turmoil and ‘hot-spot issues’, too,

arose frequently. Contextually, ‘competition is intensifying in the international

military field. . .The US is adjusting its Asia-Pacific security strategy’ [42].

Finely balanced ups and downs characterised relations. Beijing’s new envoy to

Washington noted Obama and Hu had met 12 times, and Obama and Xi had a ‘very

good conversation’ after Xi’s accession. Sino-US differences notwithstanding,

Beijing was integrated into the existing order through the UN, World Bank, the

IMF and the WTO. However, institutions and practices designed a half-century

earlier without Chinese inputs needed changes: ‘We stand for necessary reform of

the international system, but we have no intention of overthrowing it or setting up

an entirely new one’ [43]. The G20 offered a template. Intense economic interde-

pendence, believed to generate a Mutual Assured Destruction paradigm, may have

precluded conflict. Still, Chinese and US military planners engaged in ‘thinking in

exquisite detail’, as they were are expected to, ‘about how to win such a conflict.

The problem is that the specific plans being concocted could make hostilities less

unthinkable, and two great powers with every reason to avoid war could find

themselves in one’ [44].

When Beijing launched Kunpeng VII, a multi-stage solid-propellant rocket that

reached an apogee of over 10,000 km, to study the earth’s magnetosphere with

particle detectors, magnetometers and other instruments in May 2013, Washington

assumed this was an ASAT test [45]. Three days later, the US MDA and PACOM

conducted a BMD intercept over the Pacific [46]. DoD also announced its Nimble
Titan-14 BMD collaboration with 22 ‘like-minded’ militaries, excluding the PLA

[47]. The US Navy, making aviation history while sharpening Sino-US rivalry in

the Western Pacific, launched from and then landed an autonomous X-47B combat-

capable drone on the carrier George HW Bush [48]. Washington would build a

‘much larger and much more capable’ unmanned carrier-launched airborne surveil-

lance and strike UAV (UCLASS) the size of the F-14 Tomcat [49]. Few doubted

where these new assets would be deployed, and why. Chinese investments in even

traditional sectors such as the US automotive industry raised hackles [50]. Concern
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was expressed when, to prevent costly delays in the $392bn F-35 programme, DoD

waived prohibitions on Chinese-built $2 magnets used in the fighter’s radar and

landing gear. The FBI investigated a supplier’s use in the F-35 of ‘a common

electrical sensor’ built at its Chinese plant [51].

Electronic Warfare

Few domains proved more contentious than cyber. Following finger-pointing at

Chinese IT firms Huawei and ZTE [52], after Obama’s re-election, the Secretary of

the USAF and its chief scientist warned of the dangers of cyber-intrusions

[53]. DoD’s Task Force on cyber threats advised that a peer-adversary’s cyber

attacks on IT networks would include denial of service, data corruption, supply-

chain disruption, ‘traitorous insiders’, and all-altitude kinetic and non-kinetic

attacks from underwater to space. US weapons might not fire, or could be redirected

at own forces. Supply of food, water, ammunition and fuel ‘may not arrive when or

where needed.’ Military commanders could ‘rapidly lose trust’ in information and

their ‘ability to control US systems and forces. Once lost, that trust is very difficult

to regain’ [54]. The Task Force believed ‘the integrated impact of a cyber attack has

the potential of existential consequences’ [55]. DoD was urged to ‘Protect the

Nuclear Strike as a Deterrent’ against ‘nuclear and cyber attackers’, determine

the mix of ‘cyber, protected-conventional, and nuclear capabilities necessary for

assured operation in the face of a full-spectrum adversary’, reform intelligence

collection and analysis to grasp ‘adversarial cyber capabilities, plans and intentions,

and to enable counterstrategies’, build and maintain ‘world-class cyber offensive

capabilities’, forge cyber-resilience in US forces, and enhance defences against

‘low and mid-tier threats’ [56]. The conclusion: ‘We must start now!’ [57]
The report did not name China, but US officials told the media Chinese cyber-

intruders had breached DoD and defence-industry security firewalls, stealing

design-data from programmes ‘critical’ to missile-defences, combat aircraft and

ships including PAC-2 advanced Patriots, Terminal High Altitude Area Defence

(THAAD), Aegis BMD systems, F-35 and F/A-18 fighters, the V-22 tilt-rotor

Osprey, Blackhawk helicopters and the LCS [58]. Unauthorised access to protected

technologies, they warned, could help China accelerate weapon-systems develop-

ment, build countermeasures neutralising US advantage, and change the power-

calculus in future conflict. DoD complained that PLA computer-network-exploita-

tion (CNE) operations targeted US defence and defence-industrial networks,

exfiltrated data ‘used to benefit China’s defense industry, high technology

industries, policymaker interest in US leadership thinking on key China issues’,

and PLA planners building ‘a picture of US defense networks, logistics, and related

military capabilities.’ This could be exploited during crises, reinforcing China’s

cyber-attack potential in case of conflict [59]. US legislators, accusing Beijing of

stealing ‘technology and other vital business information from American industry

and our government’, urged officials and businessmen to together ‘advance our own

cyber security’ [60].
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Beijing underscored the PLA’s role in resisting aggression, containing separat-

ism, defending border, coastal and territorial air security, protecting ‘national

maritime rights’, and ‘national security interests in outer space and cyberspace.’

It promised, ‘We will not attack unless we are attacked; but we will surely

counterattack if attacked’ [61]. To this end, the PLA intensified ‘the joint employ-

ment of different services and arms, and enhance warfighting capabilities based on

information systems’ [62]. Shortly after the DSB issued its report, Mandiant

Corporation designated the PLA’s Shanghai-based Unit-61398, or the second

Bureau of the General Staff Department’s third Department, as Advanced Persistent

Threat-1 (APT1), the most prolific source of cyber intrusions into US government

and defence-industry networks [63]. Obama issued an executive order, pledging to

strengthen America’s cyber security [64]. His National Security Adviser, Tom

Donilon, noted that Sino-US leadership exchanges now focused on ‘sophisticated,

targeted theft of confidential business information and proprietary technologies

through cyber intrusions emanating from China on an unprecedented scale.’

Donilon reiterated Obama’s vow that ‘we will protect our economy against cyber

threats’ [65].

The next day, commander of US Cyber Command (CYBERCOM) told Congress

that while terrorists and ‘hacktivists’, too, targeted US interests, most serious

threats originated with foreign states. CYBERCOM, co-located with the National

Security Agency (NSA), was fashioning defensive and offensive capabilities

against these threats [66]. Obama himself noted ‘some very aggressive executive

actions’ [67] already taken, with more planned. In his March 2013 global threat

assessment, DNI James Clapper told Congress China and Russia were unlikely to

launch a devastating cyber attack on America ‘outside of a military conflict or crisis

that they believe threatens their vital interests.’ However, lower-level attacks were

possible. Foreign intelligence services had ‘penetrated numerous computer

networks’, targeting both open and classified data. This enabled ‘our adversaries

to close the technological gap between our respective militaries, slowly neutralising

one of our key advantages in the international arena’ [68]. Clapper posited, China’s

assertive conduct over maritime/territorial disputes partly responded to ‘the US

strategic rebalance towards Asia-Pacific, which Chinese leaders believe is aimed at

undermining China’s position in the region’ [69]. Washington’s recognition of the

dialectic dynamics shaping Sino-US mutual insecurity was reinforced in the DoD’s

report on ballistic missile threats which placed China ahead of North Korea and Iran

as a potential attacker [70].

Against that backdrop, Hagel stressed the potency of ‘Cyberattacks—which

barely registered as a threat a decade ago, have grown into a defining security

challenge, with potential adversaries seeking the ability to strike at America’s

security, energy, economic and critical infrastructure with the benefit of anonymity

and distance’ [71]. He noted that America and China, differences notwithstanding,

shared common interests which offered opportunities for cooperation, but within

the framework of ‘America’s continued global leadership’ [72].

CJCSC Dempsey explained DoD’s anxieties: ‘Cyber has escalated from an issue

of moderate concern to one of the most serious threats to our national security. We
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now live in a world of weaponized bits and bytes, where an entire country can be

disrupted by the click of a mouse’ [73]. With its 15,000 networks, DoD took on the

new mission of ‘defending the nation from cyber attack’, by investing $23bn in

cyber security, expanding CYBERCOM, recruiting 4,000 new cyber-operators and

integrating cyber missions across US forces. CYBERCOM would counter ‘adver-

sary attacks’ round-the-clock, supporting combatant commanders executing mili-

tary missions, and defending networks supporting US global military operations

[74]. Noting that a major cyberattack ‘may be as serious as a nuclear bomb’,

Dempsey sought his counterpart, General Fang Fenghui’s cooperation. Fang

observed, ‘Anyone can launch the attacks, from the place where he lives, from

his own country or from another country’ [75].

Security challenges overlapped with the economics of innovation and ingenuity.

A bipartisan commission endorsed Hagel’s comments, concluding, ‘China is the

world’s largest source of IP theft.’ Losses exceeded $300bn annually; prevention

would ‘add millions of jobs’ to the US economy; IP thefts lowered US GDP growth,

discouraged innovation and slowed quality-of-life progress. And China was respon-

sible for about 70 % of such theft [76]. Influential voices urged Obama to prioritise

IP policy, appointing the President’s National Security Advisor as its principal

coordinator. That resonated with Donilon’s statements and arrests of ‘Chinese

spies’ accused of stealing sensitive defence-industry data, reinforcing the impres-

sion of massive Chinese covert operations against America’s security interests [77].

Tables Turn

Beijing denied any aggressive cyber-operations. PLA drills included manoeuvres in

challenging electromagnetic environments, and ‘blue teams’ enhanced realistic

military training, but the military was only ‘working extensively to upgrade its

technological capabilities and improve its ability to maintain cyber security’

[78]. The Ministry of National Defence (MND) rebutted Mandiant’s allegations:

‘The report, in only relying on linking IP addresses to reach a conclusion the

hacking attacks originated from China, lacks technical proof. Everyone knows

that the use of usurped IP addresses to carry out hacking attacks happens on an

almost daily basis.’ The MND noted, there was no ‘internationally clear, unified

definition of what consists of a “hacking attack”.’ There is no legal evidence behind

the report subjectively inducing that the everyday gathering of online (information)

is online spying’ [79]. Beijing accused DoD of making similar accusations ‘year

after year to justify a defense build up and hype the so-called China military

threat’ [80].

Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi added, ‘We oppose making cyberspace into

another battle front, and using it as a means to interfere in other’s internal affairs’

[81]. China’s envoy to America, Cui Tiankai, posited, ‘if we look at the develop-

ment of IT and the industry itself, the United States is much more advanced than

China.’ So, logically, ‘the weaker should be more concerned about the stronger.
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The stronger is in a better position both to defend itself and to maybe go on the

offensive against others’ [82].

Counter-allegations supplemented denials. Beijing claimed 6,747 overseas

servers deployed Trojans or ‘botnets’ to control 1.9m Chinese mainframe

computers. Among these, 2,194 US-based servers controlled 1,287,000 Chinese

mainframes; 1,959 US-based mainframes hacked more than 3,500 Chinese

websites; 96 % of phishing sites targeting Chinese e-commerce users ran on

overseas servers, 73.1 % of these US-based [83]. Western media still emphasised

American complaints against alleged Chinese intrusions. US officials told

journalists that after 3 quiet months, PLA Unit-61398 was ‘back in business’

[84]. In May, Obama sent Donilon to Beijing to underscore concerns, including

cyber-related ones, ahead of a summit with Xi. Beijing denied any responsibility for

hacking US networks, insisting ‘China is also a victim of hacking’ [85]. Days later,

Hagel briefed an international gathering of senior defence, military and intelligence

officials on American concerns ‘about the growing threat of cyber intrusions, some

of which appear to be tied to the Chinese government and military’ [86].

As Xi flew to California for his ‘shirt-sleeve’ summit with Obama in June,

reports of US and allied cyber-espionage targeting both potential adversaries and

some allies broke [87]. The NSA, FBI and Britain’s Government Communications

Headquarters (GCHQ) accessed servers and client databases of Microsoft, Yahoo,

Google, Apple, Facebook, PalTalk, AOL, Skype and YouTube in a secret

programme named Prism. A series of leaked NSA documents and Powerpoint

slides revealed the agencies’ operations under a 2006 Bush Administration law,

renewed by Obama in December 2012. This followed revelations of the NSA

collecting telephony metadata as well as clients’ communications’ content from

Verizon, America’s largest mobile service-provider [88]. Although reports

indicated NSA and the service-providers were collaborating, the latter denied

knowledge of Prism or the NSA’s extraction of client-data from their networks

and servers [89]. Civil libertarians complained that government agencies were

collecting not only US nationals’ telephony data, but also information on their

associations and possible whereabouts. Breaches of citizens’ privacy outraged US

critics, but the reports revealed the global scale of US cyber-operations amassing

information about mostly foreign individuals and organisations.

Edward Snowden, a Hawaii-based NSA contractor, had flown to Hong Kong

with a cache of computerised documents revealing how US and allied intelligence

agencies collaborated with ‘thousands of technology, finance and manufacturing

companies’ in securing sensitive information, ‘in return receiving benefits that

included access to classified intelligence’ [90]. NSA operatives, working under a

US–UK covert operation named Muscular, had broken into the communication

links connecting Google and Yahoo global data-centres. By tapping these links, the

NSA monitored hundreds of millions US and foreign user accounts. This flood of

information, containing 181,280,466 ‘new records’ over a 30-day period, for

instance, flowed into the NSA headquarters in Maryland [91]. When Washington

pressed Hong Kong to extradite Snowden for trial on espionage-related charges, he

flew to Moscow where he remained stuck for weeks at an airport lounge before
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receiving temporary asylum. He reported that the NSA used Google cookies to

identify and monitor individuals and accounts for hacking [92]. By tapping into

cables linking global cellphone networks, the NSA collected almost five billion call

records daily from around the world, enabling it to track movements and establish

relationships among callers ‘in ways that would have been previously

unimaginable’ [93].

Documents revealed NSA–GCHQ snooping of electronic communications of

over a thousand high-level targets including heads of state/government, including

America’s closest allies, as well as large corporations, UN agencies, global

charities, suspected terrorists, and ‘various entities in Beijing’ [94]. As the scale

of the NSA’s planetary cyber-snooping, including 35 foreign leaders’ cellphones,

emerged, China and targeted US allies demanded explanations [95]. The NSA’s

acquisition of virtually all US telephone call-records, as well as foreign ones, with

around a trillion call-data in store, drew much criticism [96]. The NSA’s Mystic/
Retro programme, revealed to record the entire phone-call output of targeted

countries, including audio-records in monthly rolling archives, underscored the

scale [97]. A US federal judge judged that such ‘indiscriminate’ and ‘arbitrary

invasion’ of US phone records was ‘almost certainly unconstitutional’ [98]. A

presidential review board recommended that the NSA transfer such meta-data to

be ‘held privately for the government to query when necessary for national security

purposes’ [99]. It urged the President to ‘create a new process requiring high-level

approval of all sensitive intelligence requirements. . .(to). . .identify both the uses

and limits of surveillance on foreign leaders’ [100]. Obama ordered some changes

to NSA operations, but retained foreign snooping [101].

Beijing’s anxiety was justified. Snowden revealed the scale of NSA’s operations

against China, including penetration of Huawei’s global network linking the

telecommunications infrastructure in many countries, but focusing on China’s

leadership [102]. Agency operatives had been stealing text messages from Chinese

mobile companies, hacking computers at the Hong Kong headquarters of Pacnet,

operators of one of Asia’s largest fibre-optic cable networks, and attacking servers

at Beijing’s Tsinghua University, China’s best-known elite school [103]. Tsinghua

housed the China Education and Research Network (CERNET), the first of China’s

six major ‘backbone networks’, holding internet data on millions of Chinese

nationals. The world’s largest national research hub, Tsinghua received ‘intensive

and concerted’ attacks, with at least 65 servers and computers hacked by NSA

agents on a single day in January 2013 [104]. Snowden said the NSA targeted

‘network backbones’ channelling ‘colossal’ amounts of data. The NSA’s symbiotic

DoD partner, US CYBERCOM, under the Quantum programme, used radio-

frequency technology to steal data from around 100,000 computers globally,

many belonging to the PLA [105]. Beijing, describing itself as ‘a major victim’

of cyberattacks, established an office to manage cybersecurity-related diplomacy

[106]. However, since Washington devoted $6.5bn annually to cybersecurity and

Beijing, only $400m [107], China’s ability to defend against US cyberattacks

remained modest. Beijing bolstered cybersecurity, but much remained to be done.
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The revelations embarrassed America and its ‘Five-Eyes’ allies, Canada,

Britain, Australia and New Zealand, and other partners [108]. US intelligence

officials denied any wrongdoing, insisting they were defending national interests

against serious threats, especially from China [109]. The NSA stressed it collected

internet and other electronic data as authorised by the Foreign Intelligence Surveil-

lance Act (FISA). It acknowledged ‘touching’ only 1.6 %, and analysing only

0.00004 %, of the global internet traffic [110]. In response to media allegations of

massive, and possibly illegal, cyber-collection activities, the NSA insisted its

operations met Executive Branch requirements, executed under regulatory

frameworks, and supervised internally and externally. Most of its efforts, directed

at ‘foreign intelligence interests’, involved tapping ‘satellite links, microwave

towers, and fiber optic cables’ used by foreign intelligence services. The NSA

focused on ‘targeting the communications of those targets. . .What the NSA does is

collect the communications of foreign intelligence value, irrespective of the pro-

vider that carries them’ [111].

Following revelations of collaboration with NSA snoopers who mined customer

data from their global networks, eight ‘tech giants’ led by Google and Microsoft

pressed Washington to limit and regulate snooping [112]. By then, the China-

business prospects of Apple, Cisco, Google, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle and

Qualcomm had been ‘irreparably’ damaged [113]. Continuing Sino-US cyber-

related exchanges lost the sting of Western critique of Chinese hacking. Occasional

eruptions did illuminate challenges cyber-security posed to bilateral relations.

Covert Chinese acquisition of US munitions data remained especially sensitive

[114]. Chinese commentary reflected scepticism born of inconsistencies between

US word and action [115]: ‘Cyber attacks, a weapon frequently used by the US

government, have turned out to be its own Achilles’ heel. China is generous enough

not to hype this incident in consideration of the Sino-US relationship’ [116]. In late

2013, Beijing acknowledged mutually beneficial cyber-cooperation [117], but as

America boosted its domain-capabilities [118], Xi established and headed a

cybersecurity leading group hoping to turn China into a ‘cyber-power’ [119].

The power of cyber-insecurity to disrupt relations was underscored when, in a

potent if symbolic move, Washington indicted five PLA officers on charges of

‘aggravated identity theft’, ‘economic espionage’, ‘trade secret theft’, accessing

protected computers to obtain unauthorised information, and transmitting

programmes, information, codes or commands ‘with the intent to cause damage

to protected computers’ [120]. Beijing, describing America as ‘a hacking empire’,

accused it of hypocrisy [121], and suspended meetings of a Sino-US cybersecurity

working group established after the Sunnylands summit. Beijing rejected

Washington’s differentiation between cyber-espionage against state organs and

defence-related commercial firms. Revelations that an even more sophisticated

Chinese group, ‘Axiom’, was hacking into US networks, prompting Beijing’s

angry refutation, underscored the simmering dispute as Obama prepared for his

second summit with Xi [122].
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Peninsular Histrionics

On February 12, 2013, hours before Obama delivered the first State of the Union

address of his second term, and as US and South Korean forces drilled together,

North Korea conducted its third nuclear test. The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban

Treaty Organisation’s (CTBO) 94 seismic stations detected a 4.9-magnitude explo-

sion, double the strength of the 2009 test, and much larger than the 2006 detonation,

at the site of previous tests [123]. Challenging UN Security Council resolutions and

following the launch of two long-range rockets considered ballistic missile

prototypes, the detonation confirmed Kim Jong-un, the late Kim Jong-il’s succes-

sor, as a threat to efforts at fashioning a stable regional security architecture. Obama

stated, ‘North Korea’s nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programs constitute a

threat to US national security and to international peace and security.’ America

remained ‘vigilant in the face of North Korean provocations and steadfast in our

defense commitments to allies in the region’ [124].

US diplomacy with other members of the 6-Party forum less Pyongyang swiftly

generated consensual disapprobation. The UNSC, rejecting Pyongyang’s descrip-

tion of the test as a defensive measure against ‘US hostility’ [125], unanimously

condemned it. Fresh sanctions were imposed as Washington led joint-military drills

with Seoul and Tokyo around the peninsula. In response, Pyongyang issued threats

against America; Washington proclaimed, ‘We will defend the United States; we

will defend our allies, Japan and Korea’ [126].

Belligerence betrayed the failure of secret US–DPRK liaisons in Singapore and

China in 2012, and in New York in early 2013, when Pyongyang warned of an

imminent nuclear test. Another secret meeting followed in March, but with the

parties entrenched in contrary positions, stalemate persisted [127]. Following these

failed encounters, both sides ratcheted up pressure. South Korean Defence Minister

Kim Kwan-jin huddled with Hagel in the Pentagon to address Pyongyang’s threat-

ening rhetoric [128]. Rejecting North Korean requests to cancel US–ROK Exercise
Foal Eagle, they mounted an ‘initial-entry force for the strategic mission’

SOF-insertion drill, Balance Knife 13-1, into North Korea [129]. Pyongyang

announced the resumption of plutonium production at Youngbyon, and deployed

‘all field artillery units including long-range artillery units (and) strategic rocket

units that will target all enemy objects in US invasionary bases.’

Pyongyang would strike at US bases in South Korea and in Japan, and also

‘bases of the US imperialist aggressor troops in the US mainland and on Hawaii and

Guam and other operational zones in the Pacific’ [130]. General James Thurman,

commander of US–UN Combined Forces Command in South Korea, postponed

scheduled Congressional testimony, staying back to manage defensive preparations

instead [131]. As US–ROK military exercises continued and two nuclear-capable

B-2 stealth bombers flew on a ‘long-duration, round-trip training mission’ from

Missouri to Korea and back, photographs of Kim Jong-un being briefed on DPRK

missiles being readied to strike Hawaii, Washington, Los Angeles and Austin

appeared in North Korean media [132]. Washington ordered ‘training’ sorties by

F-22 stealth fighters and B-52 bombers over South Korea [133]. Two days after the
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B-2 flights, Pyongyang announced a ‘state of war’ with South Korea. DoD

announced, ‘We stand ready to respond to any contingency’ [134]. Pyongyang

advised foreign diplomats to leave, as it might fail to assure their safety after April

10. None left, but Seoul and Washington raised their military alert levels

[135]. DoD deployed a THAAD battery to Guam to deter tensions from

precipitating conflict [136].

While both sides sounded confident, analysts expressed profound anxiety over

the risks of war breaking out [137]. Some observers thought US–ROK military

muscularity might have convinced North Korea of an imminent invasion, triggering

defensive insecurity [138]. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon was ‘deeply

concerned and troubled’ by events, especially the DPRK’s ‘very negative inflam-

matory rhetoric’ which he identified as ‘the main cause of the increasing tensions’

[139]. China and Russia, too, sought to calm passions, but their perspective on the

challenge differed from America’s [140]. Washington sought to show resolve in the

face of what it considered aggressive provocation, assure regional allies, especially

South Korea, of its commitment to their defence, and maintain predictability in a

volatile region. However, ‘routine’ US–ROK drills deepened Pyongyang’s insecu-

rity, forcing it into greater recalcitrance. The DPRK military command reported

being ‘authorised’ to attack America using ‘smaller, lighter and diversified’ nuclear

weapons [141]. In the face of such belligerence, Hagel postponed a planned

Minuteman-III ICBM test, to avoid aggravating Pyongyang’s anxiety.

He had good reasons. Washington was divided in assessing the DPRK’s ballis-

tic-missile-and-nuclear warhead capabilities. The DIA, responsible for monitoring

these programmes of the DPRK and other potential adversaries such as Iran, Russia

and China, concluded with ‘moderate confidence’ that Pyongyang could

miniaturise nuclear warheads to mount these on ballistic missiles, although the

weapons’ ‘reliability will be low’ [142]. The DIA’s ‘identification’ of non-existent

Iraqi WMD before America’s 2003 invasion bore heavily on discussions. DNI

James Clapper questioned Pyongyang’s ability to demonstrate ‘the full range of

capabilities necessary for a nuclear-armed missile.’ DoD leaders shared his scepti-

cism. Nonetheless, Clapper told Congress, ‘North Korea has already demonstrated

capabilities that threaten the United States and the security environment in East

Asia’ [143]. That ambiguity indicated US reluctance to acknowledge the DPRK as

a nuclear-weapon state, which would challenge the NPT-based non-proliferation

regime undergirded with US military power designed to deter horizontal

proliferators, and the need to prepare domestic and international audiences for a

security milieu in which demonising rhetoric and military displays could not

air-brush away North Korea’s nuclear reality.

China’s flexibility on the Korean challenge was a new factor. Beijing had

endorsed Kim Jong-un’s succession early on, but it maintained a distance with

him while Xi Jinping conversed with South Korea’s newly-elected President Park

Geun-hye. To foreign guests, Xi stressed China’s focus on peaceful development,

the need to cooperate, and address differences with mutual respect [144]. Beijing

insisted tensions be resolved diplomatically and Korean denuclearisation pursued

via the 6-party process. It fully supported the UNSC resolution condemning
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Pyongyang’s nuclear test and imposing additional sanctions. While remaining

strategically supportive of its ally, China shifted ground tactically [145]. When

the security of foreign diplomats in North Korea came under question, Beijing

announced it would ‘safeguard the legitimate rights and safety of its citizens and

business’ there [146], while decrying ‘troublemaking at the doorsteps of China’

[147]. Beijing saw US military muscularity as provocative, but US military-

diplomatic vigour ‘apparently prompted China’ to urge restraint on Pyongyang

while ‘improving US-China cooperation’ [148].

John Kerry’s engagement with South Korean, Chinese and Japanese

counterparts articulated incentives and disincentives, promoting democratic values

while acknowledging power-relations realities, and sought to deter destabilising

provocations with emphases on collegial collaboration [149]. Kerry stressed the US

‘rebalancing to Asia’ was a comprehensive commitment to the region unaffected by

domestic political-economic turbulence, and one designed to boost stability and

prosperity, rather than to threaten anyone [150]. Yang Jiechi, vowing ‘China is

firmly committed to upholding peace and stability and advancing the

denuclearisation process on the Korean peninsula’, urged ‘the issue should be

handled and resolved peacefully through dialogue.’ Kerry agreed to hold ‘further

discussion to bear down very quickly with great specificity on exactly how we will

accomplish this goal’ [151]. His offer to negotiate with Pyongyang, while US–ROK

military manoeuvres displayed allied combat capabilities [152], received short

shrift [153]. While cooperating on restraining Pyongyang, China criticised the

fallout from US action on its security milieu. In a veiled reference to the ‘rebal-

ance’, it noted, ‘China has an arduous task to safeguard its national unification,

territorial integrity and development interests. Some country has strengthened its

Asia-Pacific military alliances, expanded its military presence in the region, and

frequently makes the situation there tenser’ [154].

After Washington and Seoul proposed talks with Pyongyang ‘under certain

circumstances’, while urging North Korea to cease issuing ‘provocative

statements’, the latter’s National Defence Commission (NDC) blamed the former

for the ‘acute situation that has persisted on the Korean Peninsula.’ The simultane-

ity of the ‘rhetoric of dialogue raised by the master and the stooge’ reflected their

‘calculation that they can never bring the DPRK into submission with military

threats and “sanctions”’ [155]. The NDC charged America and ‘all kinds of hostile

forces following it’ of having pushed the peninsula ‘to such a grave phase as now.’

Pyongyang said the ‘“provocation” charge brought against the DPRK by the US has

become undisguised since they called the DPRK’s legitimate and peaceful satellite

launch as a “missile launch”’ [156].

Although Washington had deployed some of the world’s most sophisticated

weapons around North Korea, Pyongyang had never described US satellite

launches as missile-launches or asked the UN to impose sanctions, nor had it ever

‘threatened and blackmailed the US by deploying its elite armed forces in waters off

the US.’ America’s demand that North Korea show the ‘will for denuclearisation’

as a precondition for dialogue was a provocation. As long as US forces, including

nuclear forces, threatened the DPRK, Pyongyang would maintain its defensive
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measures. ‘Dialogue can never go with war actions’ [157]. The unexpected execu-

tion of Kim Jong-un’s uncle and former-mentor Jang Song-thaek, and his wife’s

reported coma, further deepened concerns [158].

Back in Washington, Kerry told Congress the past two decades offered evidence

of the limited influence America exercised with North Korea. The only instrument

in the US toolkit vis-à-vis Pyongyang was ‘the military threat’. Given the untested

Kim Jong-un’s proclivity to be provocative and reckless, ‘that has huge risks and

dangers.’ Kerry noted that China, in contrast, did ‘have a relationship. . .(and)
without China, North Korea would collapse.’ Beijing was anxious about the

DPRK’s possible implosion because it would bear most of the consequences of

state-collapse. ‘Therefore, I think it is important for us to work with China. And I

think China has indicated its willingness to work with us’ [159]. Kerry affirmed that

China was cooperating with Russia, Japan, South Korea as well as America, to

stabilise the Peninsula.

These trends were reinforced in 2014 with Xi’s visit to Seoul and continuing

chill vis-à-vis Pyongyang. Three weeks after Kerry’s visit to Beijing, the Bank of

China, the country’s fourth-largest bank, announced the closure of the account of

Pyongyang’s Foreign Trade Bank and cessation of all transactions with it, offering

no explanation [160]. This unusual step inflicted financial pain on North Korea.

Coincidentally, DoD renewed a $10.7m lease on China’s Apstar-7 satellite to

provide communications to the US AFRICOM, despite some Congressional anxiety

that Beijing could turn off US ‘eyes and ears at the time of their choosing’

[161]. This was the backdrop against which Xi Jinping flew to California for a

summit-meeting with Obama.

A Summit Like None Other?

Described as a ‘shirt-sleeve’ summit to reflect the informal ambience marking

exchanges, Barack Obama’s June 2013 meeting with Xi Jinping at Rancho Mirage

in California’s Sunnylands Retreat represented a convergence of interests in

establishing a comfortable working relationship, understanding each other’s

perspectives and ‘core interests’, building ‘strategic trust’, and forging what Xi

called ‘a new type of major-power relationship’. The engagement would help

leaders to manage and mitigate Sino-US clashes of interests and ambitions almost

inevitable when a status quo-oriented hegemonic primate encountered an existen-

tially revisionist rising power [162]. One analyst noted, both Washington and

Beijing sought a Deng Xiaoping-like Chinese leader who articulated a clear vision,

brought directness to diplomacy and commanded sufficient authority to issue on-

the-spot orders which were implemented. For China, such a leader would again

secure America’s ‘respectful acknowledgement of its earned status as equal partner

on the world stage’ [163]. Xi showed signs of acquiring such authority.

For China, this ‘new type of major-power relationship’ entailed a domestically

focused and consumption-based developmental strategy alongside pragmatic diplo-

macy stressing cultural and economic elements over power-political ones, so as to
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break with past patterns of rising powers clashing with established hegemons.

However, the other half of that formulation depended on US responses to China’s

‘peaceful development’ [164]. Xi’s proposal was summarised as ‘no confrontation,

no antagonism, and respect for each other towards win-win cooperation’. In crucial

military spheres, respect is mutual and neither dominates; both sides ‘respect the

other’s vital interests and major concerns, pay attention to the other’s comfort level,

not forcefully imposing one’s will onto the other, or not gaining one’s own interests

at the expense’ of the other. Such a ‘relationship of cooperation and win-win’ is not

one of ‘zero-sum competition’ [165].

Both parties ‘work hard to expand our mutual interests’ and cooperative spaces,

and effectively manage ‘frictions and risks towards the ultimate goal of cooperation

and win-win to avoid the recidivist trap’. Such a relationship is founded on mutual

trust, not suspicion. Both parties objectively view each other’s strategic intention to

advance trust and ‘refrain from words and actions that could pose negative effect

upon mutual trust’, and avoid ‘unwarranted accusations and to reduce

misperceptions and miscalculations’. To establish and promote such a comprehen-

sive, open and inclusive relationship, both sides must work with other actors ‘to

strengthen communication, coordination and cooperation, to maintain strategic

balance and stability’ globally, and in Asia-Pacific particularly [166].

US perspectives differed. Influential analysts urged increased bilateral trade,

investment and financial collaboration, appointing senior co-ordinators of bilateral

engagement, institutionalising and broadening military-to-military exchanges, and

improving management of third-party actors, obviating gratuitous provocations

[167]. Obama recognised, ‘we have a unique opportunity to take the US-China

relationship to a new level. And I am absolutely committed to making sure that we

don’t miss that opportunity.’ Xi agreed, ‘the two sides must work together to build a

new model of major country relationship based on mutual respect and win-win

cooperation. . .When China and the United States work together, we can be an

anchor for world stability and the propeller of world peace’ [168]. Xi proposed the

two sides notify each other on major military operations, and frame ‘rules of

behaviour for military and naval activities’ [169]. However, fundamental

divergences persisted.

While China stressed equality and mutual respect, America sought stabilisation

of systemic turbulence triggered by China’s rapid rise by recalibrating, not chang-

ing, the US-led order. The summit aimed at politically leading efforts at reconciling

these nuanced differences [170]. Some differences, however, were less nuanced.

While Obama and Xi, in their 8-odd hours of talks, underscored the strategic, long-

term, framework of their exchanges, events intervened. The first day’s deliberations

ranged ‘from North Korea to cyberspace to international institutions.’ Obama

insisted the NSA’s operations differed qualitatively from alleged Chinese

military-industrial data-thefts, the latter being the source of Washington’s most

serious concern. However, both parties shared interests in agreeing on rules of the

road in these ‘uncharted waters’ [171].

Xi described new technology as ‘a double-edged sword’ which, while driving

‘progress in ensuring better material and cultural life for the people’, could create
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‘problems for regulators’ and ‘infringe upon the rights of state, enterprises, societies

and individuals’ [172]. He pointed to the new Sino-US working group on cyber-

security as the way forward, provided it conducted ‘good-faith cooperation’ to

‘remove misgivings and make information security and cybersecurity a positive

area of cooperation’ [173]. Obama described Chinese hacking as theft of US

intellectual property, but took no responsibility for the NSA’s snooping; Xi ‘under-

stood’ how seriously Washington took cybersecurity, but denied any Chinese

hacking [174]. Their agreement to address cybersecurity issues within the S&ED

framework defused tensions without addressing fundamental differences. Obama’s

somewhat defensive stance, triggered by the Snowden revelations, was reinforced

by Xi’s decision against staying at Sunnylands. He chose a nearby hotel, for fear of

eavesdropping [175].

Obama articulated visions of collegial collaboration in which China is ‘in a

position to work with (America) as equal partners in dealing with many of the

global challenges that no single nation can address by itself’ [176]. Xi assured him

that the Chinese Dream sought ‘economic prosperity, national renewal and people’s

well-being. The Chinese Dream is about cooperation, development, peace and

win-win, and it is connected to the American Dream and the beautiful dreams

people in other countries may have’ [177]. The bland nature of official statements

notwithstanding, Obama and Xi gave the impression of easy candour. Commentary

suggested having made a personal measure of each other, they seemed comfortable,

and were able to sustain a meaningful dialogue [178]. They edged closer on North

Korea and climate change—signing an agreement on eliminating hydrofluor-

ocarbons. On the human-rights front, Beijing issued passports to two relatives of

the self-exiled blind activist Chen Guangchen, and released US scientist Hu

Zhicheng, held for 5 years on espionage charges.

But equality and ‘win-win’ would neither be won nor conceded easily. On

fundamental questions of power-parity, instead of endorsing Beijing’s proposed

‘new model of major-country relationship’ denoting a measure of equality, Obama

offered the prospect of a ‘new model of cooperation’, signifying lesser substance

[179]. And on urgent maritime flashpoints in East Asian waters, accord eluded

them. Obama urged Xi to lower the temperature with Japan on their territorial

dispute; Xi replied, China would ‘resolutely defend its national sovereignty’, while

asking Obama to end arms-sales to Taiwan and lift restrictions on high-tech sales to

China. The two leaders aired familiar positions and seemed no closer to resolving

the elemental dichotomy dividing the established primate and its presumed peer-

rival. Still, the optics offered an optimism apparently justified by progress in S&ED

talks, and Chinese Defence Minister Chang Wangquan’s visit to America, which

followed.

The challenge resided in sustaining the momentum of high-level dialogue

enabling the permanent bureaucracies constructively to engage each other

[180]. The widely eulogised summit left several questions unanswered. For one,

structural issues were unlikely to have been resolved by the two presidents talking

off-script. Although they agreed on deepening military-to-military exchanges, at

the core of the strategic distrust dynamic, there was no evidence that America ceded
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space to China’s efforts to expand its strategic autonomy, or that Beijing agreed to

restrain pursuits of maritime/territorial and related interests. America’s ‘Asian

rebalance’ response to China’s ‘counter-intervention’ challenge remained a crucial

shaper of perceptions [181]. China’s deepening difficulties with US-aligned

neighbours, especially Japan, Vietnam and the Philippines, and America’s support

for them, sustained Sino-US cleavages.

US complaints of Chinese currency ‘manipulation’, mutual allegations of

‘dumping’ products on each other’s markets, US restrictions on high-tech exports

to China, and Chinese accusations that the TPP was part of America’s tacit

containment tactics, reinforced divergences. Beijing pointed to the profits made

by US corporations operating in China, and Chinese investment boosting the US

economy. Significantly, ‘Chinese-US cooperation has promoted peace, stability and

development in the Asia-Pacific region.’ The two powers had ‘carried out effective

coordination and cooperation’ on such ‘regional hot-spots’ as North Korean and

Iranian nuclear programmes. Notwithstanding historical, experiential, ideational

and developmental differences, they could avoid the ‘traditional path of conflict and

confrontation’ to forge ‘a new model of major-country relations based on mutual

respect and win-win cooperation’ [182]. In the absence of these attributes, whether

the summit offered a template for future informality and personal bonding was

unclear. So, a highly visible effort had been made, but few insights on its substan-

tive outcome in the structural realm emerged.

Rivalry Resurgent

Military relations, at the leading edge of strategic dynamics, appeared to improve.

Two months after the summit, China’s Defence Minister, General ChangWanquan,

called on PACOM Commander Admiral Locklear in Hawaii before arriving in

Washington. After discussions with Hagel and Dempsey, Chang visited the North

American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD) in Colorado Springs

[183]. Hagel sought to build ‘trust between our militaries through cooperation.’

China had already accepted an invitation to join the 2014 RIMPAC exercises; now,

PLAN midshipmen attended an exchange programme at the US Naval Academy,

Annapolis; the MMCAworking group met in Hawaii, and the two navies conducted

their second counter-piracy drill in the Gulf of Aden. Commanders agreed to

exchange senior-level visits, and contacts between the PLA Strategic Planning

Department and the JCS Strategic Plans and Policy-J5.

Chang nonetheless worried that regional ‘hot-spot issues were heating’ while

sensitive challenges got ‘even more sensitive’. He feared, ‘Improper handling of

these issues could lead to a severe impact on the overall security situation in the

region.’ China wished to resolve disputes through negotiations, but ‘no one should

fantasize that China would barter away our core interests. And no one should

underestimate our will and determination in defending our territory, sovereignty,

and maritime rights’ [184]. While noting the comprehensive nature of the US

‘rebalance’, Chang complained about the increasing ‘frequency and intensity’ of
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America’s joint exercises in the region and hoped these did not target any specific

country. He stressed ‘the important consensus’ reached by Xi and Obama on

‘building a new model of major country relationship based on mutual respect and

win-win cooperation.’ Hagel merely underscored efforts to fashion ‘institutions of

common interests’ through ‘working groups’ and ‘senior-level leadership

exchanges’ [185]. Clearly, differences persisted.

The two met again a month later at an ADMM-Plus meeting in Brunei, where

they also met separately with ASEAN defence ministers. Regional security

concerns dominated discussions but diplomacy papered over differences. Chang

insisted maritime/territorial disputes ‘are not the problems between China and

ASEAN. ASEAN is not a concerned party.’ Therefore, the ‘disputes should not

and will not undermine the overall relationship between China and ASEAN.’ He

urged that differences be ‘properly handled by the directly concerned countries’,

and not be ‘internationalized’ [186]. Since Hagel and his allies questioned this

perspective, no consensus resulted. Reflecting and reinforcing fissures, Hagel also

visited Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines to boost alliances and partnerships.

In each capital, he insisted that America’s fiscal constraints would not affect the

military core to bilateral relations. In Malaysia, for instance, he revealed more than

75 joint activities and exchanges conducted in 2013 [187]. Much of America’s

regional focus addressed ‘the strong interests from leaders and publics for increased

US security cooperation’, and economic-diplomatic engagement. Convergent

interests bound America and ASEAN [188].

Muscularity notwithstanding, Hagel admitted, ‘wars cannot resolve differences,

and not in the world we live in today, especially, that is so interconnected and so

interdependent. It is a world where we must respect each other and each other’s

rights.’ He acknowledged that ‘open conflict is always possible. But I have great

confidence in the responsible leadership and people of China, as well as the United

States. The best way to avoid war is to always be prepared for war’ [189]. To that

end, Hagel announced sales of AH64-E Apache helicopter-gunships to Indonesia,

following shipments of F-16 fighters, while explaining that self-defence and

humanitarian concerns could always provoke combat [190].

In Manila, Hagel reassured his hosts that bolstering their ‘deep and unbreakable’

alliance was ‘an important part’ of America’s ‘rebalance.’ Washington supported

peaceful resolution of the SCS disputes with China, but finalisings new rotational

basing arrangements, Hagel offered help with ‘maritime security. . .cyber security
and information-sharing’ [191]. These exchanges repeated bilateral assurances

given in Brunei at the ADMM-Plus meeting [192], which restated accord on

‘ASEAN centrality’ in regional security-management, emphasising ‘renunciation

of the threat of the use of force and exercise of self-restraint’ enshrined in the

ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC). Before jointly meeting their

non-ASEAN partners, ASEAN Defence Ministers discussed collective concerns

and ASEAN–US defence relations with Hagel. They agreed to advance peace and

stability, adhere to the TAC principles, ‘reduce vulnerability to miscalculations,

and avoid misunderstanding and undesirable incidents at sea’ [193]. They increased

the frequency of ADMM-Plus meetings, boosted joint training, enhanced working
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groups efforts and formalised coordination with ARF. Together, these two fora

began crystallising into the multilateral core of a regional security-management

system. Formal agendas marginalised maritime/territorial disputes with China, but

these dominated ‘informal’ discussions.

Hagel later postulated, ‘post-9/11’ changes altered US security perspectives but

Washington rejected the ‘false notion of American decline’. After all, America

remained ‘the world’s only global leader.’ [194] America wished to ‘operationalize

a new model of major-power relations’ with China, ‘managing inevitable competi-

tion while forging deeper cooperation on issues where our interests converge’

[195]. US strategic goals were clear: ‘I do not want to live in a world in which

the US is the second-best power in the world militarily. I want us to continue to

have an unfair advantage’ [196]. Suspicions ran so deep that NASA barred Chinese

scientists from attending its Kepler Science Conference in October 2013 [197]. Mis-

trust grew as the two militaries planned combat with each other ‘in exquisite detail’.

Competitive political-diplomatic dynamics drove strategic-military dialectics along

conflicting trajectories, making Sino-US warfare increasingly ‘thinkable’ [198].

At the heart of these tensions lay the question of naval supremacy in the Western

Pacific, whether America must ultimately fight and defeat a rapidly strengthening

China to retain primacy, or cede it. Would a future China, likely to overtake

America economically and possibly militarily, accept US hegemony enforced

primarily with naval power? Even if China did not secure superiority over America,

would it tolerate persistent military prying off-shore? A DoD-funded study

suggested that although a transformed economic-commercial, scientific-technolog-

ical and political-diplomatic landscape had changed power-calculations, it would

be ‘imprudent’ to assume either that America and China would inevitably go to war,

or that they could never do so [199]. US leaders acknowledged the risks of

discovering campaign-disadvantages on engagement [200]. Sino-US premises and

perceptions starkly contradicted each other.

American dominance in the Western Pacific, traditionally defined by sea-power,

would likely remain so defined. China viewed ‘nearby US sea-power as a menacing

presence, a counterweight to its regional interests, and a potential barrier’ to its

access to global maritime domains, resources and markets. Beijing’s deployment of

countervailing capabilities threatening to hold US sea-power in check perceptibly

eroded America’s hegemony [201]. Washington responded to prevent the loss of

primacy. Since America was ‘not about to defer to China in East Asia as Britain

deferred to America in the Western Hemisphere’ [202] a century earlier, Sino-US

competition generated a possibly zero-sum dynamic. Convergent global, commer-

cial and maritime interests notwithstanding, Beijing and Washington were ‘at

loggerheads in East Asia, from Korea to Taiwan to Southeast Asia.’ Given the

weight Washington attached to its vision of regional security and US interests, and

tensions between China’s peripheral maritime/territorial claims and America’s

support for rival claimants, ‘a clash’ was ‘brewing in East Asian waters’ [203].

Structural dichotomy challenged US naval primacy. Geography privileged

China’s investment in defensive assets e.g., long-range sensors, submarines and

missiles, and their operators, with rising returns, while US investment in
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expeditionary strike forces yielded diminishing returns [204]. Technological

asymmetries, too, worked against America. Beijing could challenge US power-

projection with incremental refinements to its capabilities whereas Washington

could reduce its vulnerabilities only by changing its platforms and systems. Amer-

ica increased its forces’ efficacy by incorporating IT advances, but could not

eliminate their vulnerability to China’s technological capabilities. In this view, if

China and America maintained their force-modernisation trajectories, ‘China’s

targeting will outpace US efforts to maintain survivable strike power’ [205].

As maritime primacy faced erosion, Washington sharpened other arrows in its

military quiver. To neutralise China’s ‘counterintervention’ assets, DoD developed

‘conventional prompt global strike’ (CPGS) systems, defined as ‘high-precision

conventional weapons capable of striking targets anywhere in the world within one

hour’s time of the decision to launch’ [206]. Hypersonic missiles would target

Chinese conventional, especially A2/AD and anti-satellite, assets [207]. CPGS

systems blurred escalatory distinctions between tactical and strategic, and conven-

tional and nuclear, strikes with their effects, deepening uncertainty over crisis-

stability and escalation-control, but presumed gains overcame residual resistance.

CPGS triggered a Russian response [208], and in January 2014, Beijing con-

firmed test-flights of a hypersonic missile-carrier comparable to America’s Falcon
Hypersonic Technology Vehicle, which was ‘scientific in nature. . .not targeted at

any country and at any specific goals’ [209]. Chinese tests of high-speed glide

warheads and hypersonic cruise designs, similar to US and Russian projects,

thought capable of defeating enemy BMD systems, underscored the dialectic

dynamic framing military muscularity [210]. The PLA offered other glimpses

into its modernisation efforts. Around the third plenum of the CPC’s 18th Central

Committee in November 2013, media reports on new weapon-systems stressed

military vigour. In August, US intelligence revealed the third test of the DF-31A

road-mobile ICBM within a year, conducted in July. Previous launches of the

DF-31A, thought capable of carrying either single- or multiple nuclear warheads,

took place in November and August, 2012. The newer, larger, DF-41 with up to

10 MIRVed warheads, and a maximum range of 12,000 km, was first tested in July

2012 [211]. Its second test came in December 2013 [212]. China’s nuclear triad’s

sea-leg, the JL-2 SLBM, was test-launched from a Jin-class SSBN in August 2012,

although US critics pointed to the Jins’ detectability and the JL-2’s uncertain

efficacy [213].

In the conventional realm, after China’s state-media attacked the carrier-borne

J-15 fighter’s shortcomings, photographs appeared of the J-16 two-seat multirole

naval-aviation fighter’s test-flight [214]. An official disclosed the construction in

Dalian of the first of possibly four aircraft carriers [215]. Other reports suggested

China was exploring supersonic submarine technologies [216]. To enhance the

PLA’s joint-operational capabilities in the face of emerging threats, Xi ordered

reorganisation of the seven Military Regions (MR) into three Joint Forces

Commands (JFC). Jinan, Nanjing and Guangzhou MRs were merged into a JFC

covering the Yellow, East- and South China Seas. The Shenyang, Beijing, Lanzhou

and Chengdu MRs were reformed into two JFCs. The PLA trimmed its headcount
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from 2.3m to 2m, using savings for procurement and JFC operational budgets.

Doctrinal evolution suggested a move from a defensive ‘counter-intervention’

strategy to a more ‘active’ joint-operational approach incorporating trans-frontier

power-projection. The PLAN’s October 2013 all-fleet Jidong-5 drills involving

ships, submarines and aircraft showed growing capabilities, notwithstanding politi-

cal and experiential challenges [217]. These revelations and Beijing’s robust

assertion of its claims concerned both neighbours and their American patrons [218].

Military diplomacy put a happy face on anxieties. In September 2013, General

Mark Welsh paid the first visit to China by a USAF Commander in 15 years. Welsh

and counterpart Ma Xiaotian stressed the need for and benefits of non-operational

military contacts [219]. Welsh visited PLAAF bases, saw flight-demonstrations,

spoke to Chinese pilots, and got ‘up close and personal’ with their aircraft. His

message: ‘we can communicate, we can cooperate in a way that helps prevent

misinformation and miscommunication (and) accidental confrontation.’ Military

links, never the ‘main pillar’ of Sino-US relations, could nonetheless be ‘part of the

connective tissue’ [220]. While communications could only help, Welsh also said,

‘I don’t know what their ambitions are’ [221]. Against that backdrop, US strategists

worried that efforts to lower unsustainable deficits via the 2011 Budget Control Act

(BCA) ‘sequester’ were reducing army training, idling aircraft, and delaying ship-

deployments [222]. To mitigate the ‘sequester’s’ severity, influential analysts put

forward strategic agility as the pathway to reduced allocations sustaining

America’s military supremacy by boosting air and naval superiority, its ‘extraordi-

nary’ ISR capabilities, SOF assets, and all-domain mobility and flexibility ‘to

defeat threats to US interests as they arise’ [223]. North Korean threats to South

Korea and Japan were noted, as were escalatory tensions between China and US

allies in East Asian waters [224].

The two militaries still achieved several firsts. A US guided-missile destroyer,

USS Mason, joined a PLAN counterpart, Harbin, and the oiler Weishanhu, in joint

anti-piracy exercises in the Gulf of Aden in August. The oiler acted as a pirated

vessel while marines and sailors from the destroyers conducted ‘visit, board, search

and seizure’ (VBSS) drills. The ships synchronised manoeuvring techniques while

the two destroyers engaged an inflatable target with deck-gun live-fire. They also

assessed cross-deck helicopter operational proficiency in this the first Sino-US drill

testing interoperability [225]. Three weeks later, PLAN destroyer Qingdao, frigate
Linyi and an auxiliary joined the USS Lake Erie and other US assets in search-and-

rescue exercises (SAREX) in Hawaiian waters [226]. In November, PLA troops

joined US counterparts in Hawaii, simulating joint humanitarian assistance delivery

following an earthquake in a third-country, the first-ever PLA drill on American

soil. They collaborated in ‘retrieving survivors, navigating through narrow passages

and providing medical aid at high altitudes’ [227]. PACOM Commander Admiral

Locklear hoped the drills would enable the two forces to ‘get into the rhythm of

understanding and trusting each other’ [228].

Non-military diplomacy, however, suffered from vicissitudes. In early October,

Kerry and Hagel visited Tokyo for Security Consultative Committee (SCC)

meetings with counterparts, reaffirming the ‘indispensable role’ their two countries
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‘play in the maintenance of peace and security’ and reconfirming the ‘Alliance’s

commitments to the security of Japan’ [229]. The SCC endorsed changes to Japan’s

national security and defence policies, pledging deeper collaboration. While this

strategic anchor to America’s regional ‘rebalance’ was reinforced, partisan

polarisation over its economic challenges triggered a government-shutdown severe

enough for Obama to cancel long-planned Asian trips. Scheduled to attend both the

APEC- and East Asia Summits, and visit several regional allies, he had to send

Kerry instead.

Obama’s absence, and the presence of Xi Jinping in Bali for the APEC summit,

followed by Premier Li Keqiang’s performance at the EAS in Brunei, juxtaposed

for many the trends reshaping the region. Xi stressed the importance of shared

economic interests to China and the Asia-Pacific region. Despite Kerry’s attempts

to make light of his last-minute substitution, observers made more of the Sino-US

dynamic [230]. While Obama failed to push for progress on the TPP as planned, Xi

announced a $50bn-fund for developing regional infrastructure. In Brunei, simi-

larly, Li assured fellow East Asia Summiteers that China and ASEAN were making

‘positive, steady progress’ in fashioning a binding code of conduct to manage SCS

disputes, and that the freedom of navigation through disputed waters ‘has never

been an issue and will never be one.’ Without naming America, Li urged ‘countries

not directly involved’ to stay out of the disputes. With about $1.28tn in US Treasury

bonds held in Beijing’s foreign reserves, Li also expressed concerns over

Washington’s ‘debt-ceiling problem’. Kerry assured him of the transient nature of

America’s challenges. An impression of Chinese ascendancy amidst US difficulties

appeared inescapable [231].

Dialectic Dynamics

Recording deepening anxiety over Chinese ‘threats’ to US interests, a Congressio-

nal commission urgedWashington to counteract Beijing’s policies ranging from the

agricultural sector through banking and finance, and cybersecurity to defence and

national security. Congress ought to fund the deployment of 60 % of the US fleet to

the Pacific by 2020, help boost allies’ air and naval capabilities, and encourage

contacts between US and allied coastguards. The focus was on boosting US

combatant forward-presence in the Western Pacific, reinforced with allied collabo-

ration, so as to negate China-rooted erosion of American primacy. The commission

also urged DoD, within the limits imposed by NDAA-2000, to ‘develop the

US-China maritime security relationship in order to strengthen strategic

trust’ [232].

While senior officials exchanged visits, US Army and marine units deployed to

the region on extended rotations, leaving behind their combat-gear at forward-

bases, enabling successor units to move in directly behind them [233]. Showcasing

the ‘rebalance’s’ comprehensive nature, the US Navy deployed its ‘newest, most

advanced’ maritime patrol aircraft to Japan and ships to Hawaii [234]. Hagel

stressed that the most modern and lethal platforms would be deployed to the Pacific
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[235]. DoD contracted specialist firms to monitor Chinese high-technological

innovation surges so as to maintain America’s advantage [236]. In short, America’s

security establishment not only viewed China as the source of its most serious

strategic challenges, it advanced a combination of deterrent-cum-defensive

postures and collaborative engagement. Washington thus refined the Clinton

Administration’s ‘hedge-and-engage’ stance. Beijing rebutted the core premise of

China’s presumed threats to US hegemony, meriting countervailing military

responses [237]. Although idiomatically boilerplate, China’s protestations hinted

at defensive insecurity admixed with righteous outrage.

Two days after Hagel addressed the crew aboard the powerful new DDG.1000,

Beijing proclaimed an ADIZ covering a large proportion of the ECS airspace,

including the skies above the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands and the Korean claimed

Ieodo rock, and overlapping with an existing Japanese ADIZ [238]. The zone would

enable China ‘to effectively exercise its right of self-defense and is not targeted at

any specific country or object.’ All foreign aircraft entering the zone were required

to ‘report their flight plans’ to Chinese air-controllers, failing which they could face

the PLA’s ‘defensive emergent handling measures’ [239]. Hagel expressed

America’s ‘deep concern’ at this ‘deeply destabilizing attempt to alter the status

quo in the region.’ Vowing that US military activities would ‘not in any way

change’, he reaffirmed the application of Article V of the US–Japan Mutual

Defence Treaty ‘to the Senkaku Islands’ [240].

Hagel did not refer to US and Japanese ADIZs, but Kerry pointed out that ‘The

United States does not apply ADIZ procedures to foreign aircraft not intending to

enter US national airspace.’ He urged China not to ‘take action against aircraft’ that

did not obey Beijing’s instructions [241]. Both Secretaries stressed US support for

US client-states. The flight by two Guam-based B-52s through the zone

underscored Washington’s rejection of Beijing’s proclamation. However,

Washington advised US airlines to obey Chinese instructions within the zone.

The challenge appeared to reside in an inconsistency between US ‘neutrality’ on

territorial disputes driving the dialectics, and avowed defence of allied disputants,

including one denying there was any dispute at all.

China faced a different quandary. Unable or unwilling to challenge sorties by

US, Japanese and South Korean aircraft through its ADIZ, Beijing insisted it

‘monitored’ all foreign flights, without explaining its inaction [242]. Hagel’s sup-

port for Tokyo’s ‘appropriate restraint’ and reassurance of the solidity of

Washington’s treaty commitments [243] boosted the vigour of Japan’s response

[244]. Tokyo and Seoul followed America’s example by despatching aerial patrols

ignoring Beijing’s demands. Abe, hosting a Japan–ASEAN summit, said he

believed ‘many’ of his guests shared his profound opposition to China’s ADIZ.

The latter, more circumspect, cautiously praised Japan’s ‘proactive contribution to

peace’, and agreed to ‘enhance cooperation in ensuring freedom of overflight and

civil aviation of safety.’ Beijing, pointing to Tokyo’s purchase of the disputed

islands altering the status quo, condemned Abe’s ‘attempt to promote a double

standard and mislead international public opinion’ [245]. South Korea’s Vice

Defence Minister, Baek Seung-joo, at a scheduled meeting in Seoul, asked PLA
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Vice Chief of General Staff, Wang Guanzhong, to exclude Ieodo from China’s

ADIZ. While they agreed to disagree, and Seoul extended its own ADIZ to cover

Ieodo [246], the two sides emphasised shared concerns over Pyongyang’s nuclear

programme [247].

Abe took robust measures to boost Tokyo’s military capabilities. A newly-

established National Security Council (NSC) began coordinating inter-agency

intelligence assessments and defence decision-making. It and the cabinet approved

a National Security Strategy, based on which new National Defence Programme

Guidelines noted, ‘In the maritime domain. . .coastal states have been unilaterally

asserting their rights and have taken action, thereby unduly infringing the freedom

of the high seas’ [248]. Specifically:

China has been rapidly advancing its military capabilities in a wide range of areas without

sufficient transparency through its continued increase in military budget. China is also

rapidly expanding and intensifying its activities in waters and airspace, showing its

attempts to change the status quo by coercion. Japan needs to pay careful attention to

these activities with strong interest. They are also concerns for regional and global

security [249].

Tokyo built ‘a comprehensive defense architecture’ around ‘a Dynamic Joint

Defense Force’, deepened the Japan–US alliance and expanded security coopera-

tion with China’s rivals [250]. Reversing tradition, Abe rescinded bars on weapons-

export, and raised defence expenditure to Yen 23.97trn ($232.4bn) for the next

5 years, compared to Yen 23.37trn during the past 5 years. He ordered 28 F-35

fighters, two Aegis destroyers, five submarines, three ISR drones, and a new marine

force armed with 17 Tiltrotors and 52 amphibious vehicles, shifting the military’s

operational focus to China, while engaging with fellow China-critics [251]. Beijing

protested, later sending several paramilitary vessels to the Diaoyu/Senkaku territo-

rial waters [252]. On the first anniversary of his return to power, Abe visited the

Yasukuni Shrine to honour fallen soldiers, including convicted war criminals.

Beijing and Seoul strongly condemned the visit [253]. China saw Abe’s homage

as a reflection of his ‘denial of Japan’s wartime atrocities’, one that ‘colors his

initiative to revise Japan’s constitution to transform its Self-Defence Forces into a

military force capable of projecting power outside Japan.’ Beijing claimed, ‘This

aggressive posture imperils regional security and economic prosperity’ [254].

Three weeks later, to Tokyo’s chagrin and Seoul’s delight, China inaugurated a

memorial to ‘Korean patriot’ Ahn Jung Geun, who killed Japan’s ex-prime minister

Hirobumi Ito, then-Resident General in Korea, in 1909. Japanese anxiety, reflecting

East Asian strategic turbulence, was clear in Tokyo’s 2014 Defence White Paper,

which identified China, North Korea and Russia as the key sources of Japan’s

insecurity. China was the focus of Japan’s ‘gray-area’ concerns, which threatened

national security and regional stability without providing a casus belli [255].
Tensions flowing from China’s ADIZ-proclamation coloured Vice President

Joseph Biden’s visits to Tokyo, Seoul and Beijing. While discussions ranged across

the economic, military, regional and global spectrum, Biden focused on ‘the sudden

announcement of the ADIZ; that we consider it a unilateral effort to change the
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status quo in the East China Sea; that we view it as a provocative action, an

uncoordinated action at a time when tensions were already running high; and that

this is not the kind of thing that contributes to greater peace and security’ in the

region [256]. Biden and Abe agreed US and Japanese forces would ignore the

ADIZ, although they differed totally vis-à-vis civil aviation. Biden also stressed

America’s interest in lowering tensions ‘in this vital region’, underscoring ‘the need

for crisis management mechanisms and effective channels of communication

between China and Japan to reduce the risk of escalation’ [257]. Biden pledged

to sustain America’s ‘rebalance’, insisting this was a universally beneficial and

stabilising policy. He also warned, ‘The United States never says anything it does

not do’, and ‘it has never been a good bet to bet against America’ [258].

In Beijing, Biden was ‘very direct about our firm position’ on US rejection of the

ADIZ, but was asked to respect China’s decisions [259]. In meetings lasting over

5 hours, Xi told Biden the Diaoyu had ‘long been sovereign Chinese territory’

[260]. Xi stressed advances in bilateral ties, described Biden as ‘my old friend’, and

praised his contributions to improving engagement emphasising equality, mutual

respect and ‘win-win cooperation’. He offered to ‘continue to move in the right

direction, building a new model of Major Country Relations, respect each other’s

core interests and major concerns’, continue to enhance practical cooperation, and

‘increase our communication and coordination on international, regional and global

issues, to appropriately handle’ sensitive issues and differences [261]. Biden noted,

‘this new model of major country cooperation ultimately has to be based on trust

and a positive notion about the motive of one another’, pointing to ‘limitless

possibilities’ but hinting at the current absence of those attributes. He praised

Xi’s candour which he said generated trust, and ‘trust is the basis on which real

change, constructive change is made’ [262]. Biden also told Xi, ‘as the world has

become more competitive, it’s awakened the competitive spirit in the United States.

Competition is stamped into our DNA’ [263].

Obama, equating ‘protecting ourselves’ to ‘sustaining our leadership in the

world’ [264], had confirmed strategic competition. Biden sought to use this historic

‘inflection point’ to agree on mutually beneficial rules of the road for the twenty first

century through ‘tangible, practical cooperation and managing our differences

effectively.’ He conceded America had ‘not tried this before’, and ‘This is going

to be difficult’, but insisted success would transform the future [265]. Beijing

agreed, ‘It would be a nightmare if the two openly and actively confront each

other’, but insisted if Biden ‘showed up as an opponent. . .China will not hold back’
[266]. Both parties advanced cooperation in the economic, energy and climate

change arenas and in protecting innovation and food-and-drugs safety [267]. On

the core security concerns over the ADIZ, Xi heard Biden out but retracted nothing.

According to one US participant, ‘It’s up to China. We’ll see how things unfold in

the coming days and weeks’ [268]. US legislators, less ambivalent, demanded

tough action against the ADIZ [269].

Residual doubts about tensions between US and Chinese interpretations of ‘a

new model of major-power relations’ were cleared by the Liaoning’s first training
sortie to the South China Sea in December. The guided-missile cruiser USS
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Cowpens, while monitoring the carrier’s manoeuvres, was ‘impeded and harassed’

by a landing-ship escort cutting ‘100 yards out in front of the Cowpens’ [270],
forcing it to take evasive action to avoid a collision. The Cowpens, ‘operating
lawfully in international waters’, had refused to change course after being warned it

had entered a 45 km ‘inner defense layer’ around the Liaoning. Contacts between
the bridges of the two ships failed to resolve the stand-off. The Liaoning’s captain
then spoke to his counterpart, and the cruiser moved away. No shots were fired, nor

any injuries suffered, but the encounter demonstrated ‘the need to ensure the

highest standards of professional seamanship including communications between

vessels, to mitigate the risk of an unintended incident or mishap’ [271].

Beijing accused ‘escort operations through Malacca or the free passage of the

South China Sea’ of being used for ‘highly sensitive intelligence work (whose). . .
targets have always been Chinese waters and its submarines.’ It complained, ‘Bad

guys always claim innocence first. The USS Cowpens was tailing after and

harassing the Liaoning formation. It took offensive actions at first towards the

Liaoning formation on the day of the confrontation’ [272]. China claimed PLAN

vessels had ‘conducted (themselves) in strict accordance with the rules’

[273]. Beijing also noted that the sides had used ‘multiple channels of communica-

tion’ to address this and other issues [274]. US officials complained that Chinese

vessels violated the 1972 International Convention on the Prevention of Collisions

at Sea (COLREGs), but detailed information necessary for passing judgement was

rarely available [275]. It was acknowledged that when a navy issued navigational

warnings about impending drills, other navies usually obeyed these. Yet Japanese

ships and aircraft had disrupted a Chinese exercise in October, and the Cowpens did
so in December [276].

Such close-in monitoring of PLAN drills understandably raised Chinese hackles.

Some US commentary nonetheless accused Washington of ceding strategic space

[277]. Commander PACOM noted the tensions between eroding primacy and the

urgency of restoring it: ‘China is going to rise. We’ve all known this for a long time.

Questions remain about how China will contribute to the security of the region.’ He

hoped, eventually, it would become a net provider of security. ‘The bottom-line

problem’ was to ensure China understood that ‘we operate freely in international

waters. Period.’ The difficulty was, ‘Long the dominant power, the historic domi-

nation of the United States is diminishing’ [278]. That ambivalence symbolised

transitional fluidity at the systemic core.

While the ADIZ-debate dominated the headlines, maritime moves by Hainan’s

provincial legislature raised parallel potential for conflict in the SCS. Adopted on

November 29, announced on December 3, and effective from January 1, 2014, the

decree demanded all foreign vessels seeking to fish or survey within Hainan’s 2m

km2 administrative zone of the Sea’s 3.5m km2 area obtain prior permission.

Violators faced arrest or expulsion, seizure of their catch, and maximum fines of

$82,600. Responding to foreign criticism, Beijing explained the goal was ‘to

strengthen the security of fisheries resources and to reasonably utilize and exploit

them. It is absolutely a normal routine practice’ [279]. The regulation reiterated

China’s 2004 fisheries law, reflecting China’s desire to reaffirm maritime claims
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and control fishing in the area [280]. Early in 2014, a Chinese patrol boat struck a

Vietnamese trawler, confiscating its catch and expelling it, in the first enforcement

of the regulation [281]. Washington saw the rules as a ‘provocative and potentially

dangerous act’, while Manila rejected them [282]. Voicing ‘discontent and opposi-

tion’ to US comments, Beijing noted that the regulations, enacted in 1993, had been

in place for 30 years. China believed, ‘the problem does not exist in the laws and

regulations, but in the perspectives of the elaborators’ [283].

To mitigate risks of ‘incidents’ spiralling out of control, 21 Pacific navies,

members of the West Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), meeting in Qingdao,

adapted COLREGS and signed the Conduct for Unplanned Encounters at Sea

(CUES) [284]. A significant step, underscoring Sino-US partnership, had been

taken, but interpretation and implementation would be key. Beijing maintained

the vigour of its maritime claims. Chinese platforms engaged Japanese counterparts

in the ECS; China Coast Guard and PLA assets faced off Filipino and Vietnamese

vessels in the SCS. Chinese aircraft confronted US close-in ISR missions, notably

when a J-11 fighter, reflecting escalatory potential, barrel-rolled over a P-8 Posei-

don near Hainan in August 2014 [285]. While the PLA denied any wrongdoing,

Washington ordered the Carl Vinson carrier strike group, with embarked air-wings,

and four guided-missile escorts, to join the Japan-based George Washington strike

group [286]. The US–Japan–India strategic triangle boosted counter-China

capabilities [287]. Locklear reflected Washington’s ambivalence towards Beijing:

‘Ultimately, China needs to be a regional leader. Their military needs to be a

regional leader. It needs to coexist. . .with our allies and with our militaries, and

we need to work together for the mutual security.’ He also insisted Beijing must

operate within the US-defined order: ‘In the end, the US military. . .will operate
freely in international waters, international airspace. That’s the bottom line’ [288].

Ambivalence coloured economic engagement, too. Throughout 2013, as China’s

GDP grew by 7.7 %, transforming its political-economy [289], Beijing bought US

Treasury Bills. Holdings rose from $1.2142tn in January to $1.2938tn in

September. In October, while tensions simmered, purchases worth $10.7bn pushed

China’s T-Bill holdings to $1.3045tn, compared to Japan’s $1.1744tn [290]. US

FDI stock in China rose to $70bn; Chinese FDI stock in America was much smaller.

However, Chinese FDI flows, growing rapidly since 2009, outpaced US FDI-flows

into China in 2013–2014 [291]. Sino-US trade, too, expanded. In 2013, America

exported goods worth $121,736.40m to China and imported goods worth

$440,447.70m from it, generating a deficit of $318,711.30m, compared to a deficit

of $315,110.60m in 2012. In the first half of 2014, the figures reached $58,666.40m,

$213,883.30m, and $155,216.90m, respectively [292]. 2013 saw China overtake

America as the world’s largest trading nation, with Sino-US commerce at over

$500bn since 2011, a substantial element [293]. In 2014, in PPP terms, China’s

$17.6tn economy overtook America’s $17.4tn GDP, thus restoring a position China

had occupied in the 1820s [294]. Influential voices criticised declinist pessimism

[295], but a line had been crossed.

Increased interdependence notwithstanding, when Turkey selected a Chinese

missile-system for its $3.44bn air-and-missile defence screen over the US-built
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Patriot, Washington threatened sanctions on ‘scores’ of Turkish subcontractors,

hoping to undo the deal [296]. In November, hosting Vice-Premier Liu Yandong at

an annual meeting, Kerry, with presidential endorsement, waxed lyrical on the

benefits of Sino-US exchanges [297]. Two days later, he criticised Beijing’s ADIZ

proclamation and, 3 weeks later, he visited China’s SCS rivals. In Manila, he

pledged ‘to address its most pressing security challenges’ with a ‘strong and

enduring framework agreement’ authorising larger rotational basing of US forces,

while granting $40m towards naval modernisation [298]. In Hanoi, he revealed

‘very very candid’ earlier exchanges with China on maritime issues, urging

claimants to ‘clarify their claims and to align their claims with international law

and to pursue those claims within international peaceful institutions.’ Stressing the

‘risk of dangerous miscalculation or an accident’ increased by China’s ADIZ, he

assured Vietnam, ‘the United States does not recognize that zone’ [299].

US encouragement to China’s rivals to stand up to Beijing was, however,

nuanced. America and China shared interests in precluding zero-sum calculations

at the strategic, though not the operational, level. The dichotomy generated appar-

ent inconsistency, confusion and tensions. While pledging continued support to

Tokyo in Sino-Japanese disputes, America also questioned some allied behaviour.

In talks with Onodera, Hagel reaffirmed a revision of the US–Japan Defence

Guidelines and planned installation of a second BMD radar, praising progress on

replacing the Futenma Marine Air Station. Regarding Abe’s Yasukuni visit, how-

ever, Hagel ‘underscored the importance of Japan taking steps to improve relations

with its neighbours’ [300]. As Beijing sent three vessels for a brief sortie near the

disputed islands in the New Year while Japanese forces conducted Exercise Island
Defense, the potential for accidental confrontations appeared self-evident [301].

US ambivalence combining a determination to neutralise China’s unstated

challenges to American primacy and an urge to avoid provoking Beijing was

signalled by the ‘Fannell affair.’ Capt. James Fannell, Director of Intelligence

and Information Operations, US Pacific Fleet, publicly warned that Beijing had

ordered the PLAN to prepare for a ‘short, sharp war’ with Japan in the ECS. While

consonant with general DoD assessments of Chinese military policies and plans,

this contradictedWashington’s efforts to build ties to the PLA. Fannell was relieved

and given a less sensitive desk [302]. Maintaining stability using power-diplomacy,

restraining China’s robust assertions while discouraging allied impetuousness,

avoiding combat and cooperating with China where possible, drove US policy in

disparate directions [303].

An agreed ‘new type of major-power relationship’ would preclude catastrophic

conflict, enable mutually-beneficial cooperation, and stabilise the international

security system, but required ‘the accumulation of modest, positive, and incremen-

tal steps’ to ‘erode mistrust. . .embedded so deeply in intellectual theories, bureau-

cratic understandings and interests, and popular anxieties’ [304]. Absent visionary

leadership on both sides, the enterprise faced almost certain defeat. Washington and

Beijing sought success but prepared for failure. America’s defence budget for

FY2014, slashing sequester cuts and looking ahead, boosted DoD’s hardware

procurement and R&D allocations. The White House had sought $99.3bn for
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procurement and $67.5bn for R&D; Congress authorised $92.9bn and $63bn

respectively in a $572bn budget. Legislators specified which ships, submarines

and aircraft DoD should order so as to sustain expeditionary force-projection

capabilities, especially in the Asia-Pacific. R&D would secure America materiel
dominance in all-domain operations [305].

With post-ADIZ anxiety mounting, Abe compared Sino-Japanese tensions with

pre-World War I Anglo-German rivalry and ordered changes to school text-book

accounts on the islands [306]; Washington deployed a squadron of F-22s, the

world’s most sophisticated stealth fighters, to Kadena, to ‘maintain a prudent

deterrent against threats to regional security and stability’ [307], and increased

the number of Pacific-based carriers. It ordered the USS Ronald Reagan and later,

the Carl Vinson, from San Diego to Japan, and moved the Theodore Roosevelt from
Norfolk to San Diego, while the George Washington was recalled from Japan for a

refit. Three additional BMD-armed destroyers were ordered to Japan [308] as other

modern platforms headed westward. These moves showed ‘the tremendous flexi-

bility of the Navy with ships and expeditionary forces’, and made six of America’s

11 carriers available for Pacific operations [309]. Additional aircraft, ships and

marines slotted into the ‘rebalance’ as US-allied joint training and exchanges

shored up the tacit coalition [310].

US strategic objective of seeking ‘a sustainable path to protect and advance US

interests and sustain US global leadership’ formalised structural competition

[311]. Strategists urged muscular ‘handling’ of China [312]. The US Navy, at the

leading edge of America’s global dominance, planned to be ‘able to achieve access

in any domain-where we need it, when we need it- and possess the capability mix of

kinetic and non-kinetic weapons to prevail today and be ready to win tomorrow’

[313]. However, the CNO also noted the urgency of engaging with Chinese forces

[314]. With muscular military measures counter-acting deepening economic inte-

gration, Sino-US relations reflected the dilemmas dividing the world’s two stron-

gest powers. Conflict was not inevitable, but as the debate over comparisons with

the beginning of the Great War a century earlier showed, a belief in its inevitability,

compounded with circumstantial factors, could trigger it [315].
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Accommodation or Annihilation? 6

A Geopolitical Hydra

Sino-US strategic competition manifests itself in myriad forms. Commentators

focus on aspects of rivalry exciting their imagination while officials avoid

articulating either the generality of contestation driving mutually-focused mili-

tary-strategic planning, or specific stratagems with which each seeks to target and

constrain the other’s power in contested domains. Following Deng Xiaoping’s

advice to ‘seek truth from facts’, this account demonstrated that Sino-US competi-

tion emerged as a key shaper of the early twenty-first century global landscape,

affecting diverse elements of international political-economic, diplomatic and

security intercourse. While some elements of this rivalry were manageable, those

rooted in structural dichotomies of systemic import appeared intractable. Prospects

proved mixed during the Obama presidency.

Notwithstanding formal equality, state-actors within the international system

possess widely varying capacities to articulate, defend and advance their interests,

and power to shape the security milieu. The post-Cold War era promoted the United

States as the hegemonic ‘sole superpower’, with gulfs separating its interests and

power-capabilities, and those of others. For two decades, most subsidiary actors in

the second tier of the global hierarchy were America’s clients. While predictions of

US ‘decline’ proved to be premature, the second decade of the twenty-first century,

backstopped by a steady flow of economic-diplomatic clout from the Euro-Atlantic

to the Asia-Pacific, precipitated an unstated Sino-US diarchy. The scale and scope

of these actors’ abilities and ambitions set them apart. Tensions between formal

parity and structural disparity, and status quo-vs.-revisionist aspirations, generated

complex competitive-cooperative dynamics. Reflecting and reinforcing linkages

and divergences between the system-manager and its presumed peer-rival, these

sired uncertainties, injecting transitional fluidity into the systemic core. America’s

quest for perpetual primacy, and China’s growing capacity to assert its interests and

expand its strategic autonomy, triggered conflicts of interest. The question was
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whether the two powers could non-violently manage the transition to a new

equilibrium, or if they would sleep-walk into lethal confrontations.

The speed and pace of China’s ‘rise’, or ‘national rejuvenation’, generated

sub-systemic, and potentially systemic, turbulence, especially as America and its

clients faced uncertainties over the direction of China’s future conduct. Having

vocally abjured ‘hegemony’ for decades, Beijing now claimed ‘historical’ rights,

protesting against breaches, first seen after the US bombing of its Belgrade chan-

cery in 1999, and in the 2001 J8-EP3 collision over the South China Sea, followed

by more recent flare-ups occasionally triggered by Japanese, Filipino and Vietnam-

ese action. Since 2009, in the wake of the Great Recession afflicting the US-led

liberal order, and especially since Tokyo’s 2012 ‘purchase’ of disputed ECS islets,

China’s robust defence of its contested claims in proximate domains deepened

anxiety, crystallising the coalescence of a tacit, US-led, coalition uniting many of

China’s neighbours.

Parallel trends convoluted the challenge’s complexity. US leadership of the

liberal order, aided by the Cold War’s end, Soviet fission, and coincidental techno-

logical changes, catalysed an acceleration of globalising processes. These helped

reverse long-established resource-flows and consequent political-economic author-

ity. The semi-synchronous induction of Chinese, ex-Soviet and Indian workforces

into the global labour-market, technological innovations enabling the ‘outsourcing’

and ‘off-shoring’ of myriad white- and blue-collar tasks to these ‘factory-lands’,

and liberalised flows of capital, managerial skills, technology and occasionally,

labour, transformed the economic, financial and commercial landscape. The

changed direction of wealth-transfers from the West to ‘the Rest’ eroded, after

five centuries, the Euro-Atlantic dominance of the world.

Uncertainty and anxiety replaced post-Cold War euphoria among the old order’s

defenders and beneficiaries. While several emerging powers assumed a higher

profile than hitherto, most attention focused on China, whose historically unprece-

dented and spectacularly rapid growth in ‘comprehensive national power’

challenged conventional wisdom central to assumptions about the apparently

immutable sources and substance of global governance. But power-politics were

not the only arena reshaped by these changes.

Cultural globalisation transposed popular tastes, as reflected in changed con-

sumption patterns. Growing liquidity from higher disposable earnings and credit

expansion enlarged Asian markets, attracting greater investor interest. As labour

competitiveness and the advantages of scale offered by China, other East Asian

economies and India reduced marginal production costs, financial and commercial

flows wove meshes of shared interests among producers and consumers across the

Indo-Pacific region. With specialisation creating pan-Asian niches, East Asia

generally and China in particular became the world’s factory-floor and assembly-

shop. Growing interdependence and rising wealth levels tied economies throughout

the region to varying degrees of intensity. Raising its citizens’ living standards with

cheap Asian consumer imports while financing much of its debt with foreign,

especially Chinese and Japanese, purchases of its Treasury Bills, America’s econ-

omy was increasingly integrated with East Asia’s.
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Power-relations charted a different trajectory. Fluidity afflicting the US-China-

Japan strategic triangle both reflected and reinforced systemic transitional
uncertainties. Complex permutations of perceptual dichotomies and substantive

asymmetries confounded shared interests in defusing tensions and fashioning a

mutually acceptable equilibrium. At the systemic level, the United States refused to

cede primacy’s ‘exorbitant privilege’ to a China whose stellar economic perfor-

mance had largely been underpinned by transfers secured within a stable environ-

ment assured with American power. China’s authoritarian political structure,

although progressively multifaceted, complex and variegated, appeared brittle,

potentially vulnerable to rancorous dissolution [1]. Washington pursued pragmatic

political-economic engagement with Beijing while sharpening its own and client

capacity to deter and, if deterrence failed, defeat, China’s assertive expansion

within contested domains. Sino-Japanese tensions provided a sub-systemic catalyst

for, and leverage in facing, systemic discontinuities [2].

Tokyo battled subliminal and hard-power realities. Japan had secured regional

leadership following the Meiji Restoration and the Qing Dynasty’s decline. Asia’s

most highly-industrialised power telescoped its ascent with its military defeat of

China and Russia, occupation of Manchuria and Korea, and subsequent subjugation

of much of East Asia, briefly wresting it from Western colonial control. Japan’s

sanguinary dominion left indelible scars on both the Japanese and their victims’

psyche. Although defeated and occupied by America in 1945, Japan rose from the

ashes under US protection, rapidly reviving its economic fortunes. Gaps between

Japan and other Asian economies, apparent since the 1960s, generated a mindset

framed in understated superiority. China shattered that national comfort by

overtaking Japan as the world’s second-largest economy in 2010. Many

politically-aware Japanese, given structural features of Japan’s political-economy,

reconciled themselves to their virtually insuperable subordination. However,

unapologetic nationalists, represented by the Liberal Democratic Party’s return to

power under Shinzo Abe, refused to concede. Seeking to restore Japan’s regional

pre-eminence by reviving the economic base of national substance, Abe also

boosted Tokyo’s military capacity to resist China, reinvigorating patron-client

relations designed to deter and confront Beijing [3].

In a purely bilateral setting without external intervention, China would over-

shadow Japan. However, Japan’s alliance with the systemic-hegemon and China’s

presumed systemic rival, America, challenged East Asia’s ‘natural’ power-

relations. During 1971–1989, Washington’s concern with balancing the Soviet

Union accorded China far greater import than other Asian interlocutors. Tokyo

acquiesced in this subordination, aiding China’s national revitalisation with sub-

stantial investment in trade, aid, and technology transfers. Washington’s post-1989

ambivalence towards China took root in the late 1990s when influential horizon-

scanning elements within the US national security establishment began identifying

Beijing as a potential ‘near-peer rival’. That shift restored Japan’s strategic signifi-

cance as the ‘lynch-pin’ and ‘cornerstone’ to America’s East Asian security

interests and strategy. Tokyo reciprocated by boosting defence-technological

clout and deepening its regional security links to actors similarly anxious over
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future directions of Chinese assertions, fashioning a US-led tacit coalition

confronting China. A convergence of systemic and sub-systemic cleavages ren-

dered both more intractable, making the resolution of one virtually impossible

without addressing the other.

Resonances between US and Japanese interests vis-à-vis China precluded the

insulation of Sino-Japanese tensions from systemic influences. The progressively

intimate US-Japanese alliance, by threatening to deter and constrain the spread of

Beijing’s influence and pursuit of its expanding interests across the Western Pacific,

challenged the natural consequences of China’s growth. That artifice advanced

US-Japanese security interests by tending to freeze an unnatural regional equilib-

rium founded on US-Japanese super-ordination over Chinese power, but failed to

limit Beijing’s ambitions. In fact, by outraging Chinese national, and increasingly

nationalist, sensibilities, Beijing’s enforced subordination deepened Sino-US and

Sino-Japanese fissures. The imposition of an unnatural equilibrium on a dynamic

milieu, with the political-economic bases of all three players experiencing simulta-

neous but differentiated changes, injected additional volatility into the global-

regional strategic interface.

Chinese and Korean societies, often viewing the present through the past’s

prism, and cultivating with elemental passion ancient grievances as definers and

frameworks of national identity-formation [4], displayed pronounced historicity.

The Korean schism’s incendiary potential forced Washington to indefinitely post-

pone the transfer of operational control of allied forces in the peninsula [5]. In

contrast, neighbouring communities, similarly subjected to violent brutalisation by

external tormentors, overcame national grief. For its part, Japan, for much of the

first half of the twentieth century the grim source of neighbourhood anguish,

betrayed symptoms of collective schizophrenia compounded with historical amne-

sia [6]. Notwithstanding a sense of post-1945 victimhood, discrimination and

injustice, some Japanese leaders, acknowledging the sins of their fathers, atoned.

However, others questioned their former victims’ understanding of history and

employed semantic contortions to deny guilt. Using selective interpretations of

history as a tool for forging national consolidation, all three brewed up a storm of

mutually exclusive righteous outrage. Unresolved historical antipathies and notions

of ‘face’ [7] shaping Sino-Japanese relations convoluted a neuralgic subliminal-

realpolitik mix.

In the context of bitterly conflicting narratives, ‘face’ combined elements of

prestige, i.e., how others saw one, and self-respect, i.e., one’s self-image. The quest

for maintaining one’s position vis-à-vis ‘the other’ in one’s own mind, as well as in

the perception of others, generated a perpetual drive for perceived ascendancy.

Although not unique to the region, latent racist tendencies and ancient animus,

admixed with notions of ‘face’, precipitated collective perceptual patterns so that

Chinese and Japanese, and to a lesser extent Korean, societies simultaneously

perceived each other as both superior and inferior to themselves, at once a source

of deep anxiety and an object of profound loathing. Divergent accounts of received

historical memories sharpened the divide so that disputes were no longer debates

over empirically fashioned or -examined contentions and arguments. Extra-rational
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elements in the Sino-Japanese adversarial discourse rendered meaningfully rational

approaches to the resolution of their territorial, historical or other disputes almost

impossible to devise.

Lethally Transitional Fluidity

What Tokyo viewed as essential to its security, Beijing saw as hostile collusion;

what China considered rightfully and historically its own, Japan treated as legiti-

mate acquisitions. Since neither party appeared willing to compromise, their rivalry

increasingly assumed zero-sum attributes. The presence of the systemic primate as

a partisan power in this intensely competitive environment, exercising what it

described as stabilising deterrence of Chinese revisionism, rendered compromise

even more challenging. Washington and Tokyo, drawing in Manila and Hanoi in an

ever-closer circle of security-assurances, tightened the strategic noose [8]. As each

actor moved the levers it controlled so as to favourably shape the future, their

variegated actions and reactions triggered dialectic reverberations. These engen-

dered risks of unwitting missteps bearing unintended and combustible

consequences, most of them potentially malign for all three principals and their

allies.

The key relationship within the triangle, however, remained Sino-American.

Washington’s China policy-discourse carried nuanced leadership comments as

America approached mid-term elections. Setting out his vision for the remainder

of his term, Obama underscored economic, rather than strategic, rivalry: ‘for the

first time in over a decade, business leaders around the world have declared that

China is no longer the world’s number one place to invest; America is.’ As for

system-managing goals, he pledged, ‘we will continue to focus on the Asia-Pacific,

where we support our allies, shape a future of greater security and prosperity and

extend a hand to those devastated by disaster’ [9]. This was more reassuring to

clients than threatening to rivals. Obama’s envoy to Beijing, Max Baucus, saw his

core responsibilities as developing economic relations ‘in a way that benefits

American businesses and workers’, and ‘to partner with China as it emerges as a

global power and encourage it to act responsibly in resolving international disputes,

respecting human rights, and protecting the environment’ [10]. He pledged to

‘stand tall to protect our rights’ and ‘keep our naval fleet strong so that we can

protect our interests’, but he sounded much more emollient than Senator John

McCain, for instance [11].

In their joint presentation at a 2014 security conference, John Kerry and Chuck

Hagel offered distinct imageries. Kerry spoke of his diplomatic assignments

addressing regional and transnational threats to peace and prosperity, ranging

globally, dousing incipient crises, and forging friendships for the future. China

did not figure. Hagel, in contrast, pointed to strategic concerns: ‘China and Russia

are rapidly modernizing their militaries and global defense industries, challenging

our technological edge in defense partnerships around the world’ [12]. This per-

spective suggested that any power whose defence-technological advances eroded
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US superiority posed a threat in a milieu viewed through an absolutist prism of

perennially precarious primacy. Hagel explained Washington’s responses, notably

integrating Canberra into America’s forward presence in East Asia, with an

Australian General now the Deputy Commander of US Pacific Army forces.

Nuances aside, both stressed America’s continued leadership of the security

system.

Even a leading light in the school opposed to devoting American blood and

treasure to ‘non-strategic’ states such as Afghanistan, Egypt and Syria insisted on

‘making sure a rising China does not dominate Asia the way the United States

dominates the Western Hemisphere’ [13]. Reluctant to arouse Chinese outrage by

ramping up the rhetoric, Washington nonetheless made its views explicit. Having

grudgingly, tacitly and only partially acquiesced in Beijing’s assertion of authority

over ECS airspace, Washington drew a line in the water. Determined to regain

credibility in the eyes of both clients and rivals, the White House warned Beijing:

‘We oppose China’s establishment of an ADIZ in other areas, including the South

China Sea. We have been very clear with the Chinese that we would see that as a

provocative and destabilizing development that would result in changes in our

presence and military posture in the region’ [14]. Beijing responded, ‘China has

every right to put forward an ADIZ in the South China Sea’, although that was not

‘the plan right now’ [15]. Contestation seemingly drove the kinetics.

Scepticism about America’s ability to counteract China’s regional policies [16]

notwithstanding, Washington deployed both economic-diplomatic and military-

strategic resources to constraining China’s growing capacity to question US pri-

macy. East-Asian insecurity dynamics, reinforced by nationalist tendencies, aided

that endeavour. While Taiwan-China relations markedly improved during Obama’s

presidency, eroding its potential to trigger dramatic confrontations, new maritime

flashpoints emerged to Taiwan’s north and south. China’s ECS disputes with Japan,

and with the Philippines and Vietnam in the SCS, raised the profile of the ‘China

challenge’. America’s commitments to China’s critics underscored their systemic-

level disruptive potential [17]. Washington’s ‘rebalancing’ diplomacy forged a ring

around China’s maritime periphery, solidifying the Second Island Chain’s

barricade-like attributes. Beijing’s determination to break out of this barrier

juxtaposed to Washington’s anxiety to prevent it increasingly lent Sino-US rivalry

the appearance of a zero-sum competition. While keeping diplomatic channels

open, both powers mobilised lethal instruments.

These had, through the integration of ‘informationisation/informatising’ tech-

nology, e.g., multiple-domain sensors improving target-detection, precision-guid-

ance enhancing accuracy, IT-networks abridging the detection-to-shooter ‘kill-

chain’, and radar-evading ‘stealth’ capabilities, often summarised as the RMA,

become more destructive, effective, expensive and complex. RMA features shrank

the time-space continuum, altering the ability of both powers to swiftly visit

possibly unacceptable violence on their adversaries using conventional means.

Although human cognitive faculties controlling decision-making changed little,

their consequences in the realm of inter-state violence had grown dramatically,

with potentially irreversible outcomes. America’s scientific-technological and
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economic pre-eminence and hegemonic motivation gave it excellence across the

RMA spectrum. However, on the back of its impressive growth in knowledge-and-

technology-intensive economic activity, Beijing appeared increasingly able to

match US capabilities. China’s high-technology manufacturing rose fivefold in

2003–2012, increasing its global share from 8 % to 24 %. America retained

leadership at 27 % [18], but trends promised change. The US national security

establishment half-acknowledged this shifting balance and its strategic

consequences for Sino-US competition.

Three years into Washington’s Asian ‘Rebalance’, Undersecretary of Defence,

Frank Kendall, briefed Congress on the DoD’s ‘strategy to maintain US superiority

in military technology’. Pointing to China’s A2/AD assets, especially ‘space-

control investments, offensive cyber capabilities, conventional ballistic and cruise

missiles and air-to-air capabilities, including fifth-generation fighters’, Kendall

reported America’s BMD enhancements with ‘long-term’ deployment of a

THAAD battery to Guam [19], a second BMD-radar system to Japan, and improved

ground-based interceptors in Alaska. While China pursued ‘a long-term, compre-

hensive military modernization program’ focused on ‘counter-intervention’

capabilities, US budget cuts fell ‘disproportionately on modernization’. Still,

since 2012, the DoD had ‘continued research and development and procurement

investments focused on the Asia-Pacific region’, including ‘cyber-defence, land-

based key asset defense, maritime surveillance, air dominance and precision strike.’

Kendall nonetheless warned, ‘Technological superiority is not assured, and we

cannot be complacent about our posture. This is not a future problem; this is a

“here now” problem’ [20].

The ‘problem’ appeared both at sea and in the air. Investments in larger, multi-

mission platforms equipped with ‘advanced anti-ship, anti-air, and anti-submarine

weapons and sensors’, long-range ASCMs, other weapons like the DF-21D and ‘the

requisite C4ISR architecture’ enabled China ‘specifically to deter or prevent US

military intervention in the region’ [21]. Beijing’s focus on proximate maritime-

spatial domains covering the Yellow, East- and South China Seas favoured it

vis-à-vis its core priorities, allowing it to conserve resources. China’s official

defence spending grew nominally at double-digit rates over 1989–2013, except in

2010. However, factoring in inflation, growth was single-digit and at par with GDP

growth, ensuring sustainability [22]. By targeting US vulnerabilities within East

Asia, China’s ‘asymmetric capabilities’ gained ‘disproportionate efficiency in

asserting its interests’, even though its overall defence spending remained ‘a distant

second to America’s’ [23].

This analysis posited, China’s defence-spending was among the world’s highest,

both absolutely and in growth-rate terms; increasingly ‘on the books’ expenditure

afforded the PLA significant capabilities; was sustainable; and amenable to further

substantial growth if Beijing chose [24]. One asymmetry between America and

China was while the hegemon sought to maintain global stability, and apparent

challenges anywhere threatened its primacy, China’s quest for regional dominance

limited its needs and liabilities. Beijing’s increasing ability to target America’s

space assets threatened ‘the extant US military superiority that is essential to
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protecting’ America, its interests and its clients [25]. Although mutual economic

interests and China’s growing reliance on space could ‘help restrain reckless

activities’, moderating Beijing’s incentives to assault American assets,

Washington could not ‘rely on them’ [26]. The PLA’s unprecedented publication

of 17 photographs of its most modern ICBM, DF-31, in action in early 2014,

reflected a muscular response to US deployments of sophisticated platforms to

Japan [27].

Conventional MRBMs and IRBMs served to deter hostile intrusions into

domains bounded by the first- and second island chains. New precision-guided

weapons threatened enemy forces, bases and facilities with accurate strikes at

progressively greater ranges. By 2014, the PLAAF, in concert with sister-services

and the Second Artillery, had credible plans and capabilities in place for securing

Taiwan, if ordered [28]. Distance from mainland bases would challenge PLAAF

attacks on other SCS targets, require close inter-service coordination, and be

sustainable only briefly until PLAN carrier strike groups became operational. As

China’s regional rivals built airfields in the Spratlys [29], Beijing erected military

facilities on reclaimed land in several SCS reefs, most prominently, a runway on

Fiery Cross Reef, refuting US and other protests [30].

Chinese literature indicated a shift from pre-emptive strikes on intervention-

capable US forces to a balanced approach to the main mission, i.e., focusing on

neutralising Taiwan/SCS targets, while deterring/limiting US intervention. Should

‘counter-intervention’ become necessary, China would mount all-domain strikes on

US forces, facilities, bases and networks on and around Okinawa and Guam

[31]. This objective entailed significant targeting challenges, however. In 2014,

PACOM forces comprised 330,000 personnel, a fifth of the US military, distributed

among 180 ships, including five carrier strike groups, nearly 2,000 aircraft, and

140,000 sailors and civilians of the Pacific Fleet; the Pacific Marine Corps Forces’

85,000 marines and two Marine Expeditionary Forces; over 435 aircraft and 43,000

airmen of the Pacific Air Forces; the Pacific Army’s 60,000-plus personnel, includ-

ing five Stryker brigades; and over 1,200 Special Operations personnel, and 38,000

DoD civilians. The US Coast Guard deployed 27,000 personnel to the Pacific in

support of these forces [32]. Planned induction of new platforms and systems,

Guam’s development as a strategic hub, and increased training with regional allies

would enhance their combat-capabilities.

Beijing has, at least since 1996, viewed forward-deployed US forces as a

‘menacing’ presence threatening its ‘core interests’. China’s increasingly assertive

maritime/territorial claims backstopped with its growing military capabilities to

deter or constrain US intervention in support of other disputants, and the latter’s

quest for internal- and external balancing, threatened regional stability by eroding

US influence, and raised the prospect of conflict. US analyses showed that geogra-

phy, economics and technology favoured China with higher returns on its ‘offense-

dominant’ counter-intervention investments in missiles, submarines and cyber-

warfare than US efforts to maintain primacy by deploying ‘platform-heavy forces’

[33]. Consequently, ‘the survivability of US forces in the Western Pacific is already

a problem.’ Given technological realities, ‘it is not feasible and affordable’ for
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America ‘to reverse the trend of growing vulnerability’ by better defending its

assets [34]. As PLAN drills in the SCS and ECS in 2014 indicated [35], China was

deterred neither by the coalescent adversarial coalition around its rim, nor by the

risk of incidents escalating to confrontations with US forces and their allies, from

asserting its contested claims.

Beijing could be forgiven for viewing America’s response to Chinese challenges

with ASBC/JOAC incorporating early strikes on deep-inland PLA missiles [36],

radars, sensors, networks, command-centres and associated platforms as a

decapitating, if not existential, threat. To counteract these hostile designs, China

boosted cyber-warfare and ASAT systems, potent threats to America’s expedition-

ary and strike assets. ASBC’s pre-emptive content gave Washington first-strike

advantage, but Beijing’s responses precipitated an escalatory and dialectic

dynamic. The PLA’s combination of Su-30MKK/J-11B Flankers carrying YJ-12

ASCMs, and DF-21D ASBMs, threatened US naval-air dominance in the Western

Pacific. In response, DoD inducted long-range, networked air- and missile-defence

capabilities comprising E-2D early-warning aircraft, F-35C naval fighters and

SM-6 SAMs [37]. The record suggested Beijing would respond with fresh

countervailing measures.

Strategic diplomacy within the dominant system further deepened US anxiety.

Resurgent Russian assertiveness, especially in Ukraine, but also in expanded aerial

and naval military manoeuvres close to US, NATO and Japanese domains, through-

out 2014, questioned the US-led order [38]. Increasing Sino-Russian collaboration,

visibly in the energy sector manifest in two substantial, long-term agreements

signed in May and November, appeared to pit a putative coalition against

America’s global leadership [39]. Hagel stressed Sino-Russian challenges, espe-

cially in defence science-and-technology, threatening America’s systemic primacy:

China and Russia have been trying to close the technology gap by pursuing and funding

long-term, comprehensive military modernization programs. . . developing anti-ship, anti-

air, counter-space, cyber, electronic warfare, and special operations capabilities that appear

designed to counter our ability to project power to any region across the globe by surging

aircraft, ships, troops, and supplies. . .we are entering an era where American dominance on

the seas, in the skies, and in space – not to mention cyberspace – can no longer be taken for

granted. And while the United States currently has a decisive military and technological

edge over any potential adversary, our future superiority is not a given [40].

To counteract Chinese breakout threats, former DoD officials acting as advisors,

proposed an offset strategy [41]. On Hagel’s instructions, Kendall tasked the DSB

to launch urgent scientific-technological inquiries into the requirements for meeting

four China-rooted challenges: ‘Investigate ways to inform future investment

priorities, i.e., methods to assess and provide DoD leadership with improved

management insight into the level of cyber protection that currently exists and is

planned within DoD networks’; ‘consider the most effective science, technology,

capability and systems for maintaining air dominance beyond the next decade’;

address the ‘serious challenges posed by rapidly advancing threat capabilities and

employment of anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) strategies’; and identify ‘critical

capabilities (cyber and non-cyber) needed to support deterrence, warfighting, and
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escalation control against a highly cyber-capable adversary’ [42]. Hagel formalised

these within a new DoD strategy to ‘ensure that we do not lose the military-

technological superiority that we have long taken for granted’ [43]. America’s

determination to maintain its edge over China could not be clearer.

As both powers sought to secure advantage and avoid local/regional decapitation

by early targeting the opponent’s kill-chain before it lost its own, preventive attacks

gained a premium whenever conflict looked imminent, probable, or even plausible.

Crisis instability was thus ingrained in Sino-US mutual military perceptions,

planning and preparations [44]. Crystallising consensus suggested that America’s

military superiority did not insulate it from potentially debilitating consequences

afflicting both parties should they engage in anything more than a local conflict.

Viewing Chinese naval modernisation and expansion as ‘a serious challenge’ [45],

Washington boosted engagements with China’s rivals across the Indo-Pacific

[46]. However, while warning Beijing against proclaiming an SCS ADIZ, America

also reassured China and urged client-states to lower tensions and restrain inflam-

matory rhetoric [47].

Rivalry in a Globalised World

De-escalation did not drive policy, though. Washington forged rare bipartisan

consensus in authorising defence spending significantly exceeding Budget Control

Act limits, adding to strength in the Asia-Pacific. The US Navy steadily deployed

new platforms to the Pacific while the USAF pursued global domination [48]. How-

ever, one Western study posited that Chinese military allocations, growing by

18.75 % from 2011, would reach $232.5bn in 2015. While much less than US

defence spending, this would be almost four times that of Japan, and five times that

of India [49]. If true, China’s 2015 defence spending would surpass the combined

total for Japan, India, South Korea, Australia, Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia,

Pakistan, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and New Zealand, almost all of them

US-clients. China’s slowing economic growth reduced revenues, and rising social

spending added demands on resources. So, these predictions could prove to be

inaccurate, but patterns were emerging with unprecedented clarity. Against this

backdrop, after a decade of COIN-focused labours, US forces began training

against an unnamed major power armed with as sophisticated arsenals as

themselves [50].

Comparative economic dynamism comprised both the context in which compe-

tition intensified, and the foundation on which rivalry played out. In 2011, a year

after China replaced Japan as the world’s second-biggest economy, the IMF

predicted China would overtake America as the world’s biggest in 2016 [51],

resuming a position it lost in 1890. Two years later, assuming China’s economy

would grow by 8.5 % in 2013, and 8.9 % in 2014, the OECD endorsed that forecast

[52]. After China’s GDP grew by 7.7 % in 2013, British researchers, juxtaposing

increasing US dynamism with slowing growth in China, forecast that China would

overtake America in 2028, when other emerging economies, too, would replace
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several G-7 states in the top league [53]. The International Comparison Programme

forecast that in PPP-terms, China would overhaul America in late 2014 [54]. In

October 2014, the IMF confirmed this. Canberra forecast that China would lead

Asia in overtaking advanced economies on a PPP basis around 2020, itself produc-

ing 25 % of the global output by 2030, outpacing America [55], which would

nonetheless remain the most successful economy. Much higher per-capita income

than China’s, cheap energy, high business investment and strong innovation would

secure for it a dominant position for decades. Unfavourable demographics, maturity

slowing growth, a growth-rate nonetheless higher than in the G-7 economies, a

strengthening Renminbi and burgeoning debt would shape China’s future [56].

Beijing’s challenges combined management of domestic and external change.

While Xi consolidated power in his own hands and within a tightly-knit band of

acolytes from the PBSC and CPC Central Committee, he also pushed an activist, if

primarily reactive, global stance. Failure, owing to US Congressional resistance, to

secure long-agreed enhanced authority within the Bretton Woods institutions,

pushed Beijing to initiating complementary, if not alternative, multilateral financial

organisations: the BRICS-funded New Development Bank (NDB), the Chinese-

sponsored Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), and the ‘New Silk-Road’

initiative. The Shanghai-based NDB would first be led by an Indian international-

banker; the Beijing-based AIIB, endorsed by 22 Asian states with an initial

authorised capital of $50bn, to be eventually doubled, would increase continental

connectivity [57]. Beijing offered another $40bn to rebuild land- and maritime

trade-routes linking Asia to Europe. These endeavours promised to strengthen

China’s hands in multilateral financing at the cost of the US-led World Bank, and

the Japan-led Asian Development Bank. In a global economy still buffeted by the

consequences of the North Atlantic-rooted Great Recession, such competition

promised mixed outcomes.

Mutual recognition of an alternative to strategic competition being strategic

cooperation was signalled in August 2014 when, just ahead of the first

US-African summit, going against the grain of Western critique of China’s

resource-and-infrastructure investments in Africa, Obama welcomed Chinese

efforts there [58]. This followed Beijing’s 2013 proposal for Sino-US collaboration

on a $12bn dam-project in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a topic discussed at

the July 2014 S&ED in Beijing. Congressional opposition precluded early collabo-

ration but the two governments appeared willing to discuss prospects for a more

globally collegial future. China’s economic growth eased that process. In early

2014, China was the leading trade-partner for 124 countries, compared to 76 for

America. Its inward FDI stock grew to $832bn with only America, France and

Britain hosting bigger stocks. In 2012, Beijing’s outward FDI totalled $84.2bn, only

behind America and Japan. Its $3.7tn foreign exchange reserves dwarfed Japan’s

$1.3tn in second place.

China, the world’s factory-floor with the biggest automotive industry, consumed

over 50 % of global semiconductor output, produced 87 % of the world’s PCs, 75 %

of its mobile-phones, and 52 % of its colour televisions [59]. However, policies and

circumstances which pushed China to this stature, i.e., a large low-cost labour pool,
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financial regulations assuring low capital costs for investors, controlled exchange

rates bolstering exports, and loosely-enforced environmental protection

regulations, came full circle in 2013–2014. Labour supplies shrank, financial

liberalisation raised interest rates, the yuan-dollar exchange rate appreciated 26 %

since 2005, and devastating environmental degradation triggered regulatory strin-

gency [60]. Reduced growth rates threatened political-economic stability; credit-

and property bubbles and unrecoverable loans challenged macroeconomic health;

ecological degradation imposed rising costs; and expanding tech-savvy middle

classes vied against authoritarian control. This combination generated a brittleness

taxing the most sophisticated of ruling elites.

In contrast, after decades of dependency, America became largely energy-

independent; its scientific innovations led the world; withdrawal from major

combat-theatres saved lives and resources, helping to restore national substance.

Additionally, with Chinese assertiveness concerning many Asian states, American

strategic leadership was again unquestioned among them. These changes occurred

alongside wider shifts in the global economy, with BRICS states and other devel-

oping members of the G20 promising significant future prospects. The dynamic

milieu and its political ramifications predicted a period of increasing uncertainty as

major players sought to strengthen their positions in a fluid environment.

Washington repositioned itself to focus on ‘new technologies, new centers of

power, and a world that is growing more volatile, more unpredictable, and in

some instances more threatening to the United States’, noting that, ‘Unprecedented

levels of global connectedness provide common incentives for international coop-

eration and shared norms of behaviour, and the growing capacity for countries to

play greater and even leading roles in advancing mutual security interests in their
respective regions’ [61].

Acquiescence to the emergence of regionally dominant players, however,

contradicted America’s military-power-backed determination to ‘sustain the global

leadership role’ [62]. Strategic ambivalence was not limited to the Administration;

influential analysts, too, noted the urgency of balancing exigencies of US primacy

with the need to avoid war with China, without clarifying how [63]. American

thinking reflected uncertainties generated by transitional fluidity. Partly to address

that fluidity, assure regional allies, and allay Chinese anxiety, Hagel sustained

institutional ‘emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region’, and strengthened ‘focus on

security cooperation’ in his departmental reorganisational instructions [64],

stressing the stabilising gains from America’s commitment:

The Asia-Pacific’s dynamic growth cannot be taken for granted. Security, stability and

prosperity require constant attention, a commitment to shared principles, and the combined

efforts of the United States and all Asia-Pacific nations. When nations work together for the

benefit of all their people, everything is possible [65].

Whether Asia-Pacific nations were listening remained unclear [66]. Certainly, at

the sub-systemic level, China-centred concerns of Japan, the Philippines and

Vietnam betrayed the potential for sudden flare-ups. As America boosted ties to

China’s rivals, Beijing and Tokyo prepared for clashes [67], and Manila and Hanoi
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built defences [68], prospects for Washington being drawn in grew. China and

America, apparently following the Dengist dictum on ‘crossing the river by feeling

the stones’, cooperated in some areas while competing in others. This pragmatic

mix appeared to acquire a definitional character in America’s China policy [69]. On

the day President Obama received the Dalai Lama at the White House for the third

time, endorsing his campaign for ‘the preservation of Tibet’s religious, cultural, and

linguistic traditions and the protection of human rights for Tibetans’, drawing

Chinese ire, CMC Vice-Chairman, General Fan Changlong, hosted the Chief of

the US Army Staff, General Ray Odierno, as they jointly initiated a new, regular

and substantive military dialogue [70].

Two months later, as Obama made long-delayed visits to Tokyo, Seoul, Manila

and Kuala Lumpur, reassuring security-clients anxious over Chinese assertiveness,

and underscoring the consistency of America’s Asian rebalance, Hagel conferred

with Chinese interlocutors in Beijing [71]. They agreed to provide advance notice

of ‘major military activities’ although talks on ‘standards of behaviour for air and

sea military safety’ remained incomplete [72]. His counterpart noted, while ‘we

respect the US presence and influence in Asia-Pacific region. . . territorial sover-
eignty issue is china’s core interest. On this issue, we will make no compromise, no

concession, no trading, not even a tiny bit of violation is allowed’ [73]. Hagel

stressed Washington’s treaty commitments to Tokyo and Manila, while recording

Sino-US convergences. Conscious that China’s military-technological advances

deprived America of guaranteed ‘dominance on the seas, in the skies, and in

space’, Hagel reduced America’s military headcount, cutting army strength but

boosting air, naval, Special Operations and cyber forces, and sustaining the rebal-

ance, for future contingencies. The Army would fight one major campaign at a time

while helping America’s other forces in another, presumably against adversaries

like China, which denied options for large-scale invasions [74]. So, while China

remained a key operational concern, others, too, figured.

In July 2014, a four-ship PLAN contingent made modest history by joining the

US-led RIMPAC naval drills, the world’s largest, around Hawaii. Although the

contingent participated in only some manoeuvres, this was said to reflect a response

to ‘possible common challenges’ faced by America, China and other participants

[75]. The PLAN’s despatch of a Dongdiao-class electronic-surveillance auxiliary,
which steamed near the USS Ronald Reagan carrier strike group, part of RIMPAC,
within US EEZ near Oahu, drew criticism. However, US commanders noted the

ship obeyed legal parameters framing their own operations [76]. While RIMPAC
progressed, notwithstanding continuing Sino-US tensions over China’s maritime

claims, General Fan visited Canberra and announced that the PLA would join a

small-scale US-Australian infantry drill in Northern Australia, in October. Exercise
Kowarimarked another modest but notable step in military cooperation [77]. Kerry

similarly stressed US engagement with Asian powers, including China, in a frame-

work of cooperative leadership in addressing such global challenges as climate

change and environmental sustainability. Washington shared Beijing’s eagerness to

forge a ‘new model’ relationship which needed active mutual engagement, and
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America was invested in that enterprise [78]. But US and Chinese interpretations of

the ‘model’ differed.

Sino-US differences over Tokyo’s reinterpretation of Article 9 of its constitu-

tion, enabling Japanese forces to assist allied units even when Japan was not

threatened, and Tokyo’s decision to start exporting weapons, underscored

systemic-subsystemic challenges. Japan’s transfer of submarine technology to

Australia, and US-Japanese-Australian collaboration in space-based ISR reinforced

adversarial coalition-building [79]. CJCS Dempsy’s visit to Vietnam in August

2014, the first by such a senior US military officer since 1971, underscored the

coalescence of a not-so-tacit anti-Chinese front [80]. And yet, as the three summits,

APEC, EAS and G20, at which US, Chinese and Japanese leaders were expected to

meet, approached, Beijing and Tokyo demonstrated a capacity for moderation.

Yang Jiechi and Japan’s National Security Advisor Shotaro Yachi, meeting in

Beijing before Abe arrived for the APEC summit, hammered out a four-point

accord conceding Japanese acknowledgement of a dispute over the ownership of

the Diaoyutai/Senkaku Islands [81]. Urging both sides to explore pacific means of

addressing differences, the agreement made possible the first Xi-Abe summit, and

restoration of the maritime status quo ante.
Positive hints did not, however, transform the amorphous nature of reality.

Ambiguity marked transitional fluidity. Leadership comments, addressing diverse

audiences, sending nuanced messages and seeking to satisfy myriad aspirations,

exemplified strategic ambivalence. Obama told America’s present and future mili-

tary commanders, ‘The United States is and remains the one indispensable nation.

That has been true for the century past and it will be true for the century to come.’

He noted, US leadership was not in question, but how it was exercised. Military

prowess would ‘always be the backbone of that leadership (but) just because we

have the best hammer does not mean that every problem is a nail’ [82]. Primacy

would be maintained, but not inevitably with lethal force. This perspective appar-

ently challenged China almost as much as did coercive threats.

Xi Jinping worried that in addition to economic slowdown and widespread

corruption, CPC authority also faced Western-inspired non-military challenges

promoting:

• Constitutional democracy

• Universal values of human rights

• Notions of media independence

• Concepts of civic participatory politics

• Ardently pro-market ‘neo-liberalism’, and

• ‘Nihilist’ critique of the CPC’s traumatic past [83]

Xi instructed CPC officials to ensure ‘the century of humiliations’ was

consigned to history while China concentrated on development. The West was

peripheral to his narrative except as the source of traumas flowing from the Opium

War; Japan was marginal. What mattered were China’s evolution as an Asian

power, and its relations with Asia [84]. Inattention to the West contrasting Xi’s
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Asia-focus was interpreted variously. Domestically, Xi’s anti-corruption campaign,

netting senior Party and PLA ‘tigers’ as well as minor ‘flies’, seemingly reflected

contradictory tendencies, confidently demonstrating rectitude or betraying pro-

found insecurity. Defensive anxiety permeated the debate between Left-and-Right

factions fragmenting the CPC elite as it, too, searched for directions to China’s

future.

In practical terms, ambivalence could be read into the Chinese NDU’s recom-

mendation to build a 400-strong fleet of the PLA’s Y-20 strategic airlifters, each

able to carry 65 tons. Pointing to Russian, US and Indian military fleets of large-

and medium airlifters, respectively 800, 700 and 200-strong, the NDU urged the

formation of 10 Divisions, each with two regiments of 20 Y-20 [85]. Such a fleet

would afford China significant power-projection and humanitarian capabilities.

Forces supported by 400 strategic airlifters would be large, sophisticated, and

positioned to conduct complex joint-forces operations far from home. Proposing

the construction of such capacity could reflect confidence in China’s future regional

and global role, but also signify anxiety over competitive challenges from rival

powers. The NDU did not represent the CMC, but as in America, its views reflected

an influential strand of military thinking. Whether its recommendations are

implemented and, if so, how quickly, would offer evidence of Beijing’s strategic

perspective, and the PLA’s role in it.

Baby Steps Forward?

The American and Chinese militaries acted as both the leading edge of Sino-US

strategic competition reflecting and reinforcing their still primarily sub-systemic

rivalry, and a tool for diplomatically moderating contention. The future would

largely be shaped by the strand that gained pre-eminence. The imagery that

crystallised as the Obama Administration processed towards its conclusion

suggested a guarded recognition shared across the Pacific of the limited utility of

lethal force as the principal instrument of engagement. However, this recognition

illuminated the thinking of only some sections of the national elites [86]. The US

Navy, the front-end of America’s systemic primacy, under Obama’s orders, pur-

sued both strategic dominance and collegial interaction with the PLAN [87]. Thus

the world’s two most powerful actors stood on the cusp of transitioning into a

relationship whose contours were as ambiguous as when Obama took office. Sino-

US relations were assuming greater significance as the post-Cold War security

system betrayed signs of fraying, with myriad crises erupting around a volatile core,

but clarity still eluded the diarchy.

What seemed clear was that nationalist aspirations of either status-quo or

revisionist orientations, taken to their logical extremes, could unleash catastrophic

consequences. This was not an end advantageous to either party. However, an

axiomatic assumption of the shared need to avoid destructive conflict did not, by

itself, guarantee moves to a more accommodative future. What would Washington

do to retain its primacy by preventing Beijing from eroding America’s strategic
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edge? How would it pursue this and related objectives without triggering escalatory

confrontations? How would China respond to being forever consigned to a subsidi-

ary role in an order shaped by others and which, its growing capabilities and

interests notwithstanding, treated it as a less-than-normal power? Would the politi-

cal elites ruling these two states ever recognise that the alternative to mutual

accommodation could, under certain circumstances, mean mutual annihilation?

How could America and China, the two most intensely inter-dependent potential

rivals in modern history, imagine and negotiate a more mutually acceptable, and

hence stable, equilibrium?

Should they succeed in that unprecedented enterprise, how would they then chart

a course to, and transition into, that new relationship which, necessarily, expanded

China’s strategic autonomy without according it co-condominium powers, but also,

consequently, circumscribed America’s systemic primacy? Would the two national

elites, should they eventually come round to sharing this vision of a collaborative

future, be able to carry most influential and vocal segments of their domestic

constituencies? How would they allay anxieties and restore confidence to populaces

staggered by the implications of a dramatically different system? What role would

secondary players, most of them US clients and invested in the perpetuation of its

protective primacy, respond to such changes? How would other actors,

marginalised in the processes which shaped their future without any consideration

of their multitudinous and, occasionally conflicting, interests, treat the emergent

new order? What level of collegiality could the core powers invite, allow and

organise in managing the outcomes of a growing list of global challenges?

The depth of the difficulty confronting a systemic order experiencing transi-
tional fluidity was measured not by the absence of rational and meaningful answers

to these questions, but by their failure to animate policy discourses ringing across

the world’s chanceries. Where visionary statesmanship liberated from the shackles

of domestic party-political considerations, often made acute by the exigencies of

electoral-cyclical polarisation, was called for, rhetorical flourishes familiar to

significant support-bases appeared to supplant imagination. Both Zhongnanhai
and the Washington Beltway concealed in their secretive bowels individuals of

understanding and goodwill, capable of appreciating the monumental scale of

efforts needed to summon up national collective energies this unprecedented

transitional challenge demanded. Would they abandon the easy and familiar to

embark on the necessary but uncharted and uncertain course to prevent their own

fears from materialising, and redesign the global future? While the world awaited

answers to these questions, a few modest glimmers of hope manifested themselves.

The two powers appeared to recognise the risks inherent in strategic competition

being allowed to define Sino-US relations as China grew stronger and America

recovered from the Great Recession’s strains. Admiral Samuel Locklear,

USPACOM commander, told senators that China’s naval modernisation and expan-

sion should not automatically lead America to ‘talk ourselves into a conflict’

[88]. CNO Greenert initiated intensified multi-level exchanges to build

USN-PLAN relations [89]. As Obama reassured allies and partners critical to the

successful completion of America’s ‘Asian rebalance’, Hagel encouraged his
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Chinese hosts to institutionalise military-to-military engagements so that US and

Chinese forces, still wary and mutually defensive, did not develop an irreversibly

adversarial approach to each other. This was easier said than done. After all, since

the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, PACOM and the PLA had viewed each other as

their nemesis. Still, the commander of the US Pacific Air Forces hoped to revive

discussions with Chinese counterparts on preventing aerial ‘incidents’ [90].

Material, organisational and doctrinal developments on both sides had been

shaped by considerations of how to swiftly defeat the enemy in a short, sharp

conflict in the Western Pacific. Literature on this abounded, but very little was said

about crisis stability and escalation control, perhaps in the unstated hope that

neither party would be suicidal enough to let things get to that point. Only during

Obama’s second term did influential commentators begin exploring the dangers of

initiating military action as a policy tool. America had to defend its systemic

dominance, but warfare was not the ideal option to that end. Less destructive and

disruptive engagements, backstopped with lethal power, if necessary, had to be

pursued first.

While China struggled with domestic state-building [91], the hollowness of

America’s ‘global indispensability’ became increasingly apparent [92]. With ana-

lytical insights seeping through to leadership levels, Washington and Beijing

appeared to begin a conversation on fashioning a ‘new pattern of relations’ enabling

both parties to identify, define and pursue respective ‘core interests’ while accom-

modating each other and negotiating conflicts of secondary interests. The need to

prevent further systemic turbulence meant progress would be slow and gains

accretive. While the Xi Jinping-Li Keqiang diarchy had established its authority,

and had several years to run, Obama’s tenure approached its end with increasing

legislative challenges posed by the Republicans’ 2014 mid-term victory, and an

uncertain succession in 2016. The public face of his core foreign policy team, John

Kerry and Chuck Hagel, occasionally pointed critique of China and muscular

support for allies notwithstanding, struggled with an understated appreciation of

the essential nature of systemic transition and what it would take to chart a

non-destructive course through it.

In Beijing, despite evidence suggesting Xi Jinping commanded greater control

over the Chinese party, state and military institutions than any of Deng’s other

successors, discordant rumblings from factions facing possible loss of power and

prestige as reforms took hold, indicated the complexity of managing an increasingly

diverse, differentiated and aspiring billion-plus populace [93]. However, the first

necessary step in embarking on any dramatic enterprise being the acknowledge-

ment of change being necessary, leaders in both capitals seemingly crossed the

threshold of habit, taking a leap of faith in imagining a somewhat different future.

Neither articulated the end-state, nor enumerated the difficulties confronting the

adoption of such a course. Public discussions retained their nationalistic, realist-
school, flavour. Behind the scenes, though, Washington and Beijing appeared, very

gingerly, to broach a return to strategic cohabitation. A hint of this shift arrived on

the sidelines of the third Nuclear Security Summit in the Hague, overshadowed by
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Russia’s annexation of Crimea reverberating across the international security

system.

At this summit, Obama and Xi noted their shared determination to ‘build a new

model of relations’ while Xi committed ‘to our position of no confrontation, no

conflict, mutual respect, and win-win cooperation with regard to the United States’

[94]. There was no public debate over the NSA’s reported hacking of Huawei’s

networks, or Beijing’s assertive conduct in East Asian waters, although these issues

featured in closed-door exchanges. When Xi raised the hacking issue, Obama noted

that America only collected national security intelligence, not commercial data. He

expected China’s maritime/territorial disputes would be addressed peacefully while

stressing Washington’s treaty commitments to Tokyo and Manila [95]. America

then confirmed further deployments of new stealth destroyers, LCS and other assets

to the Pacific [96]. These contrary trends notwithstanding, Obama’s plea for Xi’s

support on the Crimean crisis, and the latter’s acquiescence, revealed pragmatic

consonance, despite deepening Sino-Russian ties, reflected in China’s abstention at

UNSC voting.

Hope rested on another substantial Xi-Obama meeting 5 years after Obama’s

first presidential trip to China and Wen’s rejection of a hypothetical Sino-US ‘G2’.

A fortnight before Obama returned to Beijing for an APEC summit and state-visit,

John Kerry hosted State Councilor Yang Jiechi in Boston for two days of ‘unprece-

dented and substantive candid exchanges.’ Discussions covered the Ebola epi-

demic, campaigns against the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and

other terrorist groups, Iranian and North Korean nuclear and missile programmes,

Afghanistan, Climate change, trade and investments, human rights, cyber-security

and maritime disputes [97]. Resonances notwithstanding, Yang refused to revive

cyber-negotiations. The dialogue’s range, directness and informality suggested a

measure of maturity in US-China relations, hinting at shared intent to cooperate on

convergent interests while managing differences. Differences, however, persisted.

Beijing’s envoy to Washington asked:

Why do many Americans believe they know better what China should do than we Chinese?

Why don’t they pay sufficient attention to what we in China think we should do, what we

believe the country should do, or in what direction that the country should be going? Why

do they believe they always know better than ourselves? [98]

Mid-term polls in November tilted the Beltway landscape heavily against

Obama’s leadership, as Republicans boosted their House majority, took control of

the Senate, and propelled Administration-critics to influential legislative positions,

constraining his ability to answer these questions. The Executive’s capacity to

coherently pursue strategic objectives dimmed. Even if Obama could overcome a

reluctance to acknowledge America’s eroding primacy, an uncertain proposition,

Team Obama faced myriad challenges in educating not just the national security

establishment, but also America’s disparate military-industrial-academic

agglomerations invested in perpetual systemic hegemony undergirded with hard

military power. This articulate elite, often representing conservative interests,

shaped popular perceptions steeped in the ubiquitous presumption of “American
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exceptionalism [99], at the heart of America’s collective impulses and need ‘to

appear strong’ [100].

Anxiety evident in official and academic analyses of Asia-Pacific strategic

insecurity notwithstanding, late 2014 revealed some positive signs. Just before

Shinzo Abe arrived in Beijing for an APEC summit, Yang Jiechi hosted Abe’s

national Security Advisor, Shotaro Yachi. They signed a four-point accord on

improving relations, a requirement for Xi’s agreement to meet Abe bilaterally.

With Tokyo acknowledging a dispute existed over the Diaoyutai/Senkakus, the way

was open for a summit. Xi and Abe agreed to ease tensions. Xi sought assurances

that Tokyo would adhere to the 1995 Tomiichi Murayama Statement on Japan’s

role in the Second World War; Abe offered these and pledged to cooperate on

implementing the Four-Point accord [101]. The leaders tacitly endorsed shelving

the ECS dispute to gradually restore calm. Years, indeed decades, of mistrust and

resentment could not be wiped off in a 25-minute meeting, and the structurally

competitive dynamics shaping the China-Japan security complex and the China-

Japan-US strategic triangle persisted, but Xi and Abe had taken the first steps

towards reviving a measure of normalcy.

Obama faced a tougher challenge. Having rejected Xi’s interpretation of a ‘new-

model of major-country relations’ based on ‘equality, respect for each other’s core

interests and win-win’ [102], and facing deeper domestic difficulties than before, he

had little new to offer. Washington questioned the wisdom of Beijing’s sponsorship

of the NDB and the AIIB, which threatened to dilute the influence of US-led

institutions. As Obama arrived, Beijing reposted, ‘The US always wants to lead

the world, but it does not have the strength. There has been no global hegemony that

can wipe out diversity in the world, and the US is no exception’ [103]. Uncertainty

trailed Air Force One as Obama winged his way to consecutive summits in Beijing,

Naypyitaw and Brisbane.

So, the commercial, environmental and military-security agreements whose

announcements Obama and Xi presided over on the margins of the APEC conclave,

surprised many, both by their ambition and the secretive manner in which they had

been negotiated since the Sunnylands summit. Kerry had noted growing conver-

gence after hosting Yang in Boston:

The US-China relationship is the most consequential in the world today, period, and it will

do much to determine the shape of the 21st century. That means that we have to get it

right. . .together our nations are working closely in order to avoid the historic pitfall of

strategic rivalry between an emerging power and an existing power. Instead, we’re focused

on the steps that we need to ensure that we not only coexist, but that we cooperate [104].

Obama and Xi announced the two sides had reached an Information Technology

Agreement (ITA) removing high Chinese tariff on imported semiconductors and

certain medical instruments. China had sought to protect its domestic industry from

US imports, but after months of confidential exchanges, gave in, opening the way

for resumption of wider WTO-based multilateral negotiations. They persevered

with Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) negotiations as ‘a top priority,’ [105] and

agreed to start issuing 10-year visas to each other’s tourists and businessmen, and
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5-year visas to students. China reversed its 2009 position on binding CO2 emission-

cuts by agreeing to peak its emissions by 2030 and generate 20 % of its electricity

from renewable sources by then. America pledged to reduce its net emissions by

26–28 % from 2005 levels by 2025 [106]. This accord between the worlds’ largest

CO2 emitters improved the prospects for a global agreement in Paris in 2015.

The grant of longer-term visas to each other’s tourists, businessmen and students

indicated recognition of the urgency of intensifying both economic and people-to-

people contacts as the foundation of trust, shared prosperity and long-term stability.

Security agreements addressed more immediate concerns. The Obama presidency

recorded a series of ‘incidents’ between PACOM- and PLA platforms in China’s

periphery. Their escalatory potential, given the adversarial perspective colouring

mutual perceptions, was significant. Following several official-level exchanges

after the Sunnylands summit, America and China identified mechanisms for reduc-

ing Western Pacific military tensions. One agreement bound the two militaries to

notify each other of planned/impending major movements, manoeuvres and

activities, as well as policy- and strategy development. To allay Beijing’s ‘first-

strike’ fears, Washington pledged to notify ballistic missile launches. The other

accord sought to clarify ‘Rules of Behavior for the Safety of Air and Maritime

Encounters’ as the two forces increasingly contested East Asian battlespaces.

Washington would develop templates for managing aerial encounters [107]. Imple-

mentation of these agreements would lower escalatory potential and build confi-

dence. However, the core competitive dynamic born of America’s determination to

retain its dominance striking Chinese anxiety to spread its strategic wings was not,

and perhaps could not be, addressed.

The primate’s dilemma was illustrated by the variegated nature of perceived

Chinese challenges on different levels. At the systemic level, growing Chinese

capabilities almost inevitably eroded, or threatened to erode, America’s primacy,

but these were not amenable to a direct application of overwhelming military force.

Hagel observed, ‘we’re seeing a new world order being defined right before our

eyes. We’re right in the middle of it.’ Sino-Russian cooperation aimed to ‘try to

contain us and push the United States and the West back in other areas. . .the world
is dangerous. It is damn dangerous’ [108]. At the strategic level, Washington

acknowledged that for at least two centuries, China has ‘not had a history of any

hegemonic movement. . .They protect what they have, what they think is theirs.

And that’s part of the South China Sea/East China Sea issues’ [109]. But at the

operational level, Washington assessed Beijing’s ability to ‘shut down the entire US

power grid and other critical infrastructure’ by launching malware was real. ‘It is

only a matter of the when, not the if, that we are going to see something

traumatic’ [110].

That perceived threat triggered acute anxiety demanding urgent action. The

conundrum was apparent in Brisbane where, on the sidelines of the G20 summit,

parallel developments challenged each other. Xi Jinping and Australian Prime

Minister Tony Abbott presided over the conclusion of China-Australia Free Trade

Agreement (ChAFTA), granting Canberra significant gains. Its largest trade-partner

agreed to immediately eliminate tariff on 85 % of Australian exports. This would
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rise to 93 % in 4 years and 95 % on full implementation. Australian dairy, meat,

horticultural products, wines, sea-food and certain manufactures became tariff-free.

The service sector, too, profited [111]. ChAFTA, joining Canberra’s FTAs with

Tokyo and Seoul, China’s agreement with South Korea, and revived China-Japan-

South Korea trade talks, presaged Australia’s commercial integration with the

North-Asian strategic triangle.

The Void Ahead

Insecurity dynamics traced a different course. Obama reminded Australians that

America had invested blood and treasure over generations for the Asia-Pacific, and

whatever the occasion, ‘America shows up. We’re there to help. In good times and

bad, you can count on’ America. He explained that America’s staying power fused

its ‘diplomacy, military, economic, development, the power of our values and our

ideals.’ Reassuring Tokyo, Seoul, Manila and Canberra, he pledged: ‘We have an

ironclad commitment to the sovereignty, independence, and security of every ally.

And we’ll expand cooperation between allies, because we believe we’re stronger

when we stand together’ [112]. He also made clear who they stood against. His

pledge to deploy ‘more of our most advanced military capabilities to keep the peace

and deter aggression,’ or base ‘a majority of our Navy and Air Force fleets’ in the

Pacific by the decade’s end, ‘because the United States is, and will always be, a

Pacific power’, did not identify the object of this attention. But after underscoring

deepening ties with Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and India, Obama asked: ‘By

virtue of its size and its remarkable growth, China will inevitably play a critical role

in the future of this region. And the question is, what kind of role it will play?’ [113]

That uncertainty informed the US-Japan-Australia summit in Brisbane. Obama,

Abe and Abbott stressed the alliance’s ‘unshakable foundation of shared interests

and values, including a commitment to democracy and open economies, the rule of

law, and the peaceful resolution of disputes.’ While reiterating their ‘firm commit-

ment to deepen the already strong security and defence cooperation’ binding their

countries, they vowed to ensure ‘freedom of navigation and over-flight and the

peaceful resolution of maritime disputes in accordance with international law,

including through legal mechanisms such as arbitration’ [114]. The usage of this

phraseology targeting China demonstrated that progress in Sino-US relations and

Sino-Australian trade ties notwithstanding, fundamental cleavages divided the

systemic core. The system-manager sought to strengthen its competitive status

within the Sino-US diarchy by both internal balancing, i.e., sustaining and refining

its ‘rebalance’, and external balancing, by deepening and boosting the tacit coali-

tion of critics along China’s rim.

The dichotomy between China’s growing economic heft and widening linkages

with key players, and the latter’s strategic hedging and balancing against it while

also engaging it, convoluted the complicated strategic backdrop. America’s values-

based approach to coalition-building suggested Washington viewed authoritarian

China through an ideological prism. If this partial reflection of reality defined policy
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by formalising strong reservations against China’s one-party regime and endorsing

efforts, however ineffectual, to transform it into an approximation of liberal plural-

ism, relations could descend into a new Cold War. Despite the apparent brittleness

of CPC rule in Tibet, Xinjiang and Hong Kong, and numerous ‘public disturbances’

across the Han-heartland, externally sponsored ‘colour revolutions’ would likely

fail to democratise China. Beijing, anxious to prevent such a transformation [115],

cracked down on dissent [116]. State-society relational dynamics can be unpredict-

able, but the balance of organised power between the two suggested any transfor-

mative struggle could be violent and its results uncertain. Pragmatic cooperation

with Beijing in managing global challenges, wherever it served US interests,

indicated a more realistically sustainable approach to the dynamics reshaping the

dominant system. However, that cooperation appeared to be premised, from

Beijing’s perspective, on Chinese assertions of newly-achieved, if not openly

acknowledged, equality between great-powers [117].

Congressional analysts forecast naval imbalances in 2020, when PACOM’s

order-of-battle would comprise 67 submarines and major surface-combatants

while PLAN would muster 351 submarine- and surface combatants. The regional

balance of power was ‘shifting in China’s direction’ [118]. As Obama and Xi shook

hands, the US Navy announced manning changes to enable the LCS squadron’s

longer deployments to Singapore, and fresh ship-moves to the Pacific [119]. Beijing

and Washington couched competitive tendencies in civil diplomatese while

advancing contradictory interests without directly threatening each other. Nonethe-

less, their rivalry for dominance across the Asia-Pacific was increasingly apparent.

That America could no more secure for itself the status of a monist singularity

dominating the sub-system than China could push the primate out of its periphery

was only hesitantly and partially acknowledged.

With growing opacity signifying eroded US primacy, analysts urgedWashington

to recognise the loss of systemic supremacy while some advised practical, pragmatic

action to secure a strong future [120]. Voices painting a more realist imagery of

mutual insecurity and cautioning against compromise joined the debate, and

Washington responded with its deterrence-engagement mix [121]. The departure

of Hagel and ONA Director Marshall, uncertainties over the priorities and

preferences of their successors, and Obama’s presumably looming struggle with a

Republican-led Congress added to anxieties. Chinese commentary was similarly

mixed. Nationalists noted US inability, hegemonic inclinations notwithstanding, to

ignore China in Asian or global affairs, and urged Beijing to stand tall; pragmatists,

pointing to continuing frailties, advised cooperation [122]. The Beijing, Naypyitaw

and Brisbane summits illuminated doubly dichotomous tensions.

Evidence that the Xi-Abe meeting did not change the dynamics emerged 10 days

later. Tokyo ordered US V-22 tiltrotors, E-2D ISR aircraft, RQ-4 spy drones and

AAV7 amphibious vehicles worth several billion dollars to counter PLA activities

in ‘Japanese’ domains [123]. Discordance among the US-Japan-China,

Australia-China-US and US-Japan-Australia strategic triangles intensified, rather
than mitigated, systemic-subsystemic cleavages and tensions. The systemic core,
the dominant system, and the linked West-Pacific subordinate system betrayed
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parallel but distinct trajectories as the Obama presidency hit the home stretch. At

the core, America apparently acquiesced to China’s advent as a near-peer player

whose cooperation was essential to addressing global issues. Efforts seeking such

cooperation in a number key economic, security, environmental and other areas

succeeded.

However, ‘global partnership’ did not mean Washington ceded its ‘global

leadership role’. In fact, America boosted both its own forward-deployed lethal

and non-lethal resources, and reinforced the diplomatic-strategic force-multipliers

in its bilateral, trilateral and multilateral patron-client linkages. This was especially

evident at the EAS, where Obama chaired a US-ASEAN summit, and in Brisbane,

where he joined the leaders of Australia and Japan in reinforcing the most potent,

and positive-sum, strategic triangle in the region. The US-ASEAN summit, too,

played to great-power rivalry. The leaders boosted cooperation in economic,

environmental, educational and socio-cultural arenas while Obama offered help

with maritime- and cyber security, and scientific-technological transfers [124],

realms featuring growing Sino-US competition. Some ASEAN states sought closer

ties to America than others, but the group, itself seeking ‘centrality’ in shaping the

emergent security architecture, was torn between China’s economic largesse and

America’s security umbrella.

With anxious uncertainty shrouding prospects, strategic schizophrenia drove

both the centre and the periphery. Securing gains from Beijing’s growing

capabilities while defending ‘core interests’ potentially threatened by the same

Chinese attributes challenged policy coherence in both Washington and client-

capitals. Whether Obama would succeed in maintaining America’s capacity to

lead the system while explaining the changes precipitating incipient multipolarity

which rendered enforced domination impractical, begged other questions. Renewed

insecurity in the Middle-East, Eastern Europe and South-Central Asia demanded

attention and resources. Obama’s ability to enlighten fellow-citizens and acolytes on

the necessity of collegial management of global concerns, and how that redefined

systemic primacy, and thereby build constituencies supportive of fundamental and

painful but necessary policy shifts, remained unclear. His post-2016 successor’s

unknowable preferences and priorities loomed over the subtle balancing game he

seemingly played. Obama’s diplomatic initiatives in the closing quarter of his term

vis-a-vis not just China, but also India, Japan and Indonesia, and the emphases in his

last national Security Strategy document, underscored the ambiguity and ambiva-

lence inherent inWashington’s intensified “hedge-and-engage” approach to manag-

ing both Sino-US relations, and the systemic context in which these evolved.

China, too, appeared torn between appearing both strong and harmless, simulta-

neously friendly and capable of asserting its contested claims, while proclaiming its

advent as a greatpower. That was Xi’s balancing game [125]. Whether his ‘China

Dream’ would galvanise compatriots sufficiently to overcome acute transitional

pains, cleanse the CPC of myriad sins, and reassure interlocutors, remained uncer-

tain. Xi, too, appeared to hedge, reinforcing a nationalist narrative while seeking to

calm America and its clients. Institutional inertia and strategic momentum of

adversarial dynamics constricted diplomatic space. Xi’s six-point proposal to
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Obama in November, and Obama’s hesitant response, reflected both hope and

anxiety [126]. Clearly, many things could go wrong before a new equilibrium

restored systemic stability, but both parties hinted at acknowledging, however

tentatively, what they must do, and the risks of inaction. The quest for peacefully

negotiated circumscription and mutual restraint jarred against the grain of practice,

experience, inclination and tradition, but recognition that the alternative to collab-

orative accommodation was avoidable catastrophe seemed to gain trans-Pacific

traction. Therein lay the germs of hope.
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